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Reading of the roll.

There was a little .jisunderstanding in getting out the list

of the electives. Instead of the description of this course there

was a description put in for a course that I gave two years ago.

That course was supposed to be limited to very top students in

Hebrew, in using the Greek and the Latin. I did not have thêtin

mind for this year at all, so it had been intentionally arranged

on the schedule so that just about anybody who could take an

elective *f they wanted to could have this hour free. But then

the other statement got put into the list. So if anybody took

this thinking it would be a lot of difficult Heb. and Latin and

Greek, why this is a different kind of course and I don't want

anybody to be in it wanting something different from what we are

giving, but my intention this year was to give a course that would

be available to anyone, and we will make references to the Hebrew

and to the Greek and to the Latin probably, but we won't have any

prerequisites and we will not work directly hardly any with the

languages. Now the announceinnt in the list of electives was not

altogether wrong. That is it did not suggest an entirely different

course from == for this reason: that the course it describes, the

course I gave two years ago was an intensive study of Isa. 53, and

It said in the statement "and related passages" but in the course

of that semester we only got through Isa. 53. We did not get to any

related passages. Well this course is definitely Isa. 53 and related

passages, because it is Isa. 40 - 55 -- that section of Isaiah which

has its great climax in Isa. 53. Properly to understand Isa. 53 we

need to understand the section, to understand the related passages.
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In fact, actually this course should be taken before that course
because one isn't really ready to go into the little details of

Isaiah 53 until one has the structure of that section of the book

and the interrelation of its sections.

Now the book of Isa. is probably one of the greatest master

pieces of all literature. Certainly in the Bible is a wonderful

collection of literature, from a literary viewpoint. But there is

nothing from a literary bidwpoint in the Bible that is superior to

the book of Isaiah. In fact there is little that has ever been written

that is superior simply from a literary viewpoint to the book of

Isaiah. It is one of the outstanding masterpieces of writing. And

it is largely poetical in form. Hebrew poetry is different from

poetry in most of our western languages. It is more readily trans

latable, because it is not poetry that is based so much on rhyme

or on meter or on matters like that that can't be translated actually

from one language to another. If you are going to have them in a

translation, it has to be altogether lMfclifferent. You cannot

borrow anything of rhyme or of meter from a writer in a different
poetry

language. But Hebrew poetry is a ptyr of ideas, a poetry of

length of lines, a poetry of relationof thought of lines, of repe

titions of thought at regular intervals rather than of repetitions

of particular sounds like most of our western poetry is. Consequently

the poetical value of the book of Isaiah shines through in any trans

lation. It may not be as great as poetical value of the original, but

a very great deal of it remains. One of the great things about the

Bible is its wonderful r*t translatability. The Bible is not only

a great literary classic in the original Fleb. and Greek, but it has

become a great literary classic in German. It is the very foundation

of the German language, of the modern German language. And it is to
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a very great extent the foundation of our present English language

because the effect of the KJV on the English language has been very

very great indeed. O)e of the great things about the Bible is its

translatability.
Mohammedans

Now the Moamrr boast of the fact that the Koran is not

trans1at that the great beauty of the Koran is in the original

Arabic, and it does have very great literary beauty in the original

Arabic. Properly speaking it should be used only in the Arabic.

Translations are only to give you some idea of what it's about. But

the boast is that it is not really translatable. You have the

opposite situation in relation to the Bible.

In the Bible Isaiah is one of the very great sections of the

Bible and in Isaiah there is no section that is great than the

section from Ch. 40-55. Butinfortunately it is comparatively little

known as a whole section in our Christian world. Now there is no
much

Christian who has ever attended church/who is not familiar with

portions of this from Isa. 40-55. Anyone who has ever heard the

Messiah sung is very familiar with many of the verses of ch. 40

which has so much from the Messiah, and so do many other chapters

from this section 40-55. Ch. 53 is certainly one of our outstanding

sections about Christ in the OT, and most Christians who know much

at all about the Bible are familiar with isolated verses from this

section of Isa. But very few have any idea of the swing and progress

of it aa a whole. The present day critical scholars like to divide

it up into littêe separate poems which they think of as having in

some way come together, as being put together into one production

but really not having much relationship to each other. And it is

easy to see how they would get that attitude because very often the

changes of thought are sudden. There is a relationship which seems
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to me to be more emptional than logical. It discusses one particular

idea that has great emotional content, and it drives it home and

deals with it until you feel it rremendously, and then as if building

up this emphasis you feel a lack of a different corresponding which

seems to need emphasis, and then you suddenly jump from this one

to the other one. So you have these sudden breaks and changes, but

they are not at all accidental. There is a real emotional reason

for them. There is a relationship, and this relationship is often

not recognized at all. I think one of the most striking illustrations

of how a very important breaK, a very important change can completely

miss the attention of the student or translator, iif you will turn

to ch. 29 - where the King James translators completely miss the

thought. "Woe to Ariel, the city where David dwelt. Add year to

year. Let them kill sacrifice." Now when he says, "Ariel, the city

where David dwel;." it is clear he is talking about Jerusalem. Isa.

here is predicting Sennacherib'sattack against Jerusalem. "Yet I

will distress Ariel. There shall be heaviness and sorrow, and it
hearth

shall be unto me as Ariel." Now Ariel means the heart of God -

it will be a place where there is great burning, great stirring,

where tremendous things are happening. "And I will encamp against

thee round about, and I will lay seige against thee with a mount,

and I will raise forts against thee. And thou shalt be brought down,

and shalt speak out of the ground, and thy speech shall be low out
like a medium

of the dust, and thy voice shall be as one that hath a familiar spirit

out of the ground, and tt thy speech shall whisper out of the dust."

Here we have a picture of the situation of the city under seige, and

it is a very vivid picture of the prediction that Isaiah made of how

Sennacherib would attack Jerusalem.
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But then look at v. 5. In the KJV it says, "Moreover the

multitudes of thy strangers shall be like small dust." Well, what

sense does that make? It suggests that so many people that are

strange to you, there will be so many of them it will be just like

the small dust, doesn't it. "Moreover they shall be." "And the

multitude of the terrible ones shall be as chaff that passeth away."

Now if you just want to show how many, many attackers there are going

to be, you won't say they are going to be like chaff that passes away.

Yes, it will be in an instant suddenly. Thou shalt be visited by the

Lord of hosts with thunder, and with earthquake and great noise."

And v. 7, "And the multitude of all the nations that fight against

Ariel, even al that fight against her and her strongholds, and that

distress her, shall be as a dream of a night vision."

You don't get the thought of it at all! in the KJV. And simply
v.5

because of this one word that the . starts with,"Moreover." It is

just the Heb. letter waw, which often means "and", but is much more

gentle than our English word "and." It can hiean but , or it can

mean while. It shows a transition. And it shows a much greater

variety of transition than just our word "and." Now the KJV trans

lates it "moreover." As if to say we are going on to tell you more

of the same. And you could get the idea, but "but" would be far

better. You have a situation here vv. 1-4. There is the terrible

situation of this city in this awful seige. And then "but" there is

going to be a change. "The multitude of your stiangers is going to

be as small dust, and the multitude of the terrible ones as the

chaff that passeth away; yea it shall be at an instant suddenly."

"You will be visited by the Lord, and the multitude of all the

nations will be like a drea of a night vision." You remember that

one morning, it tells in Chronicles and in Isaiah 38, how one morn

ing a terrible pestilence had come. The angel of the Lord had killed
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thousands of the troops in the night, and Sennacherib had nothing

he could do but go back to his land and give up the seige of Jeru

salem, because God had intervened and had delivered Jerusalem.

Well all this is marvellously predicted here by Isaiah, but you

completely lose the thought of it when they put in that word "more

over." The KJV was on the whole a marvellous translation, but here

is one place where the translators simply went to sleep, and

failed to see the transition which is not a moreover transition, but

is a change. Something is a terrible thing, and then something

happens. But it illustrates the sudden transition that you often

find in Isa. and you have to get the thought of the v. and then

see what is the word that will make a transition properly if there

is a word. Often there is no word at all.

So we need to notice the transition and see the progress of

thought, and when we do we see that Isa. 40-55 is a passage which

starts in with a situation, starts in with a n idea, with a certain

attitude, and then developes up and forward until it reaches that

great climax in Isa. 53 with that marvellous prediction of Christ.

And the progress of thought while given in an emotional way is

really a tremendous logical progress forward in this passgge. It

means that this passage instead of being a few isolated vv. that

are interesting, is a continuous progress of thought that is I

believe a passage that every Christian ought to become very familiar

with because it is the foundation of our whole outlook on the very

central matter of our redemption which of course is explained in

clearer language in the NT after it occured, but is here predicted

700 yrs. ahead in a most marvellous way.

Now in order to understand it a little more, we have to know a

little more about the background of the took. So we look at the first
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v. of Isaiah and there we have a statement about when Isiiah was

given. The vision of Isaiah the son of Amos, which he saw concerning

Jbdah and Jerusalem in the days of Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz, and

Iiezekiah kings of Judah." So here we have it dated in general. The

general dates of Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah kings of Judah.

Now if you'll turn to the first v. of the book of Micah, you will

find that it says, "The word of the Lord that came to Micah the

Morasthite in the days of Jotham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah, kings of

Judah." Many w±iters of Bible dictionaries will speak of Micah as

Isaiah's younger contemporary. And the only reason that I can think

of that they call him a younger contemporary is that it says, He

spoke in the days of Jothan, Ahaz, and Hezekiah whereas it says that

Isaiah saw these visions in the days of Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz, and

Hezekiah. e11, that might suggest that Micah was younger than Isaiah
lived

but actuallyalthough Uzziah reigned for 52 years, he was a leper

most of that time, and his son Jotham during time when Uzziah was

still nominally reigning even though he was shut off in his upper

room with leprosy, and then Ahaz had a good part of his reign while

Uzziah was still living. So actually the fact that Uzziah is mentioned

in Isaiah is simply because Isaiah was so - - felt so keenly the

experiences of Uzziah life and refers to them in Isa. 6. Actually

there is no reason to think the time that Micah spoke was any differ

ent than the time Isaiah spoke here. It is no proof as to which of

the two was older, but If I had to make a guess I would guess Micah

was older and that M+t Isaiah was his younger contemporary. I have
guess

a rather good reason for that et, but the reason is based on a

differnt part of Isaiah than ch. 40-55. so we ++ will not look into

it now. But at any rate they were contemporaries. Now being con

temporaries Isaiah and Micah writing about 722 B.C. (we mentione that
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date, 6 721 I guess is the present figure that is usually given.

722 to 721, that winder was the year that Samaria was taken by the

Assyrian, and the Assyrian had attacked the northern kingdom of

Israel and captured Samaria and the northern kingdom was three times

as much area and twice as much population as the southern kingdom.

Both Isaiah and M Icah predict the Assyrian conquest of the northern

kingdom. Then they expected that the Assyrian kings who came from

Ninevah would also attack the southern kingdom. So the idea of

exile is very much in their minds. In the bk of Mfei*+**+ Micah and

inthe early part of Isaiah there are constant threats to the people

If you don't turn away from your sin., God is going to send you into

exile. God is going to send Samaria into exile, the northern kingdom.

And if you don't turn form your sin He will send you away also. There

is constand rebuke of the people for t)t*re their sin. There is con

stant dealing with this matter Q. the exile.

Now just let me call your at-teitionto a couple of illustrations

of this. Isa. 6:11-12 --(reading text. . .)Now this is clearly a

prediction of the fact the exile is coming. This exile came to Samaria

right during Isaiah's time, but it did not come to Juda until nearly

150 yrs. later, about 587 B.C. -- nearly 150 yrs. after.
prophesying

(Question - Well, Isaiah then was before the fall of

Samaria) Partly before and partly after, yes. Isaiah definitely

predicted the fall of Sainaria, and so did Micah. In Isa. 7 it begins

with Rezin king of Syria and Pekah, the son of Renialiah, king of Israel

went up toward Jerusalem to war against it. And in ch. 7 Isa. predicted

that both of these kingdoms would be conquered by the Assyrians, and

in ch. 7:18-20, he predicts the Assyrian army is also going to attack

the southern kingdom. He says in vv. 18-20 (reading text . .

So he tells about how the king of Assyria is going to attack Judah,
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and how he is going to conquer Samaria. In ch. 8"4 he says, "For

before the child shall have knowledge to cry, my father and my mother,

the riches of Damasuus and the spoil of Samaria shall be carried away

before the king of Assyria." And v. 7."and behodi the Lord brings on

them the waters of the rivers strong and many evan the king of Assyria."

Se we have these threats of the coming of the king of Assyria to

attack Judah. He is going to conquer the northern kingdom, he is going

to attack Judah.

Now we have a geeat deal of this in the early part of Isaiah.

Now I want to say a word about the higher criticism. That is not

our subject this semester at all, but it is necessary to have it in

mind a little bit as it == we deal with this section 40-55. The

higher criticsabout 150 yrs. ago began to say that the book of Isa.

was not all by Isa. They said, If you look at Isa. 1-39, you find

that this is what Isaiah wrote. Isaiah tells about the coming of

the king of Assyria to conquer the northern kingdom and to attack the

southern kingdom. He rebukes the people. constantly for their sin and

he tells them to turn to God and he predicts that if they will turn

to God they will not now go into exile, but he does predict that

they will eventually go into exile. Now they said, when you get to

ch. 40, from 40 on they said, you have a second Isa., that is you

have a second part of the bk. of Isa. written by somebody else. We

don't know his name so they call him the second Isaiah. And they said

this second Isaiah, you look at ch. 40-66, you never find Assyria

mentioned again. You hardly find threats of going into exile. Ybu

don't find much rebuke for sin they said. It is comfort to the people.

They said that Cyrus, king of Persia is going to come and deliver the

peop&e., and is going to allow them to go back to their homes. There

fore, they said, Isaiah 1-39 was one book. Then they said, 150 years
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an unknown prophet, a greater prophet than Isaiah, wrote wonderful

poems telling them God was going to deliver them and this some

way got on the same scroll. So you have the first Isaiah 1-39; the

second Isaiah 40-66. Now I don't know whether anybody ever noticed

it before but I've noticed a rather interesting coincidence that

in the Bible we have 39 books in the OT and 27 in the NT, and in the

book of Isaiah according to these critics you have 39 chapters in

the first Isaiah and 27 chapters in the second Isaiah. That's a

very interesting coincidence, but I don't think it has any meaning

at all, but it makes it perhaps a little easier to remember the

situation. That they tMe had the first 39 chapters they considered

the first Isaiah, and from 40 on the second Isaiah. Well,about

140 yrs. or so ago, when the critics began to give this theory then

other students of the Bible began to say you are completely wrong!

They said the last part of Isaiah has many rebukes for sin. They

said the last part of Isaiah does not have the Babylonian back

gound like you say it has, it has the background of Palestine like

the first part does. Then somebody noticed that the arguments

they were giving for the second Isaiah were nearly all from chs.

40-55. whereas the arguments the others were giving that the last

part of the book like the first part deals with Palestine rather

than Babylonia came from chs. 56-66. So today, I don't think there
they

is any critic believes in two Isaiahs tk.y believe in three Isaiahs.

today. So they say the first Isaiah was ch. 1-39; the second Isaiah

is chs. 40-55; then 100 yrs. after the second Isaiah, after the people

came back to Palestine, a third Isaiah worte chs. 56-66. That's the

present theory of the critics, although it isn't that simple anymore

because they take more than half of the first 39 chs. - individual
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sections and say they were written late -=et by the second Isaiah

or third Isaiah or other people, and some parts of the so-called

second and third were written by the first Isaiah. So that it is

a big hodge-podge now instead of the simple clear idea that it
first

seemed when they/said look at the first Isaiah and the second

Isaiah. But now this would not directly apply to our course this

year except for this very important fact - - that the critics are

right in this: that chs. 40-55 are very different from chs. 1-39.

Now that's not a difference of style like many critics have said.

In fact later critics have said that these chas. are so much like

the style of the first Isaiah that it is almost as if Isaiah had

risen from the dead. The style while there are differences, the

differences are due to a different subject. The actual style is

very similar. Then the critics said, there are different viewpoints.

But the different viewpoints are a matter of the difference of

historical background. Tut the historical background here is differ

ent from the other. In Isa. 1-39, Isa. is talking to the people of

his day. In Isa. 40-55 he is talking to people who are already in

exile or imagining themselves in exile.So the difference between

our view and the critical view is not that the critics say that

Isa. 40-55 deals with exile whereas we say it deals with an earlier

period (or?) not at all. (??) The critics say, Isa. 40-55 is

wirtten to people who are in exile, while we say Isa. 40-55 is written

in the first instance to the people of Isaiah's day who having heard

his earliers prophecies and having seen what happened to the norther k+

kingdom, and having seen how the nation was going on into sin, and

its wickedness and refusing to listen to Isaiah, the godly among the

nation knew that the exile was certain. They did not know when it

was coming but they knew it was coming.
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SP Isaiah who has spoken to the people as a whole in Isa. 1

39, and rebuked them for their sin and told them exile will come;

in 49-55 he speaks to the godly among them who know exile is going

to come and these people have doubtless talked to refugees from

the northern kingdom who either were taken into exile or escaped

after seeing their friends taken into exile, and consequently to

the godly in Judah exile was a very real fact in the later part
something that was

of Isaiah's life. They knew it was/predicted that was going

to come, they would threaten to givenway to despair if they

realized this terrible thing was ahead. Isaiah tells them, God

says
" Comfort . . . exile is not the end; He is going to bring

you back."

So he writes in Isa. 40-55 in the first instance for people

who realize the exile is certain to come, the godly among the

people know it is to come, they know their implication in the sin

of the nation and Isa. writes to comfort. Isa. 40 beings with the

words: Comfort ye, comfort ye my people Now that is old

English. In modern English is should be comfort my peepe people,

comfort my people." You see most of us, I believe, when we see

the words, Comfortye, comfot ye" we think it is saying, Be comforted.

But it isn't. Is is comfort my people, comfort my people. It is

ACTIVE not passive - -that would be a different form in the Hebrew.

This is Piel, not Niphal. But it is comfort for the people in

Isaiah's day who know exile is certain, and it is also written with

God's intention that this shall bring comfort to people 150 yrs.

later when they are in exile, and assure them that God is going to

bring them back. So you see that from our viewpoint in this class -

now we could take 2 or 3 weeks looking at all the critical arguments

and going into them. It is very much worthwhile. It is good to be
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able to help young people who are having difficulties with these

arguments, but it is not our purpose in this course. In this course

our purpose is to understand chs. 40-55, but you can't understand

them without realizing that fact.

Now I'm going to give you an assignment for next time in order

that you will be able to see that fact, not simply take it on my

word. Hut it is a fact, there is no question of it. You look into
40-55 ?

the evidence and you see clearly that ch. 45 have as its immediate

object to deal with the matter of bringing comfort to people who

either see exile as immanent, or to people 150 yrs. after Isaiah

wrote who are in.the exile and assure them God is going to deliver

them. That is the big starting point of çhs. 40-55. Now the ending

point of chs. 40-55 is ch.. 53 witha marvellous prediction of the

atonement of Christ. And ch. 55 with that wonderful gospel call:

Ho, everyone that thirsteth come ye to the waters. . " "wihout

money and without price." A gospel call founded on ch. 53, on

what Jesus Christ would do at Cilvary. Now how do you get from

this matter of bringing comfort to people in exile, to that matter

of the atonement that Christ is going to make. The two are intimately

bound together when you study the whole passage. But just how, we

have to get into the passage to see just how it is. So I would

like --- that is our basic problem in the course, but as we get

into it we will notice many subpoints dealing with how it developed

that way and bringing out many spiritual lessons and many points

that make this a living whole rather than a collection of isolated

wonderful verses mixed in with other verses that just don't seem

to have any meaning to them until you know the backgroudn. Yes?

(Question: What kind of is the last section,55-66?

56 to 66 is a little hard to say quite so definitely. It does
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not speak of Israelite kings again like the earlier parts do. So

whether Isa. is looking ahead still further to the people coming

back, or whether he is giving things that would have real application

to people right in his day, I think again it would he a little of

both. That is, I think he speaks to very real problems in his day

but e++ in a way that will also have great meaning to people

of that later time. After they had been

back a while. 56-66 is a very interesting section. There are many

interesting things in it and it has much prediction of the 2nd coming

of Christ in it. But it is a very different problem from the one we

are dealing with now in 40-55. I have given courses in it two or

three times. We may take it some later period. It has some very

wonderful predictions of the return of Christ, and also of the

calling of the Gentiles - - some very marvellous predictions, of

this as he looks way forward to the end of the age. Uut 40-55 is

our present problem.

Now I would like to give you an assignent which will have for

its purpose to see the situation of these chs. in relation to the

exile. So please note down four matters: (1) +* Assyria and Ninevah.

Assyria is the great forgign nation that conquered the N. Kingdom

and that for 100 yrs. or more after the N kingdom was conquered

still was conquering the regions round about and was the terrible

aggressor, the great enemy, the great object of fear to every country

in the area. Its capital was at Ninevah. The bk. of Nahum is entirely

devoted to showing God's judgment on Ninevah. So #1 Assyria, Ninevah.

(2) Is a nation that was subject to Assyria in the time of Isaiah, and

later gained its freedom from Assyria and eventually conquered Assyria.

There are 4 things to mention under # 2 - - Babylonian, Chaldeans.

(The Chaldeans were a people in S. Mesopotamia which became very
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important in Babylonia, in the govt. under Nebuchadnezzar. A
leaders

gat great number of the peep+ were people called Chaldeans.

For our present purpose you can think of it as a synonym for

the Babylonáins.) The next two words will be Bel (not Baal

which is so important in thehistory of the Israelite kings, but

Bel.)That is the Babylonian principal god. They call him Bel; his

real name is Marduk. But they call him Bel which means lord. It

is the Babylonian way of referring to their principal god. And
writing

Nebo. Actually it should be Nabu as it is in the Babylonian wirting,

but the Heb. wr-ting did not preserve vowels. It just preserved

consonants, and so this appears=a5i=i in our translations as

Nebo - - the god Nabu, the second most important of the male gods

in the Babylonian pantheon. These 4 are # 2.

(3) Threat of exile. (4) Premise of return from exile: Cyrus

the Persian king. With these four heards, I want to show you look

ing at the passages we just looked at, I want to show you -- look

at Isa. 7:20 :"In the same day shall the Lord shave with a razor that

is hired, namely by them that is beyond the river, by the k. of

Assyria, the head, the heir of the feet it shall also consume the

beard." Now we are not dealing with this v. in our assignment. I
to

want each of you e¬+eae take 60 verses for the assignqnsp, but

they won't have much to do with these 60. You can run your eyes over

them very rapidly. Here is what I want you to do: this inot one of

the verses. If you looked at this v. you would day it specifically

mentions the king of Assyria. So that will be # 1. There is no question

that it is dealing with the k. of Assyria, so we will underline the

# 1 You would put down tht this was part of the assigrftnt -

ch. 7, v.20 and then after it 1 underlined. Also this v. seems to be

a threat of exile, doesn't it? He says that he is going to shave with
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a razor that is hired, the k. of Assyria, the head the hair of the

feet. He will also consume the beard." That is poetical lang. Look

ing at it in context, knowing the situation, yotcan say. It is a

threat of exile. it is not quite so clear as the fact that it

refers to Assyria. So I would put down the no. 3 after the v. number.

I'd put down the no. I and the no. 3, but I would not underline it.

Because it is not so clearly a threat of exile as it is a reference

to the k. of Assyria. See the point? In other words there are 3 ways

to indicate. If you take a v. and you see no. ref. to Assyria, you

don't put any 1 down. But if you see an absolutely clear reference

to Assyria you put down a 1 with an underline. [f you see what is

most probably a ref. to Assyria, you put a 1 without an underlining.

If you see what might perhaps be but you are not sure, you put a

1 with a question mark after it. You see there are 3 possibilities.

In this case I would recommend a 1 with an underline(if this were

one of the vs. in the assignment), and a 3 without an underline, but
would

without a question. It is clear that you '1 not have to question

I would like you to do that with about 60 vv. Mr.B. could you

start with ch. 40 and go for 60 vv. Mr. Corcoran, start with 41.

Dr. Ghrist with 42. Miss Johnson with 43. Mr. P. with 44. Mr.

Knight with 45. Mr. Teacham with 46. Mr. Von Barren with 48. The

reason I'm not starting with 47 is that 46 has only 14 vv, and 47

only 15. That's why 'm skipping that one. So Mr. Von Barren start

with 48. Mr. Ward with 49. Again we strike a short ch. So Mr. Wilson

start with 51. Dr. Phillips if you could start again with ch. 40.

Mr. Kanish with 41. Mr. Roheer with 42. Go for 60 vv. JThe first is

31 vv. The second is 29 -- so that makes exactly 60. So it would

exactly 2 chs. In each of these cases usually 2 chs. will come near

60 vv. Two or three cases where it will take 3 chs. to reach 60.
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As you see there is not much to do in vv. You can prac

tically do it dearly as fast as you can read these vv. Because the

questions are quite simply. There are very few that you will be

stopped on. I'd like you to have that in shape to turn into me next

week. We will discuss it first and then I'd like to collect it.

(Question: Is this verse by verse?

Yes, the particular subject may be dealt with in only a small

part of the v. But v. by v. yes.

(Question: In English?

I don't care. Do it in Heb., Gk., Latin, Eng. Any lang. you

prefer. What lang. do you speak in your part of India?

Ans. Telegu. If you want to do it in Telegu, it is all right.

Just so you write the figures in English so I can

As I say this course is open for everybody. We don't require

the languages for it, but if you have the languages and want to

refer to them at times, you will find interesting things in so doing.

99% of the value of this particular course can be secured without

the languages.

I had spoken about the fact that Isaiah f is different from
though

ordinary prose writings. It is addressed to the emptions there is

great logical content. It is addressed to the emptions. So I have

worked out an explanation of chs. 40-55, e=e which one whom I

hesitate to mention in front of one who is well trained in music

like Mr. ~g~, because my idea of music may be partly erroneous

here. But the idea I have here is a good analogy to this section.

It is an analogy to my idea of a symphony. That is to '* say, there

are various themes, and you present one theme until you reach a certain

mental need of balancing it, and then you jump to another theme. And
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the themes just go from one theme to the other theme. These themes

just develope your idea and your attitude, and one reason for this

particularly is that this is addressed to highly emotional people.

Imagine godly people in Judah in Isaiah's day - they had seen the
kingdom

northern k. taken into captivity which was twice as strong as their

southern kingdom. They had seen them carried off hundreds of miles,

loosing all their property, reduced to nothing. They were herded
individuals

into groups and marched off that way, and occasionally individauls

have come back and tell about the brutality they have suffered

and they know that is going to come to their people. They are going

off into exile, Jerusalem is going to be destroyed.

(Question: Is there a ch. division where that cuts off

It runs all through chs. one to 39. It will occasinnilly hit

all through that section. But from 40 on you don't ttrike that

But these people have seen this. They are filled

with emotion, realizing that is ahead for their nation. Now they

don't know whether it is coming next year. Actually it was nearly

150 yrs. later. But they are filled with emotion thinking of being

carried of to a foreign land somewhere and being in captivity. So

ch. 40 begins "Comfort ye, comfort ye my people saith your God."

"Speak ye comfortably to Jerusalem and cry to here that he warfare

" . . . double for all her sins." There is a theme of comfort here.

You might call chs. 40-55, Isaiah's book of comfort. It starts right

off with comfort. You have comfort in vv. l-2a. It does+a not tell

you why they are comforted, it just says, Speak ye comfortably to

Jerusalem. Comfort my people. They idea is comfort. They need comfort.

They are being giving comfort from ch. 40-55. Comfort is a theme.

Comfort, v. l-2a. This is comfort to the peopêe. But it is a great

held to somebody, when a man lies on the street and he's been hit
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by a car, and he lies there suffering, and you step and say, You're

going to be alright. You're going to be airight. Oh, he feels better

already. You've brought him comfort. But if you don't know anything

about his condition, and if he stops to think of it, What does that

mean? You say, you're all right. To amount to anything comfort should

rest on something real. So we have the theme of deliverance. They are

going to be comforted because God is going to deliver them. So we find

I wrote down 'Deliverance" 40"2b-d, in other words the last 3/4 of

v. two is deliverance. "Speak confortabIy to Jerusalem and cry to

them. Here we are comforting, but why are we comforting? That he

warfare is accomplished, her iniquity is pardoned. She has received

of the Lord's hand double for all her sin. Here is deliverance pro

mised. So we have two very closely related themes. The general idea

of comfort, and the specific idea of deliverance - God is going to

deliver. Now you could make a theme of sin. Sin or iniquity is par

doned, she has received of the. Lord's had double for all her sins.

You could make a theme of redemption, but we don't find those two

particular ideas stressed much in the first part of our section. So

we won't make them themes now. We may make them themes later on. For

the present we will call this comfort and deliverance.

Then you have got this idea of deliverance. God is going to

deliver. How is God going to deliver us? We have been taken into

exile. These people have worshippped Nebo and Bel, these gods. They

have overcome Jerusalem. They have destoryed God's temple. hey have

destroyed His sanctuary. It seems to them that our God is helpless otto

deliver us from them. He culd not protet us. The very signs of the

existence of our God have disappeared with the burning of the temple

and our being taken off into a foreign land. If you are going to

believe in this deliverance, you need to be assured that God does exist!
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That God is powerful, that God is the i7 only God that exists. So

I call this nect theme, God's glory, God's power, God's uniqueness.

If the promise of deliverance is meaningfull it must be based on

the idea of God's power, God's glory, God being the only true God.

So immediatley you see we jump from this theme of deliverance to

the theme of God's glory, pawer, and uniqueness. I put *w down

vv.3-7 "The voice of him that cries in the wilderness . . . make

straight . . . a highway for our God." You can think of the people

in exile over there. How are they ever going to get horn? Make straight

in the desert a highway for our god. Every valley shall be exalted,

every mountain and hill made low. You think of these terrible big

valleys across on the way back. YMu think of the + big mountains

that are in your way. It's all going to be straightened out so it

will be easy for you to go. God has the power to do this. God can

make such changes as He chooses. "The crooked places made straight,

the rought places plain, and the glory of the Lord shall be revealed

and all flesh shall see it together . . . . . All flesh is grass

the breathf of the LOrd blows on it . . The grass withers the flower

fades but the word of our God shall stand forever." So you see from

v.3-i you have the theme of God's glory, power, and uniquieness.

(Question: How does that relate to Jshn the Baptist?

That's a big question, a very interesting and important one, but

don't have jut half a minute left. Bring it up another day. It's very

important, but not right at this moment. Here you have God's glory.
could

But how do you know he even exists? His temple is destooyed. He culd

not deliver His people, they have been taken into exile. Well, God's

knowledge. Here's the proof of God's existence, of His power. God's

ability to predict the future proves He exists. Fr There is more
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on prediction in Isa. 40-48 than perhaps in all the rest of the

OT put together. More emphasis on this idea, that God can predict

the future, and He proves His greatness by His hbility to predict

the future. Well, God's knowledge is only briefly touched on here.

I've put 40:7d. Not 7d, it's 5. God's knowledge is 4O'5 -- for

the mouth of the L.rd hath spoken it . . . but the word of our God

shall stand forever. That's barely mentioned here, but when you come

on to vv. ø 13-14, and when you go to v. 28 you find the stress on

the Lord's knowledge, the Lord's understadding, and when you get to

the next succeeding ch. you find great emphasis: God predicts through

Isa. what is going to happen 150 yrs. later so when it comes you

see God really predicted it, so if God could know the fut. like

this He has power to do what He says 1-Je will do. So the argument

from prediction, the argument from-God's knowledge is stressed

here. Then the next thing is futility of idols which is vv. 19-20/

devoted to that. But he goes back and forth between these themes
these

through the greater part of this first chapter. Our time is up.

The 60 vv. should not take you a great deal of time with the

particular questions ,=- just the particular questions that I gave.

Then if you feel like it and have hot time to do more look with
themes

this idea of the theme from ch. 40 to whatever you get over, and

we will continue there next time.
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Now as we start this morning I would like to say a few words

about the Hebrew language. In this class I did not list any pre

requisite. Two years ago I gave a course_i..Isa 5 in which we

went word by word, examining the Ileb. seeing the different possi

bilities, studying it intensively, and we coverdd one chapter in

the semester. Of course it was a rather difficult chapter. But this

time our big interest is in the interrelation of passages, and the

general flow of thought. The English translations convey that well

enough so that you can get the most of the important matters from
particular

the English airight. Now at/points of interpretation, or par

ticular crises or turning points it is vital to look at the Hebrew.

Of course there are cases where the translators have missed the thought

of it and therefore amongvarious possibilities of the Hebrew, I believe

they have selected the wrong one. I'll call your attention to such

places as this. There will be many more such places in a passage like

Isaiah where you have rapid shifts of thought from one area to another,

then there would he in something like the historical books where it is

more straightforward narrative.

The lieb. lang. is very different from the Gk. lang. The Gk. lang.

is a very precise instrument for thought, and we can get very fine

shades of meaning out of the Greek. The Lord gave n it to us so that

we could get the exact teaching about Christ and His work, and all

these things that could not be revealed until after the events of his

life had actually happened. They could be looked forward to through

a glass darkly, ahead of time. Bt after they have occurred then they

could be explained and their hearing could be explained in a more precise

detail, and therefore the Lord brought it about in his providence that

perhaps the greatest instrument for precise statement of thought that
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ever has been used by men anywhere was in existence right at that time

that is the Greek language, the classical Greek language. Of course

it is not written the classcial, it's the koine, it perhaps is not

quite as precise as the classical but it is very very precise, more

than just about probably any other language.

Now in the Hebrew, you have an entirely different situation, God

was looking forward to what was to come. The people could only see

through a glass darkly, and therefore a great many things were given

in sort fo shadow form; hints would be given of something and then

this hint which might or might not - - the thought might or might not

be there, the hint was there, you could not be sure. Then there would
is

be another and another. You'd begin to think this wasw what God was

actually teaching. Then you get a little fuller statement. Then later

you get perhaps quite a considerably fuller explanation, but the com

plete results of it does not come until you get to the NT. The result

is that I have always said, it is far better to have a thorough know

ledge of Greek, and know Hebrew, than to have a smattering of both.

I think a smattering of any language is of value, if you are going to

deal with material in that language. But to have a very excellent knowledge

of Greek is of tremendous importance, and if you can't get them both

thoroughly, I would say put your stress on Greek.

Now it is very useful to know the Hebrew, because at certain points

it is very obvious in the Ileb. that there are two possible meanings,

and the KJV or some other English translation has to
pick

one of those

- - you always have to in a translation. And if you know there are these

to possibilities, you may come to theconclusion that the other is

correct. And even more importnat than that, almost any English language

has various possibilities of interpretation. Some of these possibilities

may correspond to possibilities in the Hebrew, but other possibilities
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in the Hebrew, but other possibilities in English will definitely not

be in the Hebrew and therefore you can with a little knowledge of

Hebrew, you can see that - not that the English translation is wrong

necessaVly, but but that certain ways of taking the English transla

tion are definitely wrong. You can see that at a glance. The great

importance of learning Hebrew is not for being able to work out very

difficult things and find exactly what is the correct answer. That is

a valuab&e thing to do. But the great importance of the Heb., is the

matters that are fairly obvious to the one who knows Hebrew. So a good

foundation in Heb. is tremendously valuab&e.

There is another thing that is valuable in knowing Hebrew, and

that is this: . various languages stress certain aspects. There are
other

certain things that are clear, and certain things that are rather vague.

in any language. Te English -- English I think is perhaps the most

ambiguous. language there, is. It is a very poor instrument for thought

it seems to me. Words have so many. different possibilities of meaning.

But there is .a great value to know what is definite in a language and

what is not so definite. Now one matter like that is the matter of

gender. Te English we don't put a great deal of stress on gender. We

put a certain amount. We say a master and a mistress. e say a god

and a goddess. But if we say an editor, it can be either a man or a

woman. Now they are wanting to say p congress person instead of

congressman, but it has been customary in English to use the term

man for any member of the human race. Je have not laid great stress on

Gender. in English. Now there are modern languages which lay tremendous

stress on gender, but in which gender has little relation to actual

physical gender. An example of that is German. In German gender is

very precise, and it is important in interpretation Germany, be

cause when --- you have two antecedents often in a sentence
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and in English you refer back and we are not sure which of those

two antecedents you refer back to. You have an if in English and

you don't know which of the two things you have preciously mentioned

you are referring to, but in German one of them is apt to be masculine

and one feminine. And your gender will always correspond to what was

before it. Everything in German has a gender. In German a spoon is

masculine. You say of the spoon, He is dirty. And when you say he, they

know you are not talking about the fork because the fork is feminine.

the fork would be she in German. And a knife is it inGerman, so that

you can always tell by your pronoun whether you are talking about a

knife or a spoon. Of course if you talk about a man, he is masculine.
feminine

If you talk about a woman it is fét But if you talk about a girl

it is neuter because the word for girl happens to huve a dimminuitive

ending on it which is neuter. So any girl you use the neuter in German.

German is very strict on gender in that way.

Now when I studied ancient Egyptian at the U. of Berlin the == we

found that E;yptiian was much the same as German in that regard. We found

that for instance, that snake is feminine in German. All snakes are she

in German, but in Egyptian all snakes are he. So we had to translate

he when we were talking about from the Egyptian he we had to trans
about a

late she into the German. So when we talked about a myth that had a

snake that had been in an accidflnt, there had been an accident in an

earthquake and part of the island was destroyed, and the female snake

that this one had been interested in was killed and how sad he was,

and when we translated it into German we had to say how sad she was

even though we were talking about a masculine snake, because a snake

is always feminine in German. Now it is a silly thing. English is

a funny == has got funny silly things in it too. But this is one of

the silly things in German. This attitude toward gender, and ancient
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Egyptian was much the same. But in ancient Heb., gender is of com

paratively little stressed. In ancient Heb. there is no neuter at all.

Everything is either mas. or fern. In addition to that in Fleb., the

mas. is normally used for just about everything. The fern, has quite

a variety of meanings. Now here is Geseniust Hebrew Grammar. This

grammar == Gesenius, by the way, was a great linguistic scholar, of

about 140 yrs. ago. A very famous scholar, he did tremendous research

and he wrote a very fine tho-o-rrus of Hebrew words, and a very fine
editions

grammar of Hebrew. After he got out sever cdi tieRs and after his
them

death others got/out so I believe this is the 26th edition of his

grammar, which was probably about the fourth editor after him - - a

man named Kautsch edited it, and there chances are that + t)*t there

is not over one word in three that was in Gesenilus' original one. It

has gradually been changed, but we still call it Gesenius'. Now Kautsch

got out this edition and then an Englishman named Cowley translated it

into English about 50 yrs. ago. This is the 2nd ed. of Cowley's trans

lation of Kautsches' edition of Gesenius' Grammar. It is the most

thorough and exhasutive Hebrew Grammar that we have. It is very difficult

reading because he has such a tremendous amount of material packed

together in it, but for studying any point of Heb. grammar this is the

greatest presentation of the material that there is. Now on the matter

of the gender, he only has p. 389 -394 five pages under syntax

as under the significance of gender. Heonly has five pages! And those

five pages are packed with a lot of stuff, a lot of references, but

actually when you think of all that is packed into the book you see

that gender is not a tenth as important in Hebrew as it is in German.

In the Heb., while the mas. and the fern, are both used, the Pent, in

all but 11 eases where there in the Pent, there is a reference to a

pronoun, a third person pronoun, it is written with the three letters
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which are used throughout the Bible for the mas. pronoun. And there

are dozens of cases where it is speaking of a woman. Now this is only

in the Pentateuch. The word we pronounce "hu" in English - we pronounce

"hu" is the Hebrew for he, and the word we p pronounce he is the Hebrew

for she. But in the Pentateuch, in all but 11 cases where == of the many

many that refer to women, it is always "hu". Now from our conservative

viewpoint toward the Bible that is very easy to interpret. We can say

that in the Heb. the gender the= is very unimportant, and referring to

the third person in the early days, the tendency was simply to use this

pronoun for the third person regardless of the gender. Now the critics

will not do that, because they hold that Genesis was written late.And

Gesenius was one of the leaders of the Higher Criticism. They hold that

the Genesis was written late and consequently that is not a satisfac

tory explanation to them. So they say in proof that that is not the case

that there are these 11 cases where you have the other pronoun. Well

11 cases out of the whole Pent,.-it seems to me could easily be errors

of copying. It does not seem to me that is sufficient proof.

Their next argument for it is that parts of the book of Joshua,

which belong to the same document as the patts of the Pentateuch, don't

do this at all. They use the he and she definitely. Well now, that is

a good argulpemt if you accept the Higher Criticism. But if you don't

if is easy to feel that the Pent, was written earlier and Joshua written

later, and with so many other countries around definitely distinguishing

he and she, that the distinction is clear in the Pent, and ihe-rest of

the Pent. But in the Pentateuch nearly aiwasy where it means she,

it writes "hu" which means he ordinarily. So in the Pentateuch it is

understood -- the Ileb. puts the vowels underneath, and instead of

putting underneath the vowel that would ordinarily go with hay, waw,

aleph which is he, they put a hirek under it which doesn't make sense
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at all, to put a hirek before a waw, but it means you understand it

as having a yodh, as be he which means she. That's regularly done in

our Hebrew Bibles. They write he but they pronounce it she in the

Pentateuch. Elsewhere in the Bible they make this distinction between

men and women. But as regards other matters the fern. in ileb. is not

used a great deal, but when it is used it has a variety of poslible

meanings and these are meanings which are sometimes indicated by

the fern. and sometimes not. Now as I said, Gesenius has S pages

dealing with it, and let me just read you the main heads. First,

he says, Hebrew like other Seinetic languages distinguishes only

a mas and fern. geneder. To distinguish the latter a special fern.

e ending is generally used, like when you have a common word

we often add ess on in English, words like that. But, he says,

that's often done, but he says, on the other hand there are many

words that are simply considered as fern,, and then too there are

many cases where you have a differert word. Like, a young man, a

brother, a sisiter. Like we have in English, we have the rooster

and the hen. In old English they had different words putting an

ending on them. lie says, very often you have a different word where

there is an actual gender like this. But then he says, The following

classes of ideas are usually regarded as feminine though the words

that express them are mostly without the fern. endings. First, names

of countries and towns since they are regarded as the mothers and

nurses of the inhabitants. Now that's his interpretation because ==

that they are regarded as mothers and nurses; we have no evidence of

that. The fact is what he says that it is names of countries and

towns that are not always, but usually, regarded as feminine. On

the other hand he says, appelatives which are originally mas. remain

so like when place names, like Bethel - the house of God. Well, that
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will be treated as a mas. Whereas if you were speaking of Jerusalem

you might use a fern. because it was not like house, originally a

mas. word. Then he says nouns that represente a circumstribed space

are apt to be fern. But then he says a majority of nouns denoting

place the gender is variable. Sometimes it will be treated as mas.,

sometimee as fern., that is as far as the relationship to the verb

== or a reference back to the pronoun is concerned. He says, now

the names of instruments tei1dte= utensils, and all parts of

the body in man and beast are considered as fern. One v. that

puzzled me for a long time because I had it simply as a v. to trans

late in grammar was: My son, his soul cleaves to your daughter. That's

where the man came to try to get Dinah to marry his son in Genesis.

And he said, My son, his soul cleaves to your daughter. And the word

cleaves is fern. because the soul is fern., even though it is a man who

is interested in her it is his soul. You speak of the hands, it is

usually fern. The names of parts of the body are usually fern. but not

always. Abstract ideas are eYe apt to be fern. :Co].lectives are, like

if you speak of a travel-Me, aman travelling, that will be a participle

in the masculine, or the feminine depending on which it is. But if you

speak of a travelling company - that is use the plu. of it, - that will

be fern. A company of exiles is fern. Population is fern. Consequently

fern, is very often used for collectives regardless of what they are.

You see gender is not a matter from which a great deal can be

told in Ileb. It is very important in German and in Egyptian. But in

Ileb. it often does not tell a great deal.

Now I'd like to say a word in relation to the lieb., the two

reasons why Heb. is most important is ) is the syntax. In syntax

tte+ the Heb. is quite different=femfrom our English. The word "and"

in English is a rather ambiguous word, because it can connect two
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clauses: We went and they came - two long clauses can be connected

with it, or even simply two words, like I see over there the king

doms of Israel and Judah. The "and" just connecting the two words.

And can connect little things or big things in English, but it usually

makes them more or less coordinate. But in Ileb. the "and" is fastened

to the beginning of the word instead of being a separate word, and

in Fleb. it not only has the breadth of the English but a much greater

breadth. So sometimes in the JV "and'! is translated "moreover";

sometimes it is translated "but" or "however." Sometimes it is trans

lated "while". It is a very loose connection, whereas in Eng. we

would have a much tighter connection, and it is important to recognize
whether

that often. If you see the word "but" it is good to know w)trt)ir

there is a Heb. word that means "however" - a strong adversative tike

that or whether it is this little waw that would mean "and" or "but"

or ' while" or have this breadth of meaning. So for syntax Heb. is

important, and there is a difference between tenses which somebody

who knows even a little Heb. can usually tell whether something is a

perfect or an imperfect. And there are only two tenses in Heb. -

perf. and imperf. Whether it is perf., or imperf. or a participle or

an infinitive. Just telling that can be very important in your inter

pretation. That's why I have always put a great deal of stress on learn-

ing verb vforms in learning Hebrew. I think even more important that
natter

syntax for the use of Hebrew, is 2) the meaning of words. Because

the meaning of words differs tremendously from one lang. to another.

By "meaning" I mean the breadth of possibilities of words. In English

these possibilities seem to be almost limitless. Most of our English
that

words have got S or 6 different meanings, and sometimes have just no

relationship to each other. I often wonder how the word ever came to

have so many different meanings connected with the one word!
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Of course we've developed a lot of slang that's become a part

of our English. Like we say, He's in the same boat with me when you

are not near the water at all. It is common language and a stranger

will find it very difficult to try and interpret our idiom. But our

ordinairy words have so many different meanings. In Heb. they don't

have as men many leanings as English. The meanings are more uniform.

in Hebrew and in Greek than they are in English. But the thing that

is importnat is the breadth of meaning. The English word "boat"

as commonly used can mean anything ou travel with. In its common use

a canoe can be called a boat and the Queen Mary can be called a boat

in common usage. A navy man would be shocked! is you called the Queen

Mary a boat. Because to the navy man anything larger than a certain

size is a ship, and a boat is up to a certain size. But the breadth

of meaning within each term is something that varies from lang. to

lang. very definitely. This is where, I think, of f the great values of

the Hebrew (comes in). Now a person comes to a v. and you are not clear

as to exactly what is meant by a certain word. The person who knows Heb.

can look it up in the Heb. and see what the word is. Then he can look
it

up this word in BDB dictionary. I would prefer/by farto the more recent

Koehler Baumgartner. Because Koehier Baumgartner while it is later was

written in German, and has German and English both in it and the English

is often very poorly translated from the GErman So you've gone through

an extra step. Mainly it=i=i in it it tells you what those scholars

think it means. Now BDB tells you what those scholars thought it meant

and they were modernists, and so their interp. is often biased. But

the great value of DB is that he gives you in most cases all the cases

-- all the contexts -- and so when you look in Brown, Driver, and Briggs

and you see it says that a word means this 60 times and it means some

thing else in 3 cases, you can immediately question, Does it have this
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definite meaning in these three cases7 You can look at the context

and you can make a judgment for yourself whether these men are right

in these three cases. That is, BDB gives you an idea of the amount

of evidence. That is tremendously useful. Now you can get an idea of
where

that amt. of evidence by a concordance quickly. Right here is/the

person who knows no Heb. at all can get a great deal of value out of

the Heb. by using Young's condordance. You look up an English word

there and in Young's concordance it arranges all the instances of

the occurances of the word according to the Heb. or Gk. word that
that

is trans. tat way. The result is that if you look up a word -- say
Young

the word drawn. In would just be under the word

draw. They put of the forms of the word together. You look up draw,

and you find all the cases where draw occurs in the KJV listed

according to the Heb. and Gk. words that are translated draw. And

you will find one Heb. word that is only translated draw once in

the UT. When you find that you immediately y say, Well, if you are

going to draw water or even draw a picture of on the wall, or even
three

draw a cart - - you see what/different meanings these are? To draw

up water from the well, to draw a cart along the street, to draw a

picture on the wall! That's a tremendous range in English of that

word draw. But you find that there are a no. of Heb. words translated

draw but in this case in Isa. 28 you find the word draw and there is

only this FIeb. word that is used there is only tras. draw once in the

Bible in the KJV. So you say, What kind of draw does this mean? Then in

oung they give you the Heb. word but they also give you an English

transliteration, and many scholars think that is terrible that the

transliteration in Young's is so unscholarly, so unscientific! Maybe

it is unscholarly, maybe it is unscientific. Maybe there is a much

betterway to transliterate, but they do have a transliteration which

represents the Hebrew in latin 1a letters, the kindof letters we use.
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The result is that even if you don't know Heb. you can look up in the

back of Youngs, in the index, and the index will tell you that this

Heb. word athak is translated in the Bible as ancient 4 times and as

draw once. You say right away, How can one word mean ancient four

times and draw once? You look at the 3 of the four cases of ancient

are in Daniel where it speaks of the ancient of days. One of then is

in Chronicles where he speaks of the list of genealogies and gives

says these were the ancient nes. Then-he goes on to tell the later

people that fact. The other cases is this one. In this one the context

is, Whom shall he teach knowledge and whom shall he make to understand

doctrine? Them that are weaned from the milk and drawn from the breast.

In today's English, instead of saying "draw' you would say withdrawn

you would get the meaning of the original. That is, that's something

behind him, that's back, that's ancient when they were being fed by

their mother. You see that's ancient -- they were drawn from the breast.

You would not get that from the English, you see - drawn from the breast

From the context you have weaned just before it and he probably would

guess what that meant. The weaned == But we'd never say, drawn from

the breast - we mean withdrawn from the breast! The more recent

translations usually make it "removed from the breast." From usage

here I gather that this rather rare word athak originally meant removed.

It is used very few times, but is used in this case for physical re

moving. But in most cases it is used for that which is removed way

back from us, so we translate it as ancient. You see how a person

who knows no Heb. at all can simply look up this word "daa'w" arid see

what it is connected with that way. There was a book written a few

years ago to try to show - - tcexp1ain the problems of evolution written

by a very fine godly man, who was a wing leader in the British air

force. He my have been a fine military man but he knew nothing about

Hebrew and he did not know how to use Young's concordance or did not
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bother to, becasue he said, Here we have the problem the scientist

says the world was created over this long period of years and yet he

said, you read the Bible and it speaks of six days. Of course, the

Bible does not tell us how long these days are at all. The word day

means a period of activity. Like we say this is the day of electricity

and we say back in Lincoln's day they did not have autbmobiles. In

Gen. 2 they used the word day to cover the whole 6 i days of $en. 1

speaking of the day of t their creating. But he sa&d in Deut. you

read in the (giving of the ten commandments) that in six days God

made heaven and earth, and this Heb. word asah that is usually trans

lated "made" can also mean "show." Sohe said, this means Moses had

a vision that lasted 6 days,. and, in6.days God showed Moses heaven

and earth, and therefore it does not tell anything about how long

it wasy, it jsut tells how long Moses had having the vision. Well

if he had looked up "show" in Young's Concordance, he would find
shew

"show" there is spelt shey in the KJV, and that this Fleb. word asah

is translated "do" (off hand I'd say 200 times; "make" maybe 150

times) It is translated "sew" 20 times, and these 20 times are all
shew

cases where in the light on context it is used with the word ditew

mercy. Every one of them shew mercy. How do you shew mercy without

giving someone a picture? or is it doing mercy? It is an English
KJV

idiom. To do mercy, to be merciful. But the JV translators transla

ted this "do" or "make" * as "shew" in that phrase "shew mercy"

which I don't think we muse much in the English anymore -- to shew

mercy. Maybe we still do, but it certainly is a peculiar idiom in

English. But that is what misled this godly man into an interpretation

which has no basis at all. So that when you come to a difficult verse

or to a place where there is a word that you don't understand how it

fits in, you look it up in Young's Concordance if you don't know any
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Hebrew, and I find that even if you do know Hebrew this is sometimes

quicker than any other method to do it. So lookup the English word in

Young's Concordance and see whether it is translated that way by the

KJV a lot of times or just one or two. And that immediately gives you

an idea if immediately in any case look at the context a little

and if it is translated, but if it means "shew" mercy" always you

immediately know it doesn't mean '1shew" in our present sense. But

if certainly it is only translated two or three times it is perfectly

clear. But if it is translated that way 100 times, you are pretty

safe in saying that is doubtless what it means. Then always look

in the back. Lookup the Heb. and Gk. words in the back, and t see the

different ways it is translated, and that way you get an idea of the

basic sense of the word. We are supposed to watch lest the day of the

Lord come upon us unawares. Some of us may have the idea that means

we are to watch the papers everyday and try to see what Bresnev is

going to do next or Mao, trying to determine whether the Lord is coming

tomorrow or the next day. Constantly be watching for Him. But if you

look up the two Greek words that are used --grigoreo(?) and agrupneo(?)

you find that both of them are used in the sense in which Paul spoke
watchings

of himself in being in watching often, and by that he meant long nights

of being on thjob. It means to be busy, to be active in the Lord's

workM, to be wide awake to be vigilant. It does not mean to be looking

to see if ite coming because the Lord has very definitely told us

the day and the hour you don't know. The Lord might come today and He

might not come for another 1000 years. The Lord has not told us and &e

have no way to know. I'm * absolutely sure His return is a day nearer

now than it was yesterday, but that's all l'm absolutely sure of. I

see many signs which lead me to hope it might be very soon. There have

been other times in the history of the world when signs have seemed very
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clear. And when it has not been done. The only sign we have today that

could not be said to be there before, was the sign of the return of the

Jews to Palestine. That is a new and very very important thing. But it

is not impossible that it might be the Lord's will they be driven out

of Palestine again. There might be another long period and another return.

It is not impossible. Personally I would think it unlikely. I would think

things are heading up toward the end of the age, but to be dogmatic on

it is going beyond the Scriptures which tells, us we are not to know

(Question: May I ask you a qut+*+ question as far as the lexicon

or concordances are concerned. Very often they have been written by

people who are not as fundamental as we. are, and the danger Ts~not

present that we t+ could get a word that would be wrong because you

say they always give the different meanings even though they say that

== they assign a meaning that they so they are

scholarly enought to they would not just choose different

words




That depends on thbook. BDB was made 60 yrs. ago by three modernists

but they were great scholars, and they put maybe 20 yrs. on the job.

And they tried to give all the evidence. There are many cases where they

will give a modernist interpretation of a passage, but to me the great

value of it will be they give all - - - you can see from this whether

a word occurs 50 times, or whether it only occurs 2 times with a certain

meaning. If they say, for instance, parallel with a certain word, well

that's a good argument. This word is used parallel to that, it may prove

a lot, it may not prove anything. But if they give you 6 cases of that

that means a lot. If they give you one or two cases, you can look u

the cases yourself. They give the reference. They always give the reference.

(Question: The word is usually there the meanings even

if they don't
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I would say, whenever they give considerable amount of evidence

their conclusions are probably justified. But when they-give only

one or two cases, I would say go a bit slow on accepting it, particu

larly if it differs from what is generally held.

(Question: I still don't

You are speaking of a concordance. There is Young's Concordance.

The words there are all exactly as they are in the kJV. The UV was

made by very godly men. So that there is no real modernist in the UV

though there are misunderstandings at various points. Now if the trans

lators of the kJV thought that the word
had a certain meaning that

does not prove it did, but they weren't influenced by modernistic

attitudes. Very seldom, if ever. Young's will give you the meanings

they have.

Now those meanings may often not be clear to us at all. Now if you

say "drawn from the breast"today you ws would think of a person who

had drawn something out of the breast for clinical examination or

something. You would never think of a person withdrawn from the breast.

The word does not have that meaning any more in English today. But

so the meanings often you have to check, because the KJ words are

different from today. But it == Young's gives you all of those words.

Now there is an interesting case in Isaiah where it says, Therefore

will he sprinkle many nations. Now all the modernistic translations of

Isaiah == here in Isa. 52, we will come to it in this course - in

Isa. 52 there is a picture of == actually the story of the atonement

in Isa. 53 +)f should start at Isa. 52:13. This is an erroneous

ch. division. It should start at 52:13. And 52:15 says, So shall he

sprinkle many nations. Now if you look at any modernistic translation

of the Bible you will find it says "so shall he startle many nations."

And if you will look at some translations made by evangelicals it
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will say so shall he startle many nations! Most recent translations,

if they say "so shall he sprinkle many nations", will put "startle"

in the footnote. All you have to do is to look at a good concordance

to find this word always means "sprinkle" and never means "startle."

There is absolutely no basis except modernistic bias for interpreting

this word as "startle."

But the evidence of that fact is very easy to get. If you look

in BDB you will find they give you all the cases where it means "sprinkle"

Now onñt have the statistics in front of me right at the moment, but

it is used c. 12 or 15 times, I'd say at least 15 times in connection

with the sacrifices, where the priest is to+ r+k*i+ sprinkle the
with the blood

altarl or he is to sprinkle water on certain things or persons = =

That's the common usage of the word "sprinkle." It is used in two other

cases: one where Jezebel is thrown out the window, and she dies there

and it says the walls were spattered with her blood. It is used in

Isa. 63 where Jesus when he comes to Edoinw withgarments that are

I forget the word they use but it is something like spattered

with blood. You see, every use of it means exactly what we mean by

sprinkle today. Every single use of it! in the Bible except in this

case you have, your context is not sufficient to prove what it means.
back

Now the modernists say this == nobody as far as Isaiah could

predict the death of Christ! could predict that people would be

cleansed with His blood. Nobody would have done that in the time of

Isaiah. That would be utterly impossible. Therefore they say this must

mean something else, and therefore l-=what can it mean? Well, then

tey make an argument from syntax. They say,Here he says, He will

sprink&e many nations. Now, they say, the word is always used of the

thing that you sprinkle. You sprinkle blood on the altar, sprinkle
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water on something. They say, you don't sprinkle nations! So it can't
pretty

mean that. Well, y when you have only 20 cases it is petty=hard to

pveve=tka make a hard and fast rule like that. In English we sprinkle

water on the lawn, and we also sprinkle the lawn. That does not prove

the Hebrew, but it shows at least the possibility of the word can have
as its

that width of meaning. So the fact that in other cases, it has the object

of the thing that is sprinkled rather than the thing it is sprinkled upon

does not prove that it could not be used as we do in English for sprink

ling upon the nations.

But then they say it can't mean that, it would not make sense. So

they say in the Hebrew the word is in the causative. It is atways used

in the causative. So they say, when it means sprinkle it means cause

something to jump. So you sprinkle water, you wprinkle blood and you

cause it to jump. So they say, to cause it to sprinkle nations means

to cause the nations to jump and that would be to startle So they

translate it as startle. But youwiil find scholarly books written today

that say this word here means startle, and that's all the bais there is

to that. It's based on nothing but the desire to say that it is im

possible for anybody as far back as Isaiah to have predicted Christ.

Well now of course for a Christian, all you have to do is look at

1 Peter, and in 1 Pet. you find in the very beginning that he says,

(v.2), "Elect according to the foreknowledge of God (these people he

is writing to) -===Peter an apostle of Jesus Christ(v.l) to the strangers

scattered threoughout Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia and Bythinia,

elect according to the foreknowledge of God the Father, through sanctifi

cation of the Spirit, unto obedience and sprinking of the blood of Jesus

Christ." Now where did Peter get that idea of "sprinking of the blood of

Jesus Christ"? He must have gotten it from Isaiah. He is saying here
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when Isaiah says, So shall he sprinkle many nations, that's what came

to you through the death of Christ and His blood. You were sprinkled

with the blood of Jesus Christ. So very evidently Peter here is saying,

What Isaiah says the Servant of the Lord would do, that Christ has done,

and these many nations here === the strangers scattered throughout

Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia, and Bythinia are == have been elect

to sprinkling of the blood of Jesus ¬44-t Christ. So Peter very clearly

interpreted Isaiah as using the word in this case exactly as it is used

in every other case in the OT where the word is used. Well, you see you

can get that evidence simply from reading Young's Concordance, or from

using Young's Concordance, looking at the = getting the 20 cases, in

most cases there is enough context that you can immediately tell what

the significance of it is. It the cases where there isn't you can easily

look in the Bible and get the context and see exactly what it means.

So when you come to something that is difficult or uncertain or a

turning point it's good to check exactly and precisely on the meaning

of the words.

Now we in this course are dealing with Isa. 40-55, and this is

a unified section as most scholars recognize. It is aunified section.
there is

At least most evangelical scholars. Now there are those who say,/a

part of it written now and a part of it written 200 yrs. later, and

a part of it 300 yrs. earlier, and so on. The liberals argue about *t**t

whether the servant poems are a separate thing inserted into it or

whether they were originally part of it, and all that. F But from our
it

viewpoint that Isaiah wrote that there is no question that the

book of Isaiah has as one definite unite in it chs 40 to approximately

ch. 55. I'm not at this point going into the question of exactly where
interpretation

this section ends. But the general 4*mset+et+of this section, any

modernistic book you look at will tell you that this was written by
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an unknown prophet shortly before the end of the exile, and this un

known prophet shortly before the end of the exile, told the people that

they were to be delivered, and that Cyrus who was the king of Persia

would === was going to deliver them, that they would be able to go back

to their homeland, and this is entirely a passage telling how God is

going to b*+ bless these Israelites and bring them back to their home

land. That's what it is, that's what it all is. Well now, there are many

things that fit exactly with that idea. But when you get to the latter

part of the passage, how does Isa. 53 fit with that? How does Isa. 55

fit with it? There are many statements especially at the end and some

all through which it is very difficult to see what possible connection

they have with that. There are some evangelical interpreters who will

call this a picture simply of Christ and of His work, and say it has

nothing to do with the exile, or if they don't say it has nothing to

do with the exile they will at least in their commentaries interpret

everything to relate to the church and to relate to Christ, and nothing

in it to relate to ancient f*rIsrael. But I don't know of any book

that does this that does not at some place say, Here + it is speaking

of Cyrus. And I don't know how they are going to get around from that

viewpoint the fact thatch. 44 and 45 specifically name Cyrus the king

of Persia. What has that got to do with Christ7 So you see we have two

very different approaches to it, and as I showed you last time, you start

in it at the beginning and you'll find a great deal that can fit with

the return from the exile. And you'& find certain things that it just

seems it is impossible to interpret any other way t*i than dealing with

the exile! There is a great deal like that particularly in the first

part. And you look at the last part of it and there is a great deal that

just makes no sence if it is not a predictinn of Christ. So I am very

strongly convinced that the passage starts with the exile and that it

leads to Christ, and that it is a presentation by Isaiah to the godly
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of his day, but intended to be such that it will bring even greater

blessingto the peop&e at the time of the latter part of the exile,

giving them God's mind regarding the exile, and giving them the

definite promise of return from exile but also looking forward to Christ

and directly, logically leading from the matter of deliverance from

exile to the matter of deliverance from sin through Christ. To me

that is the great central, vital thing in the study of this passage

is to see how from the thought of exile he leads right into the thought

of Cht±st eventually in a logical, reasonable way, and to see that

Christ is the answer, not only for the problem of exile, but to all

the great problems in human life.

Now when you start at the beginning of ch. 41, it is very obvious

that in 41 it is talking about exile, and the next 6 or 7 chapters

it is very very clear, exile is the thing in mind.

Now ch 40 you could interpret as dealing entirely with exile. You

could easily do that. But you could also take cli. 40 interpret it

as dealing entirely with Christ. I do not believe in double fulfillment

I believe that if someone is predicted, he is predicting Cyrus or

he is predicting Christ, but he is not predicting both. It is one or

the other. I believe it makes utter nonsence out of interpretation

to say that a prediction that a great deliverer will come and will do

such and such and such, has two different fulfillments. It's one or

the other. If it was plural"deliverers" you could coer a dozen, but

ch. 40 can be applied all of it to Christ, or it can be applied all

of it to exile, And my interpretation of it is that this is like a

symphony. We have these themes in it. Ch. 40 is the introduction or

prelude to a symphony, or like the overture to an opera. In ch. 40 you
particular

have no specific prediction of one specific event, but in ch. 40

you have the great themes introduced. You have the theme of deliverance,
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you have the theme of comfort, you have the theme of the folly of

idolatry, you have the theme of God's great knowledge. You have

these great themes introduced in ch. 40, and then developed from

there on.

Well I was hoping we'd get over 41 and into 42 today, but there

are quite a number of problems in 41 we will have to spend a bit of

time on because they are introducing other later things.

Would you give me before you leave then the papers you have done.

on 41 as far as you have gone, and next time would you look up in

a concordance the word "servant" and see wherever the word servant

is used from ch. 40 on through the end of Isaiah., it won't be a

great many times, and list all references to the word "servant'

and then read the verse and see if you can see who is talked about.

For instance ch. 41:8 says, But thou Israel art my servant. Who is

the servant? It's Israel. Now if it is clear who the servant is, say

so. If it is not clear who the servant is, say it is not clear. Just

tell what it is. And bring those papers next time, and leave these

for today now please.

(Question after class: So you are saying that for every prediction

there is only one literal fulfillment?

If it is a literal singular prediction. Now if somebody says, there

will be great armies that will sweep over the land, that could happen

many times. But if somebody says a great is going to over

whelm France, well he's talking about Hitler, he's not talking about

somebody that's going to come later. Or else he's talking about the

later thing that it isn't going to fulfill. But it's one

or the other. It isn't two different things. I would say that very

positively.
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(Question:lVas there ever OT a hewr view and

a farther view?

Ch. 40 40 presents the feelings (?) rather than any

specific prediction here. There is no specific prediction. There is

the presentation of the theme. But when he says, Behold a virgin shall

conceive, he's talking about
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v.e looked a couple of weeks aro at ch. 40 and we noticed how

the different themes which are interlaced and repeated frequently

during the next 10 chapters, many of them appear in that chapter. I

thought I would just briefly review ch. 40 from this viewpoint as

we start today. 1r. Corcoran, would you tell us in ch. 40:1 what is

the theme there? (answer: indistinct????0

Yes, and that is one of the bip things of course. That is by

the book, I mean, ch. 40-55. It is comfort. It is not like the earlier

part of Isaiah- rebuke for sin, and declaration of God's punishment

and then turning to the godly and giving them assurance for what they

had, but it starts right in with comfort.

hrhat about v. 2, liss Johnston? Do you still find comfort in

that? (Answers, Yes). 1)o you find anything in addition? (Answer:

indistinct). I believe you could say deliverance definitely in v. 2

though perhaps not quite as qlearly as some later ones. Those are

two of our major themes -- comfort and deliverance.

Now we have sin touched upon in v 2 but hardly otherwise in this

whole chapter. Sin is not a major thought in ch. 40. Of course sin is

the reason for the exile, it is punishment for sin. Cut the approach

here is people who are in great sorrow, people who realize that the

exile has come because of sin, and the terrible results are there, it

is the sin of their nation; although they are thought of as the godly

thathe is addressing specificially, they are implicated in it - - in
approach them head

the sin of their nation. Consequently he does not rebuke them head on

on with rebuke fvv sin. You find much head on rebuke for sin in Jer.
mostly

and in Eze., and in the early parts of Isaiah, but here it is/sort

of obliquely. Here there is no rebuke for sin in v. 2, but the state

ment that they are finding solution for the problem of sin, touching

\
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on the matter of sin, but in that way, you see. Solution for the pro

blem is in v. 2. So it's really under deliverance though it is the

touch upon the idea of sin.

What would you say about v. 3, Dr. Phillips? (Answer: the beginning

of the revelation of God's power and glory) Yes, that certainly is

implicit in it. It isn't so much directly expressed in it. Perhaps the

idea of deliverance is equally in it, because it is getting ready for

y the deliverance surely. Those tt* two surely would be the themes

in it. And in v. 4 also.

Then in v. 5, Mr. Knight? (Answer: not here) Mr. Roheer, what about

v. 5? XAnswer: the glory is going to be revealed so I think that would

be it.) The emphasis on God's power, God's glory. We want to put them

under these specific themesa5 as far as we can. Themes that are repeated

over and over. Now you can get other ideas in and they are worth noting

to see if they are repeated, but to see the structure of it, it is God's

glory or power whichever you t want to call it. But do you have any

other theme in v. 5? (Answer: there is also the idea of - - it is not

very explicit but the mouth of the Lord and what it says). Yes,

in other words, God's knowledge. In other words God has said it, God
touch

knows it is going to happen. This is the first very slight teaght on

that theme, so slight we wouldn't even pay attention to it, except it

becomes a great thought later on. It becomes greatly stressed as you go

on. So we note the first touch on God's knowledge, the truth of God's

word, that what God predicts will come to pass because that in these

chs. is the great proof of =od's power -- his power to predict the future.

Then in v. 6, Mr. Teacham, what is the theme there? (Answer: the

weakness of mankind - -flesh is as grass and the transience of )

That is an idea in v. 6 definitely. It is not one of the ideas that is
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stressed a great deal in the passage, so that as a theme I consider

v. 6 subordinate, and v. 7 as the theme really being the glory of God.

It is God's power contrasted with the weakness of man. Weakness of

man could be a t great theme that is constantly stressed, but it isn't

in these chs. But the glory of God is, and this contributes to that

very definitely.

How about v. 8, Mr. Ward? JAnswer: all flesh is as grass and all

grass withers -- I would say v. 7,8 together God's glory

manifested). Yes, God's glory which is one of our great themes. We

had it in v. 5 and there was God's glory. By the end of the v., this

other theme was brought in -- God's knowledge. "The mouth of the Lord

has revealed it." Here you have the same thing. "The word of our God."

Not just our Godis and what e is is going to stand, but the Word of

our God. Here you have the theme of God's knowledge. This again is

rather incidental in v. 5 and v. 8 but it is one of the primary

themes of the next 10 chs. So we note that here it comes out strongly

that the knowledge of God, the Word of our God shall stand forever.

Now the next v. as we noticed, there is a variation in suggested

translations of the next v. In order to get it into decent English

you have to change the order of the words quite completely. It just

would not make English at all if ou followed the literal order of

the words in the Hebrew. This is v. 9 which in Heb. literally says,

"upon the == a high mountain, go up for yourself, the one evaâgelizing

or speaking good tidings Zion." You see how different that is from

English! Now to try to make sense out of that, since you do not have

case endings like in Latin and probably in very very early Heb. before

the Mble was written, you had )i* case endings to show what is vocative

and what is object, etc. You don't have that in the Heb. You have the
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possible way of indicating an object, but it is not required. Conse

quently as it stands "upon a high mountain go up (that's fern, form),

go up for yourself (fern. again agreeing with the go up) you who are

evangelizing, and then there is Zion. Now who is the fern, form which

is here addressed. And as I mentioned last time. or time before the

fern, in Heb. is not used a great deal and has quite a variety of possible

meanings. It could mean a woman. There is no particular woman who is

in view in this case. You could personify a city, or it can represent

a part of the body for instance. They are always considered fern. in

Hebrew, any part of the body, of man or woman. Or it can represent

a collective. So this may be the collective body of the prophets -

you group of prophets, any group can be considered as fern, in Heb.

"You group who are evangelizing" and then the next word is Zion. Or

you can if you want take Zion as the subject, and say "go up, you who

are evangelizing, you Zion." So you see the 1-leb. does not show which

of the two it is, whether it is the prophet, the spokesman, those who

are proplaming the message are to go up and give this message to Zion

or whether it is Zion that is to go up. The two are possibilities so

far as the Heb. is concerned. The way the KJV translates it, "0 Zion

that brings good tidings, , getup into the high mountain. 0 Jerusalem

that brings good tidings, lift up your voice with strength." That is

an entirely possible way of translating it. On the other hand since

the whole passage is bringing a message of comfort to Zion, and to

Jerusalem, and nothing has yet been said about Jerusalem and Zion going

out to give the message, it is perhaps 4ikey slightly preferable to

think of this as the one who is bringing this glorious message to Jeru

salem. We have read in v. 2 "Speak comfortably to Jerusalem." This one

who is bringing this message is to go up to the high mountains and

spread this message widely. So we cannot be dogmatic as to which of the
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two it is at all, but I feel as if it fits the general context a little

better and certainly it seems to go with the order of the word, thought

that really does not prove anything in Hebrew, to take "the ones

bringing the message" -- the Ones, the t+t+ collective or the group

of spokesmen who represent God in bringing the message to Zion. But

here then we have the message of comfort again in v. 9.

Then in v. 10, what theme would you say Mr. VonBaren?(Answer:

I think the power of the Lord.) Yes, there certainly is the theme

of God's power. The great, powerful God is coming. I think you also

have comfort or deliverance. He's going to do something. He's not just

showing His power. lIe's going to do something. You have those two corn

med thereb The same would ye true of v. 11.

Mr. Wilson, what is your theme in v. 13? (Answer" It is the concept

of God's understanding, His mind is far greater than anything we can

understand). In v. 13? How about v. 12. (Answer: God's power, his creative

power). Yes, again the same order we've had before twice, isn't it?

Great emphasis on God's creative power. And there is more on God's
any other

creative power in these next 10 chs. than in perhaps in these other

50 consecqutive chapters of the Bible. That is the great theme of these

he chs. And so in v. 12 has the great emphasis on the w power of God

and immediately the stress is right on the knowledge of God. He has

this great power but it is not like a great wind that blows***

wherever it happens to. It is directed. God's wisdom is in it.
knowledge

Jhat about v. 14, Mr. Brodney(?) (Answer:the power of God). Well

I would incline to think v. 14 is more than knowledge. Of course power

is in the background but it is counsel, understanding. I would incline

to think it is continuing the theme of knowledge.

What about v. 15, Mr. Corcoran? (Answer: weakness of humanity,
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or maybe the futility of idols.) I don't think we have the idols quite

in v. 15, perhaps we will get to that before long. Yes, Mr. Wilson.

(Answer: Can we look under idols on surround Gentile nations??) You

mean as symbolizing the nations? No, I think they are considered as

- - -Actually here is a real probêem in the interpretationR= of the

OT, is that what we know of these nations is that their leaders, their

thinkers at least believed in great cosmic god who exercised in power

in many parts of the world. None * of them were omnipotent, but they

were tremendous forces. They represent these with images. But it was

the ignorant people among them who would think the image was the god.

Just as there are many Roman Catholics today who actually worship

idosi, *)t+ whereas the RC theologians think of the statue of the

virgin Mary as merely representing a spiritual being. But I don't

believe these are used as figures for the nations. I think they are

representing definitely the worship of the nations, but the interest

here is w+ primparily whether the Israelites will be led into worshipping

these. Did I misunderstand your question?((Yes, no. In vv 15, for

example, ttde= y5=i= not idols, but isles.)) Excuse me, I

misunderstood the word. I thought you said idols. Yes, the word

isles here in Heb. is & often better translated "coast lands': What

it means is that as you " look out from Palestine to the west,

and you think of the lands that are bordering on the Great Sea, it is

a very comprehensive term. ((Student: the Gentile nations that

surround Palestine) No,not surrounding, because it would not represant

anything to the east, or to the south, or to the north. ((Student: Never?))

Well, it's a little slightly MW, maybe, yes. I'm not even sure it would

represent that. I'm not sure Tyre and Sidon which are on the coast

would be considered under this term. It is further away than that. It

is apt to be Asis Minor, Grete, Cyprus, Greece all those areas. Now I

May be wrong. I don't recall any case where it is used of Phonecja.
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But I'm sure it would not be used of Bahylonia or anything like that.

No inland area would be called by this term. This term could be applied

to a specific island, but it is not so much the thought of a separate

piece of land surrounded by water, as it is of these regions off to the
the water

west there that are bordering on the water or in them. It is very often

used to indicate Greece, but sometimes even for Rome. It is all of that

country bordering on the Mediterranean Sa. Except Egypt, I dontt think

Egypt would be counted. It's a general term that came to be used. These

people had not trae1led a great deal. F Of course the Bible was written

in the language of the people who heard it, and the words are used the

way they used it. Just like the silly say that we use the word Indian.
also

Mr. Burraga is an Indian, a person from India is an Indian. But we ties

use the term Indian for the people out in the western U.S. who have

never been within thousands of miles of India! We use it more frequently

of them than of the people of India simply because Columbus was mistaken

and when he got here he thought he'd gotten to India. So we use the

term Indian is this very broad sense. And we use the term American in

several -- we use it in a very bread sense or in a very narrow sense.

I had a friend who was a missionary in S. America. When he came

with a Chilean one time to the U.S., he they arrived in New York and

there was a sign up where you go through to show your passport, saying

Americans here, and others over here. The man from Chile was very

irritated that he could not go through the gate that said Americans.

He said i"m just as much an American as you are. And of course he was.

AA a matter of fact the Chilean is more an American than a person from

the U.S. is because Americus Vespucius after whom we named American

never was a North American. South America was the only part he ever

? visited. When he got home he wrote a book about his travels, and

people named the whole area after his first name.
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We use the name == term American properly because it is part of our

official title, the United States f America. We use it for the people

of this one particular country. But it applies equally to anyone from

any part of this continent. And the isles were a long way away from the
the

people there, and Isaiah uses it == the term in a way that they

thought of. But f**fak they never thought of it as toward the east as

far as I know. Almost anywhere in Palestine, you go up on a hill and

you can see the Mediterranean out there. And it is the people over

there across the sea or up near the sea.

So there any time there is a question on any e one of these words

here please raise it, because there are many interesting questions we

may hit upon. We don't want to spend a great deal of time on them,

because we have a great many main important points to get over but we

want to note them anytime anyone has a point like that to raise.

Then v. 16 is again the glory of God, I think. 'The beasts are

not sufficient for a burnt offering." V. 17 certainly is the glory

of God. When you get to v. 18 you definitely have idolatry and idolatry

is definitely a theme in these early chs. (Question: indistinct?? v.15)

V. 15 would be the glory of God because it means that all the

nations and isles together would not be enough to make a real present

to God, a real offering to Him. He is certainly not speaking of

V. 16 speaks of the offering. V. 15 would be right with v. 16, it is

the glory of God. V. 17 also. But v. 18 on speaks of idolatry, and

we speak about idolatry through v. 20. Then in v. 21, Mr. Corcoran,

what would be 'es+ your idea there? (Answer: God's power and glory,

and maybe His knowledge.) V. 21 is really introductory to v. 22 isntt

it? So you'd have it with v. 22, and taken with v.¬ 22 it is as you

say God's glory and power. I'm not sure there is anything about knowledge.
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About God's knowledge in v. 22. In v. 21 it is just the same, "How

foolish you are not to realize this, but it does not say what you

are to realize. You have to get to get to v. 22 tofind out. So it

would go under the glory of God, and God's power.

Then of course v. 23 is God's power. Here are these great power

ful rulers who have taken the Israelites into exile and made the people

walk d hundreds of miles away from their homes and put them there in

a strange place where they seem to be surrounded with enemies, these

great princes. Now that term "prince' is an interesting term. In present

day English I think "prince" is used 9 times out of 10 to mean the

son of a king. But I don't remember if it is ever used in that sense

in the Bible. "Prince" is simply a leader, or a ruler. But it would

include "kings" as used in the Bible, which is still a usage today but

not our common usage.

V. 24 again is the glory of God which is so much greater than the

princes and judges of the earth. So is v. 25. And v. 26 also. What would

you call v. 27, Dr. Ghrist? (Answer: ?? the lowliness of Israel??indistinct

Yes, it would be comfort, wouldn't it? Yes, because he is * saying, Why

do you feel so bad? When you say that to somebody you usually mean, You

ought to feel better. It is sort of indirect, but I think it is the

theme of comfort. Why do you say my way is hid from the Lord? Why should

you say this? Don't say that. The implicaton is, It isn't true! You're

it simply is general comfort. He does not say yet anything about

deliverance. Gkneral comfort. Then v. 28 is God's power again. And v.28

has that theme of knowledge just touched on like we had before at end

of v. 28. Then v.29-31 could fit very well with the people way off in

exile wanting to come back, and how are they going to get that great

distance? How are they ever going to make the long trip? He gives power
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to the faint. They that wait on the Lord shall renew their strength.

But like everything else in ch. 40 it could equally be an introduction

to the work of Christ. Ch. 40 is a prelude; it is an introduction

rather than really starting a direct discussion of the problem. It

touches on all these main themes.

Now how much did we have about the servant of the Lord in ch. 40?

That is a theme that has not yet been touched on at all. There is nothing

about the Servant of the Lord. There is very very little about sin.

Hardly more than a brief touch and that in connection with the theme

of comfort and deliverance.

Then ch.41 is a place where there is a definite break. Sometimes

our ch. divisions in the Bible are, you might say, accidental, Some

times they are erroneous. I heard Campbell Morgan, the great English

expositor, once say he thought that 9 out of 10 of the ch.

divisions in the Bible were in the wrong place. I think that is
to make a division

terribly extreme. I think that many are must the right placej and

I think this is one. But I believe it is important we realize that a

è. chapter division in the Bible is simply a mark put in by an arch

bishop in the 13th century, and they did not exist before that time

and they can throw us off. I never like to start reading at the beginning

of a ch. and read to the end. I like to start two or three verses

before and run two or three vv. after, just to make sure whether there

is a real division there or whether it connects right on, because so

often you miss the real importance of it. I think in the book of

Hebrews practically every chapter is summarized in the first f v. of

the next chapter.And that next v. could just as well be the end of it,

the conclusion. And you miss the thought if you make too much of a

sharp break where there isnone . Well, here there is a definite break.

We've had the theme touched upon. The themes have been introduced. So
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now we start in with the specific action. Now we are dealing directly

with exile. If anybody w questions if we are dealing directly with exile

we have in v. 2 a very specific reference to something that will happens

at the end of the exile. "Who raised up the righteous man from the east

and called him from his foot, and gave the nations before him and made

him rule over kings? He gave them as dust to his Iword and as driven

stubble to his bow. He pursued them and passed safely even by the way

that he had not gone with his feet." Now in the light of succeding

context we have no doubt this is Cyrus whom lie is describing. I mean

in the light of the next few chs. But if you *t just read the ch.

by itself, you say, Who is he talking about here? Well, you will find

a number of commentatvrs say this is Abraham; this is describing

Abraham. It certainly is not a very good summary of Abraham's life!

You can find a few incidents in Abraham's life that will fit. Differ

ent parts of it. The time in Gen. 14 when he rescued Lot, he over

c ame the rearguard of these kings. But it's not like what this says:

he gave the nations to his foot and made him rule over kings -

We could not be dogmatic on it if it stood alone, but when you look

at v. 25 you find it says, I have raised up one from the North and

he shall come from the rising of the sun shall he call upon my name

and he shall come upon princes as upon mortor, and as a potter

treads clay." Well, the first part of that could describe Abraham

because he came doubtless from the east, from the rising of the sun,

and doubtless came around the desert so he came in from the north. It

equally well fits Cyrus who came from the east but who went to Asia

Minor first and then came down from the north to attack Babylon. But

it fits right with what is before. He comes upon princes as upon mortar

and he-treads and as the potter treads clay" that describes Cyrus'

conquests, but it certainly does not describe what Abraham did at all.
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Then you ,=ek look at 44"28 and of course it is very specific

there. It says (v.26) God is the one that confirms the word of His

counsel and confirms the counsel of His messengers and that says to

the deep be dry and that dries up the rivers -- that's a reference to

the Mesopotamia. He will remove the power of the rivers of Mesopotamia,

the power of the people that came from that area. V. 28, "that says of

Cyrus, he is my servant and shall perform all my pleasure even saying

to Jerusalem t thou shalt be built and to the temple, thy foundations

shall be laid."

I hope that all of you in your papers for today mentioned this

verse as one Oh, he is my shepherd, it says, not my servant. He

is God's shepherd to perform his pleasure. And thus says the Lord to

His Anointed to Cyrus, whose right hand I have holden to subue kings

before him. And goes on and tells how God is using Cyrus and you

l-*+ find it again in v. 13: "I have raised him up in righteousness, I

will direct all his ways. He *I'i++ shall build my city and shall let go

my captives. not for price nor reward says the Lord of hosts." Cyrus

simply gave his edict after his conquest of Babylon, that the conquered

peoples of Babylon had taken and moved far away from their home land

are to be allowed to return.

Then in 46:11 we have another picture of Cyrus in quite different

language. "Calling a ravenous bird from the east, the man that executes

my counsel from a far country." He speaks of Cyrus before as the one

whom God has raised up in righteousness to perform His purpose. Here He

calls him a "ravenous bird," and of course Cyrus himself was simply a
but

great conquerer who was trying to take in everything he could, and God

used him and so he became an instrument of God's righteousness. So

that ch. 41 starts a direct presentation, and right away you have this

idea of Cyrus introduced == God's instrument to deliver them from exile.
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You have in the beginning of ch. 41, it is quite evidence it is

a picture of an immaginary debate between God and the idols, God and

the God's of the heathen. God says, Keep silence before me 0 islands.

Let the people renew their strength, let's come near together for

judgment." Who is responsible for Cyrus' coming. The whole world is

upset about this conqueror who is conquering nation after nation. Well

God says, You are upset? Well, I want to tell you I am the one who is

controlling him. I brought this about, and he has predicted this in

the Book of Daniel many years before it happened. Of course Isaiah

is now speaking to the godly who are imagining themselves in that
situation directly
sf+tsat+i*f but he is also speaking/to the people 150 years later

who will be in that situation.

He describes Cyrus (v.2,3). God says, Who has wrought and done it.

I the Lord am eie He and with the last I am He." There is your glorious

God again for your theme. Then in v. S on we see the terror of the people

of the world as a whole, of that part of the world as they are over

whelmed with fear of Cyrus' coming. "The isles saw it and feared." Before

Cyrus attacked Babylon, he went up north of Babylon; e passed=p over

north of it and went west and then went up north into Asia Minor. There

in Asia Minor he conquered this region that could very definitely be

called isles to the Hebrew terminology. He conquered all that before

he attacked Babylon. "The isles saw him and feared and the ends of the

earth wttet+ were afraid." Then it shows them all building new idols

as if that could deliver them. But in contrast to that (v.8). he says,

"But thou Israel art my servant, Jacob whom I have chosen. The seed of

Ahrahm, my friend." All these nations are in terror because of Cyrus

coming. But Iszael does not need to be in terror because Israel is the

descendant of Jacob whom I have chosen, the seed of Abraham my friend.

They don't need to be in terror because God has raised up Cyrus. God
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is going to work His will through Cyrus and so Israel need not fear.

But here we have the first use of the word "my servant." And who is

the servant here? Mr. Roh4er, who is the servant? (Answer: Israel). It

specifically says Israel is my servant. Why does he say Israel is my

servant, here? What is the point of it? Why does lie not say you Israel

are my pet, the one I love, the sons of Abraham my friend. Why does

He say, You are my servant? What reason is there for using that termin

ology? (Student: Would he be reminding them that they should be?)

Yes, He si telling them that they need not fear because God

has raised them up for a specific purpose, and until that purpose

is fulfilled they knew that God will support them. fra1t Israel has

been set apart for a purpose. Someone has said, Israel was not God's

pet but God's pattern. That's a little bit of fitting words together

and is not exactly it, but it means Israel was chosen not simply be

cause God liked them better than others, but hecasue God had a work

to be done and He selected Israel to do that work. So we have the

idea not clearly expressed here, just hinted at but the idea hinted

at is that, Israel need not fear that you are going to be swallowed up

among the** nations, that you are going to be destroyed and disappear

because God has called Jacob and Abraham for a specific purpose, and

Israel had an obligation to fulfill that purpose and can have the

knowledge that God will enable them to do it, and consequently there

is a reason for comfort in knowing that Israel is God's servant. Yes?

(Student: Would you go over again v. 3 and v.7?) V.3 is describing

Cyrus as pursuing the enemies and not being overcome by them. He passes
Persians

over safely into areas that the *+ had never even been in before,

way up into Asia Minor and coming back down into this east western area.

And v. 7 is describing the nation looking for help to their idolatry.
Because people say

they are not religious; they are perfectly worldly
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and secular, but when they get in trouble you find they are immediately

looking to some sort of higher power for help. It's a universal trait.

No matter how much people talk about having no belief in any religion

once some trouble comes they immediately show that this isn't true in

the depths of their hearts. Here these people when they see this trouble

immediately the carpenter, and the goldsmith, and person who smooths

off with hammer and the person who smites against the anvil they all

are busy preparing an idol.

(Student question: Is he also poking fun at them at the end when

he says they fasten it with nails, etc.) Yes, he fastens it with nails

because otherwise it might disinteigrate. Yes, there is a lot of

derision of idolatry through here, which is just touched on here but

comes out more clearly later on.

So then we have this new note of the servant. We would not know

this was a major theme at all if we did not find as we went on it

is repeated. Years ago there was one of the ch. of Isaiah - -several

of them - - as I studied that seemed to be just a miscellaneous

collection of verses. AT first sight I could not seem to get any real

flow of though, and I went through them listing all the ideas that I

could find in any verse, in one verse and then in the next verse making

a mark under wherever an idea was repeated in the previous verse. After

going through thew whole chapter in that way then I was able to see
running

a pattern/through it, to see how certain ideasin it were stressed through

out, and then taking them as a key it was easy to see how all the others

fell into place. As one student said then, It just seemed like that

chapter that seemed like an utter mess, he said, after we got into it

we could see how it was a very definite clear line of thought. But it

is not brought out in bold relief in Isaiah often, as we tried to in
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our writing today. You have to find what the ideas are so that this

servant could be a very incidental thing, but when you find as you all

have in your papers for today, that the work servant is used repeatedly

from here on, you find that it is a new thing that is now just touched

upon, just introduced, and is often in the Bible and particularly in

Isaiah. You find the theme just touched on and then touched on again,

and then touched on a little more and then developed. And then eventually

you have full understanding of it, but at first you have just little

hints about it. So we learn on that this servant is a vital theme

just barely touched upon here.

Nr. Barraga, this word servant, how many times approximately did

you find it in abs Isaiah from ch. 40 on. (Answer: I tt*s* did

until ch. 55, I did not go any further. Ch. 40-55.) Who went to the

end of the book? Mr. Teacham? (Answer: I found 31 t. from 41:8-66:14)

You found 31 uses of the word servant. Andhow many of those were after

55? (Answer: Ten). You found 10. So you found twice as many from ch.

40-55 as you did after. Did you notice whether it said servant or

servants? (Answer: The majority of these were servants - 50-53, in

fact I believe probably they all were and then after that one plural

because (indistinct) and then the other one went on

to the other end.) That's one thing I wanted you all to notice that

the word servant occurs a very considerable number of times between

ch. 41 and 55, and servant, in the plural, hardly at all, between ch.

40 and 55. I'm not sure it ever occurs up to then. Just once.

And then after ch. 55 you find a few, not a great many, but a few

occurances of servants, (plu.) and hardly any of the sin. (servant).

That is the Servant of the Lord is a very definite theme between ch. 40

and 55. After that, where you have the word servant, it has a different
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significance. Of if you have servants, it differs quite from saying the

servant of the Lord. You have the servant of the Lord presented

== to ch. 55. After that you have His followers, the servants

occasionally referred to. But this is a theme of these particular chs.

It is interesting to trace through and see what it means.

F. Delitzsch was a very great scholar of the Bible, a very fine

Christian, and in his commentary, he says the Servant of the Lord is

an idea like a pyramid. He said you have your pyramid and this

is the servant of the Lord, and $*+t down here the word is used for all

of Israel. Sometimes it is used here for the remnant of Israel, the godly

in Israel. Sometimes it is used here for Jesus Christ. That is an in

teresting picture to get an idea how the word is used, but personally

I don't think it makes any sense at all. I don't think that that adde

to our understanding in the slightest. I think there must be some other

reason for it, than that. I think we can find a very f.t+ definite

reason for the uses of the word servant. But thusfar we have clearly

seen it means Israel. There is no question of that in this particular

case. Now how can --- when you get to Isa. 53 there is no question but

that it means Jesus Christ. Now how can these fit together? That the

thing we want to look into and see what the real significance of it is.

So we go on as we see this theme developed, the servant of the Lord.

He continues here: Thou whom I have taken from the ends of the earth and

said thou art my servant. I have chose thee . . . Not just, you are the

one I love, and I'm going to do all this for; you're the one who knows

the true God, therefore i'm going to do it. No! You are my servant, I

have chosen you. I have chosen you for a task. He called Abraham. He

loved Abraham and called him out from Ur of the Chaldees. But he called

him out for a specific purpose. Because he had a work to be done through

Abram and through Abraham's descendants. ?J have chosen you. Ythu are my
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servant. I have not cast you away. I'm going to fulfill my purpose for

which you have been called.'

Then he goes on with comfort and deliverance. I will strengthen

you; you will be able to accomplish your purpose, the purpose for which

I have called you. Those who were incensed against you will be ashamed

and confounded. I the Lord hold your right hand. Fear not thou worm

Jacob.




chapter
I want to look at the other themes in this verse but as the time

is going, I will look forward just a minute to the beginning, of ch. 42%

Imagine the Israelites who read in ch. 40 that they are God's servants to

produce God's purpose, and then they read the statements in ch. 42:

"Behold my servant whom I uphold, mine elect in whom my soul delights.

I will put my spirit upon him, and he shall bring forth judgment to the

nations. He won't cry nor lift up nor cause his voice to be heard in the
-U-- 'P2

streets. A bruised reed shall he not break. Smoking 1ashall he not

quench. He will bring forth judgment into truth. He will not fail nor

be discouraged until he has set jusdment in the earth, and the isles shall

wait for His law." And you think of the t++ Israelites in exile, or the

godly in Isra-l looking forward to exile knowing it is certain to come

and you say, They won't fail nor be discouraged until they have set

judgment in the earth. The distant isles are going to wait for God's

law. How can we do that? Isn't that ridiculous to describe us that way?

He will bring forth judgment to the Gentiles. They are under the thumb

of the Gentiles! The Northern king has been taken has been taken into

exile.The Southern is going to be soon! They are just overcome and

humiliated. How are they going to bring forth jtudginent to the Gentiles?

Well, maybe God is going to give them great strength. Maybe He will multiply

them, and enable them to get control of great armaments, and go out and

bring judgment to the nations; accomplishing these tremendous things!
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But look at v. 2 and 3. They are not going to do this with force

and violence. He won't cry nor lift up nor cause His voice to be heard

in the street. Here's a hruisdd reed. You lean on it and it breaks.

Throw it away. What good is it? No, He won't break it. The smokeing
flax
f+*ek that hardly has any life in it, he's not just going to cast it

aside. It shows the gentleness, the confidence, the strength of the One

who does not need to go with violence and force. He accomplishes God's

purpose with ease. It certiinly does not describe Israel or the attitude

of the Jews as a whole, the attitude of the nation. It does not today.

It would not them. They have accomplished tremendous things, but they

accomplished them with great force and effort and yelling, and fighting

and fussing. Not crying or lifting up their voice in the street -- the

gentle mild way here described. Here is a picture of the servant of the

Lord that is very hard to equalize with the picture given before that

the servant is Israel. I don't think it adds anything to our under

standing to say the servant sometimes means the bottom of the pyramid

and sometimes the top. I don't see how that adds a thing! When I first

heard that and it looked pretty good to me, I looked for a case where

it would he in the middle and I did not find one. There may be one, but
must

I did not come across it. But I think there b a logical inter

elation much different than that. The conclusion I've come to is that

in ch. 41 He says, You Israel are my servant. In other words, I've called

you for a purpose. I'm not going to let you be destroyed. You are going

to bring it) forth 1-us purpose. This is going to be accomplished. Now

what is the purpose? What does the Servant of the Lord do? Here is the

picture of the ideal servant of the Lord. The task that the Servant has

before Him and the way it is to be accomplished, pictured in vv.l-4 of

ch. 42, and that would bring discouragement to Israel. Because Israel would

say, We are God's servant, we have the obligation
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to perform His work, to fulfill this task. But here is the desctiption

of the way the servant is to work and what he is to accomplish, a

tremendosu outreach. It just does not fit our character; it does not fit

our strength. How can we ever do that? It would bring complete discourage

ment if you don't recognize the great power of God and the fact that

what God says He will bring to pass.

So this must be fulfilled by Isaael. Israel is God's servant. But

does this mean that every Israelite is going to participate in this?

Certainly not. There were very wicked people among Israel. There were

people who repudiated God among Israel. They can't be part of the ideal

servant. Israel as a nation as the responsibility to do the work of the

servant. But f*e+*+ the work of the servant won't be done by every

individual in Israel. How large a part of Israel will perform this work

which it is Israle's responsibility to do? It must be a group of people

or an individual who can truly represent Israel. They come from Israel.

They are a part of Israel and do the work of Israel so that Israel is

doing the work, but it is not all of Israel that is doing it.

How big a part is it? Is it a sizeable portion? Is it only one

out of the nation? It is for the accomplishment of this work that God

has preserved Israel, has called Abraham. He is going to do this work.

As we go on we get more light on what the nature of the work is.

But up to this point we see here not so much the nature of the work.
completeness

We see the completion of the work. It brings God's judgment to the
effective

very distant islands. It brings the whole world under God's/control.

We see the manner of the task, which is not a manner of going out

and fighting and using tremendous effort to make a little strength

fo a long way, but with such ==there is such strength that he does not

need to do that. He does not cry, nor lift nor cause his tof voice to

be heard in the streets. He goes forward with calmness, courage, and
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confidence and accomplishes the task. There then is the great problem

laid before us: how can Israel perform the work? what are further de

tails of the work that must be done? We have here the two aspects -

you might say the opposite extremes presented right here at the beginn

ing of our big passage. Israel is the servant, but the work is one

which it is hard to think of Israel performing and gradually we

get these thoughts worked out as we go on through the section.

Give me your papers before you leave. You might start next time

with ch. 42 and note which of the themes we have already seen are

touched upon in ch. 42 and 43 as far as you get for next time. Leave

me your papers. (Question: Is that to be written out?) Yes, written

out and turned in. Just the main themes that we have noticed. See

which of them are in which verse. (Question: 42 and 43?) Yes, 42

adn 43.

Question, per Phillips: If this does not picture Israel at all,

whet does the liberals say, because if these e*.chs. were really

written after Cyrus and referring back to what happened, why will would

the writer picture Israel this way when they were anything but?

I don't know as I have noticed any statement by them. Some, most
the liberals

of them think the servant things are a separate thing that may have been

written long after and inserted. There are many different views among

them. Not uniform.

Question: Another thing are you going to comment on the way the LXX

rendeTs 52"lS? Because they say the nations will be amazed? Yes.

Question: How is this assignment different from the one (indistinct)

I went up to chs. Just do again these two chs. and you'll

have it i-n mind perhaps a little better in the light of our discussion.

Any question you have about the Heb. be sure to bring it up.
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We might look again at Isaiah 41. We have not looked at the

last part of that chapter yet. I don't think we'll have to spend

much time now on the last part, but I want to get the general sequence

of it in mind. We have here this symphony. This overture in ch. 40

touching on the main theme, but not specifically predicting definite

events. Then in ch. 41 we start with an imaginary picture of the Lord

calling the heathen and their gods before Him to declare their worth

lessness. He decfres in v. 2 which of them had anything to do with

bringing Cyrus? Some commentators have said Abraham but Abraham

has no relevance here in the passage. We might perhaps have an

argument whether it was Abraham or Cyrus but it takes a little

twisting to make it quite fit Abraham. You can fit it, but in view

of the many references to Cyrus later, some of them parallel to

this I think there is no question that Cyrus is who is meant.

Then we have the theme of idolatry in v. 6ff, and inv.8 we

have this declaration of why He is going to take care of Israel.

"Thou Israel art my servant." That introduces the new theme of the

servant. We have the word servant used of Israel in v. 8 and again

in v. 9."Thou art my servant; I have chosen thee and not cast thee

away." Israel is in bondage for its sin. Israel is sent into exile.

They are in captivity. Other nations go into captivity and com

pletely disappear. They became completely assimilated with the

nations aroudd them or they died out. But Israel here, he said, I

have not cast thee away; fear not I am with thee." So in v. 10, what

would you call the theme of v. 10, Mr. Corcoran?

(Corcoran: I haven't read the verse ???? indistinct??) 0 1 see.

Mr. Berraga? (Ans. comfort) Comfort, certainly. Fear not. Be not
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dismayed I think it goes beyond comfort in the last half. The

last half would probaMy come under deliverance because he does

not merely say "Be comforted", he says, "I will strengthen thee, I

will help thee, I will uphold thee." That is God's power is there

to deliver them. "For I am thy God" - perhaps the theme of God's

power is in it, but it is not brought out specifically so much in

this verse.

What would you say, Mr. Roher, about v. 11?

(Roher: I think it would be the same idea of deliverance only

more of an aspect of crushing the other people). It still would

be under deliverance. Then v. 12 is a continuation of the same, and

vv. 13-16. V. 17 gets back to comfort more doesn't it? "When the

poor and needy seek water." Well, you might say it's deliverance

to give you something to drink when you are thirsty, but it is not

this specific deliverance from enemies we had thus far. V. 18 is

still that idea of giving water. V. 19 is deliverance. Perhaps it

suggests the eventual deliverance of the creation from the curse.

I don't know if we could say that for certain. Yes?

(Student: In v. 16, "Thou shalt say unto them. . . and the wind

shall carry them away." Seems to be questioning the process involved.

It seems to be that of the winnowing process, the threshing floor.)

There is a suggestion of that, yes. But there is no statement

here about the good part being kept. The emphasis seems to be on

the destructive aspect.

(Student: But that particular thing has reference to the

winnowing process) Oh, yes, undoubtedly. (O.K. now . . . ) You also

have it in the end of the previous verse. The previous v. speaks of

threshing them and beating them small, and making the hills as chaff.

It is the winnowing process, yes, but the emphasis is on the destructive
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part of the chaff, rather than (indistinct).

(Student: In Orientalism in Bible lands it discusses that

particular process. I always thought just from my own seeing it

that there was a large pfan in the actual process of the fanning.

The large fan, like the wheat would be placed on the floor and then

it would be fanned so that the wind would blow it away. They said

that that really isn't the process at all; it is a matterof throw

ing it up in the air with a pitch fork. So what's the word fan?)

The result would be the same as if you used a fan. If you fan

somebody, you can take a fan and wave it like this, but you can

just turn on a fan, an electric fan, and if you throw it up in the
But

air the wind is the instrument. 1 you are putting it in the way

of the instrument so you can be said to do it.

This figure of the threshing floor here, thank you for calling

attention to it. That question is one I think that is vital, where

second causes can be regognized as accomplishing something or the

first cause can 1e mentioned in connection with it. I could say

that I mailed a letter this morning if I asked Mr. Koontz to mail

it for me. I do it through his instrumentality. He could also say

he did it, and there is no contradiction there of course.

That is a very important question that comes up in many connec

tions in Bible study and in theology also. (Open the window)

This same theme is continued through v. 18-19. Do you have any

thing additonl, Mr. Corcoran, in v. 20?

(Corcoran: God's power) Yes, you have God's power very definitely

It's in the background up to there. There is deliverance, but here

"that they may know and understand that the hand of the Lord has done

this, and the Holy One of Israel has created it." God's creative

power is stressed through these chapters. Because when people don't
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have visible signs of God's power, they don't have the walls of

Jerusalem, they don't have the great temple, they dontt have the

sacrifices, they don't have all these physical emblems of His power

then He stresses His creative power, His power in nature, these things

which are even greater indications of His power.

In v. 21, Mr. Ward, what would you say is the relationof v. 21

to the rest of the chapter? (Ward: God's knowledge as opposed to . . )

Yes, God's knowledge is definitely in v. 21. But what's the relation

of the verse? How does it fit in with what just preceded? What's its

relation to the ch. as a whole? 'Ward It's syntactically quite

different, isn't it? V.20 "that they may see". V. 19, "I will plan.'

V.18, "I will open." V.17, "I will not forsake them." But now, v.21

has a different part of speech altogether. How could it come in here?

What is the meaning of it? What is its relationship? Yes, Mr. Roher?

(Ro1r: Isa. continually shows the Lord's power through God's

foreknowledge in order that to show that He can so what He says

He's going to do.) Yes, that is the theme here, it is His power and

His knowledge, definitely. But syntactically is what I was interested

in. Why does He change to an imperative here from declarations? Miss

Johnston? (Johnston: FIe seems to be challenging them to come and see

if there is any greater than Him.) And who is He challenging? (??)

And How does he come to shallenge somebody all the sudden here now?

(Johnston: trust in idols (indistinct) Dr. Phillips?(Philli.ps:

to the nations, to the idols? It harks back into the first of the

chapter with ¬yrus coming and the futility of the idols to save the

nations from Cyrus' advance.) Exactly, you see the ch. starts with

him speaking, Keep silence before me 6 islands. Let them come hear

let them speak. Let them come near to judgment." Now he goes on and
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talks about the situation with Cyrus coming. Israel need not fear.

The heathen are making idols, no accomplishment. Now he turns in v.

21 to the same thing he's been doing in v. 1. He is speaking directly

to the heathen nations and particularly to their gods, their idols.

You might say it is the opposite of v. 1 because v. 1 says, Keep

silence, and this says, Produce your cause. But the "keep silence"

is more o1,1ess rhetorical. What he means is, Here is a confcentation.

This is a scene like a debate where God calls them to prove what they

amount to. He says (v.2), Who had brought Cyrus? Who has done these

things? I am the One. Then He pictures the result of Cyrus coming,

and tells Israel not to be concerned because they are His servant

and He is going to protect them. Then he reverts to the thing the

ch. started with again, Produce your cause. He is talking to (in

this imaginary debating scene) the idols. What He says to them

as Mr. Ward and Mr. Rohr point out is this theme again of the power

of God as proved by the knowledge of God. What I was wanting also

to bring out was the position in the ch., how he is reverting to

his main idea of the ch., of calling on them to produce their causes.

To produce evidence. So he says, Produce your cause, bring forth

your strong reason. Is Mr. Knight here? Mr. Knight, would you tell

us in v. 22 what is the theme?

(Knight: Again God's knowledge over against the futility of idols.

They can't do anything.) Yes. (They can't even declare things to come.

They are utterly helpless.) Yes, but the central theme is the knowledge.

He is proving by thêêr lack of knowledge that they are powerless. He

is directing to the idols to show that they don't amount to anything.

He says, If you amount to anything you can tell us what the future

is going to be. I have used this for a text very often, when I have

spoken on predictinve prophecy. I've said, God calison the gods of
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the heathen to show what is going to happen in the future, but they

can't do it. We have a right to turn the challenge back to him. They

have a right and we have a right to say, You challenged the idols

to prove they exist by foretelling the future, let's see if you can

foretell the future! That's what He goes on to do here. That is

one of the great evidences that God exists with this power to pre
Israel

dict the future. Here where + is in bondage and there is no

visible sign of God's power except what you see in nature, there He

points to His ability to predict the future and here you see the

very fact that this was written 150 years earlier, that he wréte

this for the godly in the day of Isaiah and 150 yrs. later in the

time of the exile they see it coming to pass, they see Cyrus coming,

they see these things happening, it is visible evidence before

their eyes that God has predicted, He has shown the former things

and He is showing the things that follow. He's shown what has

already happening and now he's showing what is going to happen

later on. So the theme of God's knowledge as is proven by His power

of prediction is stressed in v. 22. Mr. Von Baren, would you tell

us in v. 23 what is stressed? (Von Baren:The same thing, God's

knowledge.) The same thing, only stronger isn't it? He says, Show

the things that are going to come hereafter that we may know you

are God. Then he goes from that to doing anything. "Do good or do

evil, that we may be dismayed and beho&& it together." He says,they

carry these idols around and talk about what they are doing, but

there is no proof they are doing anything. They have not brought Cyrus.

They can't claim that. And of course you say, How can God claim that?

Well, he's predicted it 150 yrs. in advance! That's pretty good evidence

that he's done it. Yes, Mr. Wilson?
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(Wilson: Prediction seems to be an important part of recognizing

the work of God whether it be through a writer or through the pro

phets. In fact, in Deut. 18 and ch. 13 as well, one of the signs of

the prophet is whether he can predict the future. But now, what about

the powers of evil to predict the future?)

(One in Lev. 18 or in Duet. 13) Look at Deut. 13:1 -"If there

arise among you a prophet or a dreamer of dreams and give you a sign

or a wonder and the sign or wonder come to pass . . " Here's a man

who has given some proof that he is --- he has divine inspiration,

he knows what is right, he has predicted something and it comes to

pass. But it goes on. And the sign e comes to pass and he says

lets go after other gods whom thou hast not known. Let us serve them.

Thou K shalt not harken unto the words of that prophet or that dreame

of dreams for the Lord your God proves you to know whether you love

the God with all your heart and all your soul. Thus a prediction that

fufulfilled may come from pure accident, or a good guess or d from

demonic activity. It may come. Now Satan cannot predict the future

far ahead, but Satan certainly knows a great many more facts than

we know. Satan knows what the weather is in W. Pa. right now. I

don't know. And if I make inquiries I only know what it was an hour

ago. He can see, if he knows that a big storm has come up in Maryland

that no one expected, he can predict that in three hours from now we

may have it here. Such things do happen. The forecasters have

pre-dictedeverything he good because they did not see any sign of it.

But the sign then comes up. If they were watching all the time they

could do it. Now Satan knows morefacts so he can make better guesses

than we can about the future. One prediction is not a proof of divine

inspiration but a series of predictions, it is a cumulative argument.

God can predict the future, and here when he challenges the idols to,
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this is one great difference between Christianity and Mohammedanism

for instance. Mohammed tells about the great last judgment and how

there is a rope stretched, and how those who believe in Allah are

able to walk on the rope and those who don't fall off into hell.
lie has
4- -art various things like that about the very end of the age

which are purely guesses of course, but when it comes to the course

of history from Mohammeds day on, he makes no guesses about the

future. He makes no attempt to predi.ct. -No*-the Roman and Greek gods

did attempt to predict, but their attempts were usually worded in

such ambiguous a language that whatever happened you could say it

was fulfilled; when it's exact opposite happened you could still say

that it was fulfilled.

One prediction does not prove anything, but cutmulatively it is

a tremendous argument. I read a statement once,-thI don't know how

true it is, but I read it in an advertisement for a certain observer

who told that he said that they had taken the statements given out
ads'

by financial experts and if you see the for these you can easily

see how you can get rich for very quickly because there are many of

these &* ads that you subscribe for this financial service and they

will tell you what stocks to .buy,.when to buy, and when to sell them

and you can easily get rich! But this says that they had taken all of

the forecasts made by half a dozen or so of these financial services

over a period of ie,time, - not just where they said, buy this stock
sold for

which is now 5 and it will go f!e 30 later, but the other ones that

they said to buy at 30 and then they were 5 later. They took all their

predictions and put them together and they found that if you followed

any one of them you would have lost money over a period of time. Then

he said,he took these various stocksand he just flipped a dime

a dice for each day to see whether he should buy it or sell it and
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made a list of recommendations that way just by pure chance, and he

said if you had followed those recommendations you would have lost

your money too, but you would not have lost it as quickly as if you

had followed any one of those financial services.(Laughter)

So it's easy for someone who has made prognostications to point

out a few cases where he has hit it right, but=== and I also believe

there is a possibility of demonic activity which can make predictions

but they cannot be very far ahead; they are based simply on what now

is. But you have a series of God's claims. You have these many pre

dictions and cumulatively it makes a tremendous argument. It is

particularly when the visible signs of God's power have disappeared,

It made a very strong argument - - that Isaiah had written this book

150 yrs. before and here is Cyrus is coming just as Isaiah said,

coming from the east and going toward the north and coming back

south again, following the same line he had and he makes various

references to yarioua things he had predicted and he says,Which of

these idols could predict like this? Yes?

(Student: Yuu were talking about maybe these references

were made after the event occurred, but it seems to me unlikely that

if someone were to use, to write about events after they occurred

and you use this line of proof it seems that this type of proof

of the existence of of the God they are writing about

would that be the type of proof they would choose if they were

writing later? That is the predictive prophecy would not be as strong

line of proof ) If it was written later. And that probably

is a sizeable part of the reason why God caused that the last book

of the UT would be completed c. 400 B.V.. and there was a space of

4 centuries between the writing of the UT and the time of Christ,

Now in the UT - - the attitude of the critic is wherever you have
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true prediction, they say, This was not written until afterit happened.

And we can't prove it. Theet a There are many cases where we just

don't have the proof. But nobody can say the predictions of Christ

in the OT were written after lie came, because it is thoroughly known

that the last book of the DT was finished by at the latest 400 B.C.

Now there might be some critics who would put a few parts of the OT

as late as the 2nd cent. B.C. I don't think anybody would put it later.

So the predictions of Christ, there is a big space between them (and

their fulfillment) and there is no question about that.

(Student: One other point, If the critics they say that Daniel

was written during the Maccabean age, yet there is a statement there

that says there was no prophet during that time, it appears that

even at that time a prophet did not appear. What do they mean by that?

It seems tome ww could-say, That shows the books had to be written

by that time.) That would be one evidence, yes. (But what do they do

with that particular statement? Do they ignore it or do they try to

explain it? in some other fashion?)

There are various ways they can try to explain it. I Macc. par-

ticularly has a lot ofgood historical data, but it has some state

ments we know are incorrect historically. II Macc. is largely mythical.

I don't think there is much in it we can trust. Well now they could

make some It would he evident that the writer of Maccabees did

not believe there were prophhts at that time. That is evident. Of

course they cannot admit Daniel was written earlier because Daniel

predicts some many many events in precise detail more than any other

book of the Bible that it just is impossible unless you believe in

a God who can preeict the future to believe that Daniel was written

prior to the time of the Maccabees. The critics claim that the pre

dictions up to the time of the Maccabees were written by somebody
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after they happened and then that what went beyond that were just

his guesses quite worthless.

(Studeat: Doesn't it seem kind of funny though that the writer

of Macc. would not be aware of Daniel and yet 30 yrs. later the book

is cannonical?) (Because by 130 it's pretty well known what books

were in the canon. Am I correct 130 B.C. with the prologue of one

of the apocryphal books?)

I doubt if we can prove that they were 1ht that early. There

have been critics who have claimed that the canon was not settled

till c. 100 A.D. I don't think any critics hold that view any more.
would

I don't think anybody -.rl say that any of the books in the OT were

written later than 150 B.C. at the very latest, but as to accept

ting them as cannonical they used to say about 100 A.D., now I don't

think any still hold as late as that because there is pretty good

e.dence it was quite a bit earlier. But there are many things we

just cannot prove.

This. then is the challenge to, the gods, v.21. And he gets

stronger and stronger.. Look at v. 23. 'Show the things to come here

after that we may know you are God. Do good or do evil and we may

be dismayed and behold it together. Behld you are nothing, and you

are a work of naught. An abomination is he that chooses you." That's

very very strong language, but then in v. 25 he gives proof again

of God's power. "I have raised up one from the north and he shall

come, from the rising of the sun shall he call upon my name." Now

"rising of the sun" means the east, and Cyrus came from the east

of Babylon. Coming from the east he went through the territory north

of Babylonia and up into Asia Minor and conquered Asia Minor and then

comes down from Asia Minor, from the North into Babylonia, and of course

Palestine too. So the direction is here stated from which Cyrus is given.
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but it is stated as if he is talking to them after it happened even

though Isaiah wrote it 150 years earlier. Mr. Wilson?

(Student: What does it mean, He shall call him by name?) That

statement is one which there might be some difficulty about, but we

do have a statement twice in Ezra of the edict which Cyrus gave

saying that the God of Israel is -- that the Great God of Israel,

they are to go back and build the temple and that they are to pray

for him in the temple. I would think that could satisfy the state

ment "call upon my name." We do not have evidence of that outside

the Bible but we have cuneiform evidence that Cyrus told the Baby

lonians that Marduk the god of Babylon hadbrought him to deliver

them from the tyrants who had been ruling them and that the

idols of the various gods of Babylon that had been taken away

some of them carried away from their cities to other places - they

were to go back. So it was Cyrus' policy evidently to call upon the

gods of all the people that the former ones had conquered, and to

appear as the deliverer of all the conquered people from the Baby

lonian tyranny. But if you just read this by itself you may thinks

Cyrus became a believer in the true God. He may have, but we have

no proof e ever .did. This says, he will call upon my Name, there

fore Cyrus became a believer in the true God. We may find out some

day that that was true, but we have no evidence of it at present.

But we do know that to that extent he called on Him.

God declares He has brought Cyrus and he will come on princes

as on mortaland as a potter treads clay and then again in v. 26,

what do you have in v. 26 Mr. Teacham? (Teacham: The omniscience of

the power of God - who else is cilled from the beginning . . .). Yes.

the stress is on the omniscience again. God's knowledge. God says,

Who can predict these things? He says, None of you can. Then he goes
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to v. 27, what theme do you have? (StudBqt: ) That would be

comfort again, wouldn't it? It might go as far as deliverance, but

at least it is comfort. He is going to give to Zion One who brings

good tidings. Then in v. 28 he points out the conditions of Israel.

There was no man, no counsellor; the same is true of these opponents.

None of these could answer a word to God's challenge. Bepld they

are all vanity. Their works are nothing. Their idols are wind and con

fusion, but in contrast to them, Behold my servant whom I uphold!

Yes, Mr. Rohere. (Rohree: major theme for v. 28,29?)

I think v. 29 would be clearly idolatry, wouldn't it? There is a

little question !hether to consider v. 28 as going with v. 29 as

showing the failure of these, or putting it with what goes before and

say I am bviigbringing deliverance, there is no one else that could.

There is a little difficulty there. I am inclined to think it goes

with v. 29 under the theme of idol worship.
twice

We have noticed that in ch. 41 He has/spoken of Israel as His

servant. Then in ch. 42 - - and these ch. dvisions you know are purely

late divisions, very convenient for finding places, but not necessarily

a sharp division. But there is a definite division between what he

has been talking about and the statement of several vs. about one sub

ject. "Behold my servant whom I uphold." Here is the theme of the

theme of the servant and the description of the work of the servant.

We would not have known when we previously touched the statement

"Israel is my servant" so incidentally brought in, we would not have

known it was a separate theme. But here you have four vv. Four con-

tinuous vv. devoted to it which is pretty good evidence it is a vital
theme
te, the theme of the ev9nt.servant. There are those who say,Well

Israel was a servant there, Israel was a servant there, now Christ is
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the servant. That's true, but that is a very arbitrary way of saying

it. It does not show the logical relationship. It seems to me that

the logical relationship is, Israel will not perish; Israel will be

delivered. Why? Because Israel is God's servant. That means God has

a work Israel a has a responsibility to do. Now what is the work of

the servant? Here it is. So for four verses he describes how the

servant is going to fulfill his work. You look at Israel as a whole

and you say, How on earth can Israel which is in bondage and slavery

and captivity, how can they fulfill these things here to p bring judg

ment to the Gentiles, and the isles will wait for His law. How can

Israel do a thing like that? Then you look at the statements in vv.2-3

about the gentle, determined, slow and steady way He will progress in

accomplishing His purpose and you say, That's not like Israel's

character at all! This doesn't fit. How can Israel do it this? But

God says Israel is His servant and God is going to protect Israel

and the work of the servant is going to be done. Well, you say, not

all of Israel is the servant certainly. Israel all has responsibility

that the servant's work be done. That's what Israel has been pre

served for. But not == But Israel includes many who have turned away

from, many who have refused to follow Him at all. Surely they are -

they have responsibility that the work of the servant be done, but they

certainly are not part of what is going to fulfill the work of the

servant. So it is not all of Israel. It can't be. It's a part of them.

Now, how big a part is it? Is it going to be done by the greater part

of the nation? Is it a small part of the nation! Is it one person

who represents the nation and does that which it is the nation's

responsibility to do? Represents the nation and therefore can do it on

behalf of the it+ nation, but is one individual? rather than the greater

part of the nation? We are not told, but we are told what the servant
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is to do, how he is to do it, and it just is staggering when you con

trast it with the condition of Israel now. So you say, How is this

going to be carried out? That is a question that is not answered till

we are nearly at the end of the section we are looking at this

semester. The question is raised, repeately. Then gradually the answer

is brought out.

So there is this description of what the servant is to do in v.4

What would you say is meant in v.4 by the statement "and the isles

shall wait for His law"? What isles? Does that mean the Bahammas?

What isles does it mean?

(Student: indistinct )-- Exactly. It is a general

term. The Bible is written in human language, the language of the

people to whom it is given. This is written to these people in Israel.

They as they look west look out at the sea, and beyond the sea and up

north and south and further east there are coastlands, there are lands

bordering on it whether they be islands or prts of continents or what.

This is all more or less included under the term which you can't exactly

translate in English beause we don't have a term that is quite the
lie speaks in absolutes -

equivalent. Yes, Mr. Rohrer? (Poheer:/ he won't be disheartened

until he has established in justice throughout the earth. You look at

this and say this is the Messiah?) At this point we can say, flow can

it be anything less? We can say that at this point. Eventually we find

out who it is going to be. But here is the ideal. Here is what God

has declared the servant is to do and how He is to do it. He is to

establish justice throughout the earth. He is to bring forth justice

to the Gentiles. This is the tremendous thing He is going to do.

As you finish v. 4 you can almost hear the people saying, Well, we are

God's servant. We are supposed to do this. How on earth can we possibly

do this? How will this be fulfilled? And God answers in v. 5.
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Fle says, Thus says the Lord, God the Lord who created=whe=e= the

heavens and stretched them out, who spread forth the earth and that

which comes out of it. He gives breath to the people upon it and

spirit to the people that walk on it. God says, I am the creative God.

I am the One who has created all things and controlls all things. Who

are you to say that what I predict will not be fulfilled? You may not

see how it can be. It may sound impossible to you, but if God has truly

said it you can depend upon it. So the power of God is again stressed

in v.5 and it continues to be through these chs. 1ti.s so important in

this whole presentation. God says, I can do it and in v. 6 y' he goes

on, You may think the servant cannot fulfill His purpose. How can we

ever do this? How can any of us ever do this?

He says, I the Lord have called thee in righteousness. He is

talking here to the servant. Israel is the servant, so anyone in

Israel thinking how is this to be fulfilled, says, Well God has

promised the work will be fulfilled. Can I be part of that which

will fulfill it? And of course Israel in bringing the Messiah into

the world did a tremendous part in carrying out the work of the servant.

(Student: Can you determine in v. 27 back in ch. 41

who the one is. TI will give one who will bring you good tidings.?

Is that a direct reference to Cyrus, or Christ?) No I think that

is general. The one is not in the Hebrew. The Hebrew is simply a

bringer of good tid-ings. (Student: look back to the other

chapters where good tidings will come?) Yes, that is not a specific

prediction of an individual. If he said, I will give to Jerusalem a

man who will bring good tidings, or a messenger who will bring good

tidings, something like that, that could be taken as a collective or

as at individual. But here it is simply a participle.'tI will give a
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bringer of good tidings" which we guite generally in English trans

late as one who brings.

God is going to enable the servant to accomplish His work. He

is going to make the servant for a covenant to the people and a light

to the §entiles. Now the word for people can refer to all people or

it can specifically f refer to Israel. But since here it is a cov

enant to the people and a light to the Gentiles, it suggests at least

the possibility that the servant has a work for Isreal as well as
with

for the Gentiles. That He is going to carry out God's covenant for

the people and that lie is going to bring light to the nations. Here

is Israel in subjection to the nations, but God does not say, I am

going to deliver you from it and put you where they can't hurt you!

He says I'm going to make the servant bring light to the nations. It

shows His purpose is not simply to deliver them so they can escape

from theqr present suffering, but it is to use His servant for His

purposes. That jurpose embraces all the Gentiles - to bring light to

them. "To open all the brind eyes, to bring out the prisoners from

the prison and them that sit in darkness out of the prison house."

If you had v. 7 just by itself, you would think this is just deliverance
who

" This is just deliverance for Israel. They/are in difficulty,like

prisoners, they are going to be brought out. They sitting in darkness

will be brought out of the prison house. But when it's ta+k+i tied

right with "light to the Gentiles, to open the blind eyes and bring

out the prisoners", it sounds as if He is going to bring amelioration

to all the nations of the world through the work of the servant. That

would seem that that would be included in v.7 -- not just for Israel.

Verse 8 again has two themes in it. What would you say, Mr. Von
two

Baren were the/themes of v.8? (Von Baren: God's glory and idolatry(??)

Exactly. God's power and in contrast the idols which He will not permit
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His glory to be given to. What about v.9, Mr. Corcoran?

(Corcoran: His knowledge) V.9is definitely His knowledge. He

says, Here the things I predicted before- the coming of Cyrus - it's

fulfilled. They have come to pass. Now, he says , New things I de

clare. Before they spring forth I'm going to tell you of them. Then

the next v. is God's praise ga again, God's power. Same with v.11

and 12. Verse 13 is deliverance in very vivid language, isn't it?

"The Lord will go forth as a mighty man. He will stirr up

jealousy. He will be like a man of war.-He will cry, 'he will prevail

over His enemies. Now I will cry like a travailing woman, I will

destroy and devour at once." What a contrast between the terminology

here and the first 4 vv. of the ch. where he won't quench a smoking
break

flax or quence a bruised reed. Two aspects of God's work - His great

steady accomplishment of His wonderful beneficent purposes, and the

great power with which He overthrows all that oppose Him.

(Question: your assignments are going through a good almost

evangelical purpose my wife and I did this assigaent to-

g ether over the week end. It was a wonderful time of noticing that

even confusing passages apparently have a pattern to them.

who is very confused in reading through passages like

this, noted real* clearly that contrast of which you spoke following

13 and one through four bringing it up this morning. He

asked why, and I did not have any answers for him. Maybe you don't

have for me this morning.) It is an amazing contrast it isn't it.

You see venous sides of God's activity. Y.u see God's gentle,

steady accomplishments of His will, and His great love and gentlesnes,

and then you see the tremendous force of God's activity when He breaks

out in His wrath against ungodliness. He will not keep His anger for

ever, b)it He may keep it a long time. He may be patient with wickeness
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for a long time, but the time will come when He will burst out in

his wrath and destroy and devour at once. These are two aspects

of God's attitude - God's wonderful mercy, but the certainty of

God's justice and the tremendous force with which it will come when

it does come. Is t*l't that any help? (Yes.)

Then, the thought of vv.13-14 is continued in v.15. He is going

to straighten out things. He is going g to open up a way we are told

in ch.40 and make everything nice. But now here He is going to dry

up the pools and lie is going to lay waste the mountains and hills.

He is going to completely destory those who remain hostile to good

ness and justice and right in the end. His judgment may wait a long

time but it will not wait forever. It may break b forth in an un

expective time and unexpected way.

The contrast between vv.l4-15 on the one hand and v.16. Verse

16 is His mercy again toward those who turn to Him. "I will bring

the blind by a way they knew not; I will lead them in paths they

have not known. I'll make darkness light before them, and crooked

things straight. Yes?

(Student: Does this refer back again to the work of the servant?

Back the first four verses?) We can't be dogmatic on that. I would say

I would incline to think that here he is speaking in general about

what God is going to do rather JA quite so specifically on the servant

as He was there. I wouldn't be dogmatic.
' I *ill make darkness light

before them, and crooked things straight. They will be turned back

greatly ashained.Who? Those who are trusting in idols. Here we have

the idolatry theme again in v. 17. That say to their moulten images

you are our god. But now look at vv.l8 and 19. "Who is the servant

in v.19? And how do you put together v.19 and the first four verses?
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"Who is blind but my servant? or deaf as my messenger that I send?"

The servant is going to bring judgment to the Gentiles. He won't cry

or make his voice to th be heard in the street. He will bring forth

judgment to truth. But who is blind as my servant, or deaf as my

messenger whom I send? Here we have Israel is the servant. Israel has

the ideal before it of the work that must be done. How can Israel do it?

Well, how can Israel do it? Who is blind but my' servant, or deaf as my

messenger I sent? The Lord has sent Israel to do a work for Him and

instead of getting nearer and nearer to the position where Israel would

seem able to do this tremendous work, Israel has fallen into sin and

Godhas had to send them into exile. Who is blind as my servant? It

brings out the impossibility of Israel doing this work except as God

is going to provide a way in which it can be done. The contrast is

very interesting and sharp.

Who is blind as the Lord's servant, seeing many things but thou

hearest not, opening e the ears but he hears not. The Lord is well

pleased for His righteousneess sake, he will magnify the law and make

it honorable. God has the power and intention of carrying our His

purposes. He is going to do it., v. 21 says. But the Israel is going to

be saved,delivered because it is His servant to accomplish this task

described in the beginning of the chapter. But what's Israel's condition?

"This is a people robbed and spoiled. They are all of them snared in

holes. They are hid in prison houses." How can Israel do this work?

How can Israel bring deliverance to the Gentiles when Israel itself

is in captivity? How can Israel bring light to the Gentiles when they

themselves are blind, many of them falling into ido1atry,=9k many of

them turning away from God, many of them seeking the things of this

world instead of following Him. "This is a people robbed and

spoiled. They are all of them snared in holes. They are hid in prison
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houses. None says restore. You can almost imagine in v. 42 that it

is Israel answering to God. God says, You have this work to do. You

can almost imagine they say, Yes but how can we do it. We are robbed

and spoiled. Flow can we bring judgment to the Gentiles. We are hid in

prison houses. We've been taken captive. Flow can we do it? God answers,

(v.24), "Who gave fr**Jacob for a spoil and Israel to the robbers?

Flow do you come to be in this condition? Did not the Lord? He agiinst

Whom we have sinned. The prophet associates himselfw with the people

as part of the nation that has sinned. For all have sinned and come

short of the glory of God.

"For they would not walk in His ways, neither were they obedient

unto His laws, therefore He hath poured upon him the fury of His

anger and the strength of battle, and has set him on fire round about.

Yet he knew not, s* and it burned him yet he laid it not to heart.

The other parts of Isaiah, and Jeremiah, and Exekiel, they start in

rebuking people for their sin. Showing their sin and how God will

send them into exile and punishment if they don't turn away from it.

But this part of Isaiah, from ch. 40-57, he does not do that. He

brings comfort. He brings messages of deliverance, and then he points

up that the reason they are in the situation that they need to listen

where they need to be rescued is because they have sinned. e. You

see it is quite a different approach. The matter of sin is barely

touched on in ch.40, and then it gets more emphasis as we go along.

But in case ag after case in these chs. he starts out with deliverance,

comfort, what he is going to bring to them, and then he says, Yes,
Because

but look at the situation they are in, Why are you here? ease of

your sin. Thus he is gradually, tactfully, gently stressing in these

chs. the fact that all the suffering they are having is the result of

sin and thus b gradually bringing to attention the vital fact that
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deliverance from exile is a wonderful thing and God is going to give.

them deliverance from exile, but if it stops there, what is accomplished?

They were sent into exile for their sin. Now if they are delivered and

continue in sin, there will be another exile, and another. They need

something more than (physical) deliverance. They need deliverance

from sin.. So through these chapters we gradually get brought into

prominence in a very tactful way speaking to people who are in

suffering, z gradually, tactfully it is brought to their conscience

the fact that their.greatest need is not deliverance from exile

great as that need is. Their greatest need is the solution of this

problem of,sin.

So you have a thought progress all the way through these chapters.

Now you wrote up chs. 42 and 43 for today. Suppose you do ch.44

and 45 for next time. Leave me your papers before QU go.
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We-have-been looking at the first part of this section of Isaiah.

I was just asked, What was the standard liberal commentary on it.

I don't think you an say there is any standard. I don't think you

can say there is any standard conzervative commentary either. Most of

the commentaries look at isolated'verses. I findd that true of almost

any part of the Scripture. That is one thing 1 g find unsatisfactory

about most commentaries. They look at isolated verses; they give you

valuable suggestons about the meaning of particular words. In the

course of it they may have some discussion of general relationships

but the tendency is of the -You see the critical approach which

began a century ago, I guess more like a century and a half now, started

with the idea, Here is Isa. 1-39, here is one book. Then ch. 40-66 is

a second book which got written on the same scroll, and that could

easily haVe happened. We don't believe it did happen because Christ

quotes from both parts as the word of Isaiah, and I believe Paul in

one passage quotes from both of them as the work of Isaiah. ((John

does in John 12:38-41)).

That view did not last very long. Before long they began to show

that the different arguments that were being advanced to prove that

statements in the socalled second Isaiah were late, applied equally

well at least to a third of the first part of Isaiah. So they began

saying this Ch. in first Isa. is really from second Isa. This ch. from

first Isa. is later than second Isa. This ch. from first Isa. is much

earlier than Isa. But they did not go by chapters. They sometimes had

a verse, sometimes even half a verse. So first Isa. came to be all

divided up; the second Isaiah was ch. 40-66. Then the argument was

made that the last half of that section was not about exile, it was

it had Palestine again in the center, the forefront of ideas, and
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so they said, It was written a sent)&ry after the Second Isaiah, so

there were three Isaiahs. There is hardly a liberal today who would

believe in two Isaiahs. They most would believe in three, but they

don't believe only in three. One commentary that said specifically

the question is not whether something was written by Isaiah or by the

first or second or third Isaiah; the question about every v. is when

was this v. written; what was the historical circumstances out of which

this v. comes. So there are many commentaries that divide it up - a

little bit is written this time, a little bit another time, a little

hit another time; it's just a patchwork. Well now, there was a prof.

at Wheaton College one time who said, Dr. MacRae and I have a very

different viewpoint about Isaiah. He said, he thinks of it as a con

tinuous presentation, whereas I think of it as a series of separate

poims. Well now, if that was said by a man w'howas generally conserva-

tive, you can imagine what view the radicals take! There are some
long

who will have fairly ±g.e passages which they think 9#-" are a

continuous unit. But even in these they will say certain things are

interpolations, etc. One of my great feelings regarding Isa., has

been that it is one hook that came from Isa. in substantially the

same form that it has now. By substantial I mean, I do not believe

there is any passage of any length that is a later interpolatinn. I

do not deny the possibility of a word being changed in the course of

copying. Or even of a few words having been inserted by error in the

course of tme copying, But I think that such changes are very rare.

I was much shocked when I was teaching in the first of the three

seminaries in which I have taught, I had a student in a eat class who

was a very bright fellow, a very conservative fellow, who later wrote

a lot of hooks on the OT. But I assigned to the class the study of

a certain section in Jeremiah wher tke 'here was some important
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archaeological evidence, and recommended several books dealing with

a discussion of that passage, and asked them to bring in a report
on

from it. He broughttii a report that he was convinced f by one of

these commentaries whidh took the whole section of about a chapter

of Jeremiah and saic1it' was not génlilne at all, it came from a later

time. Now I think God has preservTis Word better than that! I

believe that the Word is substantially as it came from the author.

But I do recognize the possihilty of occasional errors in copying
intentionally

that have not been deteCted. And I believe the Lord te*tfaH

left a few occasional errors in copyiri it i order that we should
just squeeze

not think we can take one v. and t+**" it to death, and say

every wordin it must becarried to-the very-utmost-interpyetation

and that the fact that siething waSnOt mertionèdin it proves that

was not true*, etc. It is so easyfOtu to do that. T think the Lord

wants us to compare Scripture-with Scripture 'and that ánythin we

find really taught in the Scriptures is going to he taught more than once

and it is going to be brought out clearly, all the important matters

in the Scripture as a whole.

So that I don't find th liberal corn, of rnuch.help. Now there

are good conservative commentaries on Isaiah. Prof. Alexander of

Princeton, a century or more ago, wrote along commentary in two

vols. on Isa. L4ter itwas issued in condensed form, Alexander has

a number. pf)poispf, iri,teprestcn -th.at very definLtely disagree

with. I.1ink think-lie,ha:a.:"1ittle.too much tendency:to do what I call

spiritua1ie, what somecall. spiritualize '- tiát is to -take words

as meaning something quite different from what they sound like. But

on the whole, he wrote an excellent commentary and he was familiar

with the previous commentaries. So Alexander is still a very great
Scotchman

guide. There was Geo. Adam Smith, who wrote extensively
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on Isaiah, and he is quite liberal in his view, and twists things around
marvellous

a very considerable amount, but he had a wonderful imagination and a

wonderful skill of thinking of things that others had not noticed. So

while a great part of what G.A. Smith says is to be discounted, every

now and then I have found a very 'aJ rt+ valuable insight in the course

of his writings.

Prof. Delitzsch has written commentaries on many of the books of the
dependable on the whole

OT. His books are very thorough usually andvery/dsó4xin his dis

cussion of the meaning Gf different. pasages: Now Delitzsch twra toward

he nd ofhls life1 his son a brilliant son becamea vary radical fellow

and his son took up the higher criticish and attacked.his father's

views and convinced his father of the main things fl-of the higher criticism,

so the latter books of Delitzsch have got the higher criticism coming

into them in various places, but in his very làttst iork on Isaiah

and the Pentateuch, Delitzsch says that though he has' accepted these

things he still remains feeling there is considerable possible that

they are not right, but that it is true as it stands. Delitzsch did

some very fine comments on Isaiah.

In recent years, Prof. Leupold has written some commentaries on

some of the books that I think are quite good. He commentary on Isa.

that came out comparatively recent is more superficill than I think

are some of his other works. It is a hit disappointing. Prof. Young

of Westminster has written a three vol. commentary on Isa. about 10

yrs. ago. This commentary by E. J. Young has some very valuable

discussions, but it is mostly word by word. He does not see, nor does

Leipold, the interrelation of sections in a way that I think is very

vital for a correct understanding of the book. During the last 15 or

20 yrs. there have been 5 or 6 different books published by liberal

:- "-.-----
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scholars on the second Isaiah, on the latter part of Isa. Some of them

have some very wierd theories, and I's not sure how much value there

is in them. My approach - - I have not really found in any book I have

seen that is I feel the important thing is to go to it and take passages

and see what is the central ideal; I think I have mentioned once before

in this AZ class, I have occasionally taken a ch. of Isaiah and looked

at the ch. and found in it that it just seemed to have a lot of isolated

sentences. I did not see much progress of thought. But I've taken each

verse and I have written down all the ideas that seem to be touched

upon or stressed in that verse - - just a brief reference to them at the

top of a page. I put a list of these and then the number of the verge

and then put a 'check under it. I then harektakenthe next verse and seen

what ideas there were. There might -- I might find four or five possible

ideas in that verse, and put a check under those particular ones and

also under what might be that was new. Going through the whole ch. that

way and then looking back, I have found often that certain ideas are

stressed continuously, or are stressed and repeated, gone back to, etc.

Thus I have seen the pattern through the chapters. That's what I've

done with this section we are taking this e year, 40-55. I have come

to the conclusion that the section is one continual section in which

the prophet starts with a certain situation and from that situation

he leads up to LöX changing the attitude of his hearers from feeling

that the most important thing in the world is getting deliverance from

exile, getting relief from this terrible thing that has come. He leads

them to the idea there is something more important than that, and that

the cause of exile is actually the sin of the people. Now that has

been brought out repeatedly before elsewhere in the Scripture. But that

he brings out in a very gentle way, instead of as elsewhere in Isaiah,

and as the prophets generally do just tearing into the sin of the people
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very
and rebuking them for it. Here he goines it on the whole in a

gentle way. The people are now suffering, they are inexile. And he

does not come to them and say, You sinners you got what you deserved.

He comes to them and says, God has still interest in you. God has

not forsaken . God is anxious to deliver you. He will deliver you.

And you can trust this because after all God == allsigns of God's

existence may have disappeared, but nevertheless God still is the

great God that controls everything. The proof of this is that He

was able in this book of Isa. 150 yrs. ao to predict the coming

of Cyrus and even to give His name! The many proofs that God

gives that things are working out the way He dec]ared they would

and this shows He really exists, lie really is powerful. Then he

goes on to say, Look at the sky ; look at the universe. See what

God has created, how powerful He is. Now fhe powerful God who could

do all this, He can deliver you and He will deliver you. But should

He deliver you? So he giadually 4 raies that question, Should He

deliver you? The question is, Should He deliver you after all you

sin? Well, you say, We are sorry; we have repented. That's fine.

But God says, Suppose we deliver you. You say you are sorry and

I deliver you, well, there will be sin HIIIHX continuing and

there will be another exile and another and another. That's not

the end. The sin is the cause of it. What are we going to do about

this matter of sin. So gradually this thought is brought to the

conscience. While he is doing that there is this other new concept

that Israel is being delivered and protected because Israel is

God's servant, because God has a purpose for Israel. That's wEit

He is going to say. That's why He is going to deliver them because

I
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He has a purpose for them. Then in ch. 42 we find tz what that

wonderful purpose is, and not only what that wonderful purpose is

to bring justice to all the nations of the earth, the marvellous

purpose to be a light to the Gentiles, but then we are told how

He is going to do this. How He is going to go with a steady con

fident progress. That a bruised reed He will not break, smoking

flax he won't quench. He won't come with force raising His voice

in the streets, but He will do this with such confidence, such

certainty. It's like a big strong force that can move constantly

instead of a little force that has to hit, hit, hit, and hope to

get some results. As you read the tremendous thing the Servant

has got to do, and as you read the way in which - - the confidence

with which the Servant is going to do this, you say, How can we

do a thing like this?

And at the end of ch. 42 we noticed at the end of the last

hour, he says, (v.l9),"Who is blind but my servant, or deaf as

my messenger that I sent? who is blind as he that is perfect, and blind

as the Lord's servant? Seeing many things, but thou observest not; open

ing the ears, but he heareth not. The Lord is well pleased for his

righteousness sake; he will magnify the law, and make it honourable."

You see how he touches on the idea of sin here? He does not say, The

Lord is well pleased, He is going to deliver His peop'e. He says the

Lord is well pleased for His righteousness sake. He will magnify the

law! God's law is going to be upheld; God's purposes are going to be

accomplished. He is going to deliver you, but He is not going to drop

ay of His interest in what is right. He is not going to let His law

simply be profaned. Then he says,that's what he's going to do, but now

Israel is a servant, his instrument. But how is Israel going to do this?

I I
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"But this is a people robbed and spoiled; they are for a prey and

none delivers"(v.23) Well, he says (v.24) Who gave Jacob for

a spoil, and Israel to the robbers? Did not the Lord; He äZ

against whom we have sinned? You notice it is "we have sinned"

hhat is, Isaiah includes himself with the rest of the people. The

godly among the nation are the ones who feel terrible about the

fact that exile is certain. They see the sins of the nation, they

know it is bound to come, but they are implicated in the sin.

Consequently it is "we who have sinned" not just "they" and that

is a very important point.

"For they would not walk in his ways, neither were they obedient

to His law, therefore he hath poured upon t)t him the fury of his anger,

and the strength of battle; and it bath set him on fire round about,

yet he knew not; and it burned him, yet he laid it not to heart."

In most of the jphets, the chapters start with rebuke, rebuking

people for their sins, and then after the terrible rebuke they

comfort the godly with telling them of ;Gods marvellous purposes

of blessing beyond the punishemnt, but in this section of Isa. it

is reversed. It ends usually with the idea, it's deliverance and

all that, and the end is but why are you in this situation. Then

a strong word about the sin and the fury of His anger against sin

but it's almost as if he is afraid this will discourage the people

too much, we've got to immediately comfort them, he Zë goes right

on in ch. 43, "But now thus saith the Lord, that created thee, 0

Jacob, and He that formed thee 0 Israel, Fear not." So you just have

these little touches on sin and on its terrible nature as he comes

back immediately to people who have been suffering to give them a

note of comfort a note of deliverance. But in the course of it he
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always leaves == leads up again to what has caused this, and that

is the primary question for which we must find an answer.

So as we start ch. 43, Mr. Teacham, What is the theme there?

(Teacham: Comfort, consolation; don't fear, I have redeemed you

I have called you by thy name. Confidence.) Yes, it is comfort

very strongly, but also deliverance. But more comfort than deliverance.

Also there is a little stress on the Lord's creative power, isn't

there? The Lord is the ONe who created you. Just a little stress on

that.

How about v. 27, Mr. Von Baren? (Von Baren: Protection) Yes,

v. 2 is again deliverance, in a general way deliverance. It speaks

of general situations. Probably rather figurative language, through

which he will be delivered. So deliverance, but perhaps it's almost

more comfort because it does not speak of specific deliverarzce,but general.

No matter what comes God is going to protect.

What is the theme of v. 3, Mr. Corcoran? (Corcoran: God's glory).

Yes, God is the one who is going to do this so you can trust Him. It

is going to happen. God's glory, God's power. U1 am the Lord your

§pd." And what does this mean on the end: "I gave Egypt for thy

ransom, Ethiopia md Seba for thee." What does that mean? There is

a statement as you read it in Scripture, there is no explanation

by it of what it means. No explanation at all, but something similar

to what is later on too. The fact of the matter is that historically

we find Cyrus conqueres all of Asia Minor, Palestine, Syria, and

Babylonian and then goes east and conquers even to part of India.

Then he dies and his son continues his conquest and takes Egypt

and Ethiopia and Seba. So Seba was probably part of Ethiopia. So

he is saying, You give up. Cyrus is going to let Israel go back. He

is going to give you up, you might say, though they are still under
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his control. God is going to give him a ransom for you. God is assur

ing that He will give Cyrus power over Egypt and over Ethippia. That

great region down in Africa, He is going to turn over to Cyrus as a

ransom for Israel whom Cyrus left go. That is not specifically

stated in Scripture. We have to take that as an assumption or guess

based on the historical facts. But I know of no other guess that is

alfhas good.

Verse 4 seems to fit with the same idea - "therefore will I give

men for thee, and people for thy life." That would fit with the same

idea. He is going to rtr reward Cyrus by allowing His son to

conquer Egypt and Ethiopia, to reward him for letting Israel f go

back to their homeland.

Verse 5 is again comfort but also deliverance. ttj will bring thy

seed from the east, and gather thee from the west; I will say to the

north give up and to the south, Keep not back; bring my sons from far, and

my daughters from the ends of the earth". Now the bulk of the Israelites

of course were now in the east, but we know from the book of Jer. there

were some who had fled to Egypt. So we know some had gone south, and

this suggests a rather wide disbursement. This seems to suggest a

wider dispersion than had occurred at that time. So one might wonder

whether it looks beyond the actual deliverance at the time of Cyrus

and means that there is going to come an eventual time when they will

be more widely scattered than they were then, and that then God will

bring them back. Well, that I think we should be very careful about

being dogmatic on. Since it does seem to be a little too extensive

for what we know about that exile, one wonders whether it does look

forward to a later regathering of Israel.
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Verse 7 again touches on God's creative power. What do you think

v. 8 is talking about, Mr. Beraga? (Beraga: Both v.8 and 9 seem to

have one theme -- God's predictive power.) Yes, and who is He talking

to? Who does He mean in v. 8, 'tBring forth the blind people that have

eyes . . ."(Beraga: the isles (??) Yes, at first sight you

would certainly think back to where he said, Who is blind but my

servant? And you wonder if he is talking to Israel. Lying forth

Israel who has eyes and yet are blind. But then he goes right on

"Let the nations come together and who among them can declare and

show these things" - - a challenge to the heathen gods to declare

what == to declare the future or eplain what has happened in the

past. As you come on to that I incline to agree with Mr. Beraga that

v.8 XX has the same meaning as v.9. Now, of course, I don't feel

I can be dogmatic on that because v. 8 might go with v.7 to quiete

an extent. It might mean, Here is Gods cervant Israel. You are so

blind. You don't really see what has ahppened. Well, let's bring all

the nations together and the isles and see if they can do anything

comparable to what your God can do? You should not bee so blind as

to think you are just hopeless, you're off in exile, there is nothing

you can do, because none of the gods of the heathen can predict the
suture
teaW as your god can. So I'm a little uncertain as to which is the

best interpretation of v.8 there.

(Question: Does this inordinately large space here have to do

with this translation, the NASB? Or because the darker

have something to do with the way the original hebrew set up

there might be more of a space there? to separate the ideas.)

I believe they print in darker letters what they think are the beginning

of a paragraph. (Student: So it's their idea.) It's simply their idea.
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Sometimes those ideas are good and sometimes they are bad. Sometimes
from

the thought goes from something very different Ø something ØØ over

here -- it moves so smoothly in transition it ishard to tell. We know

this is different from this, but the transition is so ,,t)t+ smooth.

If you were going to draw a line people would where

the difference would be.

The ch. divisions seem to have been put in by an English Arch

bishop. They say, he put them in as he rode on horseback. He

put them in in his Latin Bible. And as he looked at it he said,

Here's a good place for a division. And some of them are very good.

Some are very poor. Some places he certainly made very terrible

mistakes in where he should put a divison. The Jews saw this Latin

Bible with the Archbishop's divisons in it, and they saw what a

handy thing it was. They already had v. divisons, but the vv. did

not have numbers. And they saw what a handy thing this ch. and v.

divisn was, so they put it into their Bibles, and usually they

followed what the Archbishop did, but in maybe one case out of

ten they said, Maybe this would be better ten vv. earlier, or two
where

vv. later. Somthing like that. And there are very few vv.

they made thier change very evidently with an antichristian bias.
when

Very few, but there are a few. That makes a it of. confusion I1(
you find
finding references to ch. and vv. But it is sometimes very obvious

where it ought to be, and other times the thought moves so smoothly

that any one of two or three places might be JINX just as good as

another place. Even though it is perfectly obvious often that there

is a sharp difference, but the difference goes gradually and makes

it hard to know. If you are going to put paragraph divisions in

you can be sure somebody will differ from you, and you can also
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be sure you'll probably make some mistakes in the course of it.

You would not be human if you did not.

Now he continues then the challenge to for prediction, the

omniscient of Øod. What is v. 10? (Student: certainly this

power. There is a challenge here also. His servants. Challenge

based on X power.) We have the theme of the servant very clearly
two

in this. We also have the theme of God's power. Those law things are

in it. Now the theme of od's power is what is stressed. The servant

has been introduced generally rather incidentally. But its very im

portant since the (theme.of) the servant comes back over and over

and finally there is this great climax to notes(?) wherever

the servant is referred to. Here in contrast with the nations that

cannot predict the future, he says, You are my servant whom I have chosen.

So since he goes directly to Israel in v.10 I now incline, a little

more strongly than before, to think v.8 goes with v.10. He says,

You are blind , you don't see that God has the power to dqliver you

and that God's predictions are going to be fulfilled' well, just look

at the nation. Let them predict the fut. like I can. You are my

witnesses says the Lord. I don't want to be dogmatic on it. It can

be taken in either of the two ways, but I incline.a little more

toward this way now. "You are my wittnesses sais the Lord, and my

servant whom I have chosen.' Again, who is the servant in v.10?

(Answer: Israel). Israel4 How esle could you take v. 10? You

are my witnesses. That is plural, isn't it? You are my witnesses.

He must be talking to Israel on that. Any my servant whom I have

chosen. Fle is talking to Israel. Is He talking to every single

++.* individual in Israel? Is he talkingto the very wicked in

Israel, people who have completely turned against God? lIe can't be call

ing them His servant! So we have to take it --- now Delitzsch's
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suggestion of the pyramid, I don't think helps at all. I don't think

it adds to our understanding, but we have to take it that he is

speaking to Israel but he is not speakino to all of Israel. Or that

he is speaking to Israel that Israel is the servant in the sense that

Israel has the responsibility to fulfill this work, to bring light

to the Gentiles, to estab. justice in the earth. That is Israel's
certainly

responsibility. But !ZZ it is the responsibility of every one

every member of Israel, the most wicked still has that respon

sibility. They can't get away from it.

I've heard the Campus Crusade very strongly critisized on the

ground that the first of their four laws is that God has a plan for

every human being. I've heard people say, flow does God have a plan
reject

for the heathen, a plan for people that hate God ? Well there is a

sense in which that is a very true criticism. That the only thing

the ungodly can do is turn form their sin and r* receive Jesus

Christ as Lord. There is a sense in ihich that is a very true

criticism. And yet there is another sense in which I think that is

a very unjustified criticism. Because I think we can say God created

every person whom he has created in order to carry out His will. If

you don't fulfill His plan that does not mean He does not have a

plan for you, that He desires your life count for you. He has a plan

for you. It seems to me there is much to he said for it as a method

of reaching people who are wondering what is life all about any way.

Where are we going? Why should 'w we be here? We get hungry and we

eat a lot of stuff and then we are sick. And we say, What was the use
amount

of it all. We enjoyed it but what did it ANIX to? We think we get

some pleasure out of drugs and we take them and life seems wonderful

and then the results are utterly miserable. And you say, What's it all

amount to anywhy. As Horace Greely said, Life is a dream; riches have
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wings; fame is a vapor and all is vanity, at the end of a very

effective and successful life when he failed to get elected President

of the U.S. and he wanted it and that was his conclusion on it all!

It is the conclusion of the one who is not trying to fulfill God's

plan. He sometime must come to the point where he realizes that his

life is absolutely aimless but God does not want anybody's life to

be aimless. Proferly understood, you can sertainly say to anyman, God

has a plan for your life, but are you filfilling God's plan. You

certainly are not if you're not putting Him first, if you are simply

seeking personal pleasure, if you are seeking simply that which appeals

lb you, you are not fulfilling His plan. The only way you can

fulfill His plan is to turn form your sin and be saved through Jesus

Christ.

So here he says, You are my servant -- all Israel no matter how

wicked is a part of the Servant in the sense that it is his respon

sibility to see that this task is fulfilled. Cut all Israel is not

part of the Servant in the sense that he is going to be part of that

which will actually fulfill what is the responsibility of the Servant.

This is Israel's responsibility that it be done, but Israel will have

to do it through a portion of the nation, because a portion of the

nation is not even interested and turns against God.

Flow big is the portion that will be able to do it? As the godly

read/s this, the most godly person says, I ä have sinned. I have

fallen short. I'm in captivity. I'm in exile. I'm weak. How could I

ever bring light to the Gentiles. How can I fulfill? Well, God says

it is your responsibility to fulfill it. So Israel in that situation

and in that generation when they could not possibly gring light to

the Gentiles, their responsibility is to bring into existence the

generation that can fulfill it. And the ultimate responsibility of
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Israel is fulfilled in bringing into existence One who is a part of

Israel, One who represent Israel, who bears the blood of Israel, and

who as representative eey carries out the work of the Servant. So

from the viewpoint of responsibility the Servant is all Israel. But

from the viewpoint of carrying out the responsibility the Servant

is whatever part of zzz Isae1 is able to perform this task. As

we go on through this chapter we learn more about it.

And so he says in v. 11, "I, even, I am the Lord" - again the glory

of God, "and beside me there is no saviour", no other saviour. How

easy it is for us in reading the Scripture to take a verse and

try to just squeeze every word out. We have to be careful of that.

"I have declares, and have saved, and have shewed, where there was no

strange god among you:. therefore ye are my witnesses, waith the Lord

that I am God."(v.12).

What is the theme of v.13? Knight? (Knight: God's power in

the directive area of deliverance.) Right, it is nod's power, but

it applies His power to deliverance. "I will work and who shall let

it." There's the Old English "let". They sill use it legally,

without let or hindrance. It means the opposite of what let means

today. Who will let it, means who will stop it? It does not mean

who will permit it? Flow many words have just completely reversed

their meaning. Sometimes when words are just half reversed and we

don;t know it, that's where even reading something written a
written

century ago - we can completely misunderstand it. And this is/300

yrs. ago. We can very easily misunderstand it. If westrike the word

"I do you to wit" and we don't have any idea what that means, or

deliver me from frowardness and leasing - we don't think it means

59Z! don't the real estate business. We don't know what

it means. And that doesn't do a great deal of harm, we can look it
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up and see what it means. But when there's a word which has changed

its meaning just a little, we can be greatly misled by a translation

300 yrs. old.

"Thus saith the Lord, your redeemer, the Holy OTe of Israel: Forl

your sake I have sent to Babylon, and have brought down all their

nobles, and the Chaldeans, whose cry is in the ships.(v.14). You

notice the specific ref. to the Babyloniiii and to the Chaldeans.

We dontt have references to the Assyrians in this section. W In

the earlier sections we have many references to them. And again God's

power in v. 15.

V.16 is God's power again. (referring to v.17 -"which brings forth the

c hariot and the horse, the army and the power." He's going to make this

power be worthless. "They shall lie down together, they shall not rise:

they are extinct." That is any power that opposes Him. It does not

say He is going to do away with horses. It does not say lie is going

to make chariots non existent any longer. Like the people in N.

Africa at one time, they used to say that God said to Peter, Put up

thy sword. Therefore we won't use swords, so they beatX1XX their

enemies to death with clubs. Well that's the literal interpretation

of Scripture instead of seeing what it really means. He says the

sword; we use the sword today, but the gun today is the equivalent.

to the sword. And often we have to translate it into our own used!

lie goes on here with deliverance. And v. 20 is a very figurative

verse. And v. 21, "This people have I formed for myself; they shall

shew forth my praise." Here he declares that the work will be
praise

accomplished. Israel will shew forth my flil, but look at the HUM

the contrast in v. 22. This is a very poingent passage. ?!But thou

hast not. called upom me, 0 Jacob; but thou hast been weary of me, 0 Israel.
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How different from the rebukes of sin that we find so commonly in

other sections of the Bible. "Thou hast not brought me the small

cattle of they burnt offerings; neither hast thou honoured me with thy

sacrifices. I have not caused thee to serve with an offering, nor

wearied thee with incense . . . (reading through v.25) I will not

remember thy sins. See the note of sins here. Israel had not given

God His proper place, and here is regret and pain on His part rather

than anger and wrath. 'I am He that blots out thy transgressions for mine

own sake . . .Put me in remembrance: let us plead together; declare thou,

that thou Inayest be justified."

Then the rebuke of sin becomes rather strong, just for two verses.

"Thy first father hath sinned . . . Israel to the reproaches"(vv.27-8)

Just for two vv. - strong rebuke of sin! Just for two verses, then

he goes right back (44:1), "Yet now hear, 0 Jacob my servant . . . I

will pour water upon him that is thirsty . . ."(4*:1-3). You know how

he touches on this theme of sin just touches on it these ways, and

gradually brings in to attention the tact of the Holy Spirit. He

finds a way to reach people. He goes hammer and tongs after the ones

that need that sort IX11 of approach, and he goes gently and care

fully after the one that is in the situation that needs that sort of

approach.

Immediately after these two vv. of strong rebuke, He goes right

into comfort. "Thus saith the Lord that rade thee, and formed thee

from the womb . . . Fear not . . .1 will pour my Spirit upon thy seed

" . . they shall spring up among the grass " " .(44:2-4). Here is a

prediction of a great future for Israel. "One shall say I am the

LOrds . . . (v.5). In v. 6 again, what is the theme, Mr. Ward?

(Ward: Power). A-am His power with a little stress on deliverance.
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Again his power mainly. The same is in v. 7. In v.8 again he says,

Ye are my witnesses, you notice. Still power but again the witnesses.

Again there is a little bit of predictthon in v. 8.

le v.9, what is the theme, Mr. Campbell? (Campbell: He seems

to be showing once again the folly of idolatry.) Yes, in v.9 it is

again idolatry. You hotice how he goes quickly from one extreme to

the other often. Very suddenly often. Here it is idolatry again be

cause that was a constant threat among the Israelites. Idolatry was

all around them and it was so easy to slip into it. Yes? '!r. Ward?

(Ward: other passages on idolatry is this the

main one in Isaiah?). There is probably as much about idolatry in

Isa. 40-55 as any section of Isaiah. It's one of the big themes

beaause the people are over there surrounded by idol worship and it

is stressed constantly in this passage here. As much as anywhere

else in the Bible that +* is and prediction is, as much as anywhere

else +*. in the Bible. And the greatness of God, the creative power

of God is stressed as much here as anywhere in the Bible. Question?

(Student: We had a speaker in missions class this morning who

said, The tribes believe in God, a good God but they say they don't

have to bother paying any attention to Him because He doesn't torment

them. So they pay attention to the demons and idols.J wonder with

the Israelites and these idols that surrounded them, was it the same

sort of thing? To me, I can't quite understand how they would turn to
unless ?

idols if there is nothing compelling them to do it, no social

pressure.) Well social prdssures can be very great. I went once and

spoke to a woman who was much attracted by Christian Science, Eddism.

She had had a baby who recently died, and she had a friend who followed

Mrs. Eddy and her baby did not die and she said, If I followed her my

baby would not (die) either. I believe that when there is this social
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pressure there also is that, but when there is any trouble and you

don't see God, you don't see tisible signs of His power, and you are

a little group believing in Turn, and you have people around it is

easy to look at the seeming effectiveness of some of them - - that

some of them have. I don't think that would he a universal situation

always . . . but it very well may be among certain peoples, that

God seems so far off, so distant that what seems nearer seems more

an immediate problem. They have these people who claim the demons

are injuring them, etc., and they see that troubles come and they

think well that's the demon that's done it. Well, itz!ZZ of course

it is true that a Christian can be bothered by Satan. Christians can

be bothered by demons, but we don't find relief from them by

Pro-pitiatingthe demons but by seeking the Lord's power.

Idolatry then is in v.9(ch. 44), v. 10 and v.11, 12, 13, 14, 15

And 15 points out the ridiculousness of it. He takes some of this

wood and uses it for a fire that makes bread and he takes another

part of it and makes a god out of it. He says how ridiculous. He is

ridiculing idolatry here. He burns part in the fire, and with part

he cooks his meal and with part he warms himself. 41:17, And with

the rest he makes a god and foils down before it and says, Deliver

me. V.18 has a natural conclusion to that sort of thing. They have

not known nor understood: for he hath shut their eyes,that they can

not see; and their hearts, that they cannot understand. And none con

siders in his heart" and none considers how ridiculous this is. He is

pointing out the idolatry not simply for the people around them, but

for some of their own who have gone into it. Yes?

(Studnat: Sometimes preachers will be preaching on passages that

have to do with idolatry. They sort of leave the realm of the religious

and they go to the Christian make your TV and all that. What do you
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1)0 you think that is really a valid understanding of those things? To

me it seems to indistinct ) One can easily do that.

(Student: You can easily say it is wasting time, or something,

but I don't have TV and fall down to it and say deliver me and

that sort of thing.) No its making an idol out of your own pleasures

instead of doing God's purposes. It's putting yourself first instead

of God. It's a -- you'll find many things in sermons thnt are not

strictly logical. The unfortunate thing is that most people get their

truth from what their parents have said, what they have heard in church,

even * most ministers, instead of what does the Bible say.

(Student: I heard a speaker this summer say that sense

of human. You had to have some degree of intelligence to have a sense

of humor. People with greater intelligence tend to have a more pro

found sense of humor. The person with all knowledge and intelligence

would have the greatest sense of humor. We can probably get a little

bit of that. It would be better that he burned both halves of the

ipces of wood and have twice as much D bread or something like that...)

Yes, it certainly is true. Yet you find some pretty unintelligent

people who are laughin all the time. I'm not quite sure that that is

a generalization that's true (Student: sense of humor )

Yes, there certainly is a lot in the Bible that is humorous if we

look at it rightly, and of course it is sad on the other hand if we

look at it from the viewpoint of the folly of people, and wickethdneii

of people. This ch. goes on with stress on idolatry thro v. 20.

But in v. 21 again you get the Servant, don't you? The only passage

we had that dealt with the servant at any length thus far was the first

two verses of ch. 41. But we've had a lot of stresses on it.

"Remember these, 0 Jacob and Israel . . ' God says, I've formed you

I'm going to protect you, you're mine. No, lie says. My servant I've

formed you. You are my servant, you will not be forgotten.
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Israel can be sure God will deliver them because 11e brought them

into the world for a purpose. That is that purpose? Of course Israel

has completely forgotten that during the Middle Ages and today, that

is the attitude of the believing Israelite as a whole is (that is

the ones of Israel beliving the OT) is We are God's people; God will

protect us, we must keep away from the wickedness of the heathen

around us. That's good as far as it goes. But God does not say, You

are my pet, I'm going to protect you. You believe in me. All these

other people around are lost. lie says, You are my servant, I have

formed you. You are my servant. In other words, You have a purpose.

You are to bring light to the Gentiles. You are supposed to reach out.

Evidently they were trying to reach out in the time of Christ be-

cause Christ rebuked the Pharisees. He said, You'll turn heaven and
proselyte

earth to make a pKIX. lie rebuked them for that, but after that
the time of

within a few years after/Christ Israel ceased in any great extent

to try to win people to MINK Judaism, but closed into its she&ll and

simply triedto keep the message for themselves, and the persons of

their race were supposed to he true to God and follow the OT, but

the others were just all outside. But God made them to be one with

something that is to bring light to the Gentiles thvoughout the world.

You are my servants. My servant he stresses here. There is the purpose

that you should carry out.

Now of course the great purpose has been carried out in that the

01 has been preserved for us. Of course the purpose of bringing Christ
preserved

into the world was the great purpose. But the OT has been ëd

and the existence of Israel and all the other nations of antiquity have
using

disappeared is an evidence of the truth of God's word. So God is XNIKX

Israel even in unbelief. But the only way Israel can carry out ills
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purpose fully of course is to bccorie a follower of Christ who is

the true Israel, the, true servant through whom these were fulfilled.

tut tht, he is laying the foundation for.

I asked you to go over ch. 44 and 45 for today. Please turn

those in to e. I thiuk you can look at the next three chs. next time
yet?

because there is quite a bit that there is not such change in. There

is quite a hit iealing with just a few subjects. but write up that

way ch. 4,47,48 for next time, and leave e your papers, ani we'll

c ontinue' here next ti'e.

r7' 7
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We were in the 44th ch. I believe of Isaiah last tine, and we

looked at the long section on idolatry which ended with v. 20. Then

at the end of the hour we looked at v. 21, where again he brought out

the theme of the servant. In v. 22 we have deliverance, but we have

perhaps more emphasis on deliverance from sin than we have had at

any time yet. "I have hiotten out as a thick cloud thy transgression,

and as a cloud they sins, return unto me for I have redeemed thee."

This is a very very strong statement on redeptio It is the strongest

that we have had as yet. To the listener at this point it would raise

the question, fow can He blot out our transressions which were so bad

that they sent us into exile? How can he blot out as a cloud our sins?

He says, I have redeemed theee. Just how? It can raise the question.

It does not yet give the answer.

Then v. 23, of course, is still a continuance of the there of

deliverance. It is more the thought of being rescued from physical
23 Verse 22 seemed

troubles in v/l. XIXXI1MI to stress the idea of sin quite

3trongly, and then in v. 24 we read, 's Thus says the Lord, thy

redeemer and lie that formed thee from the womb, I am the Lord that

riaketh all things and stretcheth forth the h'ven aiore. This. state

ment, "he stretches forth the heavens" is a very interesting one. ow

many of you have a Hebrew 3ible here? r. Vi.lsor could you tell us

what the Hebrew form is here? This is Isa. 44:24, the r.ext to the last

clause in the verse which was translated "that stretches forth the

hoiven alone.' While he is doing that, Miss Johnston would you look at

45:12. There we have the statement, "I have made the earth and

created man upon it, I even my hands have stretched out the heaven."

Mr. Wilson, what is the form? (Wilson: '1 an the Lord, the one making

an, stretching forth shaiayiii . "Stretching forth' is.Qil act. part.
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Yes, and 1iss Johnston have you found 45:12? that form is it there?

(Answer: (,al perf.) It's a perfect, and it is translated quite literally

in the KJV in 45:12, 'I even my hands have stretched out the heavens."

But in 44:24 as Mr. Wilson pointed out it is a different form; it is

that stretches forth" the heavens alone. One is a perfect that

suggests soniethin that has been done. We now see the results of it.

This sugc'ests a continuous action. This participle is used for con

tinuous action in the past sometimes, for continuous action in the

future sometimes,, or for continuous action in the present. fut the

perfect is used of an action that is thought of as completed. Now

this statement that Cod stretches forth the heavens, occurs 10 tines

in the prophetic hooks, and 3 of them are perfect.(45:12; Jer. 10:12;

51:15) "1 the Lord have stretchedout the heavens.' That would very

evidently refer to is orisilnaicreative act, or at least it would

look at something that has been done in the past of which we see now

the results. Yes, 11r. ilson?

(Wilson: 1Ahat were the references where it is perfect?) - 45:12;

Jer. 10:12; 51:15. The participle though is used seven times. .'e have

3 times "I have stretched out the heavens." Now of course the word

stretched out" is used many other times, like, it is used in Exodus a

great deal where it says, "I the Lord have brougit you out with a

stretched out arm." Showing his arm stretched out to accomplish His

purpose. This word TAT/'' "to stretch out" is used many tines in the

Scripture, but ir onection with the heavens it is used these tifnes

I have mentioned - 3 times In the perfect - '1 have stretched out the

heavens. This would refer to Cod's creative act, or to some portion,

some great portion of Pis activities in the past which is now conceived

of as we see the results of it. It is somethin that we think of as com

pleted. hut now it is used in the participle, as'herein 44:24, seven
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tires, four of them are in our section of Isaiah between cha. 40 and

Si. There are four cases whore in this part of Isa. where he speaks of

God as the One who is stretching forth the heavens. That's a -- yes?

(Question: What do you take these nuance to mean?) Well, there are

possibilities. One -- Let's say there are 4 possibilities: (1) that

God has stretched the heavens, therefore it is God who is the One who

was stretc'iing the heavens, I think that rather unlikely when we have

the two different forms; I would think there was a difference in mean

ing between them. (2) the future; "I am the God who will be stretching

forth the bceven. Tht T thinl wou] be rather unlikely too. I think

there would be wore evidence in the context if it's a fut. idea. (3)

Wht ould seem. the Post likely possibility ben we have this

difference, is that lie is the One who is no stretching out the heaven.

I can well imagine someone in Iaia1's day saying, What is He talking

about? We know that Cod created the heavcis'. Fe put the stars in then

their places. He arranged everything in the universe. 1e has done this.

But what do we mean? 'od is stretchingout the heavens? Are wc taking

it as a past event to show how God did this not instantaneously, but

over a period of time? Or are we describing God as the One who has

the potential of doing this kind of action? It"s - - the most likely

interpretation would seer to be that Cod is the (Ne who does this,

either continuously all the time, or from tire to tire. Someone in

Isaiah's day might well say, Why use the different tenses? Vhy use

perfect three times, and why use the participle seven times, and why

use the participle more times than you do the perfect, more than twice

as many? I think people might well puzzle about this, and wonder if

there was a significance to It. It would seem as if there might well

be. Particularly f when you find right in Isaiah the two of them

here,one in ch. 44 and one in ch. 45/
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It was within the last 3C years, I bather, that astrononers -- it

:uay be little further than that -- but I understand it, they bee,an

to decide from certain changes in color of stars that the stars were

actual Ir ovin a. ay fro u 1 the t in.i , arc'.' c'in aviy ic - ach

other. Tb': fipiro t,,.-!t i; sc;:,cti.s icn ror it i.; as if you had a

toy i.alocn on :ldch you :zci mrl. on the outside of the ai.oon. Then

you fit] it air, a:..:' :u .,.c 'ill it evr'1' (.'c-. o: te oti: of

the haloor. fets further away frc'r every 'ttr dot. Ile- "IT-P! 111 moving

f.irther frc ei1 oh' '. Th i: e tl . ry, ic I I .r correctly

infor'ed, as b'er'. 5dr'ly acceptec1 awon; astrono!~cirs, -,is V17: expanding

1c'rse. 1it tcory i t e:.nctiv this c4 t- uerfcct, as

Cod is the 'TO WhO causes PVCTythirY to stretch out.

T-e thee rv - t1t 'e 'i v'p in f'. r ert. 'ear , rr be

sore otter thoor' to !it tie f:.cts. Ye: , 'is.. Jo! ntc'i çtudnt

I is iflter es 1, e .3 to To r.:' jr v. o eis to s:y '-ad sreads

out the earth." That's another particLpie fror :AT. -)u-6 thi. is the

earth, reorriig either to t::Ia lanet or to thc dry leiid.) It

would tgnJ!. show the Con.taetl)' c1auih; cdit1o's o t:c rth in

which the ecea: arc either cjadi: or corLtractin all te the. The

conti.ncnt5 are rowing lrr or smaller. It - h '?ilninton

where we lived for a number of years, there ivas a place I liked to

walk (:atck) not far fro-1, wrere ie livcd. then o got there w there was

little Lit n a rill that ce do;n t! si&e of te lull, and cair.e

down the dirt road I usc' to love to .-.all, up. It wasn't very 1on, before

that little nil had becore a hg deep chasa that completely ride the

road unitseahie. These chgos are constantly i penin in the earth.

It's not a static thing.: it's constantly changing.

(Phillips: Some people feel that the force of gravity has been de

creasing steadily since the beginning of the universe which would also
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cause the earth to expand literally. That is quite speculative where

as the expanding universe (idea) is fairly stw+ quite well established.)

Just how much the spreading ahraod of the earth, how much content

there would be in it, it's hard to say. Certainly the earth is changing.

from time to time. But this theory which is widely accepted today would

seem to perhaps be anticipated in this usage in the prophets. Now of

course the prophets would not know anything about it, but God led them

to use certain terminology which perhaps anticipated a discovery of

actual cosmic conditions. I thought that - - when I came across that

a few years ago I was quite interested in noticing that, that they use

the participle more than two times to every one they use the perfect.

Of course they both would be true, but the perfect points back to what

happened. God is the great God who created the universe, but God is not

merely the One who has created the universe, God is the One Is who is

still spreading out the universe, he is still causing things to happen

He is the one who s is still spreading out the earth and causing all

the changes that occur on this earth to occur.

(Snudent: Here's where verbal inspiration is important. It seems

like it is only when we have the doctrine of verbal inspiration that

you really stress a point like this. You say it is a participle, not

an* adverb, you put the stress on that you might normally

not put if) if it was merely human writing certainly what the man

said would merely express the idea that was merely in his head. Now

ordinarily the writers do express the ideas that are in their heads.

Ordinarily God causes them --- I believe these writere all had erroneous

ideas in their heads. Every human being has erroneous ideas, but God

by inspiration prevented them from w*iting down in what He intended to

be part of Scripture, any erroneous ideas which were in their heads. Like

when the two disciples were on the road to Emmaus, perhaps they were two
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men, perhaps it was a man and a woman. We don't know. But if the

writer had said "two men" we k would know they were two men. But

he said "two disciples', and left it open. We do not know which it

is. But Luke when he wrote this night not have known, and he might

have conceivably used either word but God prevented hi from using

a word that would give a definite i'ea there were two non. Of course

the word "two disciples" does not show they were a man and a woman,

it leaves us not knowing. Verhcl inspiration does not nean we can

take a verse and we cn squeeze It and get every posib1e nuance out

of it and he true; it doesn't roan that. But it does mean the Lord

kept the writers from putting down what would he a Vat, false idea.

He kept them from using words that ould later be shown to he in

error. Of course there is then the possibility that on any particular

occasion God might cause the writers to select ords which would

contain truths that they themselves had not realized. I would hesi

tate very much about ma1ing much of an argument that we had one use

of the participle. I'd hesitate very much. rut when we have seven

tses cf the participle in this phrase as a.ainst three uses of the

perfect, it seems to me that it is enought to rile a strong probability

that God intentionally gave us the preview of sottethin that would

later be discovered.

I would like to look ahead for a minute, r. Corcoran, would you

look at 45:4. Would you tell us how many sentences there are in that

verse. We are thinking now not necessarily of English punctuation.

We are thinking of words which were in the iebrew and have been trans

lated here. On the basis of the words, not paying too much attention to

the punctuation, how many sentences would you say are in v.4?(\nswer:

two). Two sentences; it would seem to b me quite definite. 'For Jacob

y servant's sake, and Israel mine elect" is very definitely not a sentence.
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It's an introductory phrase. But for Jacob my servant's sake I

have even called thee by thy name,-- that would seem to be

a sentence. Then he goes on and says, I have surnamed thee though

thous hast not known me. Now the way the KJV has punctuated it

it sounds as if "for Jacob my servant's sake" goes with both

succeddng parts and could thus make one sentence. But it would

seem to me the other is at least equally probable. Now how about

v. 3? How riany sentence would you say there are in v.3. r.

Von Bchren? (Answer: I would say one)

We might say one, or we might say perhaps less than one.

If this was all English I would say that thre(v.3) is un

questionably part of one because the rand" would connect it up

with the previous, and make the the two of them one sentence.

Since in ehrew rnany sentenees start with "an", I don't think

we can say with certainty whether v. 3 is a whole sentence or

part of a sentence. It is certainly not ;ore tian one sentence.

How about v.-14, Mr. Kanish? (Aliswer: To sentences.) V. 2

would seem rather definitely to be two sentences. I will do

this and that; I will do this and that. It ot'ld seem to he

rather definitely two sentences even though the KJV indicates it

with a colon.

Flow about v. 1, Me. Ward? (Answer: It's got to be less than

one. even the colon). Yes that is the punctuation.

But as far as the words are concerned, there is nothing in it

that requires it to be connaected with what follows or precedes,

is there? It would certainly seem to he at least one. It's not

two. lie has the "and" connecting two different clauses, which

could be independent. "I will loose the loins of kings " h could

be a separate sentence but since he has the "and" I think we can
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reasonably say one sentence. But it is a complete sentence. It is

not a participle.

Mr. Corcoran, how about v.28, the v. just before tt?(A*s**t:

Do you think that is four sentences, theee sentences, two, one,or

part of one? (Answer: Take it as one, I should think) Could you

take it as two? The last thing, "thy foundations shall be laid"

that could make a sentence, couldn't it? "Thou shalt be built

and to the temple"? Could that be a sentence? He is saying to

the temple "thy foundations shall be laid." But the "saying" you

have to go back earlier. So "to the temple, thy foundations shall be laid

is not a sentence. "
"Thy foundations shall be laid' alone is not

a sentence. "Thou shalt be built" could be a sentence by itself,

but it's part of a sentence because it is even saying to Jerusalem

"thou shalt be built.* How about from "even" on to the end,

could that be a sentence? (Answer: I would think so.) No you have

to have a subject for a sentence, don't you? You have to havea

subject. If he *a+ said, I am the one that is even saying to

Jerusalem thou shalt be built", there is a sentence. But he says

"even saying to Jerusalem a thou shalt be built" that is hardly a

sentence. So you can't have a sentence starting there. How about

starting with "he is my shepherd?" Could there be a sentence that

and that be a sentence? (Answer: Saying that saith to Cyrus )

Would seem to introduce that, yes. Well then, could the whole verse

be a sentence? One sentence, complete sentence? (Answer: Well

it would connect with v.27). Yes, it would seem that v. 28 here

is only a part of a sentence. Mr. Burraga, where does that sentence

start? (Answer: With v. 24. The subject is the Lord.). You go way

pack to v. 24. (Burraga: He continues to speak at v )

Would anybody differ with that?
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Well now that is quite different fron' the sentences in vie

.beinnin of vh. 4S isn't it? That is really .a re,nar-ah1e sentonceI

That's the sort of thinq you are accnsto'ed to in Paul's epistles.
don' t

!le has Ionq involved sentences, but you a often find that in the

Iehrew. In the Hebrew it is usual to have short sentences. Look

at the bec!innin of ch. 44: "Yet now hear, 0 Jacob ry servant

and Israel whoi I have chn'en." You don't have to have anythinø

more. 44:1 can ha a. complete sentence.

'Thu' saith the Lord . . . " 44:2 is a sentence. But it can

he a sentence alone. 44:3, "Per I will pour water upon him that

is thirsty...." can he a sentence. 44:4 could he part of v. 3

ctartin with "and" or it could he a eopiete gentesee, as many

sentences in Hebrew start with 'and". It is usual in Hebrew to

have short sentences. It's auite rare in Hebrew to have a sentence

that runs through S verses, it is very rare. When it hpnens, it

would seen! there must he a reason for it.

V. 22, The lord has said I have blotted out your tra.nsoressions.

The person this world says, Yes that's as they said to Christ.

You can say, your sins are forgiven. How do we know you can forpiven

sins? But you say, Take up your bed and walk. Well, that'! different.

We can see sore evidence as to whether You really hvø any rower

or not. And when the "nn vets up and walk, the Lord's command, "Take

u your bed and walk is proven to he true, that has power. Then

when he says to the mar, ('et tin and walk. and he walks. bat'

give! you strong reason to think that when he says, Your sins are

forgiven, he was not just t*lkinq. That He really hail the right to

say what He said. Well now here the Lord has told theta to rejoice

because the Lord redee'ned their. Now we have snpthinn of tremendous
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importance that is going to start, run through all these sentences,

11 these verses. "Thus says the Lord." ere we have God's Word

for it that Israel is going to be redeemed.

Now the structure of these next verses is very interesting.

I'd like to wake just a rough diagrar of it if I can find chalk.

(Writing on blackboard). You notice that next verse starts, Thus

says the Lord." I say that is the inte.dction to the whole thing.

rverything that follows is related to that, 'Thus says tha Lord.'

hc is the Lord? He is thy redeemer. We have jst been told in the

verses before that fle is going to redeem them. Now how do we know

c is the redeemer? How do e know tie can do this? "Thy redeemer

and he that formed thee from the womb." God says, I'm going to

redeem you in the future. Vie says, I created you in the past. I

brought you into existence. I did not merely start the world going

and then leave it. I formed you personally in the womb. I over

looked every part of your coming into existence. ie says, Thus

says th Lord, thy Redeemer, and 1e that formed thee in the wom,

I am the Lord." Again stre-sing who tie is. Thus says the Lord,

that did this and did this, I am the Lord. I am the Lord who?

That makes all. The Lord who creates everything, that controls

everything. That word 'ita<e" I believe it is the word *it asah

which often is translated to do. I am the Lord that - lie is

particularly speaking here of His activity in making, but the

word he uses is one which is used of all activity. The Lord who

controls all things. The Lord who wakes all things; not only that

but the One who is responsible for all activities. The Lord that

is stretching forth the heavens alone. He says I ant giving the

power, the force tt is doing this, that is stretching forth the

heavens. And that is stretching alra.od the earth by myself. No

one else is participating in this that I am doing.
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Then he continues. v.25, "1 am the Lord. lie-re Tie is talking

about His creative pcwer. God's omnipotence. You say, How do we

know it? Again v, 25, "i ai the Lord that frustrates the tokens

of the diviners.' Fieie he refers to the soothsayers, to the pre-

dictors, to tiie false prophets. I am the Lord that fru~trates the

tokens of the liars, ad nia!es d.tvlners m,-3d. Continiatlon of the

sie thought there. T1!at turns wise men backward, and makes their

knowledge foolishness.- Paul says, tie wisdom of this world is

foolishness with God, the God tlt causes people's anticipations

to prove false when lie so chooses.

I picked up a copy of LIFFTTY wagazine. in Jan. 1939, and

they had an article in it by a famous astrologer that told what

was going to happen in 1939. 1 happened to see the Tagezine a

year later, and out of 10 predictions they had wade, 8 were

definitely false. Fe said flitler would die a violent death during

1939; his violent death came six years later. He said, no war

would break out in 1939. But the greatest war in history broke

out then. He said that during that year that roosevelt would

announce that he would not seek a third term. lie not only sought

a third term iut a fourth term. I think )te there were 3/4th of

his predictiors which were proven absolutely false. Most people dd

not see it a year later like I did. They re'4 it in advance and

proh&1y forgot about it. 1ut 1o fru:tr:tes he tokens of tic lias

and wakes the diviners EadL, turns vise en backward and ma1es

their knowledge foolish. This is te ne,ative aspect of God's

knowledge vihich is the proof of his poier.

Then again, That confirms the .'ore. of -;y servant, and F.,erfo*MS

the counsel of my messenger. Parallel with that. T confirms th

word of his servant. I believe this is the only case where the word
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"his servant" is a.cd in a different way fro the regular ey

in these chapters 40-55. That is in 40-55 ordinarily the serva.it

is Israel, the one who is to preform the treat redemption, an

bring light to the gentiles. but here it would seem to be me

siiiply speaking of the prophet. 'That performs the woid of Eis

servant, and performs the counsel of his iesseners.' 'CLt is this

word 'he performs.?" That says to Jerusalem, Thou shalt be in

hibited, and to the cities of Judah, ye shall be built an I will

raise up the decayed places thereof.' here we are setting back to

specifics -- definitely return from exile, deliverance fron. their

condition over there in flabylon. r actually not in babylon

the bulk of them. Sane were in habylon. .ost were further north,

but they were in the country under control of the Babylonians far

frou their home land. lie t* says to Jersua1e .hich was now in

ruins, Thou shalt be inhabited, and to the cities of Judah, Ye

shall be built and I will raise up the decayed places thereof.

That says to the deep, be dry, and I will dry up thy rivers. That

says of Cyrus, he is iy shepherd and he will, perform all my pleasure;

he'll say to Jerusalem, Thou shalt be built, and to the temple,

hy foundation shall be laid.' Here we have a long continuous

presentation involving the general idea of deliverance, involving

God's great power as the proof he can deliver, involving God's

omniscience, God's prediction as proof that c has this power; in

volving specific declaration of return from exile and after all

these five verses reaching its great climax that says of Cyrus

(and this is the first use of the word Cyrus). And 0 course the
I s a i ah

liberals all says it is utterly impossible th.t !sèa could write

the word Cyrus. lio would Isaiah 150 years before Cyrus lived have

known his name? Liow could he use the word Cyrus and some have
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even tried to defend against that by saying that Cyrus was some

sort of a general term, not actually some specific name of this

specific ruler. Put there is no evidence of such a thing whatever.

It is a marvel of Cod's predictive power that e gives the name Cyurs

in advance, and PT. a! Oswald T. Allis wrote quite an article on

this passage here in which he stressed the position of the name Cyrus

in it.That all this leads up to, that says of Cyrus. Here is his

proof that the word of his servant, the counsel of his messengers

given 150 years beforehand, is that there will be cone called Cyrus

who will be Cod's instrument to bring about this rebuilding of Jeru

salem, this reestablishment of the temple.

Now there are those who say that the word in Daniel for the

building of the city is an edict given by Artaxerxes 100 yrs. after

this tire. It seems to re that to say that when Daniel speaks of

the going forth of the word r* to rebuild Jerusalem, that that

did not happend till Artixeries in 522 P.C. or 545 (1 forget which

of the two () it is ueithcr it is 445 LC. () when Cyrus 100 yrs.

before in 539 13.C. had given the people the edict they could go
Isaiah

back to Jerusaler' and rebuild the teriple. !nd 11111 says that (od

says of ('.yruc, He will say to Jerusalem thou shalt be built and

to the temple thy foundations shall be laid, then to say that the

word for the rebuilding of Jerusalem refers to something 100 years

hater seems to me to he raking Ts,-i.-.h e false prophet. Because Isaiah

predicte ryrus was the one wbo would do it. Put the erphrtic

position of Cyrus in this whole rroceedinL br're lead1n up to that

is a -- as !)r. '1lis erphasized -- Is n e'rpbtic thing that this

is nrt an incidental thing speaking of somebody and you r'iht say

the name just incidentally toes in there, people written in the tine

o- Cyrus when people know Cyrus is conquering all around and think
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maybe he will come to us, and the author makes a good guess and says

yes, Cyrus is oin to deliver us. Eat that it's way ahead. Go is

the one who confirs the wort of !i scrvait, who jerfors the counsel

of is ressengers and says, of Cyru3, he is y shepherd and shall

perfor all r'/ pleasure vcxi sayin to Jerusnlcm thou shalt be

built and to the teple thy ounciation shall Le laid. So we have

this bL stros a1 througi here oi. deliverance froni exile. That
earlier

Is a 1'1 str'ss in ch. 40-55, particularly in the early chs. oi

it. 'tit we are gradually buildlig up to the thought, Afte: all

why ore they in exile? 1bat caused the exile? It's their sins. I

you don't do nythin about the sin proleir, it will b a wonderful

thin to deliver y frn exile but you'll have another exile and

anotheT and another F sonethirig is not done about the sin problem.

That's the real vital problem, an! of course that has been teucJed

on in v.2, rather positively in v. 22, Lut not a great deal of

stress laid on it. TIfl! Thcse are eoplc in ;isory and suffering.

Whether they are the people to whn Isih -..,.rote who would read this

150 yrs. after he rote, or whether they are the pecpl,-, the godly

people in his day, .-hc arc }io that thc. exile is certain, have

talked with people wi:O have escaped from the exile of the U northern

kingdom which is what happened during Isaiah's day -- know what

exile is and what a terrible thing it is, know that it gust coa.

Kkow that their nation is not turnin back to God. Know that the

exile is absolutely sure. Know that they as we,bers of the nation

are implicated in it. And then to give way to despair and God

assures their the exile won't last forever. God is going to 'bring

deliverance from exile. But you constantly t raised in your mind
(as we go on?)

the question Yes, t.at's cndtrful to be deliver from

exile, hut after all what abc;ut tie Li.sic roLlcnt that cause the

exile. And that's just been touched or, tke touchec on. There is
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no direct head on attack on sin in these cbs. * such as there is so

commonly in the early part of Tsaial and in the latter part and in

the other prophets which in these circumstances they need the tact

ful presentation with the little touches on it until it beco'res

strong in their mind.

There certainly is abundant evidence in cLcritturc that ordinarily

God wnats us to use tact in presenting His (orders?)

there are cases where a direct straight statement God uses in a won

derful ;ay. There are cases of that type. But particularly when

people are in a condition like them of real suffering, real problems,

there is a tactful approach that wins them instead of driving them

away.




Now then having had this tremendous introduction to Cyrus in

these verses, then he goes on to speak, to use the name cyrus again.

These are the only two times the word Cyrus occurs in the book of

Isaiah. 45:l "Thus says the Lord to His messiah." This word

messiach is used maybe 30 or 40 times in the OT. Twice it is trans
as

lated in the KJV the messiah. Both times are in the prophecy of

the 70 weeks in Daniel, where it says, rrom the going forth o. the

word to restore Jerusalem uuto essiah the prince shall be 7 eeks.

Then two verses further it refers to, speaks of essiah. Messiah

shall he cut off. But these are the only t%'o ca;es in the T 05 in

the IJV where the word 4ssiah occurs. But its exactly the same

word that is here rendered "anointed." Exactly the same ;ord. This

word "ry anointed," or "his anointed,- or "tbe anointed,' is used

at least 30 times in the OT. In 3/4th of the cases where it is used

it is used of kings. David says, I i1l not lift up my hand against

the Lord's anointed. No f refused to kill Saul when he had a chance

to do so. It is used 3/4th of the cases of kings. It is used in a
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few cases of priests. Some prophets were anointed. To anoint is

to set aside for specific service. God sends the Messiah in this

way for a specific service. The anointing is only a form

UXM representing the fact. God's anointing is not necessarily

carried out in a particular form. God told Elijah, he said-When you

come back,, Anoint B1iha prophet in your place. When Elijah saw

Elisha he tkrew his mantle over his head. And Elisha said, Let me

go and say good bye to my folks and P11 come with you. Elijah

said, What have" got to do with you? That was not our ordinary

picture of anointing.certainly, but there is no other evidence

oo1nting. When Elijah was taken up, he said to Elisha you stay

here. I have .to go over here. Elisha says,, I'm not going to ivave

you. Elisha goes with him. 1!e gets over to one town. He says to

Elisha, You stay. here, I have to go up to this town. Elisha says

As the Lord lives I won't leave you, and he goes with him, and

Elisha stays with him, "Finally Elijah said to him, I'm going to

he taken up from you now. What shall I give you. Elisha says, I'd

like an equivalent portion of your spirit. The translation ':double"

is altight if you think of the double as equivalent. But if you
meaning

think of double as/I'd like to be twice as great a prophet as you

are, it's of course absurd. Some people say, Well it was double.

Elijah did 7 miracles and Elisha did 14. 1 think that's rather

silly, but in any case, we can be sure that Elisha wasn't that

tactless to tell. Elijah, I want to he twice as great as you are.

He said, I'd like to have the same kind of spirit you've got. I'd

like you have the Lord use me the way He has used you. Elijah said,

You've asked for a hard thing. That does not sound as if he anointed

him. There was no actual anointing, but Cod command to anoint him

wasX carried out in his training him, in his calling him, in his

setting him apart. God had set him apart. to dp the work God had for
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Elisha to do.

!low in )an. 9, that's not what we are talking about now of course

at all, but where it SS in Dan. 9, "from the going forth of the

word to U!Z rebufl Jerusalem to !!essi'h the Prince shall, be seven

weeks" and then there should he a semi-colon, and It should be

"in 32 weeks the city shall be rebuilt IT) troublous times." But

in the KJV they have the se i-colon too fer over, so they say

"from the going forth of tl'e word shall he seven weeks and sixty

two weeks" as if anybody ever said 7 and 62 when they meant 69.

They night say 9 and (fl, but they would not say 7 and 62.

Mr. Wilson? (swe Question: So then do you view that messiach

in Daniel as Cyrus?) Yes, very definitely. Cod here says, to

fig anointed to Cyrus. 11. J. Young of westminster has written a

commentary on Daniel in which he says that "to Messiah the Prince"

in Daniel must be Christ because no other was both priest and king.

3ut it says there unto Messiah the Prince, and certainly Cyrus

was a prince, and certainly Cyrus was anointed. The word anointed

as used in the 01' is used 2 or 3 times as often of kings as it

ever is of priests. So to say that the ptince is one who must be

both priest and king is reading into the Scriptures son'ething that

is not there. It could refer to Christ, yes. Christ certainly was

a ?!essiah the Prince. And we are not dealing with Daniel, and so

I do not at this time want to argue whether it is. All I want to

say today is that it can he Cyrus. Cyrus is a prince. There is no

question. And here Cyrus is called his anointed, very definitely.

It says here Cyr'is is the one who is going to give the command to

rebuild Jerusalem, so to say Artaxerxes is the one is certainly

is 'reading into the text something that is not there. And to say

7 and (01 weeks means 69 weeks is certainly illogical. You could say



p
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9 and 60 mean 69, but If you say 7 and 62 suppose that I said,

From the tire that Lenterod. college-incaUfornIa till I got my

first was 5 years, and 40 years I taught in Penna. and Delaware.

Nobody wuld interpret that that from the time I entered college

till I got niyftrst M.A. a It was 5 years and 40 years. The hand

40" clearly goes with what follows, not with what precedes. If

that s is true, of 5 and 40 In that parallel, then this is exactly

parallel - 7 and 62 certainly does not mean 69. It means 7. And

then the 62 4oes with what follows. Then that is aso1utely proven

by the fact that in Daniel he goes on to say, After the 62 yrs.

Messiah will be cut off. He does not say after the 69 years. But

then that is gettiu into Daniel.

( Question asked. Indistinct ). Yes that was, as

I say I don;t feel we should take time in this class going at

length Yes, it is Ban.X1U 9:24-25. "Know therefore

and understand fr+ that from the going forth . .'. . . unto

the Messiah the prince shall be 7 weeks and 62 weeks . . Then

there is a colon in the UJV, and then it says the street shall

be built again and the wall even in troublous tines." The way it

is punctuated in Hebrew is: "Shall be 7 weeks(athnach)...that

should be the semi-colon. Then 62 weeks the street shall be built

again . . . .." But practically all interpreters of Daniel, that

is all evangelical minded interpreters, practically all of them

take it as 69 weeks in order to get a precise prediction of the time

from Artazerxos, because from Cyrus it comes to much more. But from

Artaxerxes up to Christ and then it runs 10 years too long. So

some suggest it is 360 day years instead of 365 days, and there never

was such a thing as a 360 day year. But that is quite aside fro*
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our present discussion. The main thing I'm interested in heze is

we definitely have the teaching here that Cyrus is God's anointed.

So Messiah the Prince can refer to Cyrus. That's the vital point

here. And that )yrus gives a command to rebuilt Jerusalem, so

it is not Artaxerxes, the one who gives the command to rebuild

Jerusalem. But I think having gone that far I should perhaps say

one more word, that in Dan. 9 it says in v.25, "from the going

forth of the commandment to restere and rebuild Jerusalem," but

the word translated "commandment" here is simply dabar, which

means word. A word can be a command, but it does not have to be.

It can be a prediction. Shen Jerusalem fell Jeremiah gave the word

that God gave him that the people will yet again buy property and

plant fields, etc. in this area. So that can be taken as the 'word"

to rebuild Jerusalem i.e. God's prediction. I don't say you have

to take that, but you can take. The interesting thing is that if

you do, that from that to when Cjirus gave the Cyrus the prince

came and allowed the people to go back and rebuild Jerusalem is

exactly 49 years. So it would exactly fit with the prediction. But

then what we are interested here is that it definitely says here

Cyrus is the one who rebuilds Jerusalem and it definitely calls him

His anointed. That is the vital thing.

I perhaps should not have gone into Daniel here at all because

there are to so many commentary books that say it is 69 weeks from,

Artaxerxes to Christ. 69 weeks that is of ad- seven years each(?)

So many books. But it does not figure out. It figures at least 10

years too long. Artaxerxes is not the proper place to start

(Question: Do they get by that the use of the prophetic year?)

Yes if there ever was such a thing. That's right. Sir Robert Anderson

who was a very brilliant detective wrote a book on the Coming Prince.
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In it he said, we sometimes, the Bible sometimes speaks of a month

as 30 days. So we can say a prophetic year is 12 times 30 - 360.

There is no evidence there was such a thing as a prophetic year. I

would say it is altogether possible U if people had an incorrect

idea of what a year was that God could in the Scripture use people's

incorrect ideas. Or it is possible that He could use what He knew

to be the true year. But for Cod instead of using the true thing to

use an imaginary thing that we have no evidence people ever had, I

would say is pure imagination. It does not work out. And of course

the way Sir Robt. Anderson figured it, he said it came exactly to

the triumphal entry from the day of Artaxerxes to the day of the

triumphal entry which he put in 32 AD. There is a recent, very

good commentary on Daniel by a man named Wood in which he says

practically all scholars today say the crucifixion was 30 A.D.

rather than 32, therefore Anderson's theory does not work, so he

says let's go back to an earlier command of Artaxerxes, and he

says we'll take that as the starting point. But, he says, if scholars

should change their mands and put it at 32 A.D. then let's come back

to Sir Robt. Anderson's idea besause he thinks that would be better

than the other. Actually it does not have a solid foundation.

(Question: Do you see then the coming of Jesus in Daniel?) No

I don't. I don't see a date for the coming of Jesus. I see in it a

prediction that there's a long period yet to wait. That there is

7 weeks unto Cyrus. And this works exactly and that can give you

assurance the rest is going to be fulfilled. Then there is going to

be a period of 62 weeks in which the city will he rebuilt in

troub]ous times, and after this Messiah will be cut off. Well, you

have a period of c. 530 years, and this would be about 420, and so

you know it is a good long time, but I don't think that God ordinarily
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specifically tells when things are going to happen.

(Question about the trc'ulous times.) It would be the general

situation of Jerusalem during this period, and would not mean

necessarily that it was only going to be rebuilt for that long, *t but

it would mean that there would be a long period. And there is a gap

in time between the 7 and the 62 and then between the 62 and the
there is a

one. There are many that say t)i* gap between the 62 and the one

but they try to make tho 7 and the 62 continuous. If you are going

to hve a gap at all, it is much more reasonable to have a gap

between the three sections than between just two of them. F. J.

Young in his commentary makes it one period of 69 really, and he

says this comes to approximately the time of Jesus, and then he says
is

the final week, the first half of it *kt+U 3 and 1/2 years and

that is Christ's earthly ministry. What do you do with the last

half then? The last half must o from the cruciiixion until 40

years later. It just does not work out at all. But the only way

I can see you can make sense out of the last week is a gap between,

that there is a gap between the second and the third, it is not

at all unreasonable that there is(a gap) between the first and second.

It is S of, I'd better not take i:'ore time on )ariol. !' cau

discuss next time, or I can talk with you privat1y, so ie'd btteT

quit. Don't forget to leave c your papers. Your paper wt.tIrou

ch. 4. For next. time look at ch. 4. Look at the first pirt of ch.49?

Who is he talking about i the first part M ch. 4? ho is

talking? Is it the servant? Is it Israel? Is it Christ? 11-r-, not ask

ing you to reach a conclusion, but I'm asking you to irite out evidences'

in each directior If you fl.nd any. If all the eidnces 1 one say so

but if you can find evidence Chri3t t1kin1. or the servrt i talk
k

ing, or find edence the servant is not ta1ir;, or Israel. is ts]}lng

in these first few Feel free to look in commentaries. Not required.
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I've been asked about the relation of the early part of our present

section to John the Baptist. Remember thet in the NT, ch. 40 is quoted

in connecticn with John the Baptist. In Mat. 3 - let's look t that.

'e fins there that, In those days came John the Baptist preaching in

the "rrcss, o Judea, and saying, Repent, for the kingdem of heaven

is at hand. or this is he that was spoken of by the Prophet Isaiah,

sayli , The voice of one crying in the wilderness saying, Prepare ye

thi' tay of the Lord. 'lake 'Is paths straight." That quotation is

dict1y taken from ch. 40, where we rend in v.3, "The voice of hiin

crieth in the wildern!, Prersr, ye the way of the Lord. Make

straic,it in the desert a ht"hwty fnr our nd."

As w' have been lookin' at tbese 'ariou theres, we nottee that

ch. 41 begins a - God cl]in" iitions hefore yarticulr1y

calling the heathen gods before ir to show their insufficiency and

to show they are absolutely worthless. Then he roes on talkinr to

Israel talkin shout Israel's c-ritior ill Exile, "1vlrv tr

comfort, promisint' the, deliverance 1ut incidentally pointlii'. out

that the reason they are in exile is tn accouit of their -tins.

And gradually s w 'o thro"h TrinTi: to our attention t1 3ct that

Cod is going ther from i1e, hut T!e delivers then from. exile nothing

periiianeit will be accorplishe, kyvi unless the cause of exile is dealt

with. Thus radua1ly it is brought to our attentio' the vial place

of sin, and the necessity of dealia 'ith sir. So we tave chs. l

and following with the great stress n eil whici continues right
on exile

è through ch. 52-- trernendou. stress onea!.lo. ut during these

chapters we have a gradually increasing stress on sin, as the problem.

What is going to he done about it? Cod in going to deliver, yes, lut

how did you get t1ijS way? 'tow did you get this terrible exile?
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On account of sin and all that it means, and so on. Then we have

that idea introduced of thc servant of the Lord' as we gradually see

how the servant is the one wo is going to deal with this problem

of sin. -

Now as we do this frorn ch. 41 on, it rends. right continuously.

There re no shapr breaks. (Student: I'm still a little puzzled about

what you said about Isa. 40's relation to the Baptist). That's

what we are.leading.to. From ch. 41 on we have this continious

development. It starts with ch. 41, with God calling the nations

before Him, calling the heathen gods before-him; and-accusing them

of being worthless in the face of the coming of Cyrus, and then

talking of this terrible calamity that is coming to-the nations, but

how to Israel it won't be a calamity, it is a deliverance. And God

is going to deliver. But what's the use of delivering if you still

have sin. You'll have to have more exiles. So gradually there is

brought to attention the importance of this problem of sin, and the

necessity of dealing with it.

To show our whole sections which runs from ch. 40 to 55, ends

with that great explanation of the solution of the problem of sin.

Isa. 53 - - Jesus Christ is going to solve that great problem. We

start with exile. We lead up to sin. That is ch. 41. to 55. Now

through this we have noticed the principle of the theme, how the

thought iioves suddenly fro) one theme to another. God comforts. God

delivers. We can note knpw he'll deliver because he's promised it.

!Te is - his great creative power. We can trust God. Thcre is no

other sod. More emphasis on that tha1 in any other part of the

3ipture. Emphasis on the fact we can know Cod exists because he

will fulfill his word, and he has in the past. The evidence from

prophecy - the knowledge of God. These themes - we jump from one to

the other.
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Now we look back at ch. 40, and we find that ch. 40 has no

specific statement about a particular event that is going to happen.

The emotional rather than the directly intellectual is dominant

through our whole section from 41 through 55. We have much of the

intellectual, but the emotional is dominant. But in ch. 40 the emotional

is all through it. That is great truths are presented for their effect

on people's minds, for their influence, for their certainty. These

great truths are presented, but a spedific statement - a King is going
to
t come and going to do something. Someone is going to give His life

as a ransom on the cross. Specific predictions like that we do not

have in eb. 40. We have the great emotional thought of the whole

passage stressed in ch. 40, stressed and emphasized and driven home

very, very strong. But no specific predictions that can be recognized

immediately as specific predictions in ch. 40.

So ch. 40 is a little different-fen from the rest. I have felt that

the solution to it is to consider ch. 40 like the prelude to a great

symphony of music, like the overture perhaps to an opera, in which

the great themes that are p developed afterward, are here presented.

Presented and driven horn by themselves apart from definite specific

predictions. Consequently, you can take ch. 40 and you can read it

only with exile in mind, and you can find as you go through it every

thing can have a direct relation to this thought of, What about this

problem of exile? God is going to comfort. God is going to deliver.

God assures you that He is far superior to the idols. He has power;

they are nothing. He will accomplish what He wants. He'll enable you

to make that difficult journey back from the labylonian area. He gives

power to the faint and to those who have no might He increases strength.

They that wait on the Lord shall renew their strength, they shall mount

up with wings as eagles. You think of them starting on the trip from

Babylon. Wonderfull We just mount up with eagles. God's going to take us
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back. How wonderful! Then as we go on a little bit, we get a little

tired; we don't feel like we're mounting up like eagles, but we're

still running and not wearing. Then as we go on it's a long, long

ways. And we can't be running any more. But we shall walk and not

faint. We just keep going, and we shall accomplish His purpose. You

can read all of ch. 40 and apply every word of it to exile. On the

other hand you can go through from ch. 41 to 55 and get your great

picture that starts with exile, and leads on and developes up until

it gets to the solution to the whole thinga in the coming of Christ

to deal with the problem of sin, and you can go back to ch. 40 and

you can find that every word in ch. 40 can be interpreted in relation

to the wonderful joy over what Christ is going to do. So you do not

have a spodific reference to exile, and you don't have a specific

reference to Christ in the ch. But you have the great emotional

theme connected with the beginning of this great development in ch.

41 and with the end of it in ch. 53-55. Those these themes are

presented as the introduction to the whole passage. Consequently you

can take the end of it we just looked at, you can say the people in

the Babylon, how till they ever get back? How will they ever be

delivered from the exile? Verse 28, 'Hast thou not known, best thou

not heard. The everlasting God, the Lord, the Creator of the ends of

the earth does not faint, nor is weary. There is no searching of His

understanding.' )t Not only His power but His understanding. He uses

the moans that will accomplish His objectives. There is no searching

of His understadligg He gives power to the faint, and to those who have

no might lie increases strength. In your own strength you could never

get back from exile. Even the youths shall faint and be weary, and the

young men shall utterly fall, but they, God will give you the strength,

He will give you the patience; He will enable you to get back safely.
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Or you can interpret the whole passage as the end of our development

from cli. 41-55, and you can say, here is God comforting His people,

not merely because they are going to be delivered from exile but be

cause the root cause of exile is going to be dealt with.The matter

of sin is going to be handled, and they are going to b d1ivered

from it. "Speak to Jerusalem, cry to her that her warfare'is accomplished

that her iniquity is pardoned, for she has received frdm the hand of

the Lord double for all her sin."

What is going to produce this. You can figure the oxles in Babylon.

Prepare the way of the Lord. Make straight in the desett a highway for

our God." How are they ever going to get a way back there? Every

valley shall be exalted, and every mountain and hill made low, and

the crooked made straight, and the rough places plain, and the glory

of the Lord shall be revealed. God will bring you back and remove all

these difficulties. Or you can think of it as the end of the develop

ment here from ch. 41-55, "Prepare the way of the Ldrd." The fore

runner comes before Christ preparing the way for Him, going out into

the desert and drawing the people to Him there, and preparing in

their hearts a highway for our God. Giving the great teachings that

open the way and make them ready to listen to Christ. Every valley

shall be exalted, and every mountain and hill made low,' which can

be applied literally to the return from Babylon. It can be applied

in a symbolic sense to the way God is going to clear out the diffi

culties, to open up the way to accomplish His great purpose in what

Christ will do, and also in the spreading of the gospel. This I

feel is vital in the interpretation of ch. 40 - to recognize thus that
$

ch. 40 touches emotionally -" emotion rather than specific predictive

acts. Therefore it is a description of what John the Baptist is going
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to dc;it also i a description of what Jesus is oing to do rcturn1n

fru. exile, ccuse it i not a specific pre3iction tit n erpIasis

upon the vttl e'ot1ors invlved. Vow I t9n1 this ut be t'ouht

tlrcuh very carefully, qni one rust rocorize that there can, e a

arger in thi! approac! If it is pt'1ied too 'idoly. I apply

it to very few passages. After ch. 4 here, I think in the wht)c

structure here from 41) to 6 is very clearly the introduction. It

does not have in the whole ch. any:!crc any spciftc action pointing

to it. It can be applied to different things. It is emotional

rather than intellectual. This is the general situation. These are

the evpttons applied to it. OW when we get into specific situations

like in ch. 41 .hen It descries Cyrus' co;in ale, peojl filled

wit1 terror, you can say the person ho is a country that 1itlor

i ov.rrunni.ng can read this and say, '.'hy ju;t as Cod caused those

people who did not need t fear fro Cyru;, s ue don't ned to

fear if !iler como if e are Cod's people, God is cin to orh

"is pcrfact :i11 in all t'is situation. 'ut ycu can't carry it to

sayin; that just as Cyrus is a c!elivcrer, s' !itler is a deliverer!

You fn analogies, you c3n apply thins to your on situatlon,but

that'! not Oat they are ta1kin a'out. Ch. 41 is specifically and

definitely talking about Cyrus. Tt'3 not talkin at.out Christ; it's

not talking about Jon the aptist; it's not talking about the anti

christ; .t is alkin specifically about Cyrus. hon you iave a

specific prediction, it talks about one person. It does not tall.-. about

two peop&e unless it says, There will be great eILetiUs (sor;ething iii

the lurai which iould naturally be rore than one.) But as long as

t1or is the singular, definite, specific prediction it is predicting

OliC thins,. 1-then the virgin birth of Christ is prodictd, it is not

predicting the birth of a son of king, Ahab. It as nothing to do with
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any event that took place before the birth of Christ. Specific

predictions are fulfilled in a specific way. They may be analogies

for other situations, but they are specific predictions.

Now this I'd say here is not a specific prediction of John the

Baptist. It does not say, one who lives in the wilderness and eats

locust's honey (?) is poing to come out and preach, and baptize

great number of people and prepare the way for the coming of the

Messiah. It does not say that, hut it describes the emotions in

volved that can fit the return from exile, or it can fit John the

Baptist. 4r. Rohrer you have a question?

(Question: 1y questions wis how you can know John's message

was to the emotions?) John's message by itself would not be very

meaningful to us. His message was simply a message of repentance.

But n the beginning of ?at., it tolls us that John's great message

of repentance and of turning away from sin is not an end in itself

but he is a forerunner of Christ. He is coming to prepare the way

for the coning of the One of whom John said toward the end of his

ministry, there comes one after me that was preferred before me for

he was before me. It's not the outstanding thing that a person

seeing John the Baptist's ministry would immediately have thought of.

He would have thought of him as a great preacher of righteousness

attacking sin, and calling, people to repent - be baptized for the

remission of sin. It was rather incidental, his pointing out that

his work was preparatory. In fact he even had doubts when he was
you

in prison he sent his desciples to Jesus to ask him are/the one that

must cone or are we to wait for another? Cod revealed certain things

to him, but a great deal he did not reveal. But ?!at. explains John

the raptist's mission as being more than appeared on the surface,

as being preparatory for Christ, clearing and straightening out the
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paths Lore iiin and making it far easier for tirist's preaciiin to

be accepted and received because of tie forerunner who dent before

r. ;ilson, did you .aye farther question? Anight, you have

further question aout thisi that as in anser to a utstion,

a1 I tALiflk a very Licrtaut questiofl, because you notice this

passage frorn 40 to 56 i very closely knit passage i nic the

great eLphasi is eotiorL, but tre is a definite deveolpipent of

tkougt as he leads p in this wonderful way to the ireat prediction

of the atoneALnt oi Carist. r. ilaon?

(Qu¬stion: i.at was the Jew in Joan's day - - w'rat did he think

wAea he heard tie voice of one crying in the *ilrness . . . .?

hat would ce his reaction to that? hat would he be understandia

itA tc.c worcis?) hcw oitei the ordinary Jew heard those, t iion't

know. 1e read the Scriturs, he culd cone across them. -Le it

porder over the, but atttew who sat the +..* seat oi customs and

1w in eteen his tax. collecting duties studied the Iiible, anti

studied the OF and saw the picture ot the (ne wio was coudn, er

a group of (alillean peasants cai by, and to ottor people they were

just a group of (elillean peasants with a iurnhl looking fello

talking to thern, at. who hact studied the C so thoroughly saw that

nere was soeting more than what appeared on ti-,e surface. re was

ready so that when Jesus said, iollow e. he leTt his job and went

anti followed Jesus, because he sub, that Jesus was the fulfillnent of

the IL predictions. So to Mat. it was clear that iere was the ful

fillment of what ch. 41-S5 developes, an. tnst ch 4 introduces in

this way and that John ti 4aptist who had already the Rreater part

of his career cy this time, uad not been 4a on end in itself. His

great message of repentance was important, but it was only a fore

runner. The. thiac that was most fmportnr't was not that we turn away
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fron sin but tLt we rind salvation through the Tedeeer. Vatthew

saw that and 'tat, begins his Gospel with quoting (Isaivh). Now the

ordinary person reading this in Tsifrh would say, Now w!at is it

talking about? He'd say, Well, Cod tells Jerusaie her warfere is

accorplished: he is going to deliver then. This s a narve1lcius

prorise of deliverance fror exile that Isaiah gave. ht is its

uessage for us? But he would riot find that the ch. war, a ch. of

specific prediction of future events. And when hc..'d et in ch. 1

and so on, if he was intelligent and ee educated, he would

immediately recognize it was a description of Cyrus' coming, a

prediction of Cyrus. Not a prediction of anythin' later than that.

If he was not particularly educated, he might read it and he's think

it was talking about Abraham rather than about Cyrus which sore in

terpreters have taken those passages. Soc of those passages soun.

a little like Abraham; rncst of them ou't sound a Lit like Any

further question on this or shall we o on to the specific assIgrment

for today? The specific assinnent for today was about ch. 49.

In introd.ucin our examination of c!t. 4$, I asked you to write

out a statement of who you thought was speaking in each part of the

few verses o ch. 49. I'd like to sy a word first about who is

speaking. This is a problem that is not always easy to solve in the

prophetic books. Who is speaking? The prophet wrote down or sore one

else heard them and wrote down - - it varrics frcn depending on the
mostly ian

prophet --- they wrote clown what they said. Their messages were/first

in oral form. But in these nessages there ar cases where the prophet

describes his own situation, lie describes his fears, his doubts, his

hopes. He gives his prayer to God. These are a small part of the

writings of the prophets. Now there is a larger part of the writings

of the prophets where the prophet speaks as God's mouthpiece, and what

he gives is God speaking to people. Now of course God speaks through
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everything the prophet snys, but ''here the v. is directly a divine

sttercnt that Coil Is spekir to the people. Then there ore R few

thin-s I" the pro'hets, liie whore sn,rehodv says 'that the ihIe hod

errors in it: th't the ihle says there is no Cod! It contradicts

the 'zany things in the M'i' that tell about Cod. It says there is

no Cod? Nov, when you look at the pascaQe in the Psalvns,and the

fool 1.s said in his heart there is o Cod. There the one who is speak

in is the fool. Thit's what tie fool says, There is no Cod. We have

in the Fl1'le quotations frow thne who were oppos1n' Cod w ow who

are stt1n false tbin's giver In order to correct them.

Tcre is one crse where Isaiah rakes a great talk at a hauet.

and suddenly we reat, 1-'cn will le teach wisdom, those thit are

little ores that are not yet brely w ned,ot. who is he oin

to teach wic'ori? like tben? Then it 'oes on and says, Cod is oinc

to spc4 to you live, little children, Pe's geirr to speak to you in

tores you c'n't understand. Tbt is, these noblec are sayjn, look

at Isaiah with his old fashioned lrple platitudes he is vfvi us.

Let's t rid of this fellow and not bother to listen to hiii'. Isaiah

says, If you or't listen to Cod's direct teaching. Cod will tall-4

to you in rt wry everyone can understrnd, even the smallest, thourht

people of trarre trfl, tIt is tbrnci' the ssyrin army comes

in, and Cod through the conq!erin' Assyrian army shows the people

!is conc?ernaton of sin and of whnt they have done. There we have
snyinp somebody else is talking the objection.

ir.toduced without anvboy ole sayinrt It, 5nobndy talkine the

objection. c have occasionally objections In the crirture. They

are not always introduced.

Now wc have in ch. 49, as we lool: at the hegirnin of t1t? ci. . e

ask the question, Is this Ts-dab speakin'? H Isaiah siwply speaHng

as a mouthpiece of Cod? Is Isaiah quntin what snr'eono other than

Cod either had said, or is se4 saying, or willsay?
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Now before we look into that further, just one other point we should

look at, that is we have through these chapters gradually seen the

Servant of the Lord introduced. we have seen how the Servant is In

troduced, a new idea in these chapters. An idea that is developed only

In these chapters, that God is going to deliver Israel, not because

He loves Israel particularly and because they are His pets. Not at

alit Isarael is His servant to accomplish His purpose. In ch. 4 42

we saw that the Servant is going to bring light to the Gentiles. }e

is going to bring justice to the nations, and he going to do it in

a steady way that shows great power, not in the way of one who is

struggling. That's the picture in ch. 42. We noticed how the servant

is Israel. Israel is struggling, suffering. How can Israel fulfill

this? We have seen that it must be that the responsibility to do the

work of the servant is upon Israel, but that the servant is not all

of Israel. It may be part of Israel. One even wonders soietimes up

to this point whether it could be one individual out of Israel who

represents Israel. So that in cli. 49 is a question. If this is not

God speaking, or Isaiah speaking, or an objector speaking, is it

the servant speaking?

Look at v. 1. Mr. Von *t* lehren, who would you say is speaking

in v.1? (answer : The Holy Ole of God). Yes, of course there

the teaching about the Messiah is being developed. We don't have a

great deal about it yet. So I'd rather at this point speak of the

servant. You think it is the servant speaking here? That is, Isaiah

might say, Listen Oh 4990 isles, or coasts to me. Listen all your

great western areas to me." Isaiah could say that. It does not seem

likely he would. He had no bug speakers, or TV or anything to

reach tremendously large audiences. You a would not quite expect Isaiah

to speak it. You'd think it was more apt to be God than Isaiah at that

point but it eeed4 could be Isaiah.
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But then he says, The Lord hdth called we. Th4t is klOt the Lord

speaking in the ordinary sense, because he says, The Lord has called

me. So this is someone whom the Lord has called. "The Lord has called

me from the womb, from the bowels of my mother he has made mention

of my ziaie. h¬ee That does not tell you whom he is, because

Cod said to Jeremiah, Before you were born I knew you. Jeremiah

co.xld say that the Lord has called me before I was born, he has

prepared me for this specific work. So we cannot say with certainty

who this is; it could be Isaiah conceivable, that part of it. So

that this verse could conceivably be Isaiah. It's not God that is

speaking. It's most likely the servant that is speaking. So that

the answer that Mr. Von Bchren gave, The Messiah, s is the correct

answer, but I think that in the development of our thought here it

is better to say it as the Servant. It is the Servant who seems to

be speaking in v. 1.

Now is it God who is speaking in v. 2 or wno? r. Kanish. (Answer:

I would say also the servant.) You would say the Servant is still

speaking in v. 2. V.2 he says, He has made my mouth like a sharp

sword.' Now that's not God saying, He's made my mouth like a sharp

sword, it is clearly not God. He as made me the servant. He has

made my mouth like a sharp sword might conceivably be that Isaiah

said that about himself. It could be Isaiah in vs. 1,2, possibly.

But when you get to v.3, who is talking?

(Answer; I believe it is Messiah. If a person would say the

Servant here, he would have a hard time with the Lord being glorified)

That might be. But he says, Thou art my Servant, 0 Israel. Isn't it

Israel talking? (Answer: No, . . . that's the Lord.)

(Another student: First glance it would seem to be Israel. He

personifies the nation Israel by speaking to it. ) Exactly. We have
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told that Israel is the Servant. re've been toad that S or 6 times

maybe more in tse '-Itart'rs. Israel will not be destroyed 1)ec2e

Israel is 9y servant. Ir--rar-l 1, dd 's scrV;nt. h.rael hs a tasic to

do. T'ere he snys, iFou 'rt my servant 0 15ruel. in wl1or r will he

lorifie. Fe's going tn I)e through Isve1. Te s

to Fe gcridi"d tLrougF Pis erant. Nnw he is iot oin to lc

1crified thrugF .Thft, er tFrou the fe fa1s prophets, or

through the wicked rcr'bers of Israel certainly! o when he says

Isral he is talkin(. to a portion of Israel, not all of Israel.

Is he talking to all thr godly in Israe', or is he tilking to one

individual? You cannot tell frori v. 3 whic he is speakins; to, but

he soens to he speaking to Israel which Fe calls His servant. So

in the light of the previous discussion of the servant, you can

suggest it is the servant who is doing the talking if the servant

is Israel. Of you can say it is Israel here talkinc because he says,

Thou art ny servant Oh Israel, Yes?

(Johnston: I had the impression when ii read it that the same one

who is speaking here las speaking in the previous chapter) e

have not looked at the previous chapter yet. That is a good point

to have in ;And, but I':l tRkin tie c!apters in reverse order right

now. Yes, Mr. oher (r)1rer: Iii. you then ccacIud the Mssia i;

syig ti is?) I precer ot at this i:. our develLe.1t to

use the word essiah. That is -,;o say, Is Iah i -'eve tboughts

with people who as yet ;" heard very little about kssi:h. Te idea

of essiah is join, to come out. !fter e -let thraugh ani hve developed

it we riay o !'ack and say this is 'ssialL. ut at this point in our

development, I'd like to either say, Ti'ls is Isaiah speaking; this is

God speakin, or tIl'; Is the Servant spcakin. If it is the servant

speaking, who is the servant that is speakin?
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if it is the servant peakin4, is it the servant Wlio is Israel? See

wat meafi e can cotue bacK later and say, tje see now that it is

Iessia. speaKing, out we have not had that development yet, in our

c1eveiopreiit 0* tue passage. (kohrer: in this translation it says,And
1y

he said to ,e, iou are a servant. Would the ;ervant say, You are my

servaflt? oulu Israel say, ou are my servant, or would God say that

or someone else?) ell, he said to Yu are. my servant. e saii

to ua. Now if Israel is the servant, Israel conid say, o1 said to

;;e, You are y servant. ecause he Said it repeatedly in previous

Cil:4pteTS. i.e saio, Israel, ont you fear, you are my servant. ie

hs auy times reTerreu to Israel as the servant. 'o Israel could say

Go said to e, lou are my servant.

:T. Corcorari, wio do you think is speainc in v. 4 (answer: The

servant). tlle saiu to me, iou are ray servant Israel, then 1 said

(tie servant said? or Israel said? ) Israel is th servant. I have

labored in vain, i have speRt my strengtli for notPing, and in vain.

et surely iuy judgment is with the Lord and my work with ry God. This

is certainly not t,od speaking here. he is talkin about what God has

aoue aid is going to do for him. Here he says, 1r struggling. I'm

not accomplisnin. it would seen to be the servant Israel

as the servant that is speakin' which we've had just in the cnaptor

ueAore. There you have quite a contrast from cn. 42, don't your Tn

ch. 42 h says, behold ivy servant wom I elect. I've put vfl y spirit

on ;e' going to bring forth ju..igiiit on the nations. io will

no cry or lilt up or cause his voice to he heard in tne streets. He

Ili not ail nor b. discouraged till he has set justice in the eartb

Do you uxpct the one wno can say in wiat he does in v. 42, to say

£ iv labored in vein, I have spent my strenQt for nought? Yet surely

tjOQ is going to work out iis+tfl purpose. We have the servant Israel
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speaking' in v.4 surely. We have the servant speaking, but we are think-

ing of the servant as the whole of Israel. We are thinking

think-

Israel

is going to say, How am I going to do this work? God says, You are

my servant to bring light to the gentiles. Israel can say, How can

I do this work if I am your servant, this work you are calling on me

to do. How can I accomplish it. Well, he says, God says he is going

to enable me to do the work. Is this Israel as a whole speaking? Is

it the godly portion? tith the wicked ones left out? Is it one

individual who p represents Israel? He is of Israel, he represents

Israel. He is the true servant who does the work that Israel has

responsibility to do as God's servant. ie is part of Israel so he

can represent Israel in doinç. Israel's work.

that about v.5, Mr. Corcoran? (Answer: The servant). V.5, the

servant is speaking, you say. Is it Israel the servant who is spoak

ing? V. S suggests very strongly that it is not all of Israel who

is speaking. Why? (Student: ecause it speaks of Jacob and Israel)

Well, you could speak about yourself. I mean what does it say about

Jacob and Israel.) Answer: As distinguished) That's right, it speaks

of them as distinguished from him. Verse 5 then raises a serious

questionz about this being the whole of Israel or even a substantial

part of Israel. Now says the Lord who formed me from the womb to be

his servant, to bring Jacob again to Him." Now you dontt say the Lord

has sent me to bring myself again to Him. The implication is that it

is something else he is going to bring. So in v. 3 we have the servant

closely identified with Israel. In v.5 we have the servant distinguished

fror Israel. That's an interesting thing, right in two verses, right

next to each other, one associites, idetH4es- identifies the servant

as Israel, The other distinguishes the servant from Israel. So we have

the suggestion that the servant is an Individual rather than the nation
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'Now says the Lord who formed me to bring - - to be his servant.

Though Israel be not gathered, yet shall I be glorious iii the eyes

of the Lord and my God shall he my strenght." That is an indirect

quotation, you notice. It is not a direct quotation. If it was:

"Now thus says the Lord, though Israel be not gathered, yet you will

be glorious in my eyes, and I will be your strength. But it is an

indirect quotation: Thus the Lord has said, ven if Israel is not

gathered, yet I will be glorious in the eyes of the Lord." It is

an indirect quotation, siying whit th.. Lord has said, but sayingft

indirectly, using trio first person about4e the on to

when it his teen said, "Thougi Israel be not gathered, yet I will Le

gloriou3 in he eyes of the Lord, aid my Cod will t.e strer1th.1'

I ar going to be able to accomplish the work, and. there is here for

the first the, we hove an oxplisit distinction between the servant

and I3rael. Identifiec1 in v.2, but distiiguisiei U v. 5, a con

t radicti.on, a definite contradiction at first si'ht. Nc.' often what

seen at first sight to he a contradiction, on exar1inati proves

to he two different sides o the sailic truth, whcl; Lay L v'ibal

contradictions but not actual contradictions. '1ere we have two

sides of the same thing. Verse 3 the servant is Israel; v. 5

the servant is only a part of Israel, and the greater part of Israel

is not included in the servant because he says that it may he possible

that the whole of Israel will not be gathered even if not, yet the

servant will do his work in bringing light to the Gentiles. Put then

he goes on in v.6, and who is speaking in v. 6? Mr. Te ?

(Tej. Sounds to me like God speaking). Yes, after the first three

words,it is God. The servant who in v. S gives the indirect quotation

of what God says about the servant, in v. 6 gives a direct quotation,

And he said, and then all the rest of v. 6 is very clearly God speak

ing. Cod said, It is a small things that you should be my servant to
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raise up the tribes of Jacob and restore the preserved of Israel.

Here we have the servant very definitely separated from the mass

of Israel, because the servant is going to raise up the tribes of

Israel. Inc ch. 42 the servant was going to bring light to the

Gentiles. Light to the nations. And for all you knew in ch. 42

it might be God's will that the whole of Israel o out and perform

this wonderful task, though as you read the description in ch. 42

of his activityit did not sound like what you would expect Israel

to do or any mere man to do.

But here we have what the servant is going to do for Israel. So

here you have a pretty definite idea that the servant

is one individual who represents Israel, but who is not only to be

a light to the Gentiles as we had before, but he is also to do a

great work for Israel. He is going to deliver Israel, and he's

going to raise them up and he's also going to be God's salvation

to the ends of the earth.

(Mr. kohrer' What does he mean when he says it is a small thing?)

What he means is that is only a small nart of what you are going to

do. That is, before we were told the servant is going to he a light

to the Gentiles. Now we have that Idea again. The servant is going

to do a great world-wide work. The work he is going to do 4 for

Israel is a small part of this tremendous work he is going to do. The

servant is going to do this work for the world, but Israel itself

needs a work. Israel itself is tone into exile for its sin. As he said

earlier, My Who is blind like my servant? Pis servant is deaf,

blind, in bondage. F!e can't do the wnrk. Israel needs a work itself.

So this one who represents Israel, this one who is the true Israel,

he is going to do a work for Israel, and that is only a small part

of His work. It is a work that is going to reach to all the world.
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It is a small thing that you sh$ould do this for Israel. We have

been told how wonderful God is going to do for Israel, but what he

is going to do for the world is so iiuch greater, vaster, that the

work he is going to do for Israel is small part of it, but in previous

verses, in this whole section, we haven't been told of the necessity

of doing a work for Israel. It has been suggested in occasional

statements about Israel, it has been suggested, but not explicitly

stated until now. The servant is going to do a work for Israel, also.

So the servant is here definitely distinguished from Israel, but the

work he does for Israel is a comparatively small part of the entire

task. He must be a light to the nations, and bring God;s salvation to

the very ends of the earth.

'Thus says the Lord, the redeemer of Israel . . . to him whom man

despiseth, to him whom the nations abhors, to a servant of rulers,
and

kings shall see h+M-arise'" Here we have the humiliation of the

servant; he is going to be despised, looked down Rpon. And yet what

he does is going to reach to the very leaders throughout the world,

and bring light to the whole world. So here we have the concept that

is so clear and sharp in ch. 53, Who has believed orur report? This

One who seems to be nothing. He is a root out of dry ground. Yet he

is the One whom God uses to bring blessing to all the werld.

There are many more things I want to look at in ch. 49, but right

now I want to look back to ch. $ 48 a little bit. Look at the end

of ch. 48, the last three vv. are very definitely exile, are they not?

"Go forth from Babylon, flee from the Chaldeans. With a voice of sing

ing declare, tell this, the Lord has redeemed his sevant Jacob.'

Verses 20-22 of cli. 48, who is speaking? Well that could be Isa. speak

ing as God's messenger. It could be God speaking directly to the

Israelites saying, I am delivering you from Babylon. You will leave your
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oxiéc and go back to Jerusalem. Or it could he the servant speaking

to them. There is nothing in it to show it is the servant, but it

surely is a possibility. Now the previous two vv. Just before that

are like the occasional verses we've hid, vv.l8,l, where God has

rebuked Israel for its sin, $$Ø/ though those are incidental in

this section; not stressed like they are in other parts of Isaiah,

and of the other prophetical hooks.

But then look back at v. 16. Who is speaking in v. 16? "Come near

unto me hear this." Who speaks this? It could he Isaiah, couldn't it?

Come near hear the message I have to give you. It could be God

speaking to all the people of the world. It could he the servant,"Cor,e

and hear me." Those words don;t tell us whc is speaking. But new

what's the next staterrent: "I have not spoken in secret from the

beginning." Beginning of Ant? It could he the beginning of Isaiah's

ministry. It could he Iseiah, couldn't it? "But I hve not spoken in

secret from the hegirning, froir the time that it was, there air I."

Who is speaking there? "From the time anything existed." God is

spesl:img, Isn't he' Cod is speaking. "Come near to me, hear this.

I have not spoken in secret from the beginning, from the tire that

it was, there am I. This must be God speaking. W1 else could it be?

Look at the rest of theverse? The is speaking. (The servant.) It

must be, because the Lord God has sent re. So if the Lord Godhas sent

re, the first part sounds as if it is God speaking, and yet he says

God has sent me. o here we have a contradiction! Like the other con

tradiction, we noticed. It is a verbal contradiction. It How can

it be God speaking, and not be God speaking? Only after you know the

secret cf the trinity is it possible that it can be both God speaking

and not God speaking. It can he Jesur Christ speaking who is God, and

yet not the Triune God, not Cod the Father speaking. Then you go on in
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verse: "And now the Lord God and His spirit 1iis sent ie Ccd has

sent hir,:. Now, and his spirit is translated this wy in the MT.

In the evised Versior of 1901, it says, And now the Lord God has

sent r.i and his Spirit. The way it stands in the Feb., either is

poss.L1 . ou don't huow ither it i- thc L rd Co.", nc is ri t

who 1s sc."nt the servant, or you do:i t :I-not: hctlLer the Lord :kd

has sent the servant and sent his spirit. !-loth are possible ir. the

verse. There is no way Irci he verse to say . ich it is ud actually

we knoi both are true.

here is a verse then where e have hc se:CJ n. o is 'foul , aii3

yet who distinguishes huscl. from $o. Cnc who perfms this work

on earth as Gou s uesscner, rc ''o..o d has se:t. ere we have the

Trinity very clearly in the CT. There is no other rcasoiiable way to

irterj)rct ch. 4$: 1t., ut that you have thf' re the 3 persons of tne

Godhead: God e TathLr ehe Ls sent the cu; Cod the YOi, th:

s_rvant spohen e in the; c eptcr 1: te one spcahinz

here; and Cod the h.S. who is assecitcd with hod the Father in

sending Chrit. And Christ constantly speaks during his earthly

ministry of the worh of th pi nt tiouh h lived in the

Spirit. The S1irit was constantly ith hi, and yet he says, I will

send you another coeforter an he will lead you into all truth. So

the Spirit and the Father sent the Son, but the spirit wa; sent in

a very special way after the resurrection, after the death cC Christ

to be with is people. So here we have the tritity not explained in

such a wy that a person sinpiy reading this passage would know what

it ieans. A person would say, here is a problem, it is a contradiction,

I don't understand Then u1ic he gets the hT ae learns about the

Trinity, he learns -that there is the explanation of what this verse

msst mean. This is the trinity here in v. 15. it is the servant Who S

the second person of the Godhead referring to God the Father and
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referring to the Holy Spirit. (Question: It seems to me this is a good

time to bring up soirething I looked up in a concordance the

other similar phraseologies throughout the OT and NT and seeing

what those phrases were talking about and how they related back

I came tc the conclusion, it seemed to me convincing. My wife did the

same assignment, and did not look it up in a concordance. She tried

to analyze it for herself as you are seeming to do and she came up with

an answer that is different from mine but we had some areas of overlapig.

The near context does not explain. this particular verse, but then thing 5

like you were explaining from the whole Scripture ) The near

context leaves it a problem; leaves it sor'ething we can't understand.

Then when we get the later truth we find it is perfectly clear in the

light of later truth.

I always urge first study the passage by itself. Study it to see what

it has, w what it is in the light of context, what it is in the light

of things that God revealed earlier and see what one can get from that.

Then look at things revealed later and see what further light they drvtw

throw on it. I think it is very useful in any study to look in commen

tsries% and see what different people say about them. But anythâfig

you study it is always good to see what you can do first without them

(any commentary). See what is obvious in the passage. See what stands

out, and you may think sorething is obvious, and on investigation you

find it isn't. hut you would not perhaps he aware of the problem if

you had not done that first. So it is good first to study in the light

of the context the i immediate situation as you figure from that. Then

look in commentaries with questions in your mind, and see what they
raise

add. And then of course they add new questions to it as you go into it.

So we have in ch. 42 the marvellous picture of the servant who is to

be a light to the Gentiles; the Servant who is going to in this steady
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confident way, not with s sudden struggle, not with lifting His voice

in the street and having a hard time to do it, but in the power of the

mighty God he is going to accomplish His great work. We have that in

chb 42. Then in ch. 4. we find that the servant is not Israel which

we could not get from cli. 42. You could.. infer it, but you could not findt

it stated because there is no statement in ch,. 42 of his doing a work

for Israel, jurfbr the world as a whole. But in ch. 49 you find that

Israel also needs the work; while he is of Israel, he represents Israel,

'he is distinct femm Israel. Then in the light of ch. 49, 48:16 is

definitely the teaching about the trinity though you would not fully

understand it until you gt the NT.

((Johnston: I was thinking that even without the NT trinity,

in so many readings of cbs. 48 and 4 you realize ch. 48

it is obviously Cod who is speaking. Then he just keeps right

on going into ch. 49. These first few verses seem to make it pretty

strong tiatt is a human Israelite, so you would not understand how

he is at 4'h¬: same titie God and human Israelite )

You get the prob1em, the elementsc1early before you, you might think

of the answers, you might not till you get the NT after all. But when you

get the NT you find it fits perfectly with it.

e have yet to speak of parts of ch. 45,46,47. We have yet to look at.

And some other parts of ch. 48. Then we'll have ch. 50,51,52. Then when

we get to ch. 53 we will probably have to spend two or three hours on 53.

For next time youglance rapidly over ch.49-52, those four chs. Glance

over them rpid1y and write out any verse which clearly refers to exile

or deliverance from exile; which clearly refers to those situations. Any

verse in those that clearly looks forward to Christ as thr' solution to

the problem. Christ's renlemption. Indicate that. And the great number of

verses in them which are not clearly one or the other, indicate if
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they perhaps seem to be one or the other. See what I mean. You might

say five categories. 1) A verse which is clearly exile. ) A verse

which might perhaps he exile 3) A verse which looks as if it might

be pointing to redemption, to Christ's atonement. 4) A verse which

is definitely pointing to Christ's atonement. 5) Then those verses

which don't seen to have a specific reference in relation to any one

of these. !?rite that out and bring it in next time. And leave the

papers for today. . -
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4 Z, I

We were looking at this sec. off Tsiah fro. ch. 40-55, whic.

is the great section of the 0? for pros taticm o! the d.at of

Christ and what it means to us. We've oticed Iwm' the sec. starts

1/4with the emphasis on the deliverance TOM exile, and then leads up

to solution of the cause of exile which Is sin and the ay that God

is sending One who will take care of ti'is trcnendou1; need.

We have not looked in class ruch at the tbeI!cs roi about

on. I want to look rather rapidly starting i: ci. 45. 1-6. the beginnigg

of the ch.,, what is the theie there, Mr. rner7

(Answer: God's strent and saving 2ower.) )e11, theay 'We've

termed it is deliverance. See we hive a few uiin themes that .c find

repeated over and over again. One is corfort; this is a eneral thenu

which we find a great deal. Then coifort is expressed in some

specific reason for comfort, and that perhaps is one o the most

important is deliverance. Tht'a what w have here in the beginning

of ch. 45. We have God ,roisin tho Iraelites who were under suL

jection to the Babylonians that they will be dcflvered. lie says, Thus

says the Lord to His anointed, to Cyrus.' This word "anointed" here

is the word which is translated Messiah twice in the )T. Thi3 word

4essiah occurs in the 1(JV only twice ir the OT. 30th tios it is a

translation of this same word here, "anointed," a word which occurs

maybe 40 or 50 tires in the 0?. It is used of one w.om Go ;as set

apart for special service. It is used for ro priest, It is used for

kings. David said, when he ),.s a chance to kill §aul, I will not lift

up my hand against the Lord's nointe. It Is exactly the sai¬ word

that is translated Messiah twice In Panic 1. 1e ws the one whon: God

had anointed for a speriI purpose. "ould so'ebody know whether this

word anointed" is always used of Israelites, or whether it is ever ásed

N.
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of anybody except an Israelite. Dr. Phillips? ( is used of Cyrus).

It is used of Cyrus right in this jassige isn't it? "To His anointed,

to Cyrus." This is the only case I know ,of where it is used of some

one other than an Israelite, or at lesst where it Is clear that it. ii

used of someone other tNan an Israelite.

!Terc it is used of t"is Persian king w-'" Cod has called to

deliver "is people frog the ?ahy].onia captivity. o )'e says to his

anointed, to 'yrus w'ose right hand I have held to uhue nations be

fore him. 113 says he is going to giv Cyrus gre't victory, and thc

reason for this, of course, is Ika to deliver God's people. So

from vv. 1-3 are telling about Cyrus who is the deliverer Cod is

sending them. Then in v. 4 'w rend why lie sent him. "For Jacob

my servant's sake, for Israel -mine elect." Here Jacob is definitely

called God's servant. Is this a new usage! We have had the term

servant used where we were quite sure it was definitely nsedof Christ

We have had servant used where it was used of Trsel. New here we

read, For Jacob my servant. Is this a third usage, Mr. Knight,

would you tLlnk?

(Answer: I'm not sure). Mr. anih what would you think?

(Answer: I would say it was ;i third usage.) V, wcll, I think we

want to look at this wurd Jaco a little bt. Jacob is the son of

Isaac, a ian hc was the father of the 12 f'un.ors of tribes, thc

man who went down into Egypt tc see his son Jo;cph. Now is Isaiah

saying that for the sake of this 'an he is in to do this? T think

one thiitg we need to rc alize is that i Genesis Cod told Jacob, Your

name shall no longer be called Jacob, but Israel. After thet quite

frequently in Cenesis you find Jacob called Israel, but occasionally

you still find him called Jacob. And when you go on into the rest of

the bible, the term Israel is used for all of Jaccb*s descendants, but

the term Jacob is occasionally used for it always.
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That is the two are interchangeable. Israel is another name

for Jacob, and it has to our usage th two have become separated.

W think of Israel as a nation and Jacob as aman, but actually Israel

was the other name God gave him. From now on your name is not to be

Jacob, a supplanter, but Israel a prince of Cod. Yet we still always

refer to him as Jacob, and we refer to Vie nation as Israel. The OT

refers to the nation as Israel most ofthe time, b.t there are many

cases where it refers to it as Jacob.

So that in this caseit is not impossible that it could be say

ing for the sake of this great ancestor Jacob, but it's nuch more

likely in the usage of the prophets that Jacob and Israel here are

used like in regular hebrew parallelism. You bften have the same

thing said in different words. Jacob my sdrvant, and Israel my chosen

one, and the two ean exactly the same thing. Now it could mean for

the sake of your great ancestor Jacob, but it's much morelikely it

means for the sake of this nation, the descendants of Jacob which

is personified by the name of their ancestors. Go then I would say

this is the same usage we've had right along that Israel is God's

servant. but at first sight one could easily get a different i:n

pression if one is not familiar with this ise of the tern Jacob which

is not nearly so common as Israel but yet it occurs a great many times,

Just look back to ch. 44:23. The end of v. 23 he says, For the Lord

has redeemed Jacob and glorified himself in Israel. 'tow that could be

speaking of their great ancestor, but it seems far ore likely that

it is speakingof the nation. Look at 44:21, "Remember these 0 Jacob

and Israel for thou art my servant.' There he is addressing the nation

using both names. So here he says that it is for the sake of the

Israelites, this nation that is His servant which has a purpose in

God's plan. God wants Israel to be the means by which He will bring
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C1-rist Irto the world, the 'eons by which He will spread the knowledge

0 the true Cod, the "epps by which will be prepared the way for the

coring of the ('re who will rake salvation possible for us through His

c'eath on calvary's cross. So Jacob, for the sake of carrying out

(:!' ior1j tlirouph Ns servant, the nation of Israel, - the work which

is to he dore throuh the Servant, the One who represents the nation

which is Chirst of course - I have even called thee by thy name, I

hsvc surnamed tTlee thou thou hast not known r.

This verse eeers to be akin' a claim that God has done a tre

ncnous thin' Pc ha called Cyrus by nee. As you know the Pigher

CritIcs, cortury o, hear to say that Tsniah 1-39 and ch. 40 on

soood lsjh, TI-P for that is that fron ch. 40 on it

usses exilo a -rat deal. Instead of warninv people as the first

rt does, tht if you o rot rend you ways and turn o God He will.

5enri ycu into ele, this treats thevr, as if oxile is already a fact.

I-stoac' of tal.:in c the first nart f Isaiah does about the Assyrian

c the ::ret ei i0-r, tok t'-e northern kir'rior into exile, this

rofrrs to t'r Pylor*ns is the people '4o have taker then into

co'tivlty. 'c-, t'ey ssid it Is a hook written later on, written at

the tine of the exii' to cncouaee reople. Now if that is the case,

this 'orse hcre Is i rathor peculiar verse. "I hvc called von by

your riie I hive ;rnrd ri trh you haven't known re." Why

is it s'ich ri :ordrul tMnr thit rod. called Cyrus by His name, at

the tiie ':hcr. Cyrus is 'lr"dy known as a great crnoueror who has

conquered a groat part of the world and who Is proceeiin to conquer

or it nut if this Is written 15 ycirs earlier when God enabled

Ti.h to predict C'ir'zs' coiIrc ind oven rives hi name in the last

verse or tho previous chapter, a;d in the first verse of this chapter

- - gives his name 10 years ahead of tine - - then this is worth re-

marking about as v. 4 does. That I have even called you by your narnel
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r
I hvc surna!red you though yet' have rot knowi' e. That is even 150

yrs. before Cyrus care, Isaish srys, Goc1 ha predicted his very

r.aEc of tic one vhc rill deliver Israel. It does net reke uch

flfferencc to our interpretation. whether e Felieve in a second

Isaiah or a First -- ore Isaiah, becruse it's clear th't First

Isaiah is co;fcrt1rtg thc od]y his day and writing that which

will be spccial comfort and help to TeeFle 150 yrs. later.o

for interpretaion he has the rcater period in mine so it &,ennlt

affect our interpretation a great deal. Put the NT defers to Foth

parts as the war!- of Iscixh, and this v. ales it plain a clair

that soe.is to irnply very doffnitcly, this is a wonderful thins Cyrts'

na;io as been predicted 150 years in advarce!

Ii,., v.5 what is the thce, 'r. God'.. glory) Yes,

that is the third of the great themes. The first there is coirfort,

ereral coy-fort; the second is deliverance, the corfort is brought

to people in exile because God is oin to deliver then. nut the

third tLeo is, Ycu !mow re can dcliver you because Cod is the only

true Go"'. God is great ioerful. That is stressed in this section

al:;:ost !Lore than any other part of the iible. So !-'e sys' I am the

Lord and there is no other God. There is no Cod beside we. I girded

thc though tho Last not hnc' no." Cyrus has nct known Cod, i-ut

God says iwerythin Cyrus has hoen alc to do has been Fecausc Cod

ias -ado it possible that Cyrus should accolsh what he did. Cod

declares Lis great power in v. S and v. ¬, That they nay know froEl

the rising of the 3ur and fro the west,' Of course the rising of

the s.ai here clearly eans tbt:; cast. FroL the rising of the sun and

from the west that there is none beside to, I am the Lord and there

is note else. I the light and create darkness. I make peace

and create evil; I the Lord do ll tlHse things."
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The Westnstor Confessir says,that God is not the author of

evil. Wht do you think? Ts th estrdister Confession wrong, or is

Issia wrong,? (A-'swer T have another solutior. Perhaps it would

he better rendered in by another word.) exactly. This 9eb.

ah is i orcI 'Iic' re-is sonethin bad or destructive. It is

physical evil it is not 'oral evil. There 're other words in the

2T for rornl evil. This word is used where Jeremiah cons before

the people, ard the JV ay-, he 'olds befnr then two hskets of

fis. 'inc are very rood figs, and the other are very naughty figs,

so nau-hty that they cannot be eater. Of course this is using the

worl naughty in the old English. sense, w!-ich men physical. evil

rathcr than 'maral evil. There was ftot3ir, wicked shout the figs!

ut the fins were firs which were physically harnful. They were

corrupt. Tarlier whe' Pr& had a dream nd saw 7 fine, fat cows

which rorsented the years o fine harvest they were going to have.

Then he saw 7 thin, pale evil cows. They are, this word mb is used

of the:. It ails they wcr 'orn, thin, worthless. It does not -mean

ar.ythin was 'orally rong 'th those cows. The word mb means

physical evil. Of course i you take this Idea of physical evil -

that which tears down instead of hi;ilding up, if you take this term

in the sons of that which is evil ii rolati.oL to what God does, it

naturally includes :toral evil in such case;. The If I am trying

to rob a bank, and the security guard gos in uy way and stops no

fro!n my viewpoint that is evil, that is evil physical evil. He is

interfcrrth with my- plans, you see. T.Ut it is norally godi. Now

that which interferes with God':; plans is physically evil, hutit

is also morally evil, because whatever flod' wills is right and good.

3o this t43r1n can be used to cover moral evil, '--,it t%e torn intrinsically

does not -mean moral evil, it means physical evil.
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It is used many rany tires in the Fible where the sense of moral

evil is not involved. Now there are other fleb. words that definitely

cover moral evil. The words wicked, sinful -- there are many such

words. But this word which is sometimes translated evil, I suppose

in the days of King Jaires the word evil covered physical evil, but

today we have restricted it to moral evil, so it would be better

if we could take another word. I don't know what word would cover

exactly that idea. But if you saw a building being torn down, that is

evil, in this sense. It is putting an end to something; it is destroy

ing it. But if it is being torn town in order to make way for the

ufldin of something much better, it is a good thing to do, but it

is physicilly evil.

So when God says lie makes peace and creates etil, he means lie

tears down as well as builds up. It means that when sown misery or

catastrophe comes into our lives we - it is evil in this sense; it

is had in this sense. But if we belong to Christ, if we are part

of His fa-i1y, we know that ile makes everything work together for

our good. Therefore we know that though a thing may be physically

evil as far as we are concerned, it is part of His plan and is for

our good. So when lie says, I form the light and create darkness, I

make peace and creat evil, it means that He can do whatever is

necessary to carry out flis purposes. 1e advances the cause of those

lie is blessing, but He brings catastrophe to those who are doing what

is wrong and wicked. He is bringing evil to them, but it is not

moral evil. It is :'orally good, the evil that God produces. But

all things are in T'is hands.

The next verse continues this same theme of course, the theme of

God's great-power. Verse 9, 10 stress that still further. Verse 9

says, 'Woe to him tnat strives with his maker. Shall the clay say
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to him that fashions it, What makest thou? Woe to him that says to

his father, What egettest thou, or to the woman, what hast thou

b right forth?? We are none of us responsible for whether we have

a first class brain or a slow working brain; whether we are able to

run faster than most of the people in the world, or whether it is

difficult for us to walk. We are not responsible for the physical

inherritance we receive, but God has given the physical inkerritance

lie desires us to have for Iris purposes. We are responsible with what

we do with it, whether we make the best possible use of it for His

glory. So he says we have no right to complain about the lot that

God gives us, but we have a duty to do our best to improve that lot

and to use it for His glory.

It really is pitiful the way people struggle to get recognition.

Children even are struggling to have people think they are a little

brighter than the one next to them, or can run a little faster, or

can have a little more ability in this regard or that. God judges

by what you make of the physical inherritance He has given you,

rather than by what you are not responsible for because He creates

man unequal. But lie creates us to make the best use of what He's

given us, and He has His purposes in it all.

So instead of complaining that God hasn't given me the ability

to do something as well as the next person, let me try to improve

my ability, but let me be sure that what I do is for His ±xc glory

and be satisfied with what lie's given to me.

So in v. 12 he'segain.s.t.-3.t4+n - again stressing His great

power, and He is declaring that He is the One great Creator. There

fore Israel need not fear. God can and will deliver them. When we

are caught in the toils of sin and see no way of escape, we know

that if we trust God and look to Him He will prove a way of escape.
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Now what do you think v. 13 is dealing with? Mr. Ward, do you

have a question? (Ward: I have a question about V. 11....The ending

of v. 11, I think we kind of ) You are reading a different

version than what I have. What does it say? (Ward: "And you shall

cmmit to me the works of my hand. Thus says the Lord the Holy One

of Israel, and His maker.) You shall commit to me the works of my

hand. In other words that version considers it as meaning, Trust

the Lord for the works of Hishands. Don't blame Him for it but

it but trust Him for what he has provided, for what He isdoing. The

KJV is a little hard to understand. It says, Concerning the works

of my hands cormand ye no, which doubtless means commit or trust or

ask tUrn, rather than give orders to God. I think the translation is

unfortunate in the IV, but I think that makes pretty good sense -

commit to Him the work of His hands. Trust Him for what He has done

and ;ill do.

Miss Johnston you had a question? (Question: It is interesting

that the Teb. word there i ) What is the form? Since I

did not require Hebrew for this course, I " most of you have had

"ebrew but some have not, we'll look at the v. in Hebrew. Isa.. 45:11.

Tssalwone(??). What form would you think that is, Hiss Johnston?

(Answer: I think it is $U7 Piel.) Yes, ~,~ is always Piel; it

is always used in the Piel. It is a rather forceful thing command

it always occurs in the Piel. But what fcrn otherwise? (Answer: )

Is it present, imperfect? (Answer: It is iiperf. used in the sense

of command.) It is imperfect, but as to sense, that is a iiiatter of

interpretaiori. But as to the form it is an imperfect in the second

plural, "You whall command inc. It is parallel with the word before

it, -- the form before it is, "You have asked me." Isn't it. It is
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ask et', t'e Un1ish his ich is an i:norativt, Lut this is not

an imperative. 'TIus says the Lord, th (o1y One of I;rat'l. You

c ask mc of things, an-4 you car, command m concerning the works

of my hentis sons." It could mean to an order, !ut. it certainly

uut be interpreted in the sense, You are permitted to make inquiries.

It nutt be te sense of it. I think the commit' is a little bit

free in the I tiirLk 'coumar;d" is a little neirer, ut "command"

does not quite give it in Tngli.sI. Perhaps "you may require of me

an answer. It's a little urumsual. Th.-,! kJV is very literal, but it

is not easy to t a precise sense in English. ut it tmeans, I ai

have done this, .1 hive done this in accoriace with '#y Toly will and

you can trust no in it is what it really ireans.

Now v. 33, we still, I still, have not gotten an answer. r.

Pohror maybe you can tell us what v. 13 is about. (Answer: Pore

knowledge.) Foreknowledge of what? (&nswer: It would have to be

the children of Israel being freed from exile.) T'-tat they will go

free froi exile. You uiid that or. 3 words of it, don't you? Wat

aoout the rest of the verse? (Answer: They are oin te rebuild

Jerusalem.) They are? (Answer; o, he will rebuild my city.) o

is the "he? (Answer : Tt must be Cyrus.) Yes. This v. 13 again

deals with the one spoken of at the bcinnint of the cli, "I avo

raised his'. up in righteousness, i.e. in accordance with my rigt

eous puroose, I have raised hi up.' Cyrus could never have coie

into his position of tremendous prominence if God had not port'itteJ

it. Cod says he did not merely permit it: he p1;nnocJ it for is purpose.

To free the Israelites from the 3abvlonians. I have raised hii U

in aCcoTadaflCe with my rIghteous purpose. I will direct all is ways.

And he will b1d v city. Did Cyrus build Jeruslen? 1e lid not build

it but he save the Israelites permission to o back and build it.
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So it is quite in line with present day usage. You say an officer

has done something which he has dote by giving orders to others to

do. o Cynts is the active huiai cause of the rebuilding of Jerusalem.

ie will build my city. The way he did it was to give the 1sraellts

certain money, certain assistance, letters to his representatives,

freor for all those who wished to icave the Labylonian turritpry

to go back to Israel to do so. he permitted that -" to build the

city. It was understood they would not go back thre just to live

in tonts. They would go hack there and build the ity and so he

says, e will build my city.

Cyrus is going to build his city. hiien people say Artaxerxes

is the one who gave the decree to build Jerusalem, it certainly

contradicts this . in Isaiah which 5&S that Cyrus is th On who

is going to rebuild Jerusalem. Artaxeixca permitted the walls to

be iMprOVed around it, but &rtaxrxea certainly is not the one who

av' the decree for the rebuilding of JerusaleL. It was Cyrus that

Cod predicts here. 'And he will let my captives go, not for price

nor for reward. in stsp other words Cyrus did not require them

to ay a ransorn or anything like that. be even gave tbe help toward

going back to their land. Cf course this was pert of C)'rus' policy.

fe did it not merely toward the Israelites. FLe did it for certain

other nations, The policy of the Assyrians and Eabylonains was when

they conquered the nation was to take all the aboSt able people and

taa'tsuort them away to some other area where they would be strangers

among the mass of people, people they did not know and who looked on

them as queer foreigners. And the result would be they would not be

in a position where they could foment opposition. So the Assyrians

and Babylonians transported many peoples away from their homelands

to other parts of the territory they controlled.
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':Ie Cyrus corqueted Babylon he reversed the policy and }e

allowed these peoples to return to their hoielands. 'Fhu'; enahêlind

the to loot, on him as a deliverer from the Rabylonians and the

Assyrians though they were still under his cominion and control

as much as they had been under the previous, but not under as harsh

a control. They were treated much better under Cyrus than

they had been under the others.

The rearkahle thin ahout the government Cyrus established

for 290 yrs. the Persins held the territory that was aybe 3

times as large as what the T hylonliris had held. And at tne end or

that tii \lex. the Crt. succeeded ITI a counie of reat battles

in deieatin the Persian kins and takiri over the territory.

\lexander died and his generals fought back and forth 40 years as

t hi ci wc.uld control the territory,




there was practically no up-

risings anywhere in it. The riass of the people rerained quiJ and

did not interfere uuch with it. Life went on despite these

constant fibtings and changing from one general to another, and

that could never have happened unless the Persian jovernment had

been a very ucil adrd.nistered government and a government wie=

which or the whole the pecple were very well satisfied tdth, se that

life continued despite these upheavals for the next 4) years with

the -ass of the people taking very little part a'd tb Greet

soldiers fightin' for one general or another until finally the

situation settled down to a situ3tion that lasted for another

century and a half until the Romans to it over. Rut Cyrus CI

conquered this tremendous area and estibl i.shed,he and harius between

the, established a very effective organization.

I don't want to take a lot of tine on the rest of the cii. There

is 'ore CmVhaS1S in it on God's power, Cod's control. There is sre
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emphasis on tis predictive power. Teh wonderful declarations at the

end of it - - v. 23: t have sworn by nyseif that unto me every knee

shall how, every tonue shall swear, everyone shill say in the Lord

have I righteousness and strength. Even to hir shall men cope." A

prediction that is not yet fulfilled, but that God will fufill we

can be sure upon this earth.

Cii. 46 continues right on ;itii this theie f deliverance from

l3abylonian control, and it starts with an interesting sentence.

'Bel bows clown, ebo stoops." No I don't recall sim this Bel

anywhere else in the T. If it does occur, it is very very seldom.

Does somebody know of a similar word that has a rather sirdlar mean

ing that occurs a good many tines? Mr. Ward. (Ans., Baal). Baa!, yes

and Bel. The two are quite similar particularly when you realize you
vowels

are dealing with a Setic language in which the MM are quite

generally express tense, mood, and time, and relationship; and

the meaning is largely conveyed by the consonants. The two are

originally the same word. Rut Baa!, really Baa! with an ain in

the middle - Baal - is is west Sometic word for master. The word

Baal(without the ayin- ((I take it)) was used of any god in the

early days, and it is even applied to the true Cod. But as time

went on the term Baal was applied to the local gods of the communities

and villages in Palestine and Syria. When Jezebel brought Melkart,

the god of Tyre down and introduced him into Israel, they " she

referred to him as Baa! or Master. So we have the struggle between

Jehovah and Baal in Kings in the time of Elijah and Elisha and

Baal there simply means master, but it was used coir.monly at that

time for this one outstanding one a;iong the many gods the heathen

were worshipping in that area, as the god of Tyre whom Jezebel in

troduced.
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the *= siilar word of Vie same ieanir is used among the

bylonjans, but the uttura1s iic are retained in the Hebrew re

pretty largely lost in iabylonian except that the gym so,retimes

exnrsses itself in the letter E which otherwise is hardly

exists in ahylotiian. Consequently in ahylon where arduk was the
chief

.;reat god, the UUU god of Eaiylon, they often call hiii ;;aster but

instead of saying Faal tey say Lel. They had a regular ceremony of

of taking the hands of el which the king of Babylon for abe a

1000 yrs. the king of Babylon on the New fear's Day always ba! to

take the hinds of Bel and receive froi him the right to rub in

abylon for the next year. So Lei was tie common way of referring

to the god Marduk of Babylon.

So here he ssys,8el bows down, Neio stoops." Now Nabu as they

pronounce it was the god of wisdom, the second god of tie "abylon-

ian pantheon. Here he refers specifically to the two leadin'

1abylon1én gods -- Marduk and Nabu called gel, and Nebu here. Bel

woulc be the commot way of referriLg to arduk in thoso days. They

bow down and stoop. Their idols are or the beasts. These idols

vicniut to nothing. They were supree over that great part of the

orld when Judah was taken captive, but Xaiah predicts Cyrus is

going to conquer and those will be tairer over and 5e1 and Nabu will

15591 lose their position zf ii:.pcrtnce, and of course that happendd

historically. In $4( .C. Eel and Nabu eerncd to Le the two most

powerful gods in the Near Last. y 538 they were Atinr gods in a small

area because of Cyrus' conquet of Iahyboii.

So he says, They stoop, they bow down. They could not deliver

the Lurden, but the:.selvcz tire gone into captivity.4his is a prophecy:

they will be gone. He's looking forward tc tie vituatio. They gc

into captivity, but he says, Jsral, God is in to protect you
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and then he conpares himself to the idols. We've had several sections

on idolatry before. Here we have quite a section in ch. 46 here. But

in v. 8 he sayd, Remember this and show yourselves men. Bring it

again to mind 0 ye transgressors.

In the early part of Isaiah it is common to have a long passage

of denunciation like the first ch. of Isaiah. A long passage of

rebuke for sin, and declaration God will send the people into exile

for their sin followed by a brief passage in which he looks beyond

the exile and shows the blessings that kd has for his true people

beyond it. But in this sec. ch. 40-55, he is thinking of the people

as already in exile and he is bringing primarily comfort and just

incidentally introduces the rebuke for sin. Ai\1ncidenta1 word or

verse here or there reminds them of the fact that the reason they

are in this situation is because of their sin, and that something

must be done about the sin question or that any deliverance from

exile will not be permanent.

So he says, Bring it to mind you transgressors. emember the

former things. I am God. There is no other. I am God. There is none

like me, declaring the end from the beginning. What is the theme in

v. 10? Mr. Corcoran? (Answer: God's knowledge) Yes, that is the

fourth of the great themes of these chs. More stresSon God's fore

knowledge, God's predictive power as proof of His existence and

power than anywhere lse in the whole Bible, in chs.40-55. Here

again it is stressed. "Declaring the end from the beginning, and from

ancient times the things that are not yet done." You see how the

stress is upon this for people inthis time near the end of the exile

reading what Isaiah wrote 150 yrs. earlier. Remember the former things

He says, I warned you you would go into exile. Now you see how it has

been fulfilled. "Remember those things. I declare the end from the

beginning, and also *IILUI declare those things that are notyet done
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Namely, the deliverance by Cyrus. "My counsel will stand. I will

do all my pleasure." What is v. 11 talking about? Mr. Knight?

(Answer: power). Yes. But displayed in what way? (Answer:

Again it is by His ) What about the first half of v. 11? What
task

is He going to do? (Answer: Call upon Cyrus to accomplish His power?)

Yes, it is again Cyrus. God's deliverance by means of Cyrus. He's called

Cyrus, His Anointed, the one who will fulfill His purpose. Now He

calls him a ravenous bird! So we have the different sides of the

s ama situation. We have Cyrus as the one who is executing God's

will, who is God*s instrument. But we have Cyrus who as far as he

himself is concerned, he is simply a ravnmoua bird. He simply is

one who wants to take in all he can, and conquer all he can and get

it under his control. Of course he came from Persia, far to the

east of Bsbyèn. God calls this ravenous bird from the east. This

is one of the many references to Cyrus again. "Th. man that

executes my counsel feom a far country." He says, I have spoken

it; I will bring it to pass. I have purposed it; I will also do it

And then a little touch of rebuke again. Hue are these great com

mands God has given these wonderful promises and you have not trusted

in Him. You have sought your own will, your own purposes. "Harken to

me you stout hearted that are far from righteousness!: Just a little

touch again on rebuke which is so greatly stressed in other parts

of Isaiah, but here just incidently brought in to reménd the people

that you are in exile for your sins. I an going to deliver you from

exile but we've got to do something about the sin question or deliverance

from exile won't accomplish anything. So we start in in ch. 41 with

a great emphasis on 1222$ deliverance flU from exile. We end up in

ch. 53 with the solution for the sinquestion. But there is a logical

development from the one to the other.
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So he says, I bring my righteousness. It will not be far off.

My salvation will not tarry. I will place salvation in Zion for

Israel my glory." And ch. 47 starts just as ch. 46 starts with the

declaration that abylon is to he overcome. "Come and sit in the

dust () virgin daughter of BaLylo. Sit on the ground, You are not

to have a t'rone, daughter of Clu'ldeans. You will no longer o called

tender and delicate. Take the millstones and grind meal.' The Babylonians,

who were the JENDEXXXXX rulers are now subject to Cyrusl They who

held the Israelites in subjectior are themselves to be in sub

jection. Verse 5, the same thing again: "Sit silent . . . darkness,

& daughter of the Ch1dcans. Thoi shalt no iore be called the lady

of kingdoms. I was wroth for my people; I polluted my inheritance

rd gave them to your hand. Put you showed them no mercy. You said I

will be a lady forever." Now hoar this, he says, (v.9) "In one day

will come upon you these terrible miseries because you trusted in

your wickedness. You said, No one sees n;e. Your wisdom, your knowledge

perverted you." The Pahylonians were God's instrument to punish His

people, but that did not mean that they were far more guilty than

the Israelites and they received far greater punisheinnt of course.

The Israelites were sent into exile and chaztened "- to chasten them

and to purify them an1 bring the back to serve Cod and bring Christ

into the world. While the Babylonians disappeared from history, and

died out as a people completely as did all the other ancient people

except the Israelites. The Egyptians of today have little in common

with the great powerful Egyptians of ancient times. The Egyptians

today are largely Arabs. They even speak Arabic instead of Egyptian.

They are people under Mohammed's teaching who came from Arabia. into

Egypt and took over that land.
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(Question: in v. 9 one day, just one day) This was the

day when Cyrus conquered Babylon. The Babylonians lost their con

trol. They became widows. (Question: Was it an actual day it

happened? It doesn't mean a period of time?) Well, it was a short

period of time in which the armies were approaching. The actual

conquest of the city e was one day of course, yes. I would not

press the word "one day" as necessarily meaning one 24 hr. period

but the actual conquest was in one day. So he is continulig with

telling and v. 13 12, and 13 are insteresting as

reflections of the Babylonian attitude. "Stand now with your en

chantments and the multitudes of your sourceries. . . Thou are

wearied in the multitude of thy counselors. Let now the astrologers

the star gazers, the monthly prognosticators, stand up and save thee

fe.+ from these things that are come upon thee.

There are thousands of clay tablets that have been excavated in

Babylon that give pictures of the stars, that is of the arlangement

of the stars showing the situation as they claimed to try to fore
couldn't

tell from the stars whether the king of Babylon UXKX1 make an

attack without seeing whether the stars were right, whether it was

a good day or a bad day for the attack. Then there are hundreds of

tablets giving pictures of livers, animal livers. Because before any

great decision of the Babylonians the priest had to kill an animal

and examine his liver, and you would find that the liver had a certain

queer formation of an animal that was sacrificed before a certain

great catastrophe and if you ever found another liver like that you

would fear another great catastrophe. They worked out a great sàience

of interpreting the future by the appearance of the liver. I gave

I spoke an the inauguration of the president of a college one time
experience

and the speaker before me told about a queer MX1IUU he had had
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when he preached a serwon"Looking at the River.' He said they had

made a typographical error and it said looking at the Liver. So

I immediately when I began to speak turned to the passage in

Jreuiah where it tells about a king of Babylon who was going

to attack and he looked at the Liver. And he se examined the Liver

to see whether it WU3 a propitious tine t attack. Thcugh !t

was a typographical rrcr it was not as bad as a mistake as it

sounded.. Because this was a great 3clence among the Babylonians

though it did not do them any good at all. Of course today it is

amazing ow you will Mill in our day the papers for sale telling

you from the stars what stocks you should buy, or how the crops

are going to be, or what is going to happen. It s is a common

a+ thing on a TV for somebody tok, hat sign of the Sodiac

were you born under? As if that has anything to do with out

accomplishments or character at all! But it starts as far back as

the Babylon*âns who had a very extensive science in it, but it did

not do them any good any more than the people today who put trust in it.

In ch. 48 he goes on again remding the Israelites he is going

to deliver them, but look how lie ends v. 1. "Hear this 0 house of

Jacob who are called by the name of Israel." Again you notice the

synonymous use of Jacob and Israel. "House of Jacob who are called

by the name of Israel who are come forth out of of the waters of

Judah who swear by the name of the Lord and make mention of the God

of Israel, but not in truth nor in righteousness.' The little touch

of rebuke for sin as we find a number of here as he reminds them of

the fact that God is going to deliver theh yes, but they should

remember why they are in exile. It is for their sin. Because of their

lack of truth and righteousness, and if so.nething is not done about

that there still has to be other exiles. so that is the big problem.
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lie says, For they call themselves the holy city and stay them

selves on the God of Israel. I have declared the former things from

the beginning. I showed them. Idid them suddenly. They came to passe

Because I knew that thou are obstinate; they neck is an iron

sinew, they brow bzass. I have even from the beginning declared it

to thee. Before it came to pass, I showed it thee lest thou shouldst

say mine idol hath done them and my graven image and my moulten image

has commanded them."
"

In 1940 or 41 the German army broke through into Belgium and

the great British armythat had gone over to help the French was cut

off and they 'managed to make their way to Dunkirk, and the Germans

announced 'over the ratio 1 that within two days :they Would have

these thousands of British troops behind barbed wire. Therç seemed

to be absolutely no way of escape' for them. But British churches

were thronged' as everybody went to' chTuch an prayed that God would
cloud

rescue their armies from certain annihilation. There was an

cover over Dunkirk and-over the channel suchas. is comparatively

rare so that the Gerainn' ilanes could not bomb them. They did not

have radar' ye at that' time. They C.01 could not find them exactly

t o bomb them.' The English channel was one of the roughest stretches

of water in the 'world thea, very disagreeable to cross. It was calm

very calm for three days. Anybody that had even a little fishing

boat left England and rushed over to France, all the boats they

could get and thousands of them(the, soldiers) were gotten into them

and resuced. They praised God who had miraculously enabled them to

save a large part of their army. Of course all their supplies were

lost. If was not very many years after when they were telling about

how it was the wonderful work of the RAP, and the wonderful activity

of their sold3rs that a had enabled them t save them. As e he say'
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here, You would say, My idol has done it, my graven image. It is

my great skill that did it. That's what everybody said after

wards, but when you get into trouble everybody looks to God for

help. And in that case had it not been for the very unusual

circumstances all those troops would have been taken by the Germans,

unquestionably. So here he says, I have declared it in advance,

because I know your character. God knows the nature of our hearts.

Now you have turned in a statement of the themes through ch.

48. Today you have a statement about whether it is dealing with

"-- from ch. 48-52, what there is of exile, what there is of

Christ? But you have not specifically looked at the themes in

this area. So please' for next time bring in ch. 49. You have

already done ch. 48, I believe. h. 49 through 52. Don't just

make an outline. Don;t just say what the content is; put it

specifically on one of these themes if you can. Of course if you

can't say so. But if it is comfort, if it is deliverance, if it is

the glory of God, if it is the prophetic God's knowledge. If

if is the importance of the problem of sin, if it is Cyrus coming,

or if it is the Servant. These are the great themes we've had

repeated over and over. Put it under one of these if you can. If

you don't see how it goes under one of those, don't make up a new

title for it, just indicate it does not seem to go under any of them.

Bring that in for nextt time. Leave me the papers now, please.
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We looked at the various themes last time and we got just at

the beginning of ch. 48, I believe, where we noticed in the first

verse it starts to very favorably - "you who swear by the Name of

the Lord and make mention of the God of Israel" but then it says

"but not in truth nor in righteousness." There is no such statement

as this in the earlier part of our section. Ch. 40-55 is a definite

section of the book, a definite unit. There is no such statement in

the earlier part. In the earlier section the thought of sin, of

guilt on the part of the people is brought in only very incidentally.

The idea is to bring comfort to the people, to reach people who are

hard to reach, they are in such sorrow, such misery. In the future

150 yrs. after Isaiah when they read this book because they are in

the midst of the exile, in the time of Isaiah because they are the

godly people who know Isaiah's predictions are true, they come

from God, the exile is sure they have seen exile in the northern

kingdom. They have talked with refugees from the northern kingdom,

they know what a terrible thing it is. So to these people in sorrow

he does nt rebuke, but he incidentally brings in references to their

sin.as the thing that produced the exile. Now by this time he has reached

the point where he gets a little stronger, more emphatic. We have noticed

the end of one or two of the chs. some rather emphatic rebuke, but

nothing like this first verse here: "but not in truth nor in right

eousness." That is a pretty hard criticism, lie goes on: "They call

themselves the holy city and stay themselves on the God of Israel.

I have declared the former things from the beginning.'! He gives his

eclarationsI God's knowledge tr.mendous he says, but he says, Why did

I do this? Simply to give a proof? Well because I knew thou *to art

obstinate and thy neck an iron sinew and+te thy brow broRze. Ihave
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declared it from the beginning lest thou shouldst say, My idol has

done it. He points out the frailty of human nature. I gave an illus

tration last time of Dunkirk. About how people were so ready to praise

the Lord when he gave them a inarve1us deliverance, but in a short time

it was the grtat strength and viler of the RAP that did iti In a short

time people forget God and ttri away fro-.ii Lli. So in this w1c'.cec world

cc keeps reindin *,us but in certain eè situations He uses parti

cular tact in is approach. There are other occasic.as hci a direct,

strait on confrontation is needful, but it is good to know what the

situations are. od gives us tact, II gives us wisdon in dealing with

people. You find many illustrations of it in the book of Isaiah. Some

you notice in this book here; some we will touch on in chapel later on.

lie goes on in v. 6 to stress this thought of the prediction -

in vv. 6 and v. 7. You see these things now. They were created now,

not from the beginning. These things predicted 150 yrs. before, you

see them now before you. But in v. 8 he again reverts to the theme of

rebuke.'You did not hear; you did not know. I knew you would deal very

treacherously. You were a transgressor from the womb. For my name's

sake will I defer mine anger, for my praise will I refrain from thee

that 1 cut thee not off." We start on in ch. 40 and go on, and it

is comfort, it is deliverance. And graduallj these little touches

on the theme of deliverance; I moan the theme of sin, the theme of

the cause of the exile. Now it gets stronger. Now the people have been

brought to the point where they have more confidence in delivery, more

confidence in God's greatness and power to predict the future and lie

stresses rc the Lact thaL the fact they are in the exile is not just

due to bad luck, andit is not just due to Gods having taken an

arbitrary notion to injure them, but it is due to their sin. That is

stressed more, so they realize inor this is -the problem that needs an
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answer. The exile is a* temporary problem, it seems terrible as all

temporary proLi1eEs do. It seems terrible. Something's got to be done

about this. He deals with the thing that something has to be done about

but be brinhs the attention around to that which is orc vital, more

fuLdzmental - the sin of the peop& which is the thing that needs to

be taLen care f or else this exile will be just one of iany. ;ud there

i.jil another exile and another exile and another. As they had in

tbe PooLs of Judges. litere they id not have exiles; but tiiey had

captivity. You know there is a difference between exile and captivity.

Lxilcs are driven out of their land. Captivity -- they may be in the

land, they ray be ct of it. [,tit captivity is wen they are under

cotroi and op;rssicn of so,,- oti;'r people. In judges we have it over

an.1 over. f'c people sinned against God. dod sold them into the hands

of the A-nmoaite, the Moahites, or some other people. The people

oppressed thcr for 4(; yrs., tic people turned to uOd, called for help,

repented of their sin. od delivered tem. :hey followed hITh for a

b rief period. Then they abain turiLed aay. lhut's the history f all

raiind. Not just of the Israelites. iUt bringing out here the fact

that this sin that produces all the troubles of life, that this sin is

the vital question. e is stressing that constantly.

He says it is not because Israel deserves anything, but v. says

"for my name's sake will I defer iine anger, and for my praise i11 I

rcfraiii front thee. It is for God's purposes. It is not because we

deserve anything good fro' but it is because God has created us

for His purposes and He is going to accomplish those purposes through

us or in spite of us. He is going to accomplish his marvellous will.

So He says, For His sake He will do it. He says, behold r have refined

thee but not with silver. I have chosen theee in the furnace of h

affliction. So he says to them, You have your suffering, your trouble;
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it is too bad, yes. But it is a part of My training for you. When we

have trouble in life. A dentist once said to me, there is a spiritualist

girl who comes to me for dental work and he said, I love to work on her,

because if I hurt her tooth she just says, Oh don't you worry; it's

some sin I've committed. Fhe pain comes froir sin I've committed; that's

what's making the trouble." Of course it is true, all the suffering and

misery is due to sin. But our direct suffering is not necessarily due to

our direct sin. It may be in many cases, but in many cases it is not.

But the sin and weakness in the world "a the suff.tng and weakness in

the world all go back to sin. It is all due to sin, but not necessarily

the sin of the particular individual who is hvving the suffering. So

we may have a suffering that comes into our lives because God is

punishing us for some sin; more likely if we are Christians we have a

suffering that comes because God in his mercy is chastising us and giving

us scme wz'h1 warning to bring us back to Tilniseif. Very offen the suffer

ing that comes into our lives is his refinement; it is because He has a

purpose in it for us. lie will make us a better servant of His; it will

make us more useful in his work. He will prepare us for the glories

that will be ours through eternity and part of that preparation may be

suffering He wants us to go through. So the Christian should always

be cheerful in whatever suffering comes, because we know that it is all

part of God's will, whatever it is. If it is our direct fault, we should

repent and look to Him, but if it is not our direct fault He would not

permit it to come to us if it were not lie has a purpose for us.

"I have refined thee but not with silver. I have chosen thee in

the furnace of affliction." Mr. Wilson, you had a question? (Wilson:

I wonder why lie says, For my name's sake I will pine anger. Why

does He lay emphasis on His Name's sake?) Because His purpose -- of

course the term Name is a difficult one. The Name's sake is Fis glory.

It's Uis purposes. God's great purposes are accomplished through us.
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(tudent;Thre is soniethii. iI i tryi to s1o the m.ition:; that

He cai redeern Israel.) That aay be pert of it, yes. But that's not the

whole thing right now. (Question: Why does e wart to sho what amounts
cipiwr

to a Lunch of vipers that He can redee Israel?)

Francis Schaeffer has just published a book called, flo Little

People. I think it is worth reading. There are no little people in

God's si,,t. -Re may get the Lipression £roii soie parts of the T

that the Israelites are Cod's pets and veryLody else 15 just a

cipher. But actually when ScbaefIer was in a church ir t. Louis he

did a lot of work with Children for Christ. And they had a song they

used to siu: Black and yellow, red and white all are precious in His

sight. There are no ciphers ia Cud's sight. fe would not have brought

thezu into the world except that hO has purpose for them. Now how

much fthis was for ills sake, in what would e shown to the

people then living, and flow much for the peopL. in the future living

e are * - cannot say. iUC they all are his creation. Ho created thev

for iis purpose and it is his, will that they should kio his goodnes

and grace. It is His purpose e should reacn out to the ends of the

earth to reach ovoryone possible for God and who knows what is purpose

may be. I woui say there are no ciphers in his sight. Thcy iay seem

like ciphers to us, but tiiey tertas+ certainly are a* not any noru

than we are. ;haen it conies to actual goodness the differeacca is u

If our goothauss is like this thing here (rappiilg 44;e wood) that the

chalk goes on, coipared to the floor, and one that we we think of as

Lucia inferior or worse is like the baseboard down there, compared to

God's standard we are all pretty far from it. t course we are justified

in is sight eves through Ch we are just as if we had not sinned,
/1/

but we have a long long ways to go, all of us. And it is for his Name's

sake. God did not have to create any o us. iut he created us all for
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His good purpose. For His Name's sake. To us the idea of nun--c s sake

T art e;er'hccy to knew my nune and think bow wondorf1. I am,

a nd with all the historical study I've done, I've seen such tre-

dos figies? that everybody's forgotten about today! e how

unimportant *$* t.uman things are. But that's not what od means.

"e don't fully understand what He moans, But it means for the carrying

out of His great purposes which are good purposes, purposes of love to

all his creation, I'm glad you asked the question; it is a very vital one..

A very vital one for us to look into. You asked it in a rather bald way

but I think it's best to make things come out in strong . I think

that is much the best way to do, to bring it out in clear relief. So

please any of you, any question that occurs to any of you, don't

hesitate to mention it. I may not interrupt what I'm dealing with

immediately but I will come to you soon if you have a question.

In v.12 what is the theme that he stresses, Dr. Schultz, (His

power.) Yes, he reverts again to His power. He says, For my sake I

will do it. [low should my name be polluted. I will not give my g'ory

to another. Then he gets right back to the theme of God's pcwer and

gIory. There is much talk as if the Christian world is divided be

twcen Calvanists and Arminlans. I dont think it is a proper division.

Ifeel there are those who call themselves Calvanists ho make - - who

are really fatalists, and who make it out as if God planned everything

and there is nothing you can do about it. We dan't help it. Those lie

has darned, lie's damned and there is nothing we cam do about it. That's

not Calvanism at all. Calvanism stresses the soverelghty of God,the

goodness, the power, the glory of God. We should stress it. And it

is very vital in scripture. But we must not stress it in such a ay

as not to make man responsible for his sin, becue God is not respon

sible for our sin, and if we reject Christ it 1 e wL are Icing it

ad we are responsible for it, and we who deserve punishment for it.
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S it is a reaction against the extremes of a false Calvanism, a
some

parody of Calvanism that/have se reacted against and produced what we

call Arrinianism which in the hands of some people becomes an attitude
if

that after all/I'm good enough to understand and see that I should

accept the Lord why I deserve his good pleasure. I don't know how many

people there are who take that attitude. But I, know some people represent

all Arminians as being. Between the extreme of either, the extreme of

either is utterly wrong. Prof. Sell of Boston i wrote a life of John,

Wesley in which he called it the rediscovery of John Wesley and he

tried to show John Wesley stood about half-way between Calvanisin and

A minianisrn and a little bit on the Calvanist side, in reality. And

I think that John Wesley reacted a bit against some people who took

a fatalist position rather than a true Calvanistieposition. But I'm

sure J. wesley recognized that God is supreme and that God has a purpose
everything

in eryl*. I think it is vital that we do. Ay did God ever create the

world? Why should people be born into a difficult situation? Why

should we have misery in the world?God has a good purpose in it all.

But the evil that comes is due to our sin, and the greatest sin is the

rejection of Christ. We cannot reconcile these truths, but we can't

understand how they fit together, but it is very important that we

don't loose either of ther.

We had a day of prayer once in which the speuker who was pastor

of a Presbyterian church told about somebody preaching, and he told about

the sovereignty of God, what God had done, and hew, no one can he saved

unless Jesus drabs them. And he said, all the Caivanists smiled and

were happy. And the Arnünians looked sad. Then he aid, he talked about

man's duty to accept Christ and how if man is lost it's his own fault,

and he said, all the Arminians looked happy and the Calvanists lookdd sad.

But actually he said the Calvanists should have been happy at roth be

cause true Ccalvanism includes both.
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rd
True ..a1vanisu is not an extreme position on this point. But I

think ttat the phasis upon the scvereignty of God is something that

if we don't have we find ourselves in an impossible position. The

world see utterly unfair if we don't realize that God has a good

purpose in all that ho accomplishes. He says, I am the first, I am the

last. y hand has laid the foundation of the world. God has His pur

pose in everything that happens. He will work it out in accordance

with His will. So we need to work and strive to accomplish His purposes

but we dort need to feel too bad when everything seers to o the wrong

way because it ay Le part or ius od purpose for us, that is should

work out that way.

(Student I dot know if we should pursue this) Maybe you would

have an idea that would be worth mentioning at least. (Student: In

r relation to what yo were saying, a preacher said, Christ died for all

of our sins except unbeiie. kht's the sin that sends us to hell.)

That is an oversimplification, definitely. e are lost because of our

sins and there is no greater sin than rejecting Christ, hut certainly

other sins ar3(not)attoe for and that not. o. Tnct we all have

shown unbelief at times. N, I would say tnit may be an oversimplifica

tónn. Perhaps i the COiitCXt it outhd e -perfectly all rit. Put taken

out of context anu quoted tie way you did 1. would say it was definitely

wrong.

t.'e don't wait to stop in by-lanes very Ion, ut I'm glad to stop

and glance at them anytime any of you want to raise them. There is tre

mendous truth inthese cbs. of Isaiah. We don't want to just kin the

surface.

(Student: In v. 13, continuing the thought about sovereignty. He

lays emphasis as he does over and over again on His creative power. What

weight would that carry in our society? with alternative explanations as
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to origins?) I think the important thing would be to iakc clear thit

alleged explanations to origin are merely the explawations of the chang

ing froz one form to another. 1 nave never heard of any epiunatioiis of

origins other than creation. That is to say there are those who say

everything was at one time just a mass of jelly like substance with a

carbon dioxide atmosphere and then through certain changes there

developed what is now. 3ut where did that cone from? I do not know any

theory of origins other than that Cod created it, or to just assume

it has always been there. When you say that, I don't think the human

mind is capaLle of conceiving that the universe nas always been here

and always and all these elements have always been here. Cod has

created us in such a way we feel there ut have been an origin. I

believe most when pressed, who may have beautiful theories of how

the elements gradually developed and out. of an undifferentiating

universe there developed all these eleiuents and all that, you ask their

where did the universe start with, and tiicy say, Ve just don't know.

I don't think there are alternative theories of origins. There are

alternative theories of development. The Bible does not say an

awful 1ot about development. I'm afraid we often have a tendency
then

to take",two or three verses and build perhaps more on them/they

are capable of building. One thing I think is very unfortunate, that

many good Christians are making a tremendous effort to prove that

the world is only a few thousand years old. And the bible does not

say. There is absolutely nothing in the bible to say that the universe

is 6000 years old any more than to say it is 6 billion years old.

There is absolutely no aiblical evidence. It's purely reading into

the bible. Certainly it is just as possible for God to have done

it 6 billion yrs. ago as 6,000 yrs. ago. humanly speaking nobody
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can prove the universe was not created yesterday! There is absolutely

no ay ef preying thit e wriot created ycaterday with certaii little

furrows in our brain te give us the feelin, of Vie impression of past

history and of past experiences in our lives. Nobody can prove that

did not happen. Actually that isic uore bizzare to think than to think

there was a universe created ilL which there was only one kind of tter

but principles by nhich tiiu, oe kind of niatter could develop into

hundreds o kinds. In priucipc it is o different. TC know that

the world is at 1a.,t 6300 years old Lecause thor is that nuc.

history given in the ibl. ±Out as to :10W -much lol4ger the dible says

nothrag and 1 .elieve it is the devil's device. I thini: too of the

iuost unfurtunate devices of Satan today o waste the effort of hood

Christians are (1) trying to prove that the iorid - I don' know

anybody today ho says it's 0211/ 0000 years old. .ut soiie will say

it can't be over 30,000, and they will spend tremendous effort-. ti>ii

to prove it can't be over 30,000. That and also the attempt to prove

that the dcbrw and dreek back of ti.e JV zut be the actual orirai

Scripture. dod could Luve done that. he could have he t the oriinaI

Scripture absolutely ucand ut like the k.ureau of Stan&.rds in

ashiiigton has a foot rule of a certain length withizi a room. of a

certain teiperaturo and kept exactly so so tnat it will not be a

thousand. of an. inch different in the exact £oøt rule. God could

bve kipt the exact i.eb, and Greek, but wlti the iurnan ords so

cneabie as they art in their loanns that you Lave to tame

passages tcether o bo sure of the real 1ealA of anytin, tucre

would not have been much. point in it. God could flave done it ut if

he had, I think he would have told us in bcripturc, and there is no

such claie anywhere in acripture. iut rnany good Christians today are

just spending an awful lot o energy just proving that t1to
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Receptus --- a word that was an advertizing blurp for one particular

edition of the Grek NT - -is the original Scripture as it came from

God. I don't like to enter into controversy with good Christian people
trying

who are X11I to spread the Word of God. But I think they are doing

harm by diverting attention to something that is very minor and is

not true.

(Question: Should that not release at least some effort into

showing there; is an alternative for people who might he sitting on

the sidelines just wondering?) Absolutely. Idid not say we

should not. I said, I don't like to I do not like to come into

opposition with people I know to be good Christians. I hate to, but

I believe a certain amount has to be done. I think we have to. I have

very good friends who I think are absolutely wrong in their ideas

about the tribution and the last days. I am glad to discuss it um-

passionately if I can, but as to entering into any opposition with

them over it, 1 say, when the time comes we'll know. I don't like

to enter into what seems like an attack against people who seem really

interested in the Word, of God. I never have. But I doff think we have

to clarify it and I've been working on an account of the Book of

Daniel and the sad thing is I just about find it impossible to avoid

severe strictures on every commentary on Daniel I've ever seen. I

hate to run a risk of arousing antagonism with real Christians over

what are not the primary essentials. But I think we have to clarify

the truti. Absolutely! And I can't help but feel that when young

children are trained up in the idea that the world is only a few

thousand years old and that the fob, and Gk. in back of the KJV must

be absolutely as it came from the hand of God; then they get into

school and find a few evidences that look vary strongly against it,

their faith has a tremendous battle to survive and the great hulk

of them don't. I think great harm is being done, and something ought
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to he done about it. Very definitely. I just do not want to be the one

to do it myself. I'd rather give the ammunition to someone else.

(Question: Is fear one of the primary reasons that drives people

to make the world no more than 10 or 30 thousand years old?) Yes,

perhaps a misunderstanding. Yes. People faced with tremendous opposi

tion by men who are bitterly anti-Christian tend naturally to oppose

anything that such people say rather than to examine thorn and see how

much truth there may he mixed in with some terrible error. It is a

natural human tendency. We all tend - - to that which we are against

we tend to oppose everything that such a one presents.

That is a factor. We all have to recognize it. When we detest

somebody or their attitudes or viewpoint wM¬h are utterly had, it

is very easy for our detestation to pass over into something that they

have said that is not in itself bad. I think perhaps a good illustra

ton niiht he illiam Henry Huxley. Huxley hated the church. As a young

man he was forced to go into long services in the church of England

where long sermons that seemed to him terribly tiresome were given,

and he listen to them. He detested the church, and he detested it

so much that when he was studying anatomy he could not remember which

side the micro valve was on. He said, I realized that a Bishop has

a mitre and a 3ishop could never be right, so the micro valve must

be on the left side. That way he learned to remember. which side

the micro valve was on. lie became acquainted with a good friend,

Charles Darwin, an older man. And Darwin said to Huxley: "You know

I think species developed the one into another." Huxley said, What

nonsense. Every species is immutable, you cannot move from one to

another. And time and again he met with Darwin and they were both

very interested in natural science and enjoyed each others company

but Darwin was very tactful about mentiorténg that idea because he knew
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how much Huxley hated it. Huxley had the feeling that this was ridiculous

that one species would change into another. Huxley wrote a book on the

origin of species and asked Huxley to look over the manuscripts. Huxley

looked it over and said, It sounds like a lot of nonsense to me. Then

the book of was published and all the church leaders began to attack

it. They said it was anti-Christian. The3I the leading newspaper in

Britain asked uuxley to review it. huxley said that now when he read

reread the book in printed form, he immediately saw it was right.

Huxley Darwin called Huxley my general agent. Huxley was Darwin's

bull dog. Huxley went all over England calling everybody an utter foot

that did not accept Darwin's book. And it is clearly evident in the

lives of Huxley and Darwin that this was a fact, that this change was

made that quickly and that Huxley kad that attitude toward the church.

I'm not saying the man was an utter hypocrite, or anything like that,
his

r but it prejudiced to quite an extent perhaps unconsciously affected

his attitude. Huxley was fighting the church when he was going out

figiting against (?) Darwin's book, and then in turn many Christiaa

p eople discussed it - disgusted with Huxley's attitude, attacked

individual things in Darwin's book that may have been harmless in

themselves. Because of their irritation at Huxley's attitude and the

attitude of others like that.

There is a story that Darwin in his latter days recanted and gave

up this theory and regretted the harm it had done, but I think that's

an erroneous story. He was a very gentle srot of individual. He never

went around spreading his ideas. It was Huxley who did that. I think

it is an erroneous idea. But NX1I Darwin was such a gentle soul that

anybody that came to him with any belief he would say, Oh but that's

wonderful! lie would not hurt anybody's feelings for the world. But in

Darwim's autobiography it is filled with blasphemous statements. But

his wife went through it all before t as published. Lveryti he wrote
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a 1)00k she said, Oh I feel so bad Charlie/writing another book. God

book out." She went through it

and crossedout all these statements, so they did not appear in his

autobiography of it. Out a new printing of it more recently includes

them all.

People unconsciously take attitudes, and I believe that the

question of development - there was an awful lot of Christian pre

judice roused against it by the attitude of men like I!ux1ey, etc.

which on sore points was unfortunate. I think perhaps we have made

more of it than we should. It never claims to say how tho came

into origin. It is acclaimd that it developed from one aspect to

another. The, question stilt remains where did it start?

A Harvard professor spoke in the Acc4emy of Natural Science

and two of Our faculty wer present. He talked on evolution. Ho said.

I don't kno what makes my car go. But ho -,,said, if somebody wants to

say there is a little imp 4nder the hood f the car that makes it go,

I can't prove he is wrong. Iflut he says, I know enoughx alou"t the ex

plosive power of gasoline and about the power of electrioity to make

a spark to understand a little bit about how the "1i05jd of gaso-
heory

line makes the car go, so , don't see any neod for any AUX)f that

says there is a little imp inside the car that makes it go." And

everybody laughed, and he ont on and spo1e about evolution and

they all felt he'd proved evolution. Well he simply provel that we

know something about the farces that make the car go but that did
and that by natural

not prove the car came into existence by 4ccident,/by/putely' human

forces you got an automobile built. fth There were human minds that

planned the details of it and gathered the materials fro many differ-
call




ent places and put it together and formed ,a car. ut people did not

think of that. They all laghed and thought that was wonaerful evidence'

fo evolution. None of us think as deeply as we ought to.
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So it was necessary that God hi bringing out these truths should

speak in a way not to arouse people's animosity. Somjrs 110 gives
head-on
caza attacks in certain situations. but in this particular situation

1e is very tactful in bringing to their attention the vital cause of

the exile and leading thaw to see this is the Important probler, is

not exile, but sin and some answer to this problem is needed.

So he continues here with the great stress on divine power in

vvl3 and 14 he declares he will do Ills pleasure on Babylon. His arm

will be on the Chaldeans. Very definitely the exile rht here.

what does he mean in v. 15? (Student: Power and knowledge).

His power and knowledge enter into it. ut is there anything else,
him him

What does He ** mean,-1 have called them, .1 have brought them.

Did he call Abraham? Where did he bring hi? What does this mean?

(Answer: indistinuishablc) Abraham? Who is the him? Cyrus,

right. Here is Cyrus. W* have had nothing about Crus for many vv.

What right do we have to think Cyrus is mentioned in v. IS? Pow can

you drag Cyrus in here? Yes, V. 14 enters right directly immediately

into the question of exile. God is going to do His pleasure on

Babylon, His are is going to be on the Chaldeans. !!owl He bas brought

Cyrus to conquer abyIoa. You take v. 15 alone, you might ask, Who

is the ha? Who is lie going to ma)e prosper? Suppose it was you. I've

spoken; Ihave called you, I have brought you, I will rake your way

prosperous. That might be God's promise to any one of us, But it's not

the second person, it's the third person. He's talking ahout some

body and we would not know who except wehave the vv. Immediately before

it that show he is talking about the exile. We have many passages

before in which he has said Fe is going to deliver thew from exile

through the hand of Cyrus. So here's this great conqueror who is con

quering all these nations round about an God says, I brought his.

I gave W*eX him the power. 1' going to deliver you by his means.
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He's going to conquer Babylon:. and deliver you.So here He goes right

to the-theme-.0t exile-find-deliverance in v. 15. Then, in v. 16 we

have aiready.looked sty. 16.. Who did we say was speaking in v. 16?

The ord. The. Lord God. has sent me. Why does He say the Lord has sent

Me?? . Why. does the Lordd.say. the Lord has sent Me?

(Answer:This is the way we understand thou in terms of the trinity)

Yes v..16 is just incomprehensible appart U from the fact of the

trinity. Corn, near to.me and hear this. That could he God speaking.

That could be Isaiah speaking. Any messenger could speak that. But I

have not spoken from the beginning, froi the time that was there am

I. That is not Isaiah speakin. That's God speaking. Then he says

the Lord has sent a. How does God say the Lord has sent me? It just

does not make sense, until you understand the truth that is not fully

revealed in the 01 but is suggested in a number of places in the 01

of the Trinity. God has sent GXIX God, the trinuo God has sent the

Secènd Person of the Trinity and has sent ME. e notice the KJV says

the Lord God and His Spirit have sent e, and the Revised Version says

the Lord God has sent e and his spirit. That's the ASV. I don't know

whcthor any of you kayo other. translations before you.- It's always

a value to look at various translations and see what they do.

You have the NASB there.. What does it say? (Answer: No' the

Lord God ias sent e and. iis Spirit.) It puts the "and ts irit"

last. Yoi cannot prove in the :Ieb. whether the L&rd and His Spirit

have sent e, or the Lord has sent me and His Spirit. ThO order in

which it is given puts '.'and is Spirit" last, but lIZ that does not

prove that it isn't another subject. Either anOther subject or another

object. .,'. ., .

(Question: Do youknow. how Jewish people todayhandle this verse?)

No I don't. It would be-veryinteresting. iutthe Talmudof the Middle

Ages has the queerest of interpretations. I was at a class in the University
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of Pennsylvania, and there wag a young fellow, there from one of V'e

Jewish sconls in NT Eident1y rit T1w and he had graduated

fror * JCish college *nd was taking se1nsrywor1 1n aJewish school.

But he took this c6ueti'oi Prof. Moitgome1y in the U. of Pa,, and he

said, You know, I Jbii't thin' you folks are p*yin enóuht attention

to Jw1ih excesis, Jewih fnterretatio Oere's so much o it in

the and rther 1es.' "
rrer very graciously said,

Yes we are greatly irtereqteti ir ettin l4ht fror every source. Well,

this an Now YióreTs a case vhee soya, And it was in the days

of U Fcrotiht*the intnice was).tt OTt, out "and.it wasin

the days of" nnd it vent o. Then he says the Book of nth says, And

it was .i the days of the 5In'. f the judges, end then there is

the farinea o io sys. 'wh't vo" F1r *d jt wesiath. days of'

that rears re is troi'ftr Tre1 ahead4 : .

There's ood r2teria: in of the Jewish int.rpretetiønof

the iid1e \gs, hut It' is ini*ed. in vith jut hesads of iterpre*.

tat noc th 1-. tyre. Y Cs",. fr t ftw or Oree words

and then it is foflowc1 y a certain situet3.n. Then theyd4 e lot

of cowtir I t,rs,T1'ex di t that we *a

grate¬ul for in P the text accuate1y even wh*ve they did not

s d e cl'r tc',t!ey, rved the cred

text and we are oternallygrateful t. the. for tht. ut in their in*

tprtatioi o it,, toy `,rye nr' of th criz,ies.t .tJtins nn ever heard

of. urc' t"ere 4s icr,,i :-c rt1,i 4 I',, Ii some

real insights, but they are in the great minority. I have never seen

what they have done with this particular verse, but iz uosc is that

it would be rather wild. i3ctte there is no way to get a sensible

interpreatian out o this verse, taking it as a unit as it stands,

then to take it as presenting the Trinity .

. ........
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tit Whether it is that the Spirit has sent Christ, or that Christ

has scot the Spirit, the, fact i that both are true. The fact is that

,-.-Christ, In, his earthly ministry, was sent' b)p' Tr:tuue c3* which in-

eludes the Holy Spirit. And the ministry of the Spirit in Chtist's

earthly ministry was a very rest tin. e lived in the Sitt. He

worked in the Spirit. The Holy spirit worked through him. But it also

is true that when Christ went to avn he seat the Holy Spirit to, be

our comforted " So Re was sent by the spirit and He also sent the

Spirit.- -So 'both are true in this ease.

Here we have the rebuke again. Thus saith the Lord thy 1eeer,

th Ifly One of Israel who teaches you to profit. 0 that you m* had

hearkened to my eornrnatd; than ad thy peace been like the river and

thy righteousness like the waves vi' thh sea. e says, If only you had

listened to my commandments. The very tactful U rebuke of,sin, in
turiin

showing that the evil that had cone is th ruat of MIX)( away from

God's ord. Yes?

(Question: How do Jehovah's itneses handle v ic?) I don't

know that either. z4r. Harding 4t know, hut I don't. I'm no

expert on SW's. I certain y admire their seal though; the way they

go here and ther, to speed their doctrines puts'the average CIristisn

to shame. ut they have some very wierd ideas. What they do with. this

I don't now..

What do you think about v. 20? Whit is it dealii with? t;r.

Corcoran? Ccorcoran: In what respect?) it's the the-we in v. 20.0

Answer: Deliverance) Very dcfirdtelyt We still have thc exile here,

as avery promi.ent idea -Go forth from Babylon; flee from vie

Chaldeans. Declare this fr the end of the earth, The Lord has

redeemed His servant Jacob. Now in ch. 42 we beard.*X about the

great work the Servant must do in 1ringing the light to the netions.
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But here we have the servant boin2 redeemedi So Israel which is the

servant has to be redeemed. Bit the wotk of the servant &s to bring

light-to the Centi1is. How can Israel do this work when Israel itself

deeis redption? r. Von'o1rrer,?
weird

(tortrrhrn; Tis ri;ht 'sound but Cyrus Could

t'ere be aiy 'rc]ationsLi Letvcen Cyrus and Moses ? Fach

person .s k1c of the chief person in deliverance) o I on 1 t

think them is any connection. it is an interesting coxrarrison, but

,,loses +?e led te people and brourt them Cod's ord, while Cyrus

was a heathen conqueror who delivered them. (Could thtre be an relation-

ship in the fact that they are orpositos?) They are opposite n some

ways, they are sirilar in hcin thc !nean Cod used in brining deliverance.

Put they are opposites in tbnt Cyrus was th one who coxquercd 1abylon

and thereby --released Tsracl.

(Student indistinct ) C;rus wa bc'athcn that freed them

from Babylonian Fcndage, yes. Tere Js a and Cod uses many

different types of XXVX chnractors to accomplish "Us purpose. And I

think that's another thin- tat is iportant for us in Christian

work. !e someone else that we don't like greatly used of Cod, be

cause God tsos' them to do thiiis we could not do. fie may use us to do

things they could not do. God Ii uses iany types of people, but 10

uses primarily those who believe in Chsist and follow Ui. T4r. ?ard?

(ward: go forth from aby1on why does it say flee

because they are released froi captivity? It involved a hurry up life

but a rather purposeful ) It was there was no rushing.

It was an escape. isewhere it says you shall not go with flight;

rushing. It's escape really. Another instance of how our words have

a very hvoad varIationTf you just take things verbally you can find

- - somebody says, there is no contradiction in the Rible. Y( can
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find many if you take things just verbally. But if you read the word

in the light of context, a word has quite an area often of meaning.

You have to decide which part of the area from the context. In this

case, it is quite evident from the context that flee here must mean

escape, rather than run for fear they will catch you. They fled out

of Egypt and Pharaoh pursued after them, but in this case they had

the king's permission to come, they had his help.

So the word flee is used in a some what unusual sense hero.

(Question: This is all a little bit back in dealing with Moses

and Cyrus but 11K when you like Hitler you certainly would

he difficult to say that God used him, rather that God allowed him

to do what he did to people because if He had not wanted to allow

he certainly could have removed him.) If you were in the position

of the average German today you would say, Wasn't that fellow Hitler

a wicked follow that killed thousands of people and brought tremendous

hardship and all of these armies lest in war and all that. You would

say, Wasn't he a wicked porsoni Yet if you were a German today and

you looked back at German history and you looked at Germany in the

years after the Kaiser was driven out of Germany, the Allies just

treated the German people as if they were dirt, and shut them in

a little area and they had no resourses. I was there and studied

at that time. And a tenth of the people had practically nothing to

live on. UIXUK People were just wanderinr from place to place

and the republican government pled with the allies to Instead
Kaiser

of that they demanded tramendous reparations for what the X&1ˆØt had
f

done. The Kaiser was living oppulence it exile, but for what he had

the allies demanded these a tremendous reparations that Germany could

notpossibly pay and there was no future for anybody in Germany except
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semi-starvation. Intheyears from 1918 to 1932 and then this crazy

upstart who had a tramendous mind and was a wonderful organizer

came up and said to the people, You've appealed to all these people

for help and they won't give you any help; you've got to just step

out and take things for yourself. The people rose up and grabbed the

Rhine land the Allies had taken from them and the nations that had

sworn to protect the Rhineland did nothing about it. They grabbed

other things, and they did nothing about it. And the people said,

the only way we can succeed is by grabbing land. Because when they

asked the allies said No, but when they grabbed the Allies did nothing.

And Hitler h3d everybody in Germany employed; he raised the standards

--- of course he was doing it all in preparation for war, but they did

not know it. Then he brought on this war and then he got into this

terrible wickedness and they -- the allied forces went through and

there was starvation and misery for two or three years, but after that

the people got to work and they worked hard. And today they are on top

of the world. Today, next to the 1J.SA. Germany is "- West Germany. Of

course E. Germany is under Communist's heel. But 2/3 of Germany is

today in better condition than they have ever been. They are tremendously

prosperous. A person could say, If it wan't for Hitler we'd be like

we were back in 1930 starving, with nobody paying any attentions So

that from the viewpoint of some German who wonders, he thinks how

terrible Hitler was and he wishes he'd never been; and yet if he

thinks of where he is today and where he would have been if it was

not for Hitler, he might say, well after all Hitler produced some

mighty good things for us. So that in most things that happen God

b rings good and He brings evil out of it. The British thought they

were doing a wonderful thing in protecting Poland from Hitler so
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they made war against Hitler, and the end of it is then to put Poland

uncr, a worse tyranny than it1cr ever d1 ani Ele hereseif has

lost all her colonies, and she has got a country that s built up

its population trenteii!o.usly tcav.e it was dependant on comerc

1KXKk with her colonies anc they have lost s11.t1elr coloIcs.

o humanly speaking there is nothing Lut Lstry ahead for En&lao&

You just can't understand these thhs ut you 1nw that Co is

contro11ia thei and is going to work out IUs will throu it all.

le have cniyune inutes left, and l Was liOifl to get into ch.

ZaU 53 today. iut it does not look as if, we will. We havc

already looked at the teinning of ci.. 49 and we've seen Low t1c

servant o th Lord is here shown and ho lie - - - ko the ervar4t

of the ord thu is to boring light t the Gentlics, also is to

raise up the tribes o Jacoi. ihorefore while the servant is Israel

the servant i3 distinguished fron Israel. I call this section the

individualization of the Servant. (Quastion: What is th picture

depicted by the polished shaft hidden in the quiver?) The polished

shaft hidden in the quiver is that which the nan has prepared in

order to accomplish a reat prose which is aiweady for hi to

shoot out and accomplish that purpose. Very good questioa. 'Hiss

JOhnston? (Question; sectioa you called the individualization

of the servant?) Just the &eginning, the first half of Cl4 4. In

fact tne whole of ch. 4. It tells how his word is going to go

out to all the nations and you get to v. 12; iehold these shall

come from far, these from the north, these iro the west, and these

from the land of Chinni. Today the Miodornist writers say that

mast be sore little town in :gypt. You've got the* notth, the west,

so this must be south. ut I attended a seminar in oriental lauguags

at the U. oiR The people in it were not particularly Christian
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it t1*4V ttit4es hut'th*irâf. o Chi,s. tif t1re X"A he said*atd

there wa a iCto in-iat ive-teri cItle't ThtTt. 1'!t

section, h *td, was the ticr hic' ?ion ttet

came t ftrs+. o t1 tl Co? attVEy pfl ectin' 0

People &i tho tie o tsa5.ah -- he tefrr"c1 to tt psag - - refereed

to China a this wh&c was the lit tig tb(y ctoveret w'11 they'

went to Chin*' kid be uW-after this te this i{tti seetft t

$ greateonquC?Or mqureEiii of Thtn sta1ihet

tIi first zest i;indart'a11 Cisa oily 4fl r10




v.

But his came tc iethe 1,esteri name or 1t1i) nk today the

westerxeri"cail Ctiua 'b-in3q"e don't., nut e na

before this oDquror uup n t! boat e'Ydh1, Mnt, ft

the anyerr t Cbt s only t'*rird of

this rathoheuthv rufes w? is a ci ,r It' Cee stvtie

and o at'd the stteeut'uc riab. ut t t't

he slays tbcsc will coie"froir far' tbee 'wt1 oe 1'rn tht

thtcfror the cest--nd"thtic frot the'Aa'yl~el Of 4041.4

people are *ng o t vtFreri through or flfl over the

World fro'overy sctu. 'ttThina is tier oiunftf tyinny tay

but GQ hhs own ' anti 1t i óIn to pied T1 word

there yet though we camut ee at ?rent bo

next ti.e look--at- -start at 2*

at those vv. a study the contt ud iuaui of t?tse vv. P1oit 1!

TV. and particularly look at the pronau;1 and a'e a list f t

pronouIAS and t11 re wi th TOQU1 Xi zer3 to. C$ it ay we!
Ca"

be? I? hp 40-as it an in each cUX. røn SZ:1 to S3:7 say. ;!a e

in a list of all the prQnou4s aa i12o is the ranou.ii re tc?
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'We've been going * little 'noro slowly than I thoilgInt w*,,] go

through this .*aturial and I' a)X1o'; to iive a)w1di1t ti-11 fr

I3aiah 53. A coil of year; ;,o I to a se'r3t3r 01 Isa. Si

We were 3tudyi.ag it closely in the then ut we don't havi

a seester this year on that. ' ar :overt a larger area.

e don't want to iave to rush through that ch. too

At the end of the last hour we were lookip at eb. 47 end

48. Ch. 47 Is all about sod's rebuke upon 2a'iylon. I' call your

attention to v. 13. 'rho art weary of the multitude of thy coun

sellors. Let no the star gazers, the vnt]y prognosticators stani

Up and save you froi these things that cofle upon thee.' 'e w1,ht

developments in our own country in recezt yzrs. The

ch. is devoted to tgat. Then cli. 4, I elIevc 14,* looVed at the

first part where he tells how ho tcl the t1-ins in advance so

they will not ettrtt..te tbe to their idols. Then o--t1 gc I

know we looked at ch. 4 and saw in it 1o the servant is izviu1izod.

e noticed in 48:J. there is ciouttltss a LtrLtion of tt;e rfnIty.

It 49:8 on he toils oi his blessings to Israel. te noticed v.i2

he speaks of believers coming froi the land of CIinn. The h1esins

on Israel and on the followers of the servant o t Lord continued

through ch.49. Ch. 50 starts in with: '1ero is the bill of your

mother's dfvorceient . . . .' ha.t does that v. uieaii, r. rilson?

i1son: The Lord is raking reference to -tae fact thut wherc

they ifttht say Cod has forsaken t;e, in reality e tax uot forsa:cn

thee at all. They have forsaken him .ecauscottheii sins.) Yes, t

is rhetorical question as :r. Wilson points cut. Cne has to realize

in reading Scripture, while the iulk of it is straight, continuous

1sIgDaQe, and while t bulk c it is in literal -language,,- there are

figures of speech ttat have to Le interpreted, and ttre are rhetorical
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questions and there are statements in which you have to assume a certain

tone of voice. Here e is not asked, Where s the bill? Show it to me?

No. He is spying, You have a foolish idea that I ye rejected Israel.

To which of y creditors have I sold yu?"Yt's a rhetoricel

question. I have not rejected. Israel. For your iniquities you have

sold yourselves. For. your tra vssions is your uother put away. It

is agaii layin stress on that fact tb t exile has not come because

God could not protect 'ia people; it has not come because God abitr-

arily chose not to; it has not co'e because 45 got sc benefit to

him*elf by letting then go in "xiis. Tt hs coxw because of thiir

sin. "Behold for your 1niquities'øvc yor' sold yourselves." This is

theme that i gradually deveIo? throvgh all these chapters. flere

we find it cisarly expressed.,

(VonThren: the terra rnother r resot Israei') .s, it re

presents IsraI a nation who is tou!. of a God iias taken her

into a nuptial rlntI s ise iCT 'i wtfc a figure of speech

He Says I have net cast her O! acCoukt of your sins. It's

not my arbitrary.. action. It is your sins that h produced your

situation, ut 1 still hve not divorced Israel. Israel is still y

servant and nist accomplish y purposes. Not ti-at everyone in Israel

has a sharein accomplishing His purpose, but th.t Israel is responsible

for the accomy4isbtn of Ris purpose and Clod is going to insure that

the purpose be accomplished, $0. he continues, hand if we bad an hour

or two more thafl we have this sernester, I think we could have an in

teresting time looking at ch. $O end seeing whether we would be justi

fied in saying that partof it i the servant speaking. I believe we

would be in view of later deve1opmeits if we just had it by itself you

would find it difficult to know exactly what it means? But in view of

fater developments I think we could easily prove that to be the case.



,
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utyou.getto.v.. 10: is. heaog you, t.et feerth the Lord, tFat

obeys the Voice, of Ui servant, that a1ks hi 'arnest na s n 1itt,

let him tr'aat. in the A!=* of the Lord said stay upon. is Gc.' If )U

truly are obeying the Lord anti. o1éyinj t voice of 1714, servaht, you

don't need to think yoLt are walking lu arhress and hvo no 1!"t.

Again a rhetorical questin. if..ypu are truly folbowhig the Lord, trust

ii: the arne, of the Lord:and even thoui you are in dark turLnel, even

thougi: everything eei ;loomy aroun! you, even though you see no hope

of the" fLiture, trust in the Name of the Lord and Uo i11 tate you th''ough.

ilewants all As people to learn thkt11czsen.

Then he reverts 'to -the hy'ocrit. ?hold 'all yo that khidle a fire,

that compass yorsoives with sparks you that ar b11ding your own

aeth'ods to getting light, that have you on ideas sstohow"w" y1oV are to

succeed,' be says, as1k in the light or your fire, and the sparks you

have kindled. This' you will have of my hsn1s. You will lit d6wn: in'

sorrows You are working out your very clever hencs. oae poor-people

desiring to fo11e.'the Lord care across the ocean, long tfficult trip

over to this country in order that they might, find a lace'wher'thoy

might, worship God as they understood the Cod has blessed and'

prospered them through the years. TLouh it o(ter looked da?l an4 gloomy

and almost impossible God has given them grat success." N%en they

are affluent -" talk about UK troubles in thi3 country,' the trothles

anywhere else in VIM ot1d are about 2 or 3 iirnca as bad. re wat it

I was reading - this country in Africa there'thy 1-ad-us , bt Light

a couple o weeks aó aini the country spent $12 ZZ1$,sii1lon fcr it

and realized 7 million 1ack, but they got a ze'ptitation, why they say

the average income' e the people there i OO.a yàar. Inflation is-bad

here, 10 or 12 % but in most countries of Iiutou it gdes to 25.a yr.

We are far better of than any other county but we are building our
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fire. e 1fn in, the of our fir, the spar1 we have kindled.

e are p1ntn how we going to irove everything. od said, This

shall ye iro of my brnds y shsll, lie dovni sorrows Aio this is

applicable to the hyrperites in Israel but it's equally applicable to

people in our day. Ther, in eb. Sl,hecentinus with his rebuke upon sin.

Ns proiso of deliverance. ..

l:l4, 'The captive exile hastens that he *y be 1oosei. V. 13,

the stress sin on oc' trenus rower at we have had or in

this section nrzhere else in Scriptur,. Tht promise,

v.22, Thu says the Lord, *Behold I ve taken., th cup out of thy.

hai, the cup 0'! tren!1tng, even the dre's of the cup of iy fury.

Thou hlt no 'ore dr&nc it sin, v isall ut it in the hand

of t!Y tt afflict thO.

Ch. 2 I tint to start loo'In t a it rore in,dtaU today.

'Awaze, awake., put on thy str!th,M. Zion. I asked you to look at

all the pronouns rov 52l2 on, but 'e 'iillta, a rupning start in

ttirg to them. o v, 1, what is th ftrtpronotin iv. I, Ward?

(Trd: Indistinct )You bsv your LW has thy which

is good.. The .YV Tins the gr advint e,!hre the Mob, Inns four

for.s the \3V h two - thou for irulir, you for plural. In En?lish

we hve one for all four ide in 1brew. !f, we could translate in such.

a way that our tr s1tio wouli show which of the four is 1', the -let

our translation ioilc1 h ruch or ccurat. ut t'ire is shsolutely

no w can tran5lte, o we show th four. Th 3V lilts the advantage

in that it showsvr the two to reonle l, 3fl yr. Arm. ut to rnple

who live today thcy vt tio foolish notion that thy ireans 'd, when

thy sinply ne singular. oie poopo thin it is nre reverent to

use the tore thou or thy when they to roc. I w thatts

the other day ani said to the little baby, 11 tnptse thee, and ! wndered
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whether I was showing reverence to the babyl Then I turned to Mat. 16

and I yea where the Lord. sii:t( Peter, Get thee behind me Satan. I

wondered'whether the Lord was showing reverence to Satan or reverence

to Peter. The fact is the't isa very foolish Present Idea, tk~aL

tbo or thee shows reVeTenCe. Thou or thee is singular. In German

they/ have done a foolish,thin. The you for plural, in order to get

n0-/ -to V hes theyl Thor poll hey call tA eyZAN use the word they if they want

" the/plural, though tbaUne German word means they or you.

/ ?4ysecohd day in Berlin X a follow, was guiding me wh3re I inted

to go and as we come to a corner where there was yore traffic than

usua' I said, Oh they are going fast. ho i.niediately sloed right down.

Because he thoughtX meant you are goIng fast! The GOT;!,.,-ins are worse

off t?an we are. But in German they tll have the singular Out they

have restricted the siiigülr to iembersof th family, little children,

aniial and dogs. T&thew they restrict the .singular. To anyone that

is not a close friónd they say, they. ut in Vulish the Z thor or

thee hs dropped oütcorplotely, except in prayers end I rarely hear

anybody wake a''Prayer in which be does not et you d tiou all ixed

up. Fho uses the* both, and I wish he'd stick to one or the other.

I used tóthink whIriIbigan teaching Hebrew that where he had to trans

late woids and I'dgvitbea English into hcbre, that if I'd read

thou or the., thC would know it is one of tbUIU singular forms.

I'd have two foras to us. as against the Hebrew four, instead of only

one the way we have it. But I soon found the students were translating

thou or thee as plural because people today. have. no idea what thou

or thee means. I have not struck one person. in 500. that knows the

difference between thou and the*, or between you anti yo which is kept

absolutely perfectly regularly throughout the Scripture - - if you use

you or ye there is a difference in meaning. But there is not one reader

in 1000 who knows what the difference is!
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I think that for people to understand today we hve to use our

own present language. When Mr. ward says your, he is quoting what is

probably the best translation for today even though it still leaves you

not knowing which of the four Hebrew forms it is, instead of not know

ing whici of two it is like the JV. In the tranl*tâon, the you or

thy, who does it refer to?It refers to Israel. Israel is refered to

by the 2nd sing. pronoun.

Whbt's the next pronoun, M. Corcoran? (Answer: indistinct) Yes,

Israel again is referred to. Thought of by their principle city

Jerusaler.!. Who is the next pronoun, !iss Johnston? Yes, you again.

Yho does tlia,t refer to? (Jerusalem) Yes, and here the verse is de

clarin God's deliverance to Israel. And v. 2 we have a further con

tinuation of God's deliverance to Israel thought of as its principal

city, Jerusalem. that is the first pronoun there. Mr. i1son?

Who does that refer to? Yes', Jerusalem. Whit's the next pronoun, :ir.

Rohrer? (Thyself again, and', refers to Israel) Yes, refers to Israel

again. Then we go to v. 3,aid 'r. Von BhreI, what is the first pronoun

there? (You). Yes, and that refers to who?. To Israel, yes. what is the

next one in v. 3, Dr. Christ? (Ye again) Israel yes. And.v. 4 r.

Phillips? (My and refers to Cod) Yes. The next, r T. (I have been

and the ssyrian opprssed them. Them is Israel). And V. 5,

Mr. :night? (First pro. is I, and refers to Lord.) Next, Mr. Kanish?

(My refers to God.) Next? (They refers to the oppressors, the !ahylonians)

Yes, because they make them' howl. That's old English. 'e think of

aniivals howling now. Make then yell, cry out in fear. (Question: that

does v. 4 mean?) V.4 Thus sith the Lord, my people went down voluntarily

r

to T-gypt to sojourn there, hut the Assyrians oppresssed then. The Assyrians

came in by force and took them away. 'lot a cause of their decision to

go to Assyria but they were, force to go to Assyria. (Question: Go do"n

to Egypt and reside there. Is that before 'oses or ? ) Ye 'ire Moses.
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!!e is referrinc to the two long neriods in which the Israelites hd

1.een away fro the land of Palestine. he says, when they bent to Fgypt

tere they got terribly oppressed, but they ad gone down there volun

tarily. They had put their head in the Iion"s iouth, you might say.

They had gone down there trusting in the promiises of the king, then

then the king died and a ne dyasty cane in they oppressed ther. But

in the case of the Assyrians, they did not go there voluntarily. The

ssyrains came and took then s prisoners. very good question. \nd

v. 5, what is the first pronoun, r. Berrogah? (Answer: 1. . .the

L' rd.) The next pronoun? (Answer: L..and again Jo4.) The next one?

(Answ.r: They) Yes, that's probably the Assyrians. And the next one?

(Answer: Them . .)Yes As you see we have no difficulty with the

pronouns thus.-far in telliim who they are About. So he is sayin,

these people are in bondage,--not that they volunatrily went there.

They were forced to go there. et that rod is çoing to deliver the

We've had the theme of deliverance, and we've had a touch on the

reason why they were there. Verse 6 promises they are going to

recognize Gods power when e is going to deliver then.

Verse 7, the Lord declares the fact they are coing to he delivered.

You can say while the -immediate thought is deliverance from bondage,

he has been stressinr the fact that bondage is the result of sir, and

therefore v7 can show, how beautiful árP the feet of those that hrin

hood tidings of deliverance fror exile, or deliverance from the cnise

of exile -- sin. In both cases they are something grand, those who can

Lring this assurance that God reigns and God can give deliverance both

from the results of sin and fror in itself. V. he calls on ther.

to rejoice because of deliverance. The theme is perhaps more confc'rt

than deliverance here. You notico,ye -aste places of Israel of

Jerusalem implies exiles already there. e believe Isaiah wrote this

100 yrs.XXZNX before the -otthern n'iow went into exile. ;ut abady
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know
they/of the waste in the northern (Kingdom), they know of the -- they

know it is definitely coiing to the south. ;e is comforting the people

of God by telling them how God is going to deliver them. He's looking

forward putting hielf in that reli position of the situation after

they are in exile. 5o he speaks of the waste places of Jerusalem.

Verse 10 again% speaks of God's power and how all the world will

see the salvation of our God. 'IT, Corcoran, what do you think the idea

of v. 11 is? (Corcoran: indistinct) Yes, but it's deliverance from

exile isn't it? Depart ye, depart ye, go out from there. re says

£0 back from the exile, but don't go hack and take all your sin ith

you. Don't go hack in wickedness. Don't go hack simply rejoicing that

God delivers you . Touch no unclean thing. ;e clean, you Bt that

bear the vessels of the Lord. This touches again on the fact that sin

is what broupht you into exile. You got to find some way to H get out

of it, or nice as it is today to be released from exile; it is not

perianent. You're got to have something that pets to the root of the

matter. So v. 12 again he declares that it IN is God who is to be

-" reading the Old English some might say -. your ? rereward,

but of course it would he better for modern English to translate it

as your rear guard. e don't spell rear rere any more, and the word

ward, we talk of putting soreone in ward, t but we don't think

so much of guard as of isolation which is pretty much the idea of

ward today. But of course in Lnglish 300 yrs. ago ward and guard were
V C nlp r

identical, in XIXM. Even today the word warder is used the same as

the word uard is used. It would be much better modern English to say,

YOur read guard. God is before you and behind you. You are surrounded

by the blessings of God. Then v. 13 mates a rather sudden shift, but

then it's not so sudden because he's been speakin about the fact that

Israel is going to he delivered because God' servant must succeed in
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in his work. 'Te know that it can't he all Israel that is going to do this.

cjcked Israel cannot he part of 'is cervvt. e know that Israel has

responsibility. It must be ai Israelite or a group of Israelites. It
SRii

must be scretDe w"o can represent Israel, and yet in ch. 49 weWXit

must be scone who car not only help the rest of the world but

help Isra&l too heca?se Israel needs cleliveraRce from sin even as

the centi1es do. o le is to he a lirht to the Gentiles, ht also to

lift up the tribes of Israel. ere we are to1c you can o forth, you

are going to he delivered froT Bthylon. 'y servant is oin to succeed.

The servant is not gci, to fail. e is not oir to he destryed in

Babylon. e' going to succeed. o have the exhaltation cf the

servant in v. 13. The riarvellous exhaltatlon of the Servant of God. Pe

will succeed, he will acconp1ish tts work, he will he exalted, extoldd

and be very Lih. All three of these are eh. ioris that express being

lifted up. They all three of ther be ficurative, or -e used literally.

Raised up to an eminence physic1ly, or raised up fiurative1y for being

praised. Poised up in people's winds an(' attitudes. re will be exalted.

You can be exalted u to t1e top of a buil'in. You cn be exalted in

your reputation. Fxtoled, we use in iycdern Fngllsh to mean praise, but

in the "eb. it can ,ran either praise or he lifted u physically and

be very high, the result of course of this lifting up. The "ervant is

to be exalted. 'As won., will succeed. I'avirc been told of the exaltation

of the Servant it i strange ininedi.vtely tc learn of Pis humiliation.

e. rev(' of His huiiliation now: P.s nany were astonieci at thee (the old

hr1isli). Astonied. cme have the idea ti-,at astonied in olil rnglish

bleats astonise. It wicht be used for astonished, hut thit is not

properly what astoied means. It rieans astoanded. It means shocked!

It reans filled with Tisnay at seeing a terrible thing. Of course you

can be astonished at a terrible thins, or you can be astonished at a

good thing. Here's the 747 that for four years has flown without a single
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great catastrophe. People began to think it was the accident free

airplale.. Then this morning or last night in UffI Nirobi a plan

landed (crashed) and ouer 100 people killed and another 50 or 60

badly injured because of the bad crash that the 747 had. People who

thought. that the 747 was free from danger were astonished. But I

think astounded is nearer to what they meant. We usually think of

astonished as being astonished at some good thing. We might marvel

at something pleasant rather than at something unpleasant. This

word astonied astounded and that is specifically the Hebrew has the

note of being filled with misery or with the bad impressions rather

than the good ones. They were surprised, they were astonished and

what's the next pronoun, Mr. Vonliehren?

What's the first pronoun in v. 13? C ) The second is thee;

the first is my. As many were astounded at thee. ho is the thee?

The servant? What's the next after that, DT. Ghrist? (!is . . . refers

to the Servant). Why should you call the servant "thee" and "his'?

Does anybody have the RSV? (Student; I would say that is referring

to the servant Israel, and then "his visage refers to the servant,

God's Son.) On what basis? (Student: I think a parallelism is being

drawn.) What How has the 2nd person pronoun been used previously

in this chapter? (Student: ) In this chapter it has bean Jerusalem

or Israel which is the same thing really, in,. practically every ease

the ch. has been adressing Israel. That does not mean He has to con

tinue addressing Israel. He could turn His attention in a different

direction, but it certainly ought to raise a serious probability a

that He still is continuing to address the one He has continued to

all through. Now the RSV and the NEB and I think some others say,
The

"As many were astonished at him." (Student: XU NASB says 'astonished

at you.XX my people.) As you, my people? I don't know where

they get the "my people." Do they have that in italics?(No. ).
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T''. rpri.d f that, "ut T'n pleaad at it. It is not a literal

tn.ctir", t ise littl 1ie a paraphrase. tt it does t!-ale the

T'arinr clear. Mst ron'' vc tht. T3-r' "'V, 1"F., other

translations ha-.re 'as many were astonished at him. . . There is

reai1.y et much rsasn for tie 4ifference between - as you read it in

the KJ? - the his visage was so marred" and I felt when I first dis

cussed ts son years ago i class and reacho the cncl,sion that

th 't1e' war, rael, I f.lt I'd ra1 sonetHng of a step forward in

rcrstrm T' th translat.rs of the hvo also made that

s& stcp, ar' i'ado it clear to the reader y inrtin the words

"my people' though they Pre definitely not in the original, as far as

not in any MS, nor as for as I kne' in 'r er1y tranlati.on. The RSV
L1!n

.-imply says "s 'any Irere astonished at r" and then they have a foot

note "eb. 'you." °f course the eb. I the Pible. If you arc goin, to

translate the i3ible you ought to translate the Hebrew. The Peb. is you.

As many were astonished at you. Tbee is a corparrisn tiro. Just s

many were astonishcc at iron so 13 His visage marred. Actually in the Heb.

the 'tso' occurs before 'his visage.' In the KJV it is i little obscure:

"as many were astonished at thee, his visage was so marred . .' It's

a little difficult to UM get the exact idea, but the Hebrew "as riany
or so

were astounded at you, so was His visage marred . . .' 4t ii.rred

was his visjage. There is a definite comparrison there. So is is

visage marred, adxisxfexmx ipore than any nan and his form more than

the sons of men. This word "more", does somebody know what the lieb.ls

that is here trans. "more."? It is mm The !teb. preposition Jn.

°rdinri1y w'nt does firt menn, Tir. 'uIlipr? From. Mm which ,,'mans

from is very often used, I would say maybe a fourth of the cases -

of course the word occurs hundreds of times in the Bible - - and the

usual is from. But from has a lot of meanings. Je go from this place to

that. They looked from here to there. It can be the place from which
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you observe something. It can be the place from which you went. It

has quite a variety of meanings, but. in the fob, a very common usage

is for comparrison. I 'ou1d say, not over a third of the cases, perhaps

not over a fourth, but thit is a very sizeable number. This is more

than that. Most translators have thought that more than was the best

way to take the mm there, as it is very often in Scripture. But there

is another possibility, to take it in the AIR more common meaning of

fron. His visage was irarred from the sons of men. His visage was

marred from any many and his form from the sons of men. That is to

say He was more marred, more battered up than somebody that a tank ran

over does not make sense. He was - his appearance was changed more than

any person's ever has been - - there certainly have been people who have

been run over by big thins, or sonebody in war who has had 100 spears

thrown into him fror different angels! -- who was certainly more

marred in appearance thtn (Inst was. But lie was rarred from a man.

In other words, he was so 'marred that he did not even appear to be

human. He went through such terrible suffering, such terribIeagony

such terfible marring of his physical body that lie hardly appeared to

be a human being.

(Student You have visage, and I have another word . . .1 always

thoub visage meant face but it has appearance here. Is that wrong?)
think

I would !!flZthatit is the appearance of the face. Appearance is all

right. He is speaking of the appearance of the whole man. (Student: The

Heb. would not just mean face?) The second word is here translated

appearance form. What's the first there? Yes, it's again

appearance. Appearance would he I more literal. Ills appearance. but

we usually think of a person's appearance, first of their face and

t"+f+x then of their body. Appearance is slighty more literal. I

don't think that Visage is a paraphrase because we usually think of the
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appearance of a person as the first place the face. But perhaps it's

slightly more literal to say appearance. His appearance, and his

form, the way he looked was did not hardly seem to be human. This

is what has happenedto Israel. Israel has gone through terrible suffer

ings. But not more sufferings than other nations. Other nations were

taken off into exile and completely disappeared; never regarined their

national identity. Israel was taken away into exile, mixed up among the

other nations; it hardly seemed to be a nation any more. It was so

marred it hardly seemed to he a nation. It was a part of the Babylonian

areas where they were scattered. So was he marred that he hardly seemed

to he human. In the Tieb. there is this word chen which means so. So

as you were . . . so was his visage.

What word does v. 15 start with, Miss Johnston? (Answer: chea). It

starts with chen again. In the KJV we also have so. We have two sos.

As. . . so was he marred . . . so shall he sprinkle many nations. The

RSV says "so shall he startel many nations;" , and has a footnote:

What do you have in the NASB? lie will sprinkle

many nations. No footnote. Most modern translators make it "so shall

he startle". Because they see no sense to sprinkling nations. TIE What

could that mean? (pr. WIlson:ceren'onial sprinkling). That is exactly

what the Hebrew word is. The lieb. word is a word which is used about 20

times in the OT, and 15 or 16 or them refer to the ceremonial sprink
cleansing

ling of the vessels in the tabernacle as a sign of sanctification and

purification. The other 2 or 3 are like when Jezebel was thrown out

of the window and the wall was sprinkled with her blood. Or where it

says, 1'ho is this that comes his his garments spattered with blood.

Same word. It is used in the literal sense of sprinkling something 2

or 3 times. But in most cases it is used of ceremonial sprinkling of

things in the tabernacle or temple as a sign of ceremonial cleansing.
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'hat the interpreters who insist on startle say is that the word

sprinkle - that you sprinkle water on.something. You sprinkle oil on

something. You don't sprinkle the thing. You sprinkle wateri on the

lawn; you don't sprinkle the lawn. Iow could you take a lawn and

sprinkle it? So they say in all, the 20 locations where it is used

it is "her blood was sprinkled on the wall" or the "wall was sprinkled

with her blood" - -itaiways is used of the thing that is sprinkled, not

the thin upon which is sprinkled, and they say it cannot mean upon

unless you have the word upon here. Of course the illustration I just

gave we shows how in our English we use the word loosely. We sprinkle

the lawn as well as sprinkle stuff (water) on the lawn. We use it in

the two references (uses) i.e. the thing.that is sprinkled, and the

thing on which it is sprinkled. We still use the word. So we have no
thus

proof that it is ! used in Hebrew. 1e have no such proof but when

you have only about 20 cases, that is hardly enough to make a negative

) So one cannot say that it must be used of the thing that

is sprinkled. Onecan't say it must be. But one can say here we make

an assumption that it is possible that it is used in this way.

The NT gives us proof that this assumption is verified. According

to the modernists it makes no sense. !o could you sprinkle nations?

According to them that makes no sense whatever. But according to the
proves

NT it does. Does somebody know of a NT reference that MU1X it?

1 Peter 1 in that reference there can he no doubt Peter was referring

to this very passage. o we have an inspired interpretatinn of the

passage. H esays: Peter an Apostle of Jesus Christ, to the strangers

scattered throughout . . . . .(that's many nations, isn't it?) And to

these many nations he says, You are theXI elect according to the fore

knowledge of God the Father through sanctification of the Spirit unto

obedience and SPRINICING OF THE BLOOD OF JESUS CHRIST. He says, You people
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they rade a translation into "rce, int thu LAX, that is so
t iic ;'tcniL, st:.tal1 iC cau to ..rvQ1 en ntints :.r,

soethirq lile..that. T:ey Just could not see how it could h sensibie

-. c' the -.rynnt ini1iate uld sprinkle nations. they

tho'tht j.uct don't n.ow what it reana and, th.y pave it sort of

'rcral term, of atoni i.nt (or sonethin like that.) which fits lr

ith t!iny. t'f no1errdsts.ll translate lit today - so shall he

startle. efl.. how do they ever get the meaning startle out of this?

T'-oy say t.o..prinkie' ens to cause the wator, or oil, or blood to

jrp. p. thoys;y, he will sprinkle the tAations -Weans he will cause the

,itttlonsto juep. In other..ords he startles th.n. f course ttat fits

th the UP.,! te!r e1r.atcnished rather then astounded. te

cues *X..t"v to juip, ai. they say iu o right on, his will

shut t)cir..aouth at ee how astonished they 11 See how it

fits with the Idea? T&,jfl startle tht,they will. shut their

mouthare itrtlei an astonished youdon't shut your nouth

yn oen your ynuth. It. es iot fit at all. To shtthöir mouths has

entirely, Uffroat v,,' r;in from the result of Ci1t startlc or

rrie1 Ttveans you ;re put in o j Sj.tj:i SJore you iut cat',

fl answer. You st your outh. ll find, it ipol to

inswer tF.is .*'act. trai thin, talkiu, fuout irscl an oppressed

people rtt thi; ion fro; ;r e aL;




ylonIzs, tal1'in: Ahut

on w!-c' i' tc ho hL1It And rojectd of say tt Hngs are

oin to shut..their at. 'i is lveady, 'a "bi, ugestion of the

.r that the news of.. is going t o oat. thrcughoit the world. Not

'rly re ch1n; to poor,, and. bø huale and. t)c' ordiiiry p.opl'e, but

rchijr tho rulcror t: laud. ut meruly retching one king

'ut reaching many kinpa T!'e .!Xfl!I( oae 01 th earth in a 'Uture

iy -. nany o thes are nl-':' tc f'i '.0 w5;et, no ;ty o denyin the

ac tLat is the only way of salvation
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here is the only o salvation through uir in was so busiiliøtøi

in urzr that itt brin ]vation to nil wto nut their trust i-n

i. ki will shut their eoutr t hi for ttint wrieh nod not

uen 1d.o shall they see crd tnst wnich tt'ev had not heard shall

they ccusja.r; ro has believed our reDort end to whom is trio arm of

tze Lord. revealed?

J.te ;s Is trt lost co.ntaries take each chapter as r

unite she the c1. divisions were not even nut in the ihe till tbe

13t; cent.. A.IJ. They are verY convenient for fi4 n1ace. ht't they

are not, i any way inspired anc1 do not necessarily indicate division

point. ..n4 if t.ere is a division noint the v$si.n o$et Ithottle, come

at the oi of v. 12. because while there Is a very clog. relotion e

tween v.. l2an v. 13 et you start the p'iect of v l It runs cleat

to t and 1 the next ch. tnt the arc,hIsnn nat hsv stnmhled at

the point wiira he was rakinp his msr),, In hip Lotin where he

thouc&t. ca.. divisions..would be avie ne a res'1t of that ø

other accident or )erhaos a slip of the in on is part he made the

new ch. dlyjsion come at this artirular rcnt.. an the renit i that

Cor'wentaior after commentator hegins dicusIe of Tan. S the

discuss-ion o± ho has boiievo onr reørt' .PPc,s tl na? Well thiY1

is te.'r.at vlcn of the prnh't. 1' c,r-nit, stiy (9) of tf~p prophets

are aski,n 4ho has 'eli.vød our rennit? c'n th.v

but if. von read it in cont.t, it l erfert1v ?hA fa tmjfla.

Vho is. taltnq. "'r. nJcht?(l 'efleve .t ia the servant . Trilh

i.s w.ritJnc.,. ,jut I e3jev it j 1r'i e'kinft. qvsM.

I had neIrr heard tht n cier 'e'n. (tn1ent tnd

as r.veal4 it hasn't be?) (o t ). N1 that

-- 1 never heard it. but i' i rot en I'osit1e sustlen. I don't

mean to eet it. iie; it's not Sr csThle 'ctitn, It is an
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entirely new one! to we. Put is worthy of consideration. I think there

is a more obvious suggestion, Mr. ilson. (Indistinct) Who is talking,

who is the our? ho says "who'? The sentence is rhetorical, a very

good point. A rohetorical questicn, but who is the our"? :r. kanish?

(Stunt: The prophets in eneral) That's what irost tic commen

tators say, but I'n' very skeptical or it. iss Johnston? (uswer: Is

it the people who seeint Christ's huriiliation they are telling

the kinos in the previous verse.) hell, you haven't looked at the Heb.

when you say that. That's a pood sugcestion from the viewpoint of the

flniish, but not of the Hebrew. eadi nt It in context, the kings are

going to shut their mouths, they have heard something they have never

t;iOUQht of before. It see-.-, to v:c Chat in the context that 0-te most

obvious suggestions is thit it is the 1.ins who are talking. That this

is the people who are filled with surprise at this great fact that is

brought to them. that there is salvation possible through !!iin, through

one who ws huvtiliated like this, istreated li1e this and a1l well

Who would have believed such a thing? I don't think it is saying that

people a't going to believe it, e rhetorical question, Who has

believed our report, it r'iht !'e noho3y is listening to I don't

think that is whit it 'eans at all. I think it is, 'Who would have believe

such a thin? Who would thin1 ti at silvation would come in such a way as

t'is? f course the one '"Inor point is that the word report in modern

Lnglish is not a good rendering. It might hnve been a good rendering

300 yrs. ago, I don't know. Mr. :horers? (Question: tiho does the out

refer to') The our is whoever is talking. (Question: Who is that?)

That's the question I've been asking. My suggestion is it is the

king. It is the people immediately before this who shut their mouths

and say this is something we have never seen nor heard before.(Question:

Are you referring to the "who' or to the "our"?) To the 'our".
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(Question: Could you apply that same thing to ? ? ? )

It uses its Well now, we want to look exactly at the context there,

if we have, time. In fact we only have a minute or two, let's bring that

up next time. Will you please at the beginning of the next hour? We'll

look at that next time, but the time is a little bit short so that

might take more time than we have left. Put I want to note this that

the term "our report" is a very loose rendering. It may have been

perfectly airight 300 yrs. ago, but it is not the way most people use

the word report today. It is y impression the ASV of 1.901, if I recall

correctly, made a more literal translation of this.

Miss J.hnston, you have a word from the Feb. there? (Student:The

thing that we have heard.) Yes. The flab. is the past participle of

the word to hear. It means the thing that has been k heard. Who would

have believed the thing that we have heard. Now 'tour report" can he

the report that has come to us. But in present day usage "our report"

is more apt to be the report that we're giving out. Of course that's

why the people who start reading the ch. at a this v. instead of realiz

ing the ch. IUZ beings 3 vv. earlier, say this much be the prophets

who are giving out this story. The strange thin is that even people

who know the Heb. thoroughly make such statements in their commen

taries as if this is the voice of the prophets talklnr, "Tho has be

lieved the report we've given?" But this isn't. This Is, Who have believed'

the thing we've heard, the report we've heard, the message we've rotten.

Who would ever believe that salvation would come this way, not a great

king marching in with a big army and saying to all the wicked, You quit

your wicked practices, we're going to force you to change. But a poor

peasant dying son a cross, suffering for the sin of all who would believe

on His Name. Who ever would have believed this would he whet would

happenfl if Gdd had not revealed it? So it is not only the kings, but
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I would say it is the people to whom the message COYeS who have been

referred to a just above with emphasis on the fact that not only the

poor of the world,e are going to receive it, but even some of the

out!tnrdirig of th wise, of the rich, of tc rulers are going to believe.

Kings ar' gning to be included among those who are going to believe on

on His Name, and who will say 'e3l this is a wonderful thing, wio

ever wotil have believed Cod ould have done it this way.

- will have to continue with It there next week.

AFTER CLASS

Who would have believed. (flow does that go with the next state-

ment?) Who would have believed what we've heard? This did not come

from one of the great wealthy people of the world. It did not come

from Rome or Athens, it came from an obscure place, a root out of dry

ground. (What about "to whom has the arm of the Lord been revealed'.

Would the kings say this?) Yes, they would say of the people who come

and bring them the message. Mho would think God would reveal himself

to this poor man Paul and these others who would bring us this

message? Who would think we'd hear it this way? Wouldn't it have

been one of our great philosophers. (Do the kings go on speaking in

v. 2...is this the king's impression.) It could be. It's the impression

of all who received the story who find it is not through a great wise

ruler or philosopher, but it's thro a poor man.
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/ 1

Now we have been looking at Isa. 53, or Isa. 40-55 and noticing the

development of thought in the passage and seeing how the thought of

comfort and deliverance is present throughout and how gradually it

has been brought into clear realization that only, that exile is merely

a symptom, that all the physical ills of the world are symptoms, that

sin is the real cause. That God is going to deal with the symptoms,

He is going to deliver them from exile but the cause has to be dealt

with. Along with that we had the development of the idea of the Servant

of the Lord. That Israel is the Servant of the Lord. God has called

separated, saved Israel, taken care of Israel, protected them in order

that this problem of sin may be dealt with and bring light to the

nations, but Israel also needs help. So the Servant must be from Israel,

he must be a part of Israel, he must represent Israel and yet He can

be distinguished from Israel. So we have Israel's responsibility fuip

filled, not by 9/10th of the nation, not by 1/4th of the nation,nct

by 1/10th of the nation, but by one individual out of the nation repre

senting the nation.

Now we reach the climax of this, the discription of how the Servant

is going to deal with this problem of sin. We noticed the passage really

should start with 52:13. It was a very foolish thing on the part of

the archbishop to start the ch. with 53:1, and hundreds of people have

memorized Isa. 53 and started with 53:1, and it's just unfortunate

that while the ch. divisions are wonderful for finding places, it is

unfortunate they should leave out those first three verses which

summarize the teaching of the whole, and introduce it, and without which

the ch. is not nearly so easy to understand. Here is one case where

the unfortunate ch. division had I think very unfortunate results.

So we noted the passage starts with the statement the Servant will

be successful. Then we have His exaltation. I used to some u years ago
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I uaed to be very disgusted with my idea of infralapsarianism as com

pared with supralapsarianism. Many people seem to think you are not

kindly if you don't believe in infralapsarianism, if you believe that

the logical order is that God originally planned that He was going to

have saved people. That that was His purpose in creation, is the pro

duction of saved people, rather than that man fell and then God had

to run to the rescue in some way and produce a plan of salvation. That

He planned the whole thing logically from the beginning and His purpose

is as Eph. says the treasure He has in those who are saved through

Christ. That it is not His will that any should perish, but that all

should come to the knowledge of salvation, and we are His instruments

to reach as many as possible for that purpose. But that God has His

ultimate purpose. That His presentation is not apt necessarily to be

chronological. It may be logical. It is much wiser to look to the

ultimate purpose and then find means of reaching it rather than merely

to think of the immediate. Of course some people look at the stars ti

so hard they don't see the pitfalls in the way and fall into the ditch.

That is a very foolish mistake, but an even worse mistake is to merely

look at what's next and thus MX go in circles.

So here we start with the ultimate; we start with the exaltation

of the Servant, His great exaltation. And the very start of it is the

z the KJV is not very good - "my servant shall deal prudently."

When I say it's not very good I'm not critisizing it because I don't

know any way to do it as well. This Heb. word has an a idea I don't

know how you can express in English unless you use a paraphrase. The

translation has to try to have approximately the same number of words

as the original, and follow more or less the same order of expression.

A translation that is simply word for word is apt to be misleading.

It has to try to get the ideas across but to stick as far as it can
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toward a rather near translationof the precise words. Now the KJV in

some cases is definitely a paraphrase like where it says that Abraham

was going on in days, it translates it he was well striken in years.

Perhaps in the English of 300 years ago well stricken in years gave

a much better idea of a man becoming an old man than to say he was

going on in days. I don't know. But it's not very literal. There are

not many cases though. The KJV is an excellent translation on the whole.

But here is acase where I don't know just how to translate it because

this verb has two ideas contained in one word as many words do in any

language. There are two ideas fit together. There is the idea --- in

English we almost translate one or the other. This says, Behold my

Servant shall deal prudently. I don't think in today's English prudent

gives the idea at all. But to deal wisely would cover one side of the

idea. The verb is an active one. It shows a man acting in a wise way.

But it is more than that. It is successful. So some translations say,

Behold my servant will prosper. The servant will be successful, but

he will be successful not because of luck or blind chance v or what

other people do but because he does what is wise. That is the idea of

this Heb. word (yaschil). That is the idea but I don't know any English

word that exactly gives that. I don't know of any word that is nearer

to it than "shall prosper," or "shall deal wisely." But each of them

only gives half the idea. Neither of them covers the full idea. But

this is the statement of the success of the servant's work. It is a

success that is not simply handed to him, but which he accomplishes.

It summarizes Christ's death on the cross. He did not ie the death of

a martry. He did not die the death of a poor man who could not help

himself and got into a bad situation. He gave His life for our sins. It

is His effective accomplishment of the great purpose for which the

Father sent him into the world.
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Then we have these three general terms of His exaltation in that

verse. Then we immediately jump to His humiliation. The way by which

He accomplished His exaltation, the way by which He saved us is through

His humiliation. There it is a little unfortunate that the KJV has the

"so't put in the middle of the phrase instead of at the beginning as

the Hebrew does, because the Hebrew starts "as" and then "so" and then

"so." Three consecutive statements. Just as something .... so something

so something. Each starts with the conjunction. Just as many have

been astounded or shocked at what happened to you, so marred will be

His visage away from that of a man, and his form so that it hardly

seems human, and so again (but this time meaning who this means) as

a result of this He will sprinkle many nations. That should be the

end of a verse. Those three phrases go together and present the summary

of the thought. Through His humiliation He will accomplish His work of

cleansing from sin, not merely Israelities - -cleansing from sin people

from many nations i winning salvation for them through the work He

accomplished on the cross which is here symbolized by sprinkling them

with His blood and Peter takes up the term in the NT and calls believers

in Christ those who are sprinkled with the blood of Jesus Christ.

So we have the summary of th. whole passages in the two and a

half verses. Then we whould start a new verse -- "kings shall shut

their mouths at him" not kings will be astonished. They certainly

would not shut their mouths if they were astonished. But kings will

be unable to answer. They could not understand it. They would not have

expected it. It is something contrary to human wisdom. But the wisdom

of God has made foolish the wisdom of man! So the kings, the great

thinkers, the great wise men, the great powerful people are unable to

give an answer to what He has done. They must either reject it in

wickedness or they must accept it as little children and be saved
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through Him. Kings shall..shut their mouths at him because what had

not beentold them they shall see, and what they had not heard they

consider. The translators of the LXX at c. 200 B.C. did, not study the

book of Isa. carefully enough to understand its teaching about the

atonement. Consequently they could not make any sense out of His

sprinkling many nations. So they said something like "so shall many

nations be astonished" or some such term which does not correspond

with the original. The modernists of our day cannot understand it and

so they say "so shall He startle" as I mentioned to you last time, a

meaning for which there is absolutely no warrant. The word is never

used in the sense of startle anywhere. Of course if you can say that

sprinkle means "to cause to jump" you can cause people to jump and so

they startle. So we really start a new paragraph with the statement

"kings shall shut their mouths at him" for that which they had not

been told they see, th.$ they had not heard they consider, and they say

Who would believe what we've heard.

Commentary after commentary discusses Isa. 53 and does not bother

to look at Isa. 52. "Who has believed our report" and they say "well

who's talking? It must be the prophet. The we must be all the prophets

who say who has believed the message we are giving. That is a true

thought but it is not the thought of the passage. This is speaking

about these who are unable to answer the work of the Servant of the

Lord. And they say who would ever have thought it would happen in this

way? "To whom is the arm of the Lord made bare? (revealed, disclosed)

Who would have thought that God instead of.. striking with His mighty

power with a thunder stroke, with some tremendous blast of some irresis

table force, instead of that He would meet this problem by humiliation

and death of His wwn Son. Not by some great king, some mighty nation,

or some great ruler or Rome, or some great thinker from Athens but
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a man from an obscuie section of the world a way over there in Palestine

from the despised Jews, a man who was not even one of their leaders at

'east as far as anybody knew. But a man who came from a little village

in Northern Palestinç, who would have believed that this is where

salvation would come from? For he will grow up before Him as a tender

plant and as a root out of a dry ground." To these great thinkers,

to these great powerful people, Palestine is a dry ground. Can any

good thing cone out of Nazareth said one of the disciples. Who would

ever expect anything important there. We find a root out of a dry

ground. We find a little plant growing up where you would not expect

to find it, any plant. We the great kings, the great thinkers we look

and we don't see any great thinker, any great philosopher, any great

man leading an army. There is no form nor comliness. THEe is nothing

that would have attracted us. There is no beauty that we would desire

him. He comes from a background of humiliation that you would not

expect. You would not expect that one who died the death of a felon,

crucified as the worst crimnals were in those days that through Him

would come the answer to our problems.

Some people have interpreted this as meaning Jesus was very un

attractive looking, very unpleasant. Pure immagination! Does not

fit with the gospels at all. No man spoke as He did. People heard

him and were attracted by His personality, were attracted by His

teaching. It was only when they saw they would lose something by

following him that they turned to go away from Him. When they found

they had to give up things, they might turn away, but He was certainly

attractive in His Person, in His being, in His character. One, of the

most attractive persons in all history, but He was out of a dry ground.

He was not what these people, not where the!se people would expect to

find Him, to find salvation, to find the source of the important things
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of life. He is despised and rejected of men. The omans, the Greeks

looked down on anybody from Israel. The Israelite leaders looked

down on this uneducated Galilean peasant. The Son of Man has no place

to lay His head. He is a man of pain and acquainted with sickness.

This word sickness - it translates it grief. Grief is hardly a

good translation for sickness. But sickness is not so satisfactory

either because they did not draw the distinction we do. We think of

sickness as that which comes from germs, or that which comes from
some
deesdefect in our bodies which comes about heriditarly or some

thing like that. But if it comes if something comes from our being

hit over the head we are not so apt to call a sickness. To them

the term sickness would include any bodily trouble or difficulty

produced by other people or produced by germs or produced by heridi

tary defect. So we cannot draw from this He was not healthy. He was

one who knew the misery of life in the world as it is.

(Student: I thought that the sacrificial lamb had to be without

blemish and spot . . . ) Many think that as the lamb was kept for

three days to show it was without blemish that Jesus in His three

years was - demonstrated His perfection of character so that He

could say what no other person has ever been able to say: Which one

of you convicts me of sin? He could say that, You can find no flaw

in my character. No human being could say that because we all are

sinners. We not only make mistakes but wilfull errors, but if He

after three years in the public gaze could cha'lenge people to point

out any moral flaw, He was a man of highest character and certainly

those who got to know were attracted by it. But people with the silly

attitude toward those less fortunate than themselves which have been

common all through the world until our present generation. In our

present generation the tendency is to reverse it.
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The tendency is to reverse it and look down on people who are not from

some underprivileged group. Up till now that has been the tendency

and it's a human tendency. We'll probably find it again.

I remember when I was in England years ago talking with somebody

there I got the impression that there was the King, and nobody could

get anywhere near the king. Then there was the nobility, and they could

look up to the king. Then there was the lesser nobility. Then there was

the people of wealth. Then there were ordinary Englishmen. Then all

other people were below them. Everybody knew his place. They sort of

looked down on Americans and other people.

When I was in Germany as a student in 1926 I êook a walking trip

through Germany and one time walking through the woods I saw a man

walking along who was neatly dressed for walking with a camera in

his hand. I walked along with this youngfellow for a ways and chatted

with him. He asked me where I came from. I to1 him I was from America

but was studying in Berlin, a student from the University. He told h

me he was from Dusseldorf where he worked in the steel mills, and we

walked along together for maybe 20 minutes. Then we came to a place

were he was going that way and I was going this. He turned to me to

say good-bye and tears came into his eyes. He said, I've heard that

about America, but I've never believed it till now." I said, What.

Why, he said, I heard that in America you judged people by IXI1

their character rather than by their position in life. I said,

How would anything we've said show anything about that? He said,

Any German student who heard I worked in a steel mill, he would not

have walked 3 steps with me. He would have looked down on me? I don't

know what the attitude is in Germany now, but that's the way that this

young fellow felt the attitude of the students was there in Germany

that they were in a different category, a different class.
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We've never had that attitude in America in my life time. In

fact in my life time, it has been somewhat the other way. I knew a

fellow some years ago who came from a very wealthy family. His

father was president of a bank, his uncle president of another bank,

a very wealthy fellow family background in Philadelphia. He was

a student at Cornell and he used to go up at night on the coach in

the train. He would nt take a sleeper because he thought the other

students would look down on him if he took a sleeper instead of riding

in a coach the way they did. Which is the reverse attitude which we

have often found in this country.

This, I think, represents the snobbishness that was common through

out the world in that day and has been in most parts of the world at

most times. There may be quite a little of it in this country, but I

personally have never come in contact with it to any great extent

except in a reverse way as I have mentioned.

(Student: What is the at the end of v.2. He does not

have a appearance that we should be attracted to Him.

about his appearance that would not be attractive. But you said

that would not necessarily be the case. That it was the area that he

came from that made Him be despised.) The area and the position in life.

The dress might enter into his being characterized as a Galilean. The

word is simply appearance, that which we see. It is derived from the

root raah, to see. Anything we see. (Student: Would not be his physical

appearance?) No anything visible, anything we see. We can speak of the

appearance of an angel meaning an angel appears. Or we can speak of the

appearance of an angel meaning the way he looks. We can use the word
of people

appearance/referring to their faith or their clothes. It just covers

whatever appeas, whatever you see. We have to interpret what area of

seeing in involved. If we did not have the NT we could make various
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theories. One theory might be He was an ungly fellow with pox marked

face, etc. But that does not fit with what the NT says. While that might

be possible that this could predict something like that, that is not

required. That which we see would not be that which would attract us

to Him until we learned more about Him.

(Student: If this were the kings speaking that wuuld not seem

quite as ) All the more reason that it is not referring

to his faith or clothes but to the situation out of which He comes.

They hear this story of somebody in Palestine going about telling stories
say

and they way, Why bother about this? Then they find that this is God's

truth and God's way of presenting it. It comes not in the way they

would expect it. It comes not through the exaltation but humiliation.

The exaltatUon comes as a result of the humiliation.

(Student: Question about it being quoted in Romans 10). Let's see

it. This ch. (Isa. 53) is quoted a great deal in the NT. In fact

this section in Isa. is quoted far more than alt other section of

Isaiah put together in the NT. Romans 10:16, But they have not all

obeyed the gospel, for Isaiah said, Lord who has believed our report.
who

I would feel that '/would have believed what we have heard is a more

literal rendering of the original. But who would have believed,certainly

there were those wh' would not-. Vh-at Romans. is. pointing out is simply

that not everybody believed it. That all he has drawn from it here.

I think the idea of Romans is included in Isaiah, but I i* don't think

it is the predominant thing in the Isaiah passage. I think the NT often

takes aspects of ateaching.inthe QT.;It does not twist the OT to mean

something it does not mean in context, but they take an aspect of it,

to use for a particular purpose. "They have not all obeyed the Gospel.

Isaiah says, Who has believed what we have heard?" If it was, Who would

have believed this? el1, nobody. .would.have believed it except as the

Holy Spirit gives them belief. Except as the Holy Spirit gives faith.
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He simply is pointing out the fact that not all accepted Him.

(Student: a little different connotation from what Isaiah says?)

No, I'd say he is not taking the primary emphasis of Isaiah but taking

what is also included in it but not its primary emphasis.

There are cases in the NT where it quotes something from the OT

and where the words it quotes don't seem to produce what it says at

all. You find that what the NT says is what the context teaches in the

OT. There are a number of cases like that which the words just don't

by themselves but they call your attention to thecontext. But I don't

think that's the case here. Because the context here does not specifically

speak about not everybody accepting ftUim. It does not say all kings

are going to do this. It does not say everybody is going to do ithis.

But there are going to be individuals who say, Who would ever expect

such a thing as this? Naturally nobody will accept it except the Lord

causes somebody come to them and bring the message 11(1 in a clear

plain way and the Holy Spirit leads them to accept it. So he is taking

an aspect of it.

(Student: I don't have the Greek with me. I just asked somebody

to look it up, but in this v. it says, Lord who has believed our report?

Is the "our" referring back to Lord?) +++ and if it is would not the our

be Isaiah and the Lord. Because Isaiah said, Lord who has believed our

report. Could not the pronoun our in Greek be a pronoun referring

back to the Lord and Isaiah.) No, I would think he is quoting from

the LXX. He's probably quoting from the LXX. (Student: Would not this

be the "our" referring to Isaiah and the Lord rather than to the kings?)

No he means that in the course of what Isa. says, these words are in

cluded. The other could be perhaps the most immediate way to draw it.

But the NT very often quotes from the OT writers without the pronoun

referring to the writer necessarily but being whatever it means in the
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context, in the passage. They don't quote the whole passage. They q)Iote

the phrase or sentence that reminds us of a passage. What he is bringing

out there simply is that it's not the sort of thing that people with

the natural mind would look for,or expect, and many have not believed

it at all!

(Studnal; An example of that might be v. 20 where Isaiah was very

bold and said, I was found by those who sought me not. I was manifest

) Yes, that's right. Isaiah said I was found, but he means Isaiah

represents the Lord as saying I am found. (Student: Then the I does not

refer back to Isaiah?) No, it refers to the Lord. (Student: Is thata

a natural of the Greek, that the I does not refer back?) When you

are quoting from a book; when you are quoting the words he says, and you

have to look at the context to see what the prophets refer to.

He continues then: He was despised and we hid as it were our

faces from Him. He is despised and we esteemed Him not. Then we have

in English: He has borne our griefs and carried our sorrows. We had
just

these two words UKI above: A man of sorrows and acquainted with fxi,

grief. We noticed they are literally a man of pain; he was a man of

pain and acqulinted with sickness. Surely he was a man of sickness and

carried our pains. Yet we did esteem him smitten, stricked of God

and afflicted. Do many of you have a footnote in your bible at this

first half of v. 4 giving references to NT quotations? (Mat. 8:17)

Any other? (John 19:7.). This edition I have says Mat. 8:17 and 1 Pet.

2:24. None of you have 1 Pet. 2:24? I'm glad of that beause 1 Pet

2:24 shuld not be there! (Student: I have that with v. 5) That's

airight. It quotes v. 5, but it does not quote v. 4. 1 Pet. 2:24

says: Who His own self bore our sins in His own body on the tree,

that we being dead to sins should live unto righteousness by whose

stripes ye were heated." "By whose stripes we are heated" is at the

end of v. 5. But "that he bare our sins in His own body on the tree"
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some think is a quotation of "he has borne our griefs and carried our

sorrows." But it is not! The word "borne" is the only think in common.

1 Pet. 2:24 is speaking of the atonement. But speaking of bearing sins.

Somebody might think of griefs and dorrows as figures of sin. It is

a little bit removed. But you can hardly think of pain and sickness as

figures for sin. He has borne our jains and carried our sicknesses.

(Student: In what sense has He borne our sicknesses?) There are

two things to ask. One is: Is this a picture of the atonement? Some

say yes,here is a picture of the atonement; this means Christ took

our sicknesses and pains on the cross and therefore the Christian

should never be sick because Jesus has borne the sickness; he has

taken away the pain. It is lack of faith if you are sick! That is an

incorrect interp. of this phrase. The fact it is incorrect is proved

by the way it is quoted in Mat. The quotation in Mat, tells about

Jesus' healing ministry. It says He did these things that it might

befulfilled; surely he has borne our sicknesses and carried our

pains. This is a prediction of Jesus' healing ministry. Surely he

has borne our pains, he has taken away our sicknesses, yet we esteemed

Him stricked smitten of God and afflicted. It is a prediction of His

healing ministry, and a prediction of the fact that people though

seeing His f healing ministry yet refused to believe. Jesus said,

If you won't believe the words I speak, believe me for the works sake.

He said, I've done wonderful works among you and yet you do not believe.

This pictures the unbeleif hf his contemporaries, seeing His super

natural power to heal disease, seeing the miracles He performed and

yet esteem$ing Him stricken, smitten of God and afflicted. The men on

the road to Emaus iU said, He did wonderful things? We thought

He was the one that would redeem Israel, but they have taken and

crucified him. They thought He just could not help himself. He did these
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great works, and yet he was smitten of God and afflicted! They failed

to draw the conclusion from His supernatural power of His supernatural

person. That is what is pictured in v. 4. V. 5 deals with the atonement.

The true explanation of His sufferin g is that He was wounded for

our transgression; he was bruised fr our iniquity ; the chastisement

that produces our peace was laid on Him, and with His stripes there is

healing to us (lit. Heb.), which is a little clearer perhaps. By means

us His stripes there is healing to us. Here is the atonement stated

very very clearly in v. 5. I think you can say that up to end of v.3

you have the kings, you have the people who hear the message showing

their reaction to it. Who would ever think that from such a back

ground as this our salvation would come? Then your sight moves to

those who were His contemporaries and they say, He has performed all

these miracles and yet we considered Him smitten, stricked of God and

afflicted, but now we see the real meaning of it. The fact is that

He was voluntarily suffering for us, He was wounded for our trans*ressions

He was bruised for our iniquities. With His stripes we are healed.

(Student: So all the words for sickness, griefs, and sorrows of

v. 4 are litterilly that physical griefs, sicknesses, and sorrows?

And in v.5 transgressions and iniquities . . .?) Yes in v. 5 trans

gressions and iniquities are both words referring to moral sins.

Yes, explicitly, and there is none of that in v. 3. It's definitely

dealing with sin in v. 5. "The chastisement of our peace" does not

mean much in today's English, but it is the chastisement that produces

our peace. It is altogetker proper syntactical English to say the

chastisement of our peace meanigg the chastisement that a can bring

rd
us peace, but it's not thenormal way we speak of it. So it does not

immediately convey the idea. It is the chastisement that can produce

our peace, and this word trans. chastisement is a word which has not
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usually
the idea simply of suffering but MXIIXof suffering inflicted for a

purpose, and used often of discipline one inflicts upon himself. I've

often given a talk in chapel on this word MUSAR, a word very common

in Proverbs. A vord in this wr+ verse here and as you look at it

in Proverbs and look at it in this v., you kind of wonder how they

fit together until you study them.

Then v. 6, those who were saved by Him all admit their own guilt.

All we like sheep have gone astray . . . .and the Lord has laid on Him

the iniquity of all of us." There is a very clear statement of the

universality of sin and of the provision of God for it through the

atonement of Christ.

V. 7, He was oppressed and afflicted yet he did not open His mouth.

A picture of Him refusing to answer His accusers, submitting voluntarily

when the men came to see Him and Peter cut off the ear of one, and He

put it back on and told him to - that this was planned of God, that

He was to be taken. He did not resist. Not that you should not resist

evil, but in this case this was something brought on Him intentionally

by Him to produce the atonemnt. As a sheep before her shearers would

be dumb; like a sheep that would be dumb before its shearers so he

does not open his mouth. I have not sheared sheep so I'm not sure

whether this is like a very unusual sheep that is dumb or wherther

most of them are Uumb!

(Student: I've seen sheep sheared, and you just pick them up and

sit them on their rears and they stay put and don't do a thing.

They sure are very much dumb, They will sit there and let the man

shear them and roll them this way and that way and get all the fleece off
1

and no ebjection at all!) Maybe they would if it was a cold day.
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That's very interesting! Certainly it is not typical of sheep in general.

Being sheared you say it is, that's very interesting!

Now this next phrase, there is much disagreemOnt about what it means

tie was taken from prison and from judgment. It has been interpreted in

all kinds of ways. Personally I think what it mamas is He was taken with

out proper judgment. Some say lle was killed, that's what being taken

away from prison means. That .'can fit the prison, but how can it fit

the judgment/idea particularly? But I take it as pointing to judicial

murder, pointing to Him being taken without proper judgment, without

the judgment the prisoner would normally have. That the prison and

judgment together represent that thought of the One receiving a prison

sentence through'a proper judgment. lie is taken without that. That

seernsto he to be the best. I can't be qx dogmatic on it. Commenta

tors have all kinds of interpreatios, but to ma that fits better than

any other I've seem.

The next phrase is interesting. "Who shall c1-Clare His generation?"

Some take it as who of His generation would say he was cut off out of

the land of the living? I don't think that makes so much sense. I think

it is betteith. way it stands. Who will declare his generation, who

will say that he will haVe my posterity? Who' will say that then is

anything accomplished by what he abs dohI? p/ho will decalre His genera

tion, for he was: cut off out of the land of tiet*i liv1ng, for the
"
transgression of in- people was he stricked. He was Cut off as a fairly

young man. He was cut off when lie had merely barely begun to preach.

Preached for 5 yrs. What's going to come of it. e thought he was the

one who would redeem Israel, and yet He was cut right 'off. Who will

decali'e Its genenitit?l4ow can)ibu expect any- results 'to follow--from

th'irtef terms of preahing to these 'few Calilleans peassitS.h. had?
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(Student: This seems like one of the most difficult phrases in

the whole ch. - - who will declare His generation? Does it mean his

progeny, or ?) Yes, 1 --take it as a rhetorical question. Who will

declare it --- it does not look as if there will be any? Who will

declare His generation? Who can point to anythhing worthwhile that

he's accomplished. Who can expect to see any progeny either in a

physical sense or in a spiritual sense of accomplishinents that last.

Many a person has come forward intending to turn the world upside

down and been erricated and that's the end. Soon people forget him.

That's the way it looks to his opponents when He was killed. This

thing that looked as if it might grow into a movement of some im

portance has just been nipped in the bud and cut óff°

(Student: The NASB has "and as for His generation who considered

that he was cut off from the land of the living.") That's the way some

take it. Who of his generation considered he was cut off. But I don't

see much sense-to that. But the other is just as possible from the

Hebrew - a rehetorical question, and it seems to me much more reason

able particularly when you look at v. 10 where you find the answer

to it. He shall see His seed, he shall proloiigue his days. You see him

cut off and you say who will declare his generation. What future is

there to him? to what he's tried to do? Then you find His resurrection

and you say He will have spiritual posterity through the ages, He

will prolongue his days and the pleasure of the Lord will prosper

through His hand. I can't be dogmaticL I would be curious about the

committee that made the NASB whether by one vote, there may have

been 7 preferring that MMIX interpretation and six this, and that

would be decided to be M put in, or whether most of them preferred

that. But that is an interpreation you find in a number of com

mentators. It is eertainly a possible rendering of the Hebrew. But

this is equally possible, and in in$r opinionis - fits a lot better.
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That's not a criticism of the NASB because any translation you

will find some places we will disagree with. I would question with

that as with our Scofield Reference Bible whether you would find any

man on the committee who agreeed with everything that they put out.

Everybody gets voted down sometimes.

(Student: The last phrase of v. 8 - for the transgression of my

people to whom was the stroke ) Some take it "to whom the stroke was

due." For the transgression of my people, the ones who deserve to be

stricken, it was for them He died, but they were the ones who deserved

to die. But "was He strickeH" is also a possible rendering. Bothof

course are true ideas. The idea is that they deserved it and He got it.

The idea is that he was stricken. Both ideas are there. As in so

many sentences in English there are various possibilities in interpre

tation. He you have something predicted 700 yrs. ahead that people did

not know about, did not understand how much of it Isaiah really under

stood we don't know. As Peter says, the prophets wondered what and

what manner of time the spirit of Christ which was in them did signify

when he testified beforehand the sufferings of Christ and the glory

that should follow. So just how much he iUunderstood we don't know.

But God through Him gave a marvellous picture of what Jesus would do

here. The Jews today try to say, This is Israel suffering. Just how

you can fit these things to Israel is very difficult to prove. Some

say this is the 2nd Isaiah telling about his contemporary Jeremiah,
thinks

how he was being treated? But certainly nobody Cbtfithat people

were saved from their sins through Jeremiant

(Studnat: I have a question about the knowledge of the people

about Messiah. I've heard it said that the women of Christ's .day longed

to have Christ as a son. Would that have been true?) The attitude of

people at Christ's day is not easy to prove. The best source for the
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attitude of the people of Christ's day is the NT. Here are documents

written by people who were there and saw what happened, and the re

flections they give of people's attitudes, etc. are the best souces

we have because they are the nearest to contemporary sources. We don't

have anything else that was written by somebody living in Palestine

at that time. Our 2nd best source is probably Josephus, but he was born

just c. the time Jesus tied. And Josephus went and stayed with all kinds

of people in order to know the views of all sorts of people. He probably

knew as much about the people of Palestine as anybody living at that time

He was a young man of means and greatly interested in people's view

points and attitudes. I don't think you'd find anything like that in

his writings because he was primarily interested in the political

movements. He was a general in the Jewish army 40 yrs. after Christ's

death resisting the Romans. Then he was taken captive by the Romans

and became IUAI a friend of the Roman general, and went to Rome

and lived there and the Roman general gave him things they had taken

in Palestine and he wrote his books, and he wrote to defend his people.

Some think he had a very strong anti-Messianic bias. Just how true

that is I would not want to pass judgment. But if Josephus had tried

to tell us just what Jewish women felt about at the time, he probably

would have been an exdellent authority. But whether he ever wrote

about anything like that I don't know. I never heard of it. Then after

that the Jews when they were expelled from Palestine, some fo the

Rabbis bean tr,ying to preserve the memory of the true interpretaion

as they understood it of the law of God. They had long discussions

of the meaning of the statements particularly in the Pentateuch and

they passed these on orally for ,2 or 3 centuries, and then they began

writing some f them down. The Mishna and Talmud are written down

in the course of the next, say between 200 and 800 A.D. So you see there
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nothing that is nearer to that than we are to the time of the American
what

Revolution. How much can you tell about how people felt' at the time

of the American Revolution? If we did not have books written by people

living at the time, and so on. Now they would know a lot more than we

do because they were trying to preserve a lot of the tradition and

attitudes of their people, but they were primarily interested in their

law and how they should live, etc., not in recalling the attitude of

people living at a particular time. Most of them had heard Christian

teaching and had rejected it. There were Jews who accepted it in every

generation. They were great Christian leaders. There have been (Christian)

4ews in every generation of Christian history. But the people who wrote

the Talmud were people who had rejected Christianity, so that even if

they heard that they would not be particularly apt to write it down.

So anything they say that is in the direction of Christianity, you are

apt to feel it is pretty good evidence, because it is by someone who

does not want to give something in that direction. Like in this next.

phrase here. Here is a very interesting thing, v. 9.

"And he made his grave with the wicked and with the rich in his

death." "In his death," the Jewish word bemotho. Some think that does

not make very much sense, that phrase "in his death", bemotho. Some

think it should be taken bamotho i.e. "his tomb." That it should be with

the rich his tomb. Hardly any Christian commentator changes it to "with

the rich, his tomb." But the Jewish version of the T, the one that was

published c. 50 yrss ago by Prof. Margollis of Dropsie Colêege here,

they called The Holy Scriptures, in that he translates it "with the rich

his tomb." Well now "with the rich his tomb" fits exactly with the fact

that Jewus was buried in a rich mans tomb. Pits exactly with it. And here

is the case of a Jew who would be hostile to Christianity who feels that

this Hebrew phrase should be translated in a way that fits closely with
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Christian with NT teaching where most Christian interpreters are

not at all sure that they should that the word as bamotho. Most of

them simply take it bemotho, the way that ithas been preserved in

the Hebrew MSS. Of course it is just the matter of two little dots,

but most of us take it "in his death." But you see how exactly it fits

with what happend. He made his grave with the wicked and with the rich

his tomb. So I think a UI*X thing like that is a --- there is a testimony

of a man to something that is contrary to what his feelings would lead

him to testify. This is very interesting by the way. He made his grave

with the wicked. There's his humiliation. Here is this great, this

righteous man who is crucified between two thieves, who submits to all

the privations and miseries of life among the sinners. But how is there

humiliation to being buried in a rich man's+UIk tomb? That's no

humiliation. Whell, how is it exaltation? I don't think it is any great

exaltation being buried in a rich man's tomb. How does it help to

accomplish work? How does it help with out salvation that he was buried

in a rich man'sXUI tomb? In other words this is what I call an inorganic

prophecy. This phrase is a prophecy which is not a part of the general

teaching of the passage w but which is an incidental mark of authen

ticity. A point, a little incidental point, not important in itself

but indicating that this is the particular one who is described here.

One who though he died the death of a crimnal among poor people and with

a poor background, yet was buried in a rich man's tomb.

(Student: Would it fit in with the idea of "who would have believed

such a thing?
" Who would have believed this wuild have been the way he

would ) That can fit through the whole thing. (Student: Because

this is a remarkable statement of something which seems rather impossible

humanly speaking, and it would fit into that kind of context.) It could

very definitely. Some of the modernists feel that after all it does not
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make sense so they want to delete the word rich and say "with the wicked."

SomethiRg like that. He made His grave with the wicked and with trans

gressors in his death something like that so as to be parallel. But in

the Hebrew it is not a parallel. It is another idea inserted which is

simply a specific prediction that fits with whit actually happened.

(Student: It is referring to his death, not when he was buried?)

As it stands in the English we sort of feel as though they are turned

around, don't we. It would suit us a little better if it A said, And he

died with the wicked and made his grave with the rich. That would fit

our feelings a little better, but I think we have to take it here, He

made his grave in the sense that he went to his grave, he went to his

death. We have to take it in that sense.

We'll continue there. We just have two more chapters and a third

to get over, but the next two chs. don't have as much in them.

Look at the next two chs. Look over the next 3 cbs., and then

chs. 54, 55, 56. Ask this question: Does ch. 56 start where it should?

Does it end where it should? Where do you think the ch. divisions should

be then on the viewpoint of thought, continuity of thought? What do

you think ch 55 is speaking about. In ch. 54 is he talking about

Israel or is He talking about the church in ch. 54? Don't write any

thing out for next time, but think of these questions and try to have

some idea on them,
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Now we Lave beer locHr' at T. , or Isa. 4O-S5 and neticin the

devclcpent of thot'gt in the pssag ard seeing how the thought of

corfort an ellveraric.e f prsert throughout and how gradually it

has been brought into clear reliatlon that only, that exile is merely

a syriptor, that all the physical Ills of the world are ayptos, that

sin is the real cause. That God Ic nIng to deal with the syptors.

He is oi.ng to deliver them fro' e'1le hut t!'e cause hs to he dealt

with. Along ith tht we hr' the dovlopent of the idea of the servant

of the Lord. That Israel is the Servant of the Lord. God has called

separated, save Tsrrel, t.ken care of Israel, protected then, in order

that this problem of in nay he dealt with nn hrin ]lt to th

naticns, but Israel lsc need! eln. So the ervsnt must he fror Israel,

he 'ut be a part of Israel, he ut rcpreent Israel and rt e can

be distinguish'd fre Israel. 'o we hive Israel's responsibility full*

filled, not by 9/10th of the natio, not by 1/4th of the nation, n

by 1/10th of the ntiort, but 'y one individual out of the nation repre

senting the nation.

Now we reach the climax of this, the discrlptic of how the cervtnt

is going to deal with this problem of sin. e noticed tie passage really

should start ,itb 52:13..It was a very foolish thing on the prt of

the archbishop to start the ch. with 5:1, and hu"dreds of peo&e have

n.emorized Isa. 53 and started with 3:1, and it's just unfortunate

that whie the cb. divisions are wonderful for finding places, it is

unfortunate they should leave out those first three verses which

sumarfzo the toachin of the whole, and introduce it, and without which

the c!i. is not nearly sr easy to understand. '!oro is one case where

the unfortunate ch. division had I think very unfortunate results.

o we noted the passage starts with the stato"ent the ervant will

be successful. Then i;o hive !!is exaltation. I usod to some i years ago
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I uned to be Very disoucted 'ith v idea o iapsarinisn as com-

pared with suprala arianlc. "any n.ople seam to tin' you 11-0 not

kindly if yen don't believe in infra1Rnsariints!, if you !ellee. that

the logical order is that o' nriinally nned that Pc wa o1n to

have saved people. That that wa "Is purpose in creation, ia thc pro

duction of saved neonle, rather than that man fell ard thor Cod had

to run to the rescue in sorne way and ',roducp a pln o' salvatior. That

He planned the whole thIn logically fron the hernninr are ';,is purpose

is as F.ph. says the treasure He ha in theo 'ho are saved t!-rough

Christ. That it is not His will that any s'cvld perish, but that all

should come to the knowledge of salvation, anr' we re !i instruwents

to reach as many as possible for that purpose. Put tbt Cod 1,.as "Is

ultimate purose. That "is presentation is not apt necessarily to he

chronological. It may he loctcal. It is much wiser to look to the

ultimate purpose ant! then find means of reachln1 it rather than m?-rely

to think of the immediate. Of course some neople look t the stars t

so hard they don't see the pitfalls in the way and fall into the dttc'.

That is a very foolish mistake, but an even worse Istake is t merely

look at what's next and thus M1IV go in circles.

So here we start with tho ultimate; we start with the exaiation

of the Servant, His great exaltation. And the very start o it is the

--- the CTV is not very cood "my svant sa1l .leal. prucl'ntly."

When I say it's not very good T'" not critisizinj it because ! 'lor't

know any way to do it as itch. This 'fob. worl has an ! idea T rlon't

know how you can express in rnghlsh unless you use parahrase. The

translation has to try to have approximately the. same number of words

as the original, and follow more or less the sane order of expression.

A translation that s slirply or1 for irord is apt to e r.tsiead1n.

It has to try to get the ideas across but to stick as far as it can
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toward a rather near tas1t1onof the precise words.' Now t'e TV in

sore cases is definitely a paraphrase like where it says that Abraham

was going on in days, it transiptas it he was wc'll strikeri in years.

Perhaps in the English of 300 years ago well stricken in years gave

a much better idea of a man becoming an old an than to say he was

going on in. days. I don't know. but it's iot very literal. There are

not many cases thcugh. The ,JV i an oxcellent translation on the whole.

But here is ca.se where I don't know just how to translate it because

this verb has two teas contained in one word as ny words do in any

language. There are two ideas fit tther. There is the idea -- in

English we almost translate one or the other. This says, .ohold ny

Servant shall deal prudently. I don't think in today's Unglish prudent

gives the idea at all. but to deal wisely would cover one sid of the

idea. The verb is active one. It shows a ir, acting in a wise way.

But it is nore than that. It is tccesstul. So some translations say,

Behold my servant will Prosper. The servaat i1.i be succossul, but

he will be SUCCeSSfUl not because of luck or llnd chance v or what

other people do but 'ecause he doss what is tie. That is the idea of

this Rob. word (vasehil). That is the idea but ! doYt know any English

word that exactly gives that. I don't know of any word that is nearer

to it than "shall prosper,' or tshall deal wisely." gut each of them

only gives half the idea. Neither of them covers the full idea. But

this is the statement of the success of the servant's werk. It is a

success that is not simply handed to hi, ut which lie accomplishes.

It summarizes Christ's death on the cross. H. did not ii. the death of

a msrtry. He did not die the death of a poor man who could not help

himself and got into a bad situation. lie av. His life for our sins. It

Is His effective accomplishment of the great purpose for which the

Father sent him into the world.
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Then we have these three gnora1 terns of Rs exaltation in that

verse. Then we immediately jump to His humtliatirn. The way by which

He accomplished His exaltation, 'the' way by which Hsaved us is through

His hwlliation. There it is a little unfortunate that the JV has the

"so knit in the middle of the phrase instead of at the beginning as

the Pbrew does, because tho Hebrew starts 'a.' and then "so' and then

"so. Three consecutive statements. Just as something "... so something

" . . so something. each starts with the conjunction. Just as --any have

been astounded or shocked at what happened to you, so arr.d will be

!is visage away from that of a man, and his form so that it hardly

seers human, and so again (but this time meaning who this means) as

a result of this !e will sprinkle many nations. That should be the

end 'of a verse. Those three phrases go together and present the surnaary

of the-thought. Through His humiliation He will accomplish 'His work of

cleansing from sin, not merely Israclities - - cl3ansing frorn sin people

from many nations a winning salvation far them through the work He

accomplished on the cross which is here swboliz.d by sprinkling thea

with His blood and. Peter takes up the term in the NT and calls believers

in -Christ those who are sprinkled with the blood of Jesus Christ'.

So e have the summary of the whole passages In the two and a

half verses. Then we vhould start a new verse -- "kings shall shut

their mouths at .him' not kings will be astonished. They certainly

would not shut their itouths if thuy re astonished. ut kings will

be unable to answer. They could not understanJ it. They would not have

expected it. It is sonething contrary to humaA WiSdOm. But the wisdom

of God has made foolish the wisdom of flan! So the kings, the great

thinkers, the great wise men, the great.powerful people are unable to

give an answer to what us has done. They must either reject it in

wickedness or they must accept it as little children and be saved
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trh 'ir. icr a1 shit t'eir otths at h1i heeuse what hd

not 'eentnld their thr'y '1 see, and what t'er hsd not heard they,

consi7er. Tc translators of t'e I at C. 2 did. not study, the

boor of !si. rpcuiy cnou to um r!tr1 ft teicMn' al)out tile

!toner'ert. ronseqwnt1y they could not a)e any sense out of 'is

sprn1i1nc' riany rations. o they said ethi' like "so shall -.many

nation !e st nihe" or snrv uch tern which 'loos not correspond

with th nritnat. 1''P rpts of our day cannot understand it and

so t'-ey say "so h1.1 startle" as I icntioned to yon last ti-C, a

rortrim: for T-r Is aholutply no wrrint. 11'o word is never

used in th serse of startlo n h'r. f coiire 1.! you can sy that

prirhl means 9to c'use to inrp" Yoi' ca cause peoplo to jurp anc so

thy Startle. 'o we r'afly start a new ; ra;rarh with the stateirent

"jn;s s' P11 mt tir ioutbs t bI'" for tt which they i'rd riot

been told they see, they thry h' net heard t!cy c.orsier, arid they say

Who cmld b1tevc we've be-,rd.

'On1rent3ry after comrcntary 4lcusses Ts. aii' does not bother

to iocr at Tsp. !2. "o hs Ielieved our report" aid they say "wc11

who's ta-ing? It must be the prophet. The wc ut be all the prophets

who sy who ha believed the r!essage we are giving. That is a true

thought but it is not the thought of the passage. This is spoakin.

about these wio iinalle to answer th work of the orvant of the

Lord. And they say who would ever have touht it would happen in this

way? "To wio is t!:c' ar of te Lord made bare? (revealed, disclosed)

Thc ';ould havc ttught th3t God instead of striking th is mighty

owcr :ith thuner troe, dth so:e triendois blast of so'o irresis-

table force, iflstead of tit : would meet this prob1ci by humiliation

and death of His wn on. Not by rat king, soma ighty nation,

or sea. great ruler or Rome, or some great thinker from Athens but
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a man from an ohsco secti or tc world a aj cver theio in "alstine

froi the despised JewS, a ai who as not even one of their t3adcr.. at

]east as far as anybody knew. Put a ;'an W'iO cane fro a littl2 iIllie

in )orthrn Palestinq, who would have b1iev'd that this is where

salvation would co.o from! For he will ro up heforo !l a; a tdcr

plant and as a root out of a dry ground.' To o3 gr"?at tinkcrs,

to these great oierful people, a1estIn is a dirf j,round. Can any

ooe tnln cone out of Nazareth said on of th scipics. :C 3u1d

over expect anything lsportant ti-tare. e find a root cut cf a dry

ground. e find a little plant roing up where you -ou1d not pect

to find it, any plant. te rat kings, the great thinkers we look

and e don't see any reat thinker, any rt philosopher, any rat

an loading an ar&y. There is no forn ior co1irLess. TIlre is ncthin

that would have attracted us. There is iw eauty that w would desire

1i!. e coos from a background of hui1iatiou that you would not

expect. You would noL expect that one who dic the Ceat of a felon,

crucified a he ort crinals er in those days that through hi

would come th answer to our problas.

Soie people ilavo interpreted this as .aaning Jesus was Very un-

attractive iooking, very u'iplasaiit. Pure iaginatioii! De not

fit with the osta1s at all. ho aa41 soe as ii did. feopic heard

him and were attracted ' i1s personality, were attracted by is

tcachin. It was only when they saw they would lose soothing by

following hLa that tney turned to go away fret dii. shun they four d

they had to give up things, they might turn away, Jut Ho was certii.iy

attractive in As 1rson, in h13 being, in is character. One of Law

most attractive persons in all history, iut he was out of a dry );round.

He was aoL whaL tiise people, not where thepse people would expect to

find im, to find salvation, to find tte soucce of the important things
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of 1i-f. H is despised and rejected of men. The oi:ans, the Creeks

looked down on anybody from Israel. Tv Israelite leaders lc'cke'

down on this uneducated Galilean peasant. The Son of ar Ls no place

to lay His head. he is a iatk of pain an acquainted wItl sickness.

This word sickness - it translates it grief. Grief is hardly a

good translation for sickness. But sic1ncss is not so satisfactory

either because they did not draw the distinctior4 we do. e think of

sickness as that which comes from gerzs. or thz't which conies from

decesdefect in our bodies which comes about heriditar*ly or socx

thinc like that. 1ut if it conies if sonethin conies fror 014T being

hit over the heed we are not so apt to call a sickness. To te

the term sickness would include any bodily trouble or difficulty

produced by other people or produced by worms or produced Ly beridi

tary defect. So we cannot draw from this fe was not heulthy. PC VI-,,IS

one who knew the wisery of lice in the world as it is.

(Student: I thought that the sacrificial lamb hac to be wlthou*

blewish and spot . . . ) ?'any think that as the 3.ab was kept for

three days to show it was without blemish that .Tesus in }is three

years was demonstrated his perfection of character so that L-e

could say what no other person has ever been able to say: Which one

of you convicts re of sin? He could say that. You can find no flaw

in ay character. No humpn heinr could say that because we all are \ \

sinners. 1p not only ,iake wistakes but wi.lfull errors, but if He

after three years in the public aaze could chailen'e people to point

out any piers) flaw. he was a ran of bi'hest character and certainly

those who ant to know were attracted by it. ;ut people with the silly

att(tt'de toward those less fortunate than therselves Thich have been

common all throi'gb the world until our present oeneration. In our

present veneration the tendency is to reverse it.
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The tendency is to reverse it an look down on people who are not from

some underprivileged group. Up till now that has been the tendency

and it's a human tendency. We'll T'robshly find it again.

I rererter when I was in England years a'n ta1kin with somebody

there I got the t!pressioP that there was the Yirp and nobody could

get anywhere near the king. Then there var. the nobility, and they could

1oo1. up to the ling. Then there was the lesser nobility. Then there was

the people of wealth. Then there were ordinary Englishmen. Then all

other people were below then. Everybody knew hi' place. They sort of

looked clown on Americns ancl otier peoole.

When I was in Cermony as student in 1926 1 dock a walkinq trip

through Germany and oni time wa1ki.n through tho woods I saw a man

walking along who was neatly dressed for walking with a camera in

his hand. I walked along with this youngfellow for a ways and chatted

with hi. lie asked 'e where I came from. I to1 him I was from America

but was studying in Berlin, a student from the university. He told

me he was from Pusseldori where he worked. in the steel mills, Find we

walked along together fcr r'iybe 20 minutes. Tbe we cane to a place

were he was going that way and I was going this. Pa turned to me to

say good-bye and tears care into hIs eyes. e said, I've heard that

about America, but I've never bclfercd It till. nw. I said, What.

Why, he said, I heard that in America you Judged people by lUfi

their character rather than by their position in life. I siid,

How would anything we've said show anythinr about that? He said,

Any German student who heard I worked in a steel mill, he would not

have walked 3 steps with e, &te would have looked dowi on me? I don't

know what the attitude is in Germany now, but that's the way that this

young fellow felt the attitude of the students was there in Germany

that they were in a different category, a different class.
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We've never had that attitude in America in my life time. In

fact in my life time, it hzs been somewhat the other way. I knew a

fellow some years ago who came from a very wealthy family. His

father was president of a bank, his uncle president of another bank,

a very wealthy fellow family background in Philadelphia. lie was

a student at Cornell and he used to go up at night on the coach in

the train. He would not take a sleeper because he thought the other

students would look down on him if he took a sleeper instead of riding

in a coach the way they did. Which is the reverse attitude which we

have often found in this country.

This, I think, represents the snobbishness that was common through

out the world in that day and has been in most parts of the world at

moat times. There may be quite a little of it in this country, but I

personally have never, come in contact with it to any great extent

except in a reverse way as I hey* Lentiond.

(Student: What is the at the end of v.2. He does not

have a appearance that we should be attracted to Fix.

about his appearance that would not be attractive. Eut you said

that would not necessarily be the case. That it was the area that he

came from that made Him be despised.) The area an the position in life.

The dress might enter into his being characterize as a Galilon. The

word is simply appearance, tLit which we see. It is derived froL the

root rash, to see. Anything we see. (Student: would not be his physical

appearance?) No anything visible, anything we see. We can spai' of the

appearance of an angel meaning an angel appears. Or we can speak of the

appearance of an angel meaning the way he looks. We can use the word
of people

appearance/referring to tneir faith or their clothes. It just covers

whatever appeas, whatever you see. Wu have o interpret whet area f

seeing in involved. If we did not have the NT e could male variou!
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theories. One theory night be lie was an ungly fellow with pox marked

00' face, etc. But that does not fit with what the NT says. While that might

be possible that this could predict something like that, that is not

required. That which we see would not be that which would attract us

to Him until we learned more about Him.

(Student: If this were the kings speaking that would not seem

quite as ) All the more reason that it is not referring

to his faith or clothes but to the situation out of which He comes.

They hear this story of somebody in Palestine going about telling stories
say

and they ray, Why bother about this? Then they find that this is God's

truth and God's way of presenting it. It comes not in the way they

would expect it. It comes not through the exaltation but humiliation.

The exaltattion comes as a result of the humiliation.

(Student: Question about it being quoted in Romans 10). Let's see

it. This ch. (isa. 53) is quoted a great deal in the NT. In fact

this section in Isa. is quoted far more than a* other section of

Isaiah put together in the NT. Romans 10:16, But they have not all

obeyed the gospel, for Isaiah said, Lord who has believed our report.
who

I would feel that '/would have believed what we have heard is a more

literal rendering of the original. But who would have helieved,certainly

there were those wh* would not. What Pomans is pointing out is simply

that not everybody believed it. That all he has drawn from it here.

I think the idea of Romans is included in Isaiah, but I ew don't think

it is the predominant thing in the Isaiah passage. I think the NT often

takes aspects of a teaching in the OT. It does not twist the OT to mean

something it does not mean in context, but they take an aspect of it,

to use for a particular purpose. "They have not all obeyed the Gospel.

Iaaiah says, Who has believed what we have heard?" If it was, tho would

have believed this? Well, nobody would have believed it except as the

holy Spirit gives them belief. Except as the io1y Spirit gives faith.
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e Sir-ply is pointing out the fact that not all accepted Him.

(student: a little different connotation from hat Tsaiah says?)

No, I'd say he is rot taking the priry etphnsis CF Is.iih hut taking

hat Is also incluted in it .ut not its pri'*ry ej:.ha.s.

'bore aro cases in the NT where it quot3s sc,ethin fror -,LP, T

an \4here the words it quotas oi't seem to produce 'That it sas

all. find tht what the NT says is what te context teaches in the

T. There are a number of cases like that which the words just don't

by themselves but the call your attention to thecnntext. But I don't

think that's the case here. ecause the context her.does not specifically

speak about not everybody accepting 4tUim. It does not say all kings

are going to do this. It does not say everybody is going to do ithis.

But there are going to he individuals who say, Who would ever expect

such a thing a this? Naturally nobody will accept it except the Lord

causes Somebody come to them and bring the message l in a clear

plain way and the Holy spirit leads them to accept it. So he is taking

an aspect of it.

(Student: I don't have the creek with re. I iuat asked somebody

to look it up, but in this v. it says, Lord bo hi's believed our report?

Is the "our" referriz hc1 t4- Lord?)+++ and F It Is would not the our

be Isaiah and the Lord. Pecue Isaiah said, Lord who has believed our

report. Could not the prc'noin our in Greek he a pronoun referring

beck tc the Lord and Isviah.) No, I wculd think he is quotin from

the LXX. prebhly quoting fror the TAX. (tudet: 'ould not this

be the "our" refcrrirg to Tsiah and th Lord rather then to the kings?)

No he means tht In the course of what isa. says, these words are in

cluded. The other could 1e perhips the most immediate way to draw it.

But the NT very often quotes from the T writers without the pronoun

referring to the writer necessarily but being whatever it teins in the
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some think is a quotation of "he has borne our griefs and carried our

sorrows." But it is not! The word "borne" is the only think in common.

1 Pet. 2:24 is speaking of the atonement. But speaking of bearing sins.

Somebody might think of griefs and dorrows as figures of sin. It is

a little bit removed. But you can hardly think of pain and sickness as

figures for sin. He has borne our pains and carried our sicknesses.

(Student: In what sense has He borne our sicknesses?) There are

two things to ask. One is: Is this a picture of the atonement? Some

say yes,here is a picture of the atonement; this means Christ took

our sicknesses and pains on the cross and therefore the Christian

should never be sick because Jesus has borne the sickness; he has

taken away the pain. It is lack of faith if you are sick! That is an

incorrect interp. of this phrase. The fact it is incorrect is proved

by the way it is quoted in Mat. The quotation in Mat, tells about

Jesus' healing ministry. It says lie did these things that it might

befulfilled; surely he has borne our sicknesses and carried our

pains. This is a prediction of Jesus' healing ministry. Surely he

has borne our pains, he has taken away our sicknesses, yet we esteemed

Him stricked smitten of God and afflicted. It is a prediction of His

healing ministry, and a prediction of the fact that people though

seeing His M healing ministry yet refused to believe. Jesus said,

If you won't believe the words I speak, believe me for the works sake.

He said, I've done wonderful works among you and yet you do not believe.

This pictures the unbeleif bf his contemporaries, seeing His super

natural power to heal disease, seeing the miracles He performed and

yet esteeming Him stricken, smitten of God and afflicted. The men on

the road to Emaus 1191 said, he did wonderful things? We thought

lie was the one that would redeem Israel, but they have taken and

crucified him. They thought lie just could not help himself. He did these
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great works, and yet he was smitten of God and afflictedi They failed

to draw the conclusion from His supernatural power of His supernatural

person. That is what is pictured in v. 4. V. S deals with the atonement.

The true explanation of his sufferin g is that He was wounded for

our transgression; he was bruised far our iniquity ; the chastisement

that produces our peace was laid on him, and with His stripes there is

healing to us (lit. Heb.), which is a little clearer perhaps. By means

us his stripes there is healing to us. Here is the atonement stated

very very clearly in v. 5. I think you can say that up to end of v.3

you have the kings, you have the people who hear the message showing

their reaction to it. Who would ever think that from such a back

ground as this our salvation would come? Then your sight moves to

those who were His contemporaries and they say, He has performed all

these miracles and yet we considered Him smitten, stricked of God and

afflicted, but now we see the real meaning of it. The fact is that

He was voluntarily suffering for us, lie was wounded for our trans*ressions

He was bruised for our iniquities. With his stripes we are healed.

(Student: So all the words for sickness, griefs, and sorrows of

v. 4 are litter11y that physical griefs, sicknesses, and sorrows?

And in v.5 transgressions and iniquities . . .?) Yes in v. 5 trans

gressions and iniquities are both words referring to moral sins.

Yes, explicitly, and there is none of that in v. 3. It's definitely

dealing with sin in v. 5. "The chastisement of our peace" does not

mean much in today's English, but it is the chastisement that produces

our peace. It is altogether proper syntactical English to say the

chastisement of our peace meaning the chastisement that * can bring

us peace, but it's not thenormal way we speak of it. So it does not

immediately convey the idea. It is the chastisement that can produce

our peace, and this word trans. chastisement is a word which has not
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usually
the idea simply of suffering but MXIIIXof suffering inflicted for a

purpose, and used often of discipline one inflicts nj-on linseif. I've

often given talk in chard on this word a word very co'non

in Proverbs. k word in tbi.- t"tr+ verc here and as you look at It

in proverbs nnc lc'ol it it in ti-,is v., you i-inc' of vcnder how they

fit together until you study tbeii.

Then v. 6, those whr ;cre saved by "ir all admit their own guilt.

All we like sheep have gone astray . . . .and the lord has laid on him

the iniquity of all of us.' Thore is very clear stterent of the

universality of sin and of the provision of Cod for it through the

atonement of Christ.

V. 7, lie was oppress-C3 and afflicted yet he did not open His mouth.

A picture of fli' refusing to answer Ms accusers, sul,nitting voluntarily

when the men care to see Trim and reter cut off the car of one, and lie

put it bach on and told him to that this was planned of God, that

lie was to be taken. Pe did not resist. Not tht you should not resist

evil, but in this case this was sceething brought on IIin intentionally

by Him to produce the atonemnt. s a sheep before her shearers would

he dumb; like a sheep that would he dumb before its shearcrs so he

does not open his mouth. I have not sheared sheep so I'm not sure

whether this is like a very unusual sheep that is dumb or wheether

mO3t of them are Humbi

(Student: I've seen sheep sheared, and you just pick them up and

sit them on their rears and they stay put. and don't do a thing.

They sure are very riuch dumb, They will sit there and let the man

shear them and roll then this way and that way and get all the fleece off

and no objection at all!) Maybe they would if it was a cold day.
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Tht's very interesting! Certainly it is not typical of sheep in general.

Being sheared you say it is, that's very interesting!

Now this next phrase, there is much disagreement about what it means

Tie was taken from prison and from judgment. It has been interpreted in

all kinds of ways. Personally I think what it means is lie was taken with

out proper judgment. Some say He was killed, thct's what being taken

away from prison means. That 'can fit the prison, but how can it fit

the judgment/idea particularly? ut I tale it as pointing to judicial

murder, pointing to Him being taken without proper judgment, without

the judgment the prisoner would normally have. That the prison and

judgment together represent that thought of the One receiving a prison

sentence through a proper judgment. lie is taken without that. That

sccnto J-ic to be the best. T can't be 1X dogmatic on it. Commenta

tors have all kinds of interpreatiotis, but to me that fits better than

any other I've sec.

The next phrase is interesting. "Tho shall (1-dare His generation?"

Some take it as who of His generation would say He was cut off out of

the land of the living? I don't think that makes so much sense. I think

it i better the way it stands. Who will declare his generation, who

will say that he will have any posterity? Who will say that there is

anythin. accomplished by what he ahs done? Who will decalre His genera

tion, for he was cut off out of the land of the iii living, for the

transgression of m- people was he stricled. lie was cut off as a fairly

young man. lie was cut off when lie had merely barely begun to preach.

Preached for 3 yrs. What's going to corie of it. e thought he was the

one who would redeem Israel, and yet lie was cut right off. Who will

decaire His generation? How car. you expect any results to follow-from

the brief terms of preaching to these few Galilleans peasants he had?
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(Student: This seems like one of the most difficult phrases in

the whole ch. - - who will declare His generation? Does it mean his

progeny, or ?) Yes, I take it as a rhetorical question. Who will

declare it --- it does not look as if there will be any? Who will

declare His generation? Who can point to anythhing worthwhile that

he's accomplished. Who can expect to see any progeny either in a

physical sense or in a spiritual sense of accomplishments that last.

Many a person has come forward intending to turn the world upside

down and been erricateci and that's the end. Soon people forgethiin.

That's the way it looks to his opponents when lie was killed. This

thing that looked as if it might grow into a movement of some im

portance has just been nipped in the bud and cut off*

jStudent: The NASB has "and as for His generation who considered

that he was cut off from the land of the living.") That's the way some

take it. Who of his generation considered he was cut off. But I don't

see much sense to that. But the other is just as possible from the

Hebrew - a rehetorical question, and it seems to me much more reason

able particularly when you look at v. 10 where you find the answer

to it. He shall see His seed, he shall prolongue his days. You see him

cut off and you say who will declare his generation. What future is

there to him? to what he's tried to do? Then you find His resurrection

and you say lie will have spiritual posterity through the ages, He

will prolongue his days and the pleasure of the Lord will prosper

through His hand. I can't be dogmatics. I would be curious about the

committee that made the NASB whether by one vote, there may have

been 7 preferring that XX interpretation and six this, and that

would be decided to be ( put in, or whether most of them preferred

that. But that is an interpreation, you find in a number of com

mentators. It is aertainly a possible rendering of the Hebrew. But

this is equally possible, and in my opinion is fits a lot better.
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That's not a criticism o the .1A because &uiy tran1atien you

ill find some places we will disagree itI.. ucuiti questic 14th

that as with our Scoficid flefcrence riblo whether yo vex-14 fint any

nan oi tht comittoo who agrecod with cvorythin that t}cy put out.

Lverybody gets voted down soeties.

(Student: The last phrase of v. 8 for tic transgrosslor o y

people to whoi was the stroc ) gone ta3.:o it to wLt tho stroke 'as

due.' For the trasgrcssion O y poopic, thc ones ho decrvc to o

stricken, it was 2or tke lie died, but thoy were the ones who deserved

to die. But "was Ue strickeN" is also a posiblo ronderiu. Lot'. or

course are true ideas. The idea is that thu1 oservod it anti ic got it.

Th. idea is that he was stricken. Both ideas are thra. As in s

many sentences in ulish there are various ussibilitios in intorpro

tatiou.He you have soiiiething predicted 700 yr. ahead that people did

not know about, did not unAerstaud ho auch f it I.aiah really under

stood we don't know. As Peter says, the pruphts wotdered what and

what manner of .tie the spirit of Christ wiic was in ti-Lam signify

when he testified b"foreiiand the sufferings of Cirist anJ the .iory

that should follow. o just how 1iUCa be iifluaderstood e don't

But God through aLi gave a aarvellous picture of what Jesgs would do

here. The Jews today try to say, This is Israel suff.rig. Just ho

you can fit these things to Israel is very difficult to prove. Some

say tuis is the 2nd Isaiah telling scout his contemporary Jereia,
thiaks

how 1*. was hung treated? ut certainly nobody tCSLtst people

were saved from their sins through J.rsaiant

(Student: I have a question about the knowledge of te people

about Messiah. I'. heard it said that the women of Christ's day longed

to have Christ as a son. Would that have been true?) The attitude of

people at Christ's day is not easy ° prove. The best source for the
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attitude of the people of Christ's day is the NT. lere are docuw.r:ts

written by people who were there and sa' wiat hap'oni, aid tho re

flections they give of people's attitudes, etc. are th best sauces

w. have because they are the nearest to contemoary sources. on't

have anything else that was written by soebudy livIn:4 in "slestine

at that tine. Our 2nd best source i probably Josephu, tut 'e was born

just c. the time Jesus died. And Josephta went and stayed with all kinds

of people in order to know the views or all sorts of peoçle. e robbly

knew as much about the people of Palestine as anyLdy 1ivIn at that time

He was a young man of means and greatly interested I:. people's vies.

points and attitudes. I doii't think you'd fi anything lit, that in

his writings because he was priurily i.iterasted in the jclitical

movements, be was a general in tht Jewish &r 40 yrs. after Cirist's

death resisting the Romans. Ilien he wat taken captive ty tLc to:as

and became 1MU a friend of the RuLaa general, an(! %';C-Lt to !(Olae

and lived there anti the otan general gave his. things they hcd talon

in Palestine and he wrote his Looks, and ht wrote to defend his people.

Some think he had a very strolAg anti-Messianic bias. Just h.a%,; trio

that is I would not want tu pass judgiaent. '"Jut i Josephu tried\

to tell us just whet Jewish wouvu felt about at the time, ha proaly \

would have been an exd.lleiit authority. ut whether h ever wrote

about anything like that I don't know. I never heard 01" it. theii aft.

that the Jews when they were expelled from Palestine, some fo the

Rabbis began trying to preserve the memory of the true interprutalon

a they understood it of the law of Cod. They had lung discussions

of the meaning of the statements particularly in the Pentateuch and

they passed trteso on orally for 2 or 3 centuries, and then they began

writing some of them down. The )dishna and Talmud are written down

in the course of the next, say between 200 and 800 A.D. So you see there
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nothing that is nearer to that than we are to the time of the American
what

Revolution. How much can you toll about how people felt at the time

of the Amrican Revolution? If we did not have books written by people

living t the time, and so at. Now they would know a lot more than we

do because' they were trying to preserve a lot of the tradition and

attitudes of their people, but they were primarily interested in their

law and hbw they should live, etc., not in recalling the attitude of

people living at a particular time. Most of them had heard Christiai

tepthin and had rejected it. There were Jews who accepted it in every

generation. They were great Christian leaders. There have been (Christ1an)

4ews in every generation of Christian history. But the people who wrote',

the Talmud were people who had rejected Christianity, so that oven

they heard that they would not be particularly apt to write it down.

So anything they say that is in the direction of Christianity, you

apt to feel it is pretty good cvidnc, because it is by someone who

does not want to give something in that direction. Like in this next

phrase here. Here is a very interesting thing, v. 9.

"And te mad* his grave with the wicked and with the rich in his

death." "In his death," the Jewish word beuiothc. Some think that does

not make vcry nuch sense, that phraso "in his death', emotho. oine

think it should !..e taken harnotho i.e. "his tomb.' List it should be with

the rich his tomb. Hardly any Christian commentator ch*iiges it to with

the rich, his tomb." But the Jewish version of the T, the one that was

published c. 50 yrss ago by Prof. Harollis of Dropsie Colèege here,

they called The Holy Scriptures, in that he translates it with the rich

his tomb." Well now "with the rich his tomb" fits exactly with the fact

that Jesus was huri.e' in rich 1tan's tomb. Pits exactly with it. A4d here

is the case of a Jew who would be hostile to Christianity who feels that

this Hebrew phrase should be translated in a way that fits closely with
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Christian == with NT teaching where most Christian interpreters are

not at all sure that they should that the word as bamotho. Most of

them Imply take it bemotho, the way that tt has been preserved in

the Heb. MSS. Of course it is just the matter of two little

dots, but most of us take it "in his death." But you see how

exactly it fits with what happened. He made his grave with the wicked

and with the rich his tomb. So I think a thing like that is a-- there

is a testimony of a man to something that is contrary to what his

feelings would lead him to testify. This is very interesting by the

way. He made his grave with the wicked. There's humiliation. Here

is this great, this righteous man who is crucified between two thieves

who submits to all the privations and miseries of life among the sinners.

But how is there humiliation to being buried in a rich man's tomb? That's

no humiliation. Well, how is it exaltation? I don't think it is

any great exaltation being buried in a rich man's tomb. How does it

help to accomplish work? How does it help with our salvation that he

was buried in a rich man's tomb? In other words "this is what I call a

inorganic prophecy. This phrase is a prophecy which isnot apart of

the general teaching of the passage but which is an incidental mark of

authenticity. A point, a little incidental point, not important in

itself but indicating that this is the particular one who'-is

described here. One who tho he died the death o a crimnal among poor

people and with a poor background, yet was buried in a rich man's tomb

(Student: Would it fit in with the idea of "who would have believed

such a thing?" Who would have believed this would have been the way

he would ?9 That can fit through the whole thing. (Student:

Because this is a remarkable statement of something which weems r ther

impossible humanly speaking, and it would fit into that kind of context.)
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It could very definitely. Some modernists feel that after all it

does not make sense so they want to delete the word rich and say

"with the wicked." Something like that. He made His grave with the

wicked and with transgressors in his death. Something like that

so as to be parallel. But in Heb. it is not a parallel. It is

another idea inserted which is simply a specific prediction that

fits with what actually happened.

(Student: It is referring to his death, not when he was buried?)

As it stands in the English we sort of feel as though they are

turned around, son't we? It would suit us b little better if it

said, And he died with the wicked and made his grave with the rich.

That would fit our feelings a little better, but I think we have to

take it here, He made his grave in the sense that he went tohis

grave, he went to his death. We have to take it in that sense.

We'll continue there. We just have two more chs. and a third

to bet over, but the next two chs. don't have as much in them.

Look at the next two chs. Look over the next 3 chs, and

then chs. 54, 55, 66. Ask this question: Does ch. 56 start where

it should? Does it end where it should? Where do you think the

ch. divisions should be then on the viewpoint of thought, ck

continuity of thought? What do you think ch. 55 is speaking about?

In ch. 54 is he taking about Israel or is He talking about the

church in ch. 54? Don't write anything out kht for next time, but

think of these questions and try to have some idea fxk on them.
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Christian -" with NT teaching where most Christian interpreters are

not at all sure that they should that the word as bamotho. Most of

them simply take it bemotho, the way that it has been preserved in

the Hebrew MSS, Of course it is just the matter of two little dots,

but most of us take it "in his death." But you se. how exactly it fits

ç
with what happend. He made his grs. with the wicked and with the rich

, his tomb. So I think a SKIP thing like that is a "- there is a testimony

of a man to something that is contrary to what his feelings would lead

him to testify. This is very interesting by the way. He made his grave

with the wicked. There's his humiliation. Here is this great, this

righteous man who is crucified between two thi,vei, who submits to all

the privations and miseries of life among the sinners. But how is there

humiliation to being buried in a rich man's+I$Ik tomb? That's no

humiliation. Whell, how is it exaltation? I don't think it is any great

exaltation being buried in a rich man's tomb. How does it help to

accomplish work? How does it help with out salvation that he was buried

in a rich man'sXIU tomb? In other words this is what I call an inorganic

prophecy. This phrase is a prophecy which is not a part of the general

teaching of the passage w but which is an incidental mark of authn

ticity. A point, a little incidmntal point, not important in itself

but indicating that this is the particular one who is described here.

One who though he died the death of a crimnal among poor people and with

* poor background, yet was buried in a rich man's tomb.

(Student: Would it fit ii with the idea of "who would have believed

such a thing?
" Who would have believed this wabid have been the way he

would ) That can fit through the whole thing. (Student: Because

this is a remarkable statement of something which seems rather impossible

humanly speaking, and it would fi.t into that kind of context.) It could

very definitely. Some of the modernists feel that after all it does nv'4
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*ske sense so they went to delete the word rich and say "with the wicked."

Scct!:i; like that. !e re Ii crave sit! t!'e w5ci! t' vith trars

gressors 1-' his deith rtin lic thtso to he prR1l. rt't in

the rcbrc It is net a perallel. It is another ic7e hscrte which is

sir;çI)' t specific Fredicter that fit's tit1 h*t ectt'afly hap ret.

(tudcnt: it Is referr1r to his etF, not 4ei be was t't'ric!)

As it star.dt in th.e tr1ih ye sort. of feel as t!ob they qre turned

vrourc, en't :e. Yt tc't3 sit s a little Fetter if it ! P'n he

c!jc ;it1 the Licod an nzt !'is cr2re '.tF the rc!. 1it ti1t' fit

our feelin n little hctter, hut t!-.Ink we hve te ta'e it hire, 'e

rade his rive In th sense that he ';ent to his ;;ravc, he went to hIs

death . e have to t1e It in th.t sense.

eil continuo tLre. 'c jurt have to more chapters and a third

to et overt, ut the next two ch. 't ve n rich ir then.

1,ooF the next tr e1. Lr'1 rvcr t?' flxt

cbs. 34, S5, A;k this question: T)o ch. S start her it. shot1d?
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We've' been discussing this passage that runs from ch. 40 to

56. As you are aware the book of Iaiihh simply as a new thing that

a person had never seen before if he wanted to divide the book of

Isaiah into natural sections and knew nothing about the book what

ever, I think anybody immediately with a little bit of observation

would divide it into three parts. Because chs. 1-35 are discourses,

they are prophecies, they are exhortation, prediction, they are a

certain type of literature that we think of as prophetic literature.

I think anybody would easily recognize a great similarity in the

general material from ch. 1-35.

But then when you come to ch. 36, parts of it you would believe

you were back in the book of Kings or Chronicles. That is ch. 36 is

primarily a historical ch. rather than a prophetic. It is not

strictly historical, because it contains long addresses, long talks

and a long mesaage from the Lord. But it is given in a historical sort

of presentation. That is true in the book of Jonah also. Jonah is a

book of prophecy, but it is givin telling of certain events and what

happened and what the prophet said and what the Lord said. We have

incidental passages of this type in almost any prophetic book, not

everyone but in most of them. But here we have four chs. which tells

about events with which Isaiah was concerned, and the messages that

God gave Isaiah and the connections Isaiah had with different people,

you would immediately say chs. 36-39 are chs. which are historical

in nature, though they are definitely prophetic chs. as compared with

the prophetic material for the first 35 chs. When you get to ch. 40

immediately you are in what you would naturally think of as prophetic

material. So you have a historical section inserted in the middle of

the book of Isaiah. It is part of the prophecy, it deals with the
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prophet but it is different in the general type of literature. So

that that naturally divides "the book into these three sections. So

there can be no question we have .a new section beginning at the

beginning of ch. 40. The question is how far does that section go?

There are many commentaries which if you look into them, you will

find they say that the first part of this section begins with ch. 40

and when you get to the end of ch. 48 you find the words, "There is

no peace saith my God to the wicked." They they will say when you get

to the end of ch. 57 you will again find the words, "There is no peace

saith my God to the wicked." Then when you get to the end of ch. 66

you again find it says, "They sahil go forth and look upon the carcases

of the men that have transgressed against meX, and their worm shall not

die, neither shall their fire be quenched, and they shall be an abhoring

unto all flesh." So you have this is more or less parallel to those

other two verses. So many commentaries will say, Isa. 40-66 is divided

into 3 sections: 40-48; 49-57; and 58-66 because of this similar end

ing of each of three chs. If you look in the book of Micah you find

it has a definite beginning at the first ch., "Hear all ye people."

And ch. 3, "And I said, Heir I pray you 0 heads of Jacob." And ch. 6

says, Hear ye now what the Lord says." And Micah naturally divides

into three sections which are indicated by starting with a similar

phrase. But in this part of Isaiah, to say that because you have these

three similarities proves that is the division is utter nonsence! Though

you find it I believe in most commentaries on Isaiah. That is to say

an author may use a sign like this to show a division, but he may

not. He does not have to. And the fact of a similarity does not prove

a division. When you get into the contents of ch. 40-66, the natural

point of division is not at the end of ch. 48, and it is not at the end

of ch. 57. That is utter nonsence? The way to tell is by content, and
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teaching not by a particular little indication. Now an indication may

be put there by the author to show but it does not have to be. In this

case what looks like what may be an indication proves on examination

not to be a vital change. But we started with 'h. 40 and we discussed

exile and we gradually got from -exile into the cause of exile -

sin, and then into the cure for sin - - the Servant of the Lord and

His work. And we found a great climax in ch. 53, and we have this

great praise of what. XX wonderful things God, is going to do in ch.

53, and then we have in ch. 54, "Sing 0 barren, thou that didst

not bear, "Cry aloud." And the end of it, v.17, "No weapon that is

formed against thee shall prosper; this is the heritage of the

servants of the Lord." The wonderful results of the atonemnt in Isa.

53 are presented in a general way in ch. 54, and then in a specific

way in ch. 55 with the greatest gospel call anywhere in the 01: "Ho

everyone that thirsteth, Come ye to the waters . .

So immediately you say, Does this section end with the end of

ch. 55? Certainly if you look at ch. 58, you are in a different area.

"Cry aloud, spare not; lift up thy voice like a trumpet and show my

people their transgression and th house of Jacob their sin." It's

more like the early part of Isaiah. Denunciation, rebuke. Eventually

some blessing passage is introduced, but starting with rebuke. The

same with ch. 57 -- "The righteous perish and no man lays it to heart.'

"The merciful men are taken away,none consider him that the righteous

is taken away from the evil to come." Rebuke! So we have ch. 57 and

from 57 to 66 makes a section. And from ch. 40-55 makes a section.

But what about ch. 56? I asked you to consider this matter for today;

to say where the division should come. How many of you think that 56

as a whole belongs to ch. 40-55? Would you raise your hand? Nobody!
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How many think it belongs with ch. 57? Raise you r hands. We-1

now we got no votes for it belonging to ch. 55, which I think is rather

unfortuante because you will find tremendoussimilarity between this and

ch. 55. How many votes do we get that it belongs to ch. 57? I"m asking

now for the ch. as a whole. How many think it belongs partly with one

and partly with the other? A'number think so. If you vote partly with

one and partly with the other, Mr. Wilson, what part would you put

with ch. 40-55?

(Answer: Well ch. 56 seems to be the result that should be in the

life of one who has responded to the call. Yet it almost sets up a

contrast to the following chs. It's talking about the wicked, so it

seems like a transition into that.) There is a sharp transition in

ch. 56. A sharp transition. Ch. 55 ands with a wonderful promise.

"Instead of the thorne shall come up the fir tree.' Ch. 56 is in

the Scofield Bible called ethical instructions which I don't think

is a very good heading. I hope it was improved in the NSRB but I have

the old edition in front of mehere and don't remember.) (

(Student: Rewards for . . . . ) Well, that's much better! That's

one improvement we made in NSRB. But it starts in blessed is the man

that does this, the son of man that lays hold on him. And v. 3:"Neither

let the son of the stranger who is joined to his people feel frustrated

that he does not belong. For thus says the Lord to those who seem to

be outside the pale, even them (v.5) says will I give him my house

within my walls . . . and a name better than sons and daughters."

I'll give them an everlasting name. It still is the blessing that comes

as a result of ch. 53. The blessing to those who are true to the

Lord is contained in these early vv. of the ch. Nowhow far does the

blessing continue and where does a brand new section start? Mr. Ward?

(Student: It starts at the end of v. 8 and continues to the end
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of v. 8. Verse 9.is indefinite and v. 10 is something else.) Yes,

v. 10 following following is certainly :a part of ch. 57. It does right,.

with ch. 57. The Archbishops horse must have stumbled very very badly

when he put in a ch. division at the beginning of ch. 57. It was

not a bad stumbling to put a ch. division at the beginning of 56

because there is a .definite paragraph change between ch. 55 and 56.

But between ch 56 and 57 there is no change whatever. There is simply

continued with the same rebuke and denunciation of sin. You have

this denunciation of sin in v. 12. You have it in v. 11 - - They

are greedy dogs that can never have enough, shepherds that cannot

understand. You have it in v. 10 - - his watchmen are all blind, they

are all ignorant. They are all dumb dogs, they cannot bark, sleeping,

lying down loving to slumber. That's not the stye of ch. 40-55 at all.

It is starting another section that is similar to the early part of

Isaiah. But as Mr. Ward pointed out an argument can be made for putO

ing v. 9 with what precedes or with what follows. But certainly some

where between the end of-v.8 and the beginnigof verse 10 there is one

of the major divisions of the book! Between those two. It's

either before v.9 or before v. 10. That I don't think we need to argue

about. "All ye beasts, of the field come to . . . . yea all beasts

of the forest devour as . . . " If you are saying The Lord gathers

the outcasts to him, these who seem to be outside. All you beasts of

the field, come and test eat; all you come and be field. An argument

can be made for putting it.with what precedes. :ãke, Ho everyone that

thirsts, come ye to, the waters. But I think a much better argument

can be made for putting it with what follows, a part of the denunciation.

But here is our primary division, and = = either I would think at the

beginning of v. 9, butcertainly not later than the beginning of v.10.

(Student: Why would you put a - - - How would you interpret v.

9 then if you were going to put place it with ch. 57?)
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If I would put it with ch. 57 it would be a declaration that

the wickedness of the people that he addresses whether we take it as

the people of his own day or as looking forward to people after the

returnfrom exile at a time when they are beginning to lose their zeal

and become more selfish, whether he is saying, calling on the beasts

of the field to come and destroy these people because their watchmen

are blind, they are dumb dogs, they won't protect them from them, they are

just greedy dogs taking care of their own selfish things, the right

eous perishes and no one takes it to heart. A rhetorical, it would be

a common typp of rhetorical introduction to a section of denunciation.

But it is not obviously so. It does not obviously go with either one.

But the fact they translate "devour" rather than 'eat" or 'be filled

up" suggests that the KJV translators thought it went with what

followed rather than what prededed. But the archbishop's divisions

are very unfortunate!

Now I dont want to take much time on this because we have very

important things to cover this hour, but I think-it's important to

see just as a matter of methodology, that we look for the content

to see where the divisions are. The ch. divisions are helpful to find

places, but they don't necessarily prove anything. But this is a major

division of the book.

Now going backward for a minute. Ch. 55, we noticeX is the great

godpel call. It comes after ch. 53; it is meaninglss without ch.

53. It is easy believism as some people say. It's just come and take

it, it's yours! Freely! There is taht sort-- there are some people

who are very much against what they call easy believism, and I myself

have been very much upset at times in the past when somebody has gone

to a group of people who knew nothing about Christianity at all and

have said, Here's $1.00. Will you take it? And of course most people
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think what are you talking about, and most people won't touch it!

They think there is some quirk in it. Until somebody finally comes

and takes it, and he says, It's pours. And he says, You want salva

tion? Take it. Now that's a wonderful thing when a person has a

realization of sin, a realization of the wonders of God's offer. It

is just impossible for the ordinary person when they realize what

it's all about to come to realize that it is absolutely free. There

is nothing we can do about it.

Campbell Morgan told about a time he was holding an evangelistic

campaign in his early days, and he was talking with a miner, and he

tried to get the thought across and the miner did not seem to get it

and finally the miner said, 0 I see. I'm down in the mine, and there

is the car that comes up thousands of feet to pull me up out of the

mind. He said, I don't have to make that car move. All I have to do

is to go and sit in it. I sit in it and it brings me up. But, he says,

it costs the company an awful lot of money to put that car in and to

run it. It costs God an awful lot to provide our salvation. And ch. 53

tells what God did to provide it. Once you realize what God has done

in ch. 53 then there comes the problem of realizing that there is

nothing we can do to earn it, but simply receive it as a free gift.

So ch. 55 alone would give an utterly false impression; but ch. 55

combined with ch. 53 gives us a true understanding of the gospel,

of the wonders of God's grace. It's a marvellous offer in ch. 55.

Everyone that thirsts! Come without money, without price. There is

nothing you can do to earn it. It's God's marvellous gift. Of course

this allrests back on ch. 53. We have looked at 53, and as we noticed

ch. 53 should start with 52:13, and we have looked at it more or less

in detail up to v. 8. Verse 8 starts: He was taken from prison and

from judgment, and there is much undertainty as to exactly what that
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means. There are several interpretations differing radically from one

another. I think the most probable one is that prison and judgment

here reppesent a proper legal trial, a proper decision. A judgment

which is related to prison that is made by proper authorities in

a proper way and this means that He was given a judicial murder. In

other words He was innocently killed! He was taken away from prison

and from judgment without proper judgment.

(Student: The first word I have there is oppression in the NAS

Yes that maybe fits in better, the wordi simply means being held in

which may refer to a specific prison. Some take it as meaning he died,

he got away from prison. Of course that doesn't make much sense. Others

take it as a deliverance. That doesn't make much sense. I believe the

interpretation some commentators make of it, a judicial murder is the
mm

best. (Student: That would fit with the concept of a miiT7of separation.)

Yes. The men from prison, from judgment can mean without, apart from.
than

It can mean more ta1 or it can mean leaving a place. There are the

three possibilities and this one I think is the best one here. Thank

you for calling attention to that.

He was taken away without proper == without any proof that he

deserved to he billed, he was taken and killed, because he was not

punished for anything he had done, but gave himself voluntarily in our

stead. I believe that is a great scriptural truth that is taught in

that phrase but I don't believe it is clearly enough taught that we

can draw it from it. I think we fit it in, with what is taught else

where.

But the next phrase is very important - - Who shall declare His

generation! for he was cut off from the land-of the living. Who can

say that anything-worth while is going to come out of this! Young man,

early 30's'; preached for three years. People said, We thought it was
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t+rI.em He that was to redeem Israel, and He is cut off. He is aken

away. Maybe if he had lived 50 yrs. and kept on preaching he could have

built up a movement. Maybe he could have gotten people together that

could have freed the land from the Romans, Maybe he weuld have trained

enough people to have done something worthwhile. But it seemed as if
who

he was just off. We thought it was He would would have redeemed Israel,

bit He was cut off from the land of the living. Who shall declare His

generation? Just the thought of thepeple on the road to Emmaus.

(Student: Does that mean He had not children?) That would

be the physical specific sense - - the generation would be the posterity

and that culd enter into it. tie won't have any posterity. But I think

it is larger than that. Any spiritual posterity, any continuing follow

ing, any permanent effect. It's specifically children Iwould think.

Now some take it, Who wut of His generation would say that He was cut

off out of the land of the living? I don't see how that mkkes an awful

lot of sense. (Student: In view of the fact that IsüaI is speaking with

reference to the surrounding nations and it means that the gospel call

is going to the thssued, couldn't -it mean he is referring to the attitude

of the whole world on the Palestinian scene as far as we are concerned

too?) Yes, that is to say, I think it probably refers most directly

to those who were there to see it, but it also does include I would

think, asyou point out, the people in the beginning of the ch, the

people off in the distance that say, What's ever going to come of this

that's worthwhile? Here he was young man, crucufied on a fake charge;

He was not deserving of death, yet; but what did He accomplish? He's

gone. His life is ended. Can any good thing come out of Nazareth?

Will anything out of that land 'of Palestine come that is worth while?

We don't think so, but if it should, how will it come from one who

was cut off at an early age when He had only three years to preach?

It can represent the attitude of the poepleIar and near as merely
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knowing about the crucifixion without knowing why it was or what it means.

Of course the answer that is given in the rest of the ch., it starts in

the rest of the phrase: It was for the transgression of my people that

He was stricken. He was not actually cut off out of the land of the living,

taken away and could not help himself, could not accomplish anything. It

was for the transgression of my people He was stricken. He gave Him

self voluntarily as a ransom for sin. The Jews try to make out that

tlis ch. describes Israel. Well, you might say Israel for its own sin

has been stricken. Yes. But it does not seem to have much point to

put it in here.

"He made his grate with the wicked and with the rich in His death.

I believe I mentoned at the end of the last hour how this word "in His

death" some think is His tomb, with the rich His tomb. We cannot say

this is necessarily correct, but at least the argument can be made for

it as is shown by the fact that a Jew preparing the Jewish version

of the Scriptures put it in that way. One who had no purpose in
who would

trying to make it fit with Christ and actually does not believe it

fits with Christ, yethe felt it was a more accurate translation of

the word to translate it as "his tomb" instead of In His Death. Now

to us in his death means in == what happened in connection with His

death. It means his burial was with a rich man. But we ask ourselves

what's a rich man got to do with it? So many commentators will say

there is a mistake in the text tk here. It should be lie made His

grave with the wicked and with the sinners in his death. Let's get

rid of the word rich and put in some word for sinner or wicked so as

to make a parallel. What have the rich got to do with it? Is this His

exaltation to be buried with a rich man? That's no great exaltation.

Is it humiliation to be buried in a rich man's tomb? That's no humilia

tion. Is this the accomplishment of His work?
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Does He make better atonement for us because he was buried in a rich

man's tohb? No,it's not an organic prophecy It's a little incidental

note that points to the fict that this great unusual thing that One

crucified as a malefactor should nevertheless be buried in a rich

man's tomb; it's a little incidental thing pointing this is the One

that is here predicted. Nobody in Isaiah's day could really have seen

much point in that statement, but when the thing happened the point

was obvious and the Jews who did not believe Christ was Messiah pre

served these words right through the centuries exactly.

(Student: Do you know what the Talmud says on this verse?) Well

the Talmud is the presentation of the views of various rabbis, and

the- have all kinds of opinions. (Student: Do any of them take this

as a prediction of the place Messiah would be ?) I don't know

about that. The talmud does not contain a running commentary. There

are several splendid commentaries by rabbis of the Middle Ages, but

the Talmud is the discussion mostly on points of law, and conduct

and habit and manner by different rabbis a& on all sorts of customs

and there is all sorts of varities. But the Jewish views through

the ages have varied, some believing that there was to be a Messiah

a son of David who was to be king, and also a son of Joseph who would

suffer. And this this refers to the Messiah.XX There have been Jews

who have held that view. There have been others who have interpreted

it as referring to Israel. But there is no unified view among them.

(Student: He wasn't buried with a rich man was he, it was

a rich man's tomb? That, bothered me.) The his tomb fits a little

better from our viewpoint, but in connection with His death he was

placed ma place that was setup for a rich man. It is more accurate

from our viewpoint if you say he tomb. But I think you can bet the idea

from the other, though it isa little bit involved. With the rich in

his death. Now I feel there should be a breat there. I don't like that
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semicolon. InXtheKJV there. I don't think "because he has done no

violence, neither is there any deceit in His mouth has anything to

do with his making his grave with the wicked or his being buried with

the rich. I think this should start a new sentence, and should say

instead of because, it could just as well be translated "aithought."
either

In Hebrew it is just in relation to. It can be flXXbecause or

although. I feel that "although' here going with the next phrase

is what's meant here. "Although he had done no violence, neither was

any deceit in His mouth yet it pleased the Lord to bruise Him.'

I think it goes definitely with the next rather than with what pre

cedes, for the v. division was made here in the wrong place. "Although

he had done no violence, nor was any deceit in His mouth, yet it

pleased the Lord to bruise Him. He has put Him to grief. It is not

the men that killed him, it is the Lord's action in producing the

atonement. God gave His only begotten Son.

When thou shalt make His soul an offering for sin - - the Hebrew

can be either "when thou shalt" or"she shall" and what sense would

she shall make there? (Student: ) The Hebrew is 2nd mas. of

3rd fern, singular. So what sense would it make to say "she shall." Who

would the "she" be? (Student: I imagine it could be his mother!) That's

good imagination but it's not in the text. (Mr. Berraga: ) Well

that again is imagination. Is there anything in the verse? It is

normal in Hebrew to put the verb first. In English we start with the

subject, but in Heb. the verb normally comes first. So when a verb is

3 mas. sing., we don't alwasy say "he". We may say "he" if there is

no subject following, but if there is a subject following we take that

as the subject. The same would apply to the 3 f. s. Mr. Berraga do
would

you have a suggestion as to who the sheXWilXbe ? Mr. VonBehren?
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Soul is feminine. Of course. All souls are feminine, don't you know

that? All parts of the body in Heb. are feminine. All souls are fern.

You read in Genesis where the man came to see Jacob to get his daughter

to become the wife of his son Hamor, and he said, My son, His soul

she cleaves to thy daughter Dinah. Soul is fern, in Hebrew. The matter

of gender varies from language to language. In Hebrew souls are fern.

So many say this should be translation "when his soul shall make an

offering for sin." Actually it does not affect the sense either way.

When he shall make his soul an offering for sin, or when His soul shall

make an offering for sin, in either case it is he does it. He gives

his life as an offering for sin, or else his soul makes an offering

for sin, an offering of himself. So it does not really matter which
soul

way you take it here, but it is either his X1K shall make it or he

shall make. That's a good rule in Hebrew. When you find a Heb.

sentence, you look at the erb, and then se e if there is a subject

somewhere in the next S or 6 words that can be the subject to go with

that particular form of the verb. Now if there does it does not

necessarily prove that it is, it might be he will make his house

a strong place of fortification. It could be he, or tt it could be

the house shall make a strong place of fortification. You have to

decide by the context. But when you have nothing in the context to

suggest a she, but there is a she right in the verse. So his souli

makes, or he makes his soul. In either case when that happens he will

prolongue days. He is cut off. Who will declare his generation?

There is no result. He's gone. No, he is going to prolongue days.

There is going to be the resurrection. There is going to be continuing

effectiveness. There is going to be accomplishment through the ages,

because he performs a great atonement and so His work does not end

but he continues to prolongue his days. He is resurrected!
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(Student: although he had done no violence) Although he had

not done any violence, nor was any deceit in His mouth, yet it pleased

the Lord to bruise Him. (Student: That's exactly the way the NASB

translates it. ) Neither or nor well in English, you have to see

the context to see which will fit, in English.

(Studnet: In v. 11 how do you take in his knowledge . . .) We huvé

not come to that yet. We will and must. "He will see his seed and

prolongue his days" so there is going to be. You say, Who will declare

his generation? Nothing is going to come! That would be true if he was

an ordinary malefactor, yes. Look at these men Jesus tells about who

led a group of men out into the wilderness in order to start a rebellion

against Rome. They were going to turn everything upside down. Then they

were captured by the Romans and killed. Nothing came of it. And people

say, shat's going to come of His death. He looked very promising. e

thought.he was going to build a . Here he is cut off. But the

fact is that he will see, seed. He will have a posterity. Those who come

to God thorough Him. Great numbers of those who can be considered as His

6hildren in the sense that they receive atonement through Huh. He will

see his seed. He will prolongue his days. He was dead but he is

raised from the dead. He continues to be with his people all through the

ages. And the pleasure of the Lord will prosper at his hand.

Then you have the same thought again' He shall see of the travail

of his soul and be satisfied. He went through-this terrible suffering

but it was not simply- a tragedy that this wonderful man was killed and

nothing accomplished! He'll be satisfied because a great deal was

accomplished by it. By it there wilicome justification. By the knowledge

of Hiimshall my righteous servant justify many. Through people coming to

know about him and to know Him he will justify many. This 'his knowledge"

in Old English can be deceptive to us today, because the word "his"
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means of him. "Of him" can be taken three ways: It can be possessive;

it can be subjective; or it can be objective. That is my knowledge

can be what I know. My knowledge ann can be the knowledge I possess.

My knowledge can be what I know, or my knowledge can be what is known

about me. In modern English we have developed a rather queer habit

that with many words the genitive will naturally seem to us to be

possessive; with other words it will seem to be subjective, and with

other words it will seem to be objective. It will seem strange to us

to take it in the opposite way. Actually our English genitive can be
one

taken in any/of the three ways and we can easily find illustrations

of all three ways. If you say the knowledge of him, people know him.

Die is intransitive, but a transitive verb the his can be the object

of it or the subject of it. In this case it would be clearer to us

today to say by the knowledge of him. By the knowledge of Him, he

will justify many. It is not that he knows so much he is able to do

it, but it is that when they come to know what he has done, what he

offers, they can be justified.

"For he will bear their iniquities.' Through this knowledge being

carried by his followers throughout the earth, the knolwedge of what

he's done, there can be brought to people everywhere the means of sal

vation. But it is a little unfortuante that in our present day English

when we say his knowledge, we think what he knows rather than while

with many other words we would think of it as what is known about him.

We think of the building of the ship. The ship's building consumed

a great dell of time. And so on. That is an objective genitive. The

uilding of the ship. They built the ship. But the man who built the
you

ship, yo could say this company's building consumed too much time.

No, you say, the building's construction. You don't mean that the

building did the construction! You mean the building was constructed.
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That's a good instance of an objective genitive. There are many. But

we get the habit in present English of thinking of certain connections

as objective, certain as subjective, certain as possessive and we

don't realize the fact that there are the other possibilities. but

they all three are found used in regular English today.

(Student: In v. 11 he will see it is in italics and he satisfied.

Over here it says another reading is "light". lie will see light and

be satisfied. Is there any reason for that?) I never heard of that

before. (Student That's something discovered in the Dead Sea scrolls)

Yes, I see, a suggestion from another text in the DDS. Noe the only

book of the OT that is found complete in the DDS is Isaiah. Most of
consist of

the DDS have little fragments that will have half a dozen words in

them. Some of them have quite a bit longer and there are some com

mentaries that quote them and have a discussion. I-ut one of the first

DDS to be discovered was a complete copy of the book of Isaiah. This

copy is a very early copy but it is a poor copy. It has a great many

tiny errors that are easily recognized, as errors. The == It is of

great interest to note that the book of Isaiah substantially as we

have it today with our earliest lieb. MSS coming from the 10th cent.

A.D. that back there at the time of Christ there was a copy made

within the century there was a copy made of the book of Isaiah that

is substantially the same as the copy == copies made 1000 yrs. later

and it shows how wonderfully it has been copied. =at== preserved

through those years. But it itself has a great many tiny errors which

are obviously errors. In making the sSV there were about 20 places

where they thought that the DDS of Isaiah gave a different text that

perhaps was the correct text being 1000 yrs. earlier. They put this

in in about 20 cases in h the original RSV, and then the Committee

decided that about 15 of them were only errors in copying and left

them out. And they had about 5 as it was published, and in later
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editions their committee had serious questions whether these five

should be left in. So it is a wonderful evidence to the general

correctness of the text, but when it comes to individual changes of

the text in line with the DDS it is not a sufficiently carefully copied

text to be of much value for that purpose.

The same is true of Manuscript B, MSS Vaticanus which is our

earliest great complete copy of just about the whole Bible. It's in

the Vatican. It is a very fine ancient text and preserves what is

perhaps the best text. But it is a very poor copy of that text. It

has a great many very tiny errors which are clearly scribal errors.

(Student: The critics would come down on that and say that LIGHT

should belong in that text. Because the Qumran scrolls of that is

1000 yrs. older and it is probably an error of om+ +*+f omission

in the Masoretic text.) Yes, but you also have your LXX that is made

before the time of Christ. I don't remember exactly what the LXX has

but that would have to be brought into comparison to it. That would

be a matter of text that if we had another hour we could spend a

thif hour on it with great interest. We have more to cover now. I

doubt if there is enough evidence for it to really make it a

serious point. But it would be interesting to look into.

It continues, lie will see of the travil of his soul and be satis

fied. For he shall bear their iniquities. There is your atonement

very very definitely. For he shall bear their iniquities.

Verse 12: Therefore will I divide Him a portion with the great.

"A portion" is in italics in the KJ but the 'dividing" means I

will allocate to him with the great. I will enable him to take a

part, to divide a spoil with the strong. That which Satan and his

angels seem to have seized of God's creation, that which they have

filled with Satanic ideas, and that which is headed for eternal

destruction -- a portion of it he will rescue from them.
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He will devide a portion with the great, a portion with the strong

ones. How did lie do it? By His atonement. Because he poured out his

soul unto death and was numbered with the transgressors and bare the

sins of many and made intercession for the transgressors. Who has the

Hebrew before you? Dr. Phillips would you read us that last - - you

can keep your English before you if you want, but read it very care

fully in the Hebrew starting with "and he was numbered with the trans

gressors." Noting the tenses very carefully in exact form. I'm not

worried about whether you know the meaning of particular words but

get the forms right.

(Phillips: "For as perfect-rather sins of many) Start a

little earlier. He shall divide the spoil with the strong, because he

poured out his soul unto death. What tense is that? (Student: Perfect)

Yes. Perfect. He has poured out his soul unto death. Then, he was

numbered with the transgressors. What tense is numbered? (Student:

Perfect.) Yes. Then "he bare the sin of many." What tense? (Student:

Perfect.) Yes. Then what continues. (Studnet: Imperfect) Then it is

an imperfect, and so your natural translation would be "shall inter

cede" for transgressors. That is what the Hebrew says. He will divide

t he spoil with the strong because He poured out his soul unto death;

he was numbered with the transgressors and bare the sin of many. These

are all in the perfect. These are things he has done. But then it
can

gives an imperfect that/express the beginning fo something in the

past but which very commonly expresses something for the future. The

most natural way to translate it would be "and he will make inter

cession for the transgressors." So why make it simply a repetition

of what you have already been told.-- that he is going to perform the

4tonemerit, that he is going to bare the sin of many, that he is going

to pour out his soul unto death but an imperfect - - he will make
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intercession for the transgressors. It seems to me that there is a

difference of thnse there which corresponds very clearly to what

happens when Christ poured out his soul unto death, was numbered with

the transgressors, bare the sin of many, and thus divided spoil with

the strong, and rescued many people who were in Satan's hands.

But that does not end it. He ever liveth to make intercession for

us. He is at the right hand of God making intercession for us as we

transgress, as we fall we know not merely a dead Christ but we have a

living Christ, One who is at the right hand of God making intercession

for us and He will continue to do this all through the present age.

(Student: Flow do you fit that in with the great ones, he will

divide the plunder?) Yes, I take that as being the great strong one

Satan, and his hosts who are misleading the souls of people, leading

them toward predition.

(Student: That's a distinct difference then . . . The picture

that it seems to give to my mind is that of a warrior who just

conquer everything and have it to himself. Who are the great ones

then? He will divide it with the great.) lie will take part of it.

He will divide it. It means that the spoil that they have, he will

sieze part of it, and the way He seizes it is by His atonement, lie

destroys, custs the power of Satan to holdthis world in subjection.

Satan is the Prince of this world. Satan and his powerful ones are in

control of this present evil age. But Jesus rescued a portion of UXI

that which Satan has bound, thro His atonement. There is no universal

ism here. It does not teach as some say that Jesus by his atonement

saved everyone., and so the whole world is saved. I heard a sermon

one time in which the man said, Everybody is saved through what Christ

did. All we need to do is like the prodigal son, to recognize what

=that God is our father and come back to himj That is not what the
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Scripture teaches. There is necessary repentance; there is necessary

personal accpptance of Christ in order that the atonement may be

applied to us. It applies to all those who believe on His Name. But He

divides the spoil, he seizes a portion f it.

(StudDnt: Souls or material goods? ) Souls, those whom Satan

has taken and misled.

(Student: Couldn't it be this is only a figure and not to be taken

literally?) It is a figure. (Student: But not to be taken literally.

All its' saying is that he's going to win the battle.) No, this does

not say He is going to win the battle. This says He is going to seize

a portion of that. He will divide the spoil with the strong. He will

take away from the strong one a portion of the spoil which he has

already taken. It is a figure of course, of a battle, and of one

coming in and seizing a portion of the spoil that the other has

already taken.

(Student: Isn't it kind of unusual to call sols booty?) It

is unusual. (Any parallel?) 0 1 think so. I don't think of one off

hand, but it is a very natural figure. Souls as booty which Satan

seized. (Student: the word for great is rab.) Yes, it can be in

terpreted as many or as strong ones. Either way, both are possible.

That which is big, or that which isnumerous. Both are possibilities.

You cannot say which it is.

We have only c. 4 more mm. So I must rush on. I took a whole

sem. on Isa. 53 a couple of yrs. ago. We went into Heb. then.

Ch. 55 is this wonderful gospel call. It is fairly obvious - - the

teaching of ch. 55. Ch. 54 is less obvious. In v. 2, Enlarge the place

of thy tent. Let them stretch forth the curtains of thy habitation.

Spare not, lengthen thy cords, strengthen thy stakes. Wm. Carey gave

hisgreat sermon urging the send him to India and preach the

gospel there, and he used this
text.
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Somebody might say, Look he just takes a couple of words from Scripture

that have nothing to do with foreign missions. Strengthen thy stakes!

Lengthen thy cords! What's that got to do with foreign missions? That

is a great danger taking words out of context in Scripture,and

getting something out of them that is not there. But here in the con

text that is exactly what is here. '
Sing 0 barren, thou that didst

not bear.' The Gentiles that seemed outside the family of God and

seemed to be headed for destruction and the === and only among the

Jews was the knowledge of how to be saved through the sacrifices

to come and be saved through Christ, but the barren one that did not

bear is to break forth into singing, for more are the children of

the desolate than the children of the married one. Of course the

modernists all say that this means more are the children of Israel

when she has been redeemed but was formerly desolate than before

she was redeemed when she was thought of as a married wife. That is

a very involved interpretation. It's much more simple to take it

the way Paul takes it in Gal, that the barren is the one outside

who seemed to be producing nothing spiritually valuable, the Gentile,

but to them the knowlddge has been brought to them of the atonement

and there is even more from this than from Israel that are being

brought intothe kingdom. So he says, Lengethen your cords, strengthen

your steaks, and you will break forth on the right hand and left and

your weed wft will inherit the Gentiles. It is an expression of the

outgoing of the gospel. So we huwe the general expression of the out

going of the Gospel and the reaching of souls all through the world

for the Lord in this chapter. We won't go into the question here of

just how much of this chapter is talking about the ch., and how much

is speaking about Israel. It is my impression that the early part

if it is very definitely speaking about the followers of the Servant

of the Lord whether Jew or Gentile. That is the first part of the
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chapter and later on it speaks more specifically of Israel and it

would take us considerable discussion to see exactly where the

transition occurs and we wXM won't have time for that now. It

being only one or two minutes left

Ch. 55. The Gospel call comes for nothing, you can receive this

wonderful thing. Let your soul delight itself in fatness. I'll make

an everlasting covenant with you even the sure mercies of David. Of

course Jesus is the son of David the king, but the blessings that were

given to David, the one who fell into such terrible sin but whom God

redeemed and with whom God made His personal covenant, these blessings

are available for everyone who is thirsty and comes to the water. It

is a marvellous gospel call.

In v. 5, You will call a nation you don't know. Nations that know

not thee shall run unto thee. Verse 6, Seek the Lord while He may be

found. Call upon Him while He is near. Let the wicked forsake his way.

God will abundantly pardon.

Verse 8 For my thoughts are not your thoughts, neithrr=are your

s my ways. God is not like a vengeful man that has got to have his

pound of flesh. But God has received the atonement, the penalty is

paid, and so He can have mercy without charge or cost.

Verse 10, the promise that the Gospel message will not return

void. The Word will not return void. God is going, v.10-11 say, to

accomplish His purpose and His word will accomplish the purpose to

which He sent it. You will go forth with joy. Be led forth with peace.

The mountains and hills will break forth into singing. This of course

is figurative language. Anybody who says he takes everything in the

Bible literally is talking utter nonsence. It is figurative language

but it does represent that all nature is going to partii!ate. All

nature is going going to participate in the joy.
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Instead of the thorne will come up the fir tree; instead of the

b riar will come up the myrtle tree. This looks forward to the

millennium in my opinion, to the day when the thornes and thistles

that are here as a result of man's sins are erradicated. Then, x

Ch. 56 goes on, Nobody is left out.

The son of the stranger, the euneuch who says there is no place

for me. I can't enter the house of God. VIN The Lord says, even to

them willI I give in my house a place and a name better even than

sons and daughters. I will give them an everlastingname. Even them

will I bring to my Holy Mountain, and it will be called a place of

prayer for all nations.

So 40-56:8 forms a unit. Ch. 41 really. Ch. 40 is a summary of

the whole. But ch. 41, starting with exile, leading to the cause of

exile which is sin. Showing that God will deliver from exile, but

the deliverance from sin is necessary, vital, more important than

even from deliverance from exile, and it comes from whit Christ will

do on the cross. I think we have to stop there.

It is only a 1 hr. course so the exam will not be long, but will

deal with matters we have all discussed in class. Bring an unmarked

Bible.
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